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PREFACE

For a brief period, personal computers have offered programmers a
chance to build small software systems of outstanding quality using the

best available programming languages and design methods.

Personal computers attract a new generation of programmers for whom
the ability to use software written for previous computersis of little or no
interest. Consequently, computer manufacturers have the freedom to choose

new programming languages and develop innovative computer architectures

for personal computing.
The simple operating procedures and small stores of personal computers

makeit both possible and essential to limit the complexity of software.
For these reasons, personal computers provide a unique opportunity

to improve software quality. This goal has indeed been achieved by the UCSD

Pascal system [Bowles, 1980]. But it does not appear to be an industry-
wide trend yet. Most operating systems for microcomputersarestill written

in assembly language.
The recent development of the complicated programming language Ada

combined with new microprocessors with large stores will soon make the

development of incomprehensible, unreliable software inevitable even for
personal computers.

Before that happens, I would like to present an obvious alternative to
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software designers: a software system that is powerful enough to support
the development of nontrivial programs on a personal computer andyetis

simple enough to be studied in detail at all levels of programming.
This book describes the Edison system which supports the development

of programs written in the programming language Edison, a Pascal-like
language designed for microprocessors. The Edison system was developed

on a PDP 11/23 microcomputer with floppy disks. It can, however, be
moved to other microprocessors.*

The main difficulty of software design is the human difficulty of under-

standing a massive amountof detail. A textbook ignores the trivia and con-
centrates on oversimplified (but effective) principles of design. In this book,

however, I cannot suppress the programming details, since my aim is to
demonstrate how you can build software that is understandable in all details.

The book explains how the programming language and the software

system were designed and implemented. It includes the program text of the
operating system and the compiler, both of which are written in Edison.
Tt also includes the text of the system kernel for the PDP 11 computers.

The book is not intended to be read from cover to cover unless you
wish to move the software system to another computer. As a new user of

the Edison system, you may wish to start with the system report (Chapter

5), which explains how the system is operated. Before you can write pro-
grams for the system, it is also necessary to read Chapters 2 and 3 on the
programming language Edison.

The text provides realistic case studies for nearly every undergraduate
course on computer programming:

Systematic programming
Data structures

Programming languages
Computer architectures

Compilers

Operating systems

The book is written for professional programmers and undergraduates

with a background in programming languages, compilers, and operating sys-
tems. The necessary background is described in the textbooks by Wirth
[1978, 1976a] and myself [Brinch Hansen, 1973]. If you know some of
this material, but not all of it, you may wish to skip those sections of the

text that are marked with an asterisk.
I have used the text in an undergraduate course at USC to give students

a feeling for how the principles studied in core courses on computerscience

can be used in the design of a complete software system.

*Including the IBM Personal Computer(see p. 381).
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Myearlier book, The Architecture of Concurrent Programs [Prentice-

Hall, 1977], describes a single-user operating system,called Solo, written in

the programming languages Pascal and Concurrent Pascal. The Solo system
was an experimental research effort to evaluate the usefulness of the mon-

itor concept.
The Edison system is an engineering project aimed at further simplify-

ing well-known ideas. It is written in a single programming language thatis
smaller than Pascal but more powerful than the combination of Pascal and
Concurrent Pascal. The system runs on a microcomputer with only 7 of

the store and ‘Ao of the disk capacity used by the Solo system.
John Wiley and Sons kindly granted permission to reprint large parts

of the papers:

Edison—a multiprocessor language.
The design of Edison.
Edison programs.

Software—Practice and Experience, April 1981.

I am grateful to Steve Goings, Nick Matelan, Vincent Prothro, and

L. J. Sevin of Mostek Corporation for the opportunity to develop the
programming language Edison. The language report was improved con-
siderably by the constructive comments of Peter Naur. Helpful comments
on the text were also provided by Dines Bj¢rner, Jon Fellows, David Gries,
Tony Hoare, Peter Lyngbaek, Habib Maghami, and Harlan Mills.

The book is dedicated to the memory of Niels Ivar Bech, the originator
of computer development in Denmark. Under Bech’s inspired leadership,

a generation of young Danes made unique contributions to computer pro-
gramming, such as the Algol 60 Report, the Gier Algol compiler, and the RC
4000 multiprogramming system.

PER BRINCH HANSEN



SOFTWARE QUALITY

This book describes the Edison system, a personal software system for

professional programmers. The system consists of a compiler, an operating
system, a screen editor, a text formatter, and a few other programs, all of
which are written in the programming language Edison.

We begin by examining the crucial role of simplicity in software design.
The historian William McNeill [1967] puts it this way: “What cannot be
understood becomes meaningless, and reasonable people quite properly re-

fuse to pay attention to meaningless matters.”
A professional programmerwill inevitably push a small computerto its

limit. I did that during the design of the Edison system. On a PDP 11 micro-
computer, the system can compile the largest pass of the Edison compiler

in a store of 28 K words, leaving only 200 words unused! This was not due
to luck. I deliberately extended the operating system with useful functions
until the store limit was reached.

During the design of nontrivial user programs, a programmer must also

be acutely aware of the system limits. Otherwise, such programs may not be

able to run on a small computer. In some applications, it may even be neces-

sary to adapt the system to a different kind of backingstore.
None of these things are possible unless the software system can be

fully understood by a programmer.
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The details of software can be mastered only if the designerstrives for

the utmost simplicity.
Although the practical demands of software design make simplicity

essential, a more profound reason is to be found in the nature of creative
work. The joy of discovery and the pleasure of making something work are
the most powerful drives in science and engineering. To sustain this motiva-
tion, a software engineer must look for astonishing simplicities and beautiful
patterns of design.

Simplicity is a measure of the human effort needed to build, under-
stand, and use a system. This will be our measure of simplicity: A personal
software system is simple if it takes no more than a day to learn to useit,

a month to understandit in detail, and a year to build it. The attraction of

personal computingis that one person can masterit all!

In the following, I suggest some guidelines of design that will help make
a software system simple.

1.1 SIMPLICITY OF USE

Three design rules are essential to help even the most casual user of a

software system:

(1) Define the system purposeclearly.

The Edison system supports the development and documentation of

Edison programs on a personal computer with an alphanumeric display
terminal, a dual floppy disk drive, and a printer. The system enablesa single

user to invoke the following operations from the terminal:

Text input

Text storage

Text editing

Text formatting

Text printing
Program compilation
Program storage
Program execution

(2) Describe the operating conventionsprecisely.

Although a professional programmer should be able to understand a
personal software system in complete detail, he or she should, of course, also
be able to ignore the programming details and depend solely on an accurate
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description of the system commands and their effect. The Edison system re-
port is such a description (Chapter5).

(3) Make the system easy to use.

All operations performed by the Edison system are invoked by similar

commands. The user need only rememberthe nameof an operation and type

it on the terminal. The system will then remind the user of the parameters
required to define the operation completely.

Minor typing mistakes are corrected by means of a uniform set of line
editing conventions used throughout the system. A text editor enables the

user to go back and forth across a text file and make corrections, insertions,

and deletions on the screen using a small set of editing commands with con-

ventions that are very similar to ordinary typing.

1.2 SIMPLICITY OF PROGRAMMING

The following design rules make it much easier for a user to add new
programs to a system and understand the existing programs. These rules also

simplify the task of building the system itself.

(1) Keep the system small.

If software is developed for a small machine by a single person in one
year, it is bound to be small. It is therefore advisable to do just that and no

more for a personal computer. Needless to say, a small system can do only a
small numberof things. But that cannot be helped.

(2) Use the same language throughout.

This book describes a software system of about 10,000 lines of program
text. If you wish to understand it in one month, you must study 500 lines
every day (excluding weekends). The least the designer can do to reduce
this burden is to use the same programming language throughout the whole
system.

The Edison system consists of an operating system, a compiler, a screen
editor, a text formatter, a print program, and a PDP 11 assembler. All these

programsare written in the programming language Edison.
The only program that is written in assembler language is a system

kernel (of 1800 words) which interprets the code generated by the compiler.

The kernel was first written and tested in Edison and was then translated
manually into assembler language using the Edison statements as comments.
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(3) Hide machine details.

Most computers differ only in irrelevant details, and few of them are

well suited for systematic implementation of programming languages. It is
therefore quite reasonable to ignore machine details wherever possible. This

can be doneonly by using an abstract programming language in which store

addresses, registers, and bit patterns are replaced by the concepts of variables,

expressions, and values.
In addition, one can make the compiler produce abstract code for an

ideal machine tailored to the programming language and then interpret that
code with reasonable efficiency by means of a small machine-dependent

program (the system kernel).

(4) Use uniform interfaces.

One of the most challenging programmingtasks is to design a file sys-

tem that enables all programsto use the floppy disks efficiently while hiding
the details of space allocation and data access. A floppy disk drive is several
orders of magnitude slower than a microprocessor. Since the properties of

such a device severely limit the performance of the whole system, they
cannot be ignored. The best one can hope foris to find a uniform set of pro-
cedures for handling the disk which can be implemented once and forall by

the operating system and invoked byall other programs.
However, a uniform interface between the operating system and all

other programs contributes to simplicity only if it is small. The Edison

operating system implements a set of 33 procedures which enable other pro-

gramsto use the terminal, the disks, and the printer.

1.3. SIMPLICITY OF PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

In most cases, a wise software designer will choose an existing pro-

gramming language and will not attempt to design a new one.In either case,

I offer the following advice:

(1) Keep the language small.

To determine whether or not a programming language is small, you

need only look at the language report and the compiler. The reports de-

fining the programming languages Pascal and Edison,are less than 50 pages
long. The Edison compiler written in Edison consists of 4200 lines of pro-

gram text. .

You can make a new programming language small by starting with a

good existing language, such as Pascal, and omitting all language features that
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are not absolutely essential. You may have to refine the remaining features

of the language to be able to express some of the eliminated concepts con-

cisely. But any extensions of the language should be minimal.

(2) Define the language precisely.

The main value of an abstract programming language is its ability to
hide hardware and software details. However, a programmer can safely
ignore the properties of the computer, the operating system, and the com-

piler only if the language report describes the effect of each language feature
precisely in system-independent terms. The difficulties of writing such a

report are discussed in Chapter 2.

1.4 OTHER SOFTWARE PROPERTIES

The previous discussion of simplicity may seem very unbalanced. Other
properties of software are obviously importantalso:

(1) Reliability

Experience has shown that small software systems can be made more

reliable than the hardware they run on. But if any errors remain, it is obvi-
ously mucheasier to find them if the system is simple and well documented.

So simplicity and reliability go hand in hand.

(2) Efficiency

Efficient execution is obtained by choosing language constructs that
can be implemented in a straightforward way on existing computers and by

performing simple optimizations of the code during compilation. However,

the main contribution to efficiency is a well-designed file system that mini-
mizes the movements of disk heads.

(8) Extensibility

The ability to extend a software system with new programsis sup-
ported by the design of a uniform program interface.

(4) Portability

A system that executes machine-independent code can be moved to
other computers by rewriting the kernel. To make the kernel as small as
possible, one must choose a small programming language.
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So, in many cases, simplicity contributes directly to other desirable
software properties. Software properties that are in serious conflict with
simplicity must, however, be sacrificed.

Other discussions of software quality are to be found in Hoare [1972a]
and Brinch Hansen [1977].



PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
DESIGN

2.1 BACKGROUND

The development of the programming language Pascal was a landmark
in software technology [Wirth, 1971]. A programmer could now for the
first time use an abstract notation to describe both data types and opera-
tions. This machine-independent notation made it possible for a single
programmer in one year to write a portable compiler that was both under-

standable and correct.
Faced with a dramatic decrease in hardware costs and a steadyrise of

software costs, it was inevitable that the computer industry eventually would

adopt this superior programming tool to support the new microprocessor

technology.
Since Pascal was first developed, two significant breakthroughs have

been madein software technology:

(1) It is now widely recognized that the ability to group data structures
and operations into program modules greatly clarifies the meaning of large

programs.
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(2) The ability to write concurrent programs in an abstract languageis
becoming essential for a new generation of multiprocessor architectures

based on microprocessors.

The invention of the monitor concept led to the developmentof a new

generation of programming languages which support both modularity and

concurrency [Brinch Hansen, 1973] [Hoare, 1974]. The programminglan-
guages Concurrent Pascal and Modula have had a dramatic impact on our
ability to develop simple and correct operating systems and real-time sys-

tems for minicomputers [Brinch Hansen, 1975, 1977] [ Wirth, 1977]. But it
must be admitted that these languages were based on somewhat compli-
cated concepts.

Edison is an attempt to combinethe significant gains of recent software

technology into a programming language that is simpler than Pascal and

which supports modular construction of both sequential and concurrent pro-
grams for microcomputers.

The simplicity of Edison was achieved by eliminating many well-known

language concepts and by separating issues that were previously intertwined.
This chapter describes the considerations behind the design of Edison. It

also discusses the linguistic problems of writing a concise language report. I

assumethat you are already familiar with Pascal.

2.2 DATA TYPES

The mostsignificant advance made by Pascal was the introduction of a

set of data types that made system programmingin an abstract programming

language practical. Nevertheless, some of Pascal’s data types are complicated
and imprecisely defined.

In Edison,I have tried to simplify and clarify the issues concerning data

types.

2.2.1 The Type Concept

The type concept can best be illustrated by looking at the standard
types of Edison: the integers, booleans, and characters.

(1) A type consists ofa finite set of values.

Thetype integer consists of a finite set of successive whole numbers

.., “2, -1, 0, 1, 2, ...
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The type boolean consists of the truth values

false, true

The type character consists of a finite set of characters

og 8's 7D’, Oy -5 08

(2) Each type has a name.

The standard types are named

int bool char

(8) Each value is of one and only onetype.

Or, to put it differently, the types are disjoint sets of values.

(4) Every constant, variable, and expressionis of a fixed type.

The type of an operandlimits its possible values during program execu-
tion. The operand type can be determined from the program text without
executingit.

Thetype of a constantis given by either its syntax or its name:

15 a’ false

or by its declaration

const max = 100

The type of a variable is given by its declaration, for example

var x: int

The type of an expression can be determined from the types of its
operands and from the known typesof the operatorresults.

(5) Every operation applies to operands of fixed types and yields
results of fixed types.

As an example, a comparison of two integer values for equality yields a
boolean result.
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The type concept of Pascal has the same properties, except (2) and (3).
This leads to conceptual difficulties as discussed in Sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.16.

2.2.2 Elementary Types

The types integer, boolean, and character are of a similar nature. Each
of these types consists of a finite, ordered set of values. This is essentially the
definition used in the revised Pascal report, in which these types are called
scalar types [Jensen and Wirth, 1975]. (Unfortunately, the report also con-
siders type real as a scalar type, which gives the unintended impressionelse-
wherein the report that array indices can be of typereal.)

In Edison, these types are called elementary types and their similarity
to the integers is described as follows: The successive values of an elementary

type can be mapped onto finite set of successive integers knownas ordinal
values.

The ordinal value of an elementary value x is denoted int(x). For any
integer value, say 5, the ordinal valueis the integeritself, that is,

int(5) = 5

For the boolean values, we have

int(false) = 0 int(true) = 1

The ordinal values of the characters are system dependent. For the

ASCII character set, some examples of ordinal values are

int(’a’) = 97 int(’b’) = 98 int(’c’) = 99

Theinverse mapping of integers onto booleansis defined as follows:

bool(0) = false bool(1) = true

and similarly for the characters

char(97) = ’a’ char(98) = ’b’ char(99) = ’c’

The familiar problem of converting an integer value x in the range 0 to

9 to a digit of type character is solved by the mapping

char(x + int(’0’))

Pascal uses a similar notation

chr(x + ord(’0’))
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but cannot describe the inverse mapping bool(x), where x is an integer
expression.

The types integer, boolean, and character are standard types in the Edi-

son language. Other elementary types known as enumerations can be intro-

duced by type declarations, such as

enum task (flow, scan, log)

This declaration introduces an enumeration type named task consisting of

three successive values named flow,scan, and log.
These values have the ordinal values

int(flow) = 0 int(scan) = 1 int(log) = 2

The inverse mapping of integers onto task valuesis defined as follows:

task(0) = flow task(1) = scan task(2) = log

In Pascal, the sametypeis declared like this:

type task = (flow, scan, log)

The inverse mapping cannot be described in Pascal.

In Pascal, the predecessor and successor of a scalar value x are denoted

pred(x) and succ(x), for example

pred(’b’) succ(scan)

In Edison, these values are defined by the following mappings:

char(int(’b’) - 1) task(int(scan) + 1)

Although this notation is less elegant, it does eliminate two standard func-

tions from the language.

The arithmetic operators

+ ~ * div mod

apply to integer values and yield integer results (as in Pascal).
The boolean operators

not and or

apply to boolean values and yield boolean results (as in Pascal).
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These operators have their conventional meaning.
The ordering relations

= <> < <= > oF

apply to operands of the same elementary type and yield boolean results (as
in Pascal). These relations have their conventional meaningfor integers. The
ordering of other elementary values is the same as the ordering of their

ordinal values; that is, x < y if, and only if, int(x) < int(y), and similarly

for the otherrelations.
The only contribution of Edison to these well-known concepts is to

define mappings between the values of any elementary type and the integers
(and vice versa). This idea is used to define the properties of all elementary

types in terms of the properties of the integers.

2.2.3 Subrange Types

The subrange types of Pascal can be used to introduce types that are
either disjoint, contained in other subranges, or even overlapping,asillus-
trated by these examples:

var xl: 1..10; x2:11..20; x8: 5..9; x4:0..15

This raises complicated issues, such as: Is the expression x1 + x2 valid, and

if so, what is its type (1..10,11..20,1..20, or perhaps 12.. 380)? Isa
value of type 1.. 10 also of type 0... 15? Are someofthe values 0... 15 also

of type 1..10, while others are also of type 11..20? Are the values of

these subrange types in general compatible with the integer values, or are
they distinct types? None of these questions are answered by the Pascal

report.

The elimination of subrange types from Edison makes these issues
irrelevant.

2.2.4 Reals

Edison does not include the type real because it is not needed for sys-
tem programming and text processing. The inclusion of reals would only
have added moredetails to this work without contributing to its main goal:

the design of understandable software. It is, however, a debatable decision
which makes the system impractical for engineering computations.
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2.2.5 Type Declarations

In Pascal, type declarations begin with a name,for example

type Tl = record x: char; y: integer end;

T2 = array [1 ..10] of char

The compiler must therefore scan three symbols

Type name = Word symbol

before it can determine whether a declaration introduces a record or an

array type. This is an ugly exception in a compiler that otherwise only needs

to look at a single symbol to determine the syntactic form of the next sen-

tence in a program text.

Error recovery during compilation is also complicated by this syntax.

After a syntax error, such as

type T1 = record x: char; y: integer ned;
T2 = array [1..10] of char

the compiler is unable to determine where the record declaration ends and
the array declaration begins. The transcribed word symbol endwill be inter-
preted as a misplaced field name ned, and so will the type name T2 that

follows the semicolon. The result is a burst of misleading error messagesre-
ferring to all uses of variables of type T2.

In Edison, each type declaration begins with a word symbol(instead of

a name), for example

record T1 (x: char; y: int)

array T2 [1:10] (char)

After a syntax error, such as

record T1 (x: char; y: int]
array T2 [1:10] (char)

the compiler will skip the right bracket and correctly recognize the word
array as the beginning of a new type declaration.

It is true that assignments and procedure calls suffer from the same
problem of error recovery since they begin with names and also may contain

names as operands. But the accidental erasure of a statement during compila-
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tion is not as serious as the erasure of a declaration since other statements

cannot refer to the missing one by name.
It is characteristic of a superior tool like Pascal that its notation is felt

to be so natural that there seems to be no reason for a programmer to look
for a better one. So it was without much thought that I originally used
Pascal’s notation for type declarations in Edison. As I was testing the first

Edison compiler written in Pascal, the problems of error recovery became
apparent. But even then it took a while before I was mentally prepared to
propose an alternative syntactic notation.

2.2.6 Records

Thedeclaration of a record type named time takes the form

record time (hour, minute, second: int)

in Edison. A value of this type consists of three subvalues(or fields) named
hour, minute, and second. Thefields are of type integer.

A record constructor of the form

time(10, 55, 2)

denotes a value of type time in which thefields have the values 10, 55, and

2. The fields are listed in their order of declaration (that is, hour, minute,

and second).

A record variable of type time, such as

var now: time

consists of three field variables denoted

now.hour now.minute now.second

(as in Pascal).
It is a peculiar omission of Pascal that, although a data type is defined

as a set of values, the language has no notation for record and array values!

A record value can be computed only onefield at a time, for example

now.hour ‘= 10; now.minute :=55; now.second ‘= 2

In Edison,this is expressed by a single assignment

now := time(10, 55, 2)
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Two record values of the same type may be tested for equality and
inequality. If all the correspondingfields are equal, the record values are also

equal; otherwise, they are not.

Thefields of a record value may beof different types, for example

record job (kind: task; title: text)

2.2.7. Arrays

An array type named lastday, which defines the number of days for

each month of the year, may be declared as follows in Edison:

array lastday [1:12] (int)

A value of this type consists of 12 subvalues (or elements) of type integer.

The elements are identified by indices in the range 1 to 12.
An array constructor of the form

lastday(31, 28, 31, 30, 31, 30, 31, 31, 30, 31, 30, 31)

denotes a value of type lastday. The elements of the array valueare listed in
the order of their indices.

An array variable x of type lastday

var x: lastday

consists of 12 element variables denoted

x[{1] x[2] ... x[12]

(as in Pascal).

Since Pascal does not have array constructors, an array value must be
computed element by element, for example

x[1] := 31; x[2] := 28; x[8] :=81; x[4] :=30;
x[{5] := 31; x[6] := 30; x[7] :=31; x[8] :=81;

x[9] := 30; x[10] :=31; x[11] :=30; x[12] :=31

The absenceof record and array constructors in Pascal makes the use of

constant tables so awkward that one soon adopts a programming style in

which decisions are made by case statements rather than table lookup. The
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ability to initialize tables in Edison by a single assignment statement, such as

x := lastday(31, 28, 31, 30, 31, 30, 31, 31, 30, 31, 30, 31)

should once again maketable-driven decision logic an attractive alternative.
The elements of an array type may be of any type, but their indices

mustbea finite set of successive values of the same elementary type.
Other possible array types are:

array schedule [’a’:’z’] (job)
array table [flow:log] (text)

2.2.8 Text Strings

With one exception (text strings), the fixed length of array types in
Pascal has never bothered mein the design of operating systems and com-

pilers. But text strings pose special problems that are cleverly hidden by ad
hoc meansin Pascal.

By their nature, text strings are of different lengths, for example

*tape’ *Edison’

How then does one write a procedure that outputs a text string to some
device (orfile) one character at a time? In Pascal you can try the following:

procedure writetext(value: text);

var i: integer;

begin i := 1;

while i <= n do

begin write(value[i]); i:=i+1end
end

where

type text = array [1 ..n] of char

. Now,if n = 4, the call

writetext(’tape’)

is valid, but the call

writetext(’Edison’)

is not, because the second textstring contains six characters.
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You could, of course, write a procedure that accepts strings of the same
length but only outputs the characters that precede a given delimiter (say, a

period):

procedure writetext(value: text);

var i: integer; c: char;

begin i:=1; c :=value[1];
while c <> ’.’do

begin write(c); i:=i+1; c:=value[i] end
end

If n = 10, this procedure can becalled as follows:

writetext(’tape. ***** ’) writetext(’Edison.*** ’)

using the character * (or a space)as a filler to make the text strings of length

10. But this artificial convention is very annoying for longerstrings (say, of
length 80).

Why, then, is this not regarded as an intolerable problem in Pascal?
Because Pascal includes a standard procedure named write which is cleverly

designed to accept strings of any length, for example

write(’tape’) write(’Edison’)

But this procedure cannot be written in the languageitself!

Since Edison is also used for writing operating systems, a standard pro-
cedure, such as write, cannot be built into the language. It must indeed be

possible in Edison to program a file system that includes a write procedure.

Such a procedure must therefore be programmedin the languageitself.
In designing the array constructors of Edison, these problems were care-

fully considered. In general, an array constructor must contain an expression
for every element of the array type—unless it is a string type! A string

constructor of type text may contain fewer than 10 characters, for example

text(’t’, ta’, »?, e’, 2)

This is an abbreviation for the five given characters followed by five spaces.
The constructor above may be further abbreviated as follows:

text(’tape.’)

2.2.9 Control Characters

A graphic character, such as *, is denoted ’*’ in Pascal and Edison.
But how does one represent a control character, such as bell? In the ASCII
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character set, the bell character is character number 7, which is denoted

chr(7)

in Pascal. But the standard function chr cannot occur in a constant declara-

tion. So control characters cannot be namedin Pascal.
In Edison, the bell character can be declared as

const bell = char(7)

but the name bell cannot be used within a character string, such as

*Edisonbell’

because it is indistinguishable from the graphic letters b, e, 1, 1. It can, how-
ever, be includedas followsin a string constructor:

text(’Edison’, bell)

2.2.10 Sets

The conceptual problems associated with subrange types have already
been discussed (Section 2.2.3). Similar problems are apparent in the set con-

cept of Pascal when subranges are used to define the possible members of a
set type, as in

type T1 = set of 1 .. 10;
T2=setof5..15

Are sets of type Tl and T2 compatible with one another in set

operations?
The omission of a type namein front of a set constructor makes it

impossible to determine whethera set value, such as

[6,x+y, 9]

is of type Tl or T2. This problem is even more evident in the case of the

empty set

[]

Consequently, a Pascal compiler cannot always check whether operands are
of compatible types (Section 2.2.16).
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The elimination of subrange types and the use of typed constructors in
Edison remove these ambiguities.

A set type named charsetis declared as follows:

set charset (char)

The values of this type are all the possible subsets of the characters (in-

cluding the empty set).
A set constructor of the form

charset( 0’, 1 % 2’, 3 ’, *A?, "3", 6 *, "T, 3’, 9”)

denotes a value of type charset. The membersof this set value are the char-

acters from ’0’ to ’9’. The constructor above can be abbreviated as

charset(’0123456789’)

The empty set of characters is denoted

charset

Therelation

xiny

is true if the elementary value x is a memberoftheset value y; otherwise,it
is false (as in Pascal).

Two set values of the same type may be tested for equality and in-

equality. If both set values have the same members, they are equal; other-

wise, they are not.
The set operators

+ - *

denote the union, difference, and intersection of two set values of the same

type.

Other possible set types are

set intset (int)

set boolset (bool)
set taskset (task)

The members of a set value must be of the same elementary type and
must fall within a finite range which is system dependent. In the Edison
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system, a set member must have an ordinal value in the range 0:127. This
range was chosen to permit unrestricted use in the system programsof sets
of the 128 ASCII characters.

2.2.11 Retyping

Type checking is an invaluable technique for detecting programming
errors that would otherwise have very obscure, machine-dependenteffects.

There is, however, an occasional need to bypass type checking, particularly

within the operating system.

Consider a floppy disk that is divided into sectors of 64 words each. An
Edison procedure that reads a sector with a given numbercan be declared as
follows in Edison:

proc readsector(sectorno: int; var value: sector)

begin... end

Since the language forces you to declare the data type of a sector, you
may,for example, write

array sector [1:64] (int)

Unfortunately, a single declaration cannot capture all the intended uses of

disk sectors. The declaration aboveis fine for a sector that holds 64 words of
compiled code. Butif a sector is part of a text file, it should be declared as a
string of 64 characters. And if it is part of a disk catalog, it should be de-

scribed by yet another declaration.
It would seem that we need a new type which is the union of several

other types. But even if we could write something like

unionsector (intsector, charsector, ... , catalogsector)

within the operating system, we would still be unable to anticipate all the

future uses programmerswill make of sectors in their own programs.
It must therefore be admitted that we are dealing with a very machine

dependent property of a peripheral device which cannot be hidden by means
of abstract notation. What we need is simply a notation that defines the
physical length of a disk sector and makes a sector value compatible with

any othervalue that occupies the same amount of storage on a given machine.
Onepossibility is to introduce a machine dependent data type,called a

block, and declare a sector as

block sector (64)
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Anotherpossibility is to use the notation

x : T2

to indicate that a variable (or an expression) x of a type T1 is temporarily

considered to be of another type T2 of the samelength. This form of re-

typing is used in Edison.

If a sector of a disk catalog is declared as a variable x of some record
type

record catalogsector (... )
var x: catalogsector

then x is temporarily considered to be ofthe type sector in a procedurecall

of the form

readsector (n, x:sector)

*2.2.12 Variant Records

The Concurrent Pascal compiler, which is written in Pascal, makes ex-

tensive use of the variant records and pointers of Pascal [Hartmann, 1977].

Since these concepts are both complicated and insecure to use, I decided to
write an Edison compiler without using them. The resulting compiler is much

easier to understand (Chapter 10). Evidently, these programming tools were
used previously only because they were there.

Only in one part of the compiler did I feel the need for variant records.

During semantic analysis, a nameindexis used to retrieve the attributes of a

named entity from a table. Since the attributes depend on the kind ofentity
the name refers to, the name table is best described as an array of variant

records of the following Pascal type:

nameattr =
record link: integer

ease kind: namekind of

constant:

(consttype, constvalue: integer);

procparam, procedur:
(proclevel, procaddr, proctype, param: integer)

end
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In Edison, the name table is described as an array of elements of the

type

record nameattr (kind: namekind; link: int;

nonel, none2, none3, none4, noned: int)

Thevariants of the type are described by separate record types

record constattr (constkind: namekind;
constlink, consttype, constvalue,

none6, none7, none8: int)

record procattr (prockind: namekind;

proclink, proclevel, procaddr, proctype,

param, none11)

The records above are padded with fields to make them all of the same

length.

The compiler first uses a name index x to select a general namedescrip-
tion of type nameattr. If the kind field is equal to constant, the name

description is then retyped to be of type constattr, as illustrated by the
following program piece:

var x, value: int

if names[x] .kind = constant do
value := names[x]:constattr.constvalue

Icannotrecall any other system program that requires the use of variant
records. If they are that rare in practice, dynamic retyping seems preferable

to introducing a very complicated data type in Edison with a matching set of
constructors and control statements. But if the use of variant records is more

frequent than I thought, their elimination from Edison must be regarded as a
mistake. Until experimental data are available from a wide range of applica-

tions, the elimination of variant records seems a worthwhile experiment.

*2.2.13 Pointers

The pointers of Pascal have been omitted from Edison for the samerea-
son that variant records were eliminated. It is a complicated concept that
appears to be a concession to the current practice of programming even

though its full implications are not well understood. The need to define

cyclical data structures in terms of different record types that can point to
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one another breaks the general rule that a type must be declared before it

can be used as a subtypeof another type. Furthermore,like the tag fields of
variant records, pointer variables must be initialized to nil automatically to

enable a processor to detect the use of a meaningless pointer. Otherwise, the

effect of an assignment can even change the code of a program (just as in

assembly language). No other kind ofvariable poses this serious problem.

The dynamic allocation of storage accessed through pointers is quite

complicated, particularly when it is combined with the storage allocation of
concurrent processes. And there is no secure way to release the storage again

and make sure that it can no longer be accessed through existing pointer
values. Since the aim of Edison is utter simplicity rather than a compromise
dictated by tradition, the pointer types of Pascal could only be excluded
from the language.

2.2.14 Files

In Pascal, data files are described by type declarations of the form

Type name = file of Type

Thefile procedures put, get, reset, and rewrite are standard procedures
in the language. In practice, this means that the implementation details of

files are hidden from Pascal programmers. This is fine for most programming
applications. However, since Edison is also an operating system design lan-
guage, a file system must be programmed in the languageitself and cannot be
built into the language (Section 2.2.8). That is whyfile types are not part of

the Edison language.

2.2.15 Type Synonyms

Thesyntactic rules of Pascal make type definitions of the form

type temperature = integer;
speed = integer

legal, but the language report does not define the meaning of this. Are tem-
perature and speed the sametypesas the standard type integer? In that case,

the use of type synonyms serves no purpose since the addition of tem-

peratures to speeds is now a valid operation (because they are just integers).

If, on the other hand, temperature and speed are distinct types, then we have
conceptual confusion in the language. For although the types are now in-

compatible, we would presumably expect the arithmetic operations and the
ordering relations to apply to both of them. But the set of values to which
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these operations apply is per definition the set of integers. And to introduce
several different kinds of incompatible ‘‘integers” nullifies in one stroke one

of humankind’s most important concepts.
Since the syntax of Edison doesnotinclude the rule

Type name = Type name

the problem neverarises.
The conceptual clarity and operational security that is gained from the

use of types is considerable. But as all abstractions, types derive their power

from an oversimplified view of the security problem: All integer values are
considered compatible irrespective of the physical or conceptual properties
they represent. The type concept cannot capture the subtle distinctions be-

tween temperatures and speeds, just as it cannot describe the constraints

amongrelated values of the same type, such as the requirementthat the sum
of free and used pages on a disk must equal the total numberof available
pages.

2.2.16 Type Compatibility

Most operations on a pair of data values are valid only if the values are
of the same type. Unfortunately, the precise meaning of type compatibility

is not defined in the Pascal report.

The Concurrent Pascal report states that two types are compatible if
oneof the following conditionsis satisfied [Brinch Hansen, 1977]:

(1) Both types are defined by the same type declaration, for example

type T = array [1.. 80] of char
var x,y: T

(2) Both types are defined by the same variable declaration, for example

var x, y: array [1..100] of integer

(3) Both types are subranges of a single elementary type, which is type

integer in the example

var x: 1..10; y: 5..15

(4) Both types are strings of the same length, for example

*disk’ *tape’

(5) Both types are sets of compatible base types, for example

[1, 5, 9] [6, 14]

(6) The empty set is compatible with anyset.
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Although this clarifies the matter, it is not particularly simple to re-
memberor implement.

Thefollowing rules are unnecessary in Edison:

Rule 2: There are no nameless types in Edison.

Rule 3: There are no subrange types in Edison.

Rules 4-6: In Edison, each string constructor includes the name ofits
type, and so does a set constructor. Even the empty set has a type name.

That leaves only rule 1, which can be made moreprecise.
Every data type in Edison has a name—either a standard name(int,

char, bool), or a name introduced by a type declaration. So it is tempting to
say that two types are compatible if, and only if, they have the same name.
A given name can, however, be declared with different meanings in different

blocks. Consequently, the issue of type compatibility is settled by the fol-
lowing simple rule: Two types are the same only if they have the same name
and the same scope (Section 2.4.4).

2.3 SEQUENTIAL STATEMENTS

In the following, we discuss the choice of statements for sequential pro-

gramming (except for procedure calls, which are described in Section 2.4.5).
The main goal is still to omit features from Pascal and refine the remaining

ones.

2.3.1 Empty Statements

Pascal has no notation for the empty statement. It is indicated by

writing nothing. This is impractical for two reasons:

First, the compiler cannot tell the difference between an emptystate-

ment and a statement that was omitted by mistake. Consequently, no error
message can be producedin thelatter case.

Second,it is very difficult to describe something that cannot be written
down. A proof rule which states that the execution of an empty statement
will leave any assertion P about the variables unchanged looks very strange
indeed:

P{}P

In Edison, the empty statement is denoted

skip
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2.3.2 Assignments

An assignmentstatement of the form

Variable symbol := Expression

Genotes assignment to a variable of a value given by an expression (as in
ascal).

Examples:

i:=it+l

now.minute := (now.minute + 1) mod 60

x[2] := 28

2.3.3 If Statements

A Pascal statement of the form

if B then S

specifies that a statement S is to be executed only if a boolean expression

B has thevaluetrue.
Example:

if c = lf then display(cr)

This statementcan be refined in several ways:
A programmer whois already dealing with numerousdetails should not

have to rememberthat a boolean expression is followed by the word then in
an if statement and by the worddo in a while statement:

while B do S

An if statement often denotes conditional execution of a statementlist
of the form

S1; $2; ...; Sn

In Pascal, a statementlist SL must be enclosed by the words begin and end:

if B then begin SL end
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Example:

if lineno mod pagelimit = 1 then

begin write(ff); write(nl); write(nl) end

In Edison, these two variants of the if statement are combined into a

statement of the form

if B do SL end

Examples:

if c = lf do display(cr) end

if lineno mod pagelimit = 1 do

write(ff); write(nl); write(nl)

end

Pascal also includes an if statement of the form

if B then S1 else S2

which denotes the execution of one of the statements S1 and S2 depending
on whetherthe boolean expression B has the value true orfalse.

Example:

if sym = namel then oldname
else syntax(succ)

Since the else statement S2 may be another if statement, a Pascal pro-
grammerwill often use a construct of the form

if B1 then begin SL1 end

else if B2 then begin SL2 end

else begin SLn end

Example:

if ch = ’>’ then

begin emit(notequall); next(ch) end

else if ch = ’=’ then
begin emit(notgreater1); next(ch) end
else emit(less1)
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In Edison this is expressed more elegantly by a statement of the form

if B1 do SL1
else B2 do SL2

else Bn do SLn end

This denotes a single choice among one or more statementlists SL1, SL2,
..., SLn, depending on the values of boolean expressions B1, B2,..., Bn.

The boolean expressions are evaluated one at a time in the order
written until one is found to have the value true or until all of them have

been found false. If the value obtained from an expressionis true, the state-

ment list that follows the expression is executed; otherwise, none of the
statementlists are executed.

Examples:

if sym = namel do oldname
else true do syntax(succ) end

if ch = ’>’ do emit(notequal1); next(ch)
else ch = =’ do emit(notgreater1); next(ch)

else true do emit(less1) end

In an attempt to eliminate empty options, I have resisted the tempta-

tion to introduce an abbreviation for the clause

else true do

Theif statement of Edison is similar to the guarded command

if Bl > SL1| B2~ SL2!...| Bn> SLnfi

proposed by Dijkstra [1975]. But in contrast to guarded commands,theif

statements of Edison are deterministic since the boolean expressions are
evaluated in the order written (and not in unpredictable order).

Programs, such as compilers, that accept both correct and incorrect
input often describe a choice amongseveral different actions on valid inputs
followedby single action to be taken on invalid input, for example:

if mode = constant do

constant—factor(typ, endfactor)
else modein typekinds do

constructor(type, endfactor)
else modein varkinds do
variablefactor(typ, endfactor)
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else modein prockinds do
function_call(typ, endfactor)

else true do

kinderror2(x, typ); nextsym

end

If the order in which the expressions are evaluated is unknown(asit is

for guarded commands), the final expression in this example must be changed
from true to the following monstrosity:

(mode <> constant) and
not (mode in typekinds) and

not (modein varkinds) and

not (modein prockinds)

In Edison, the execution of an if statement has no effect if all the

boolean expressions yield the value false. For guarded commands, Dijkstra
assumed that this would cause a program failure. If a programmer wishes to
provokesucha failure, it can be done by endingan if statementas follows:

... else true do halt end

where halt is a procedure that causes program failure when executed. The
language Edison-11 for the PDP 11 computers includes a standard pro-
cedure halt.

2.3.4 While Statements

The while statement of Pascal

while B do §

specifies that a statement S is to be executed repeatedly as long as a boolean

expression B has the value true.

Example:

while c <> ’.’do
begin write(c);i :=i+1;c :=value[i] end

In Edison, a while statement has the form

while B do SL end

whereSLis a statementlist.
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Example:

while c <> ’.’do

write(c);i :=it+15;c : =value[i]

end

The general form of a while statement has the same syntactic form as

an if statement:

while B1 do SL1

else B2 do SL2

else Bn do SLn end

This denotes a repeated choice among one or more statementlists SL1, SL2,
..., SLn, depending on the values of boolean expressions B1, B2,..., Bn.

The expressions are evaluated one at a time in the order written until

one is found to have the value true or until all of them have been found
false. If the value obtained from an expressionis true, the statementlist that

follows the expression is executed and afterward the process is repeated.
When all the expressions are false, the execution of the while statementis

finished.
The well-known algorithm for finding the greatest common divisor of

two natural numbers x and y can bedescribed by the following while state-
ment:

while x > ydox :=x-y
else x < y doy := y-x end

In Pascal, this algorithm can only be expressed by a combination of

while and if statements:

while x <> y do

ifx > ydox:=x-y
else y :=y-x

Another beautiful example of the general while statement is found in

the Edison compiler in a procedure that recognizes the syntax of a variable
symbol that consists of a variable name possibly followed by one or more

field names, index expressions, or type names(indicating a retyping of the
variable), for example:

names[x]:constattr.constvalue
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When theinitial variable name has been recognized, the compiler pro-
ceedsas follows:

while sym = period1 do

field_—selector(endvar)
else sym = lbracket1 do

indexed—selector(endvar)
else sym = coloni do

type—transfer(endvar)
end

The while statement of Edisonis similar to the guarded command

do B1 > SL1| B2> SL2|...| Bn > SLn od

[Dijkstra, 1975]. But, in contrast to guarded commands, the while state-

ments of Edison are deterministic since the boolean expressions are evaluated

in the order written.

2.3.5 Case Statements

Thecase statementof Pascal,

case expression of

constant1: S1;
constant2: S2;

constantn: Sn

end

wasoriginally part of Edison as well, but was later removed. The experience

of writing the Edison compiler showed that a case statement often is used to
describe actions on symbols that are grouped together, as in

case ch of

’a’,’b’,..., 2’: name;
0’, 71’,..., 79’: numeral;

end

The sameclarity and efficiency can be achieved by using a combination
of if statements and sets representing the necessary symbol classes, for
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example:

if ch in letters do name

else ch in digits do numeral
andl as

This grouping reduces the numberof cases to eight in the lexical analysis of
the compiler.

The syntactic and semantic analyses of the Edison compiler use recur-
sive descent and include one procedure for each syntactic form of the lan-
guage. Since a given procedure is prepared only to recognize a small number

of symbols (corresponding to the syntactic form it represents), an if state-

ment combined with sets is againquite efficient. Several examples described
earlier illustrate this point (Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4).

The code generator is the only part of the compiler that inputs one

symbol at a time and immediately uses it to branch to one of about 60 pro-

cedures. In that one case, I had to resort to an awkward construct of the
form

if op <= construct2 do

if op = add2 do add
else op = also2 do alsox(a, b)

else op = and2 do andx

else op = assign2 do assign(a)
else op = blank2 do blank(a)
else op = cobegin2 do cobeginx(a,b, c)
else op = constant2 do constant(a)
else op = construct2 do construct(a) end

else op <= endproc2 do
if op = difference2 do difference

to obtain fast compilation. But that was fewer than 70 lines in a compiler of
4200 lines and hardly worth the addition of another kind of statement to

the language.

2.3.6 Repeat Statements

There are no repeat statements in Edison. The repeat statement of

Pascal,

repeat SL until B
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can be represented in Edison either by the statements

SL; while not B do SL end

or by the following program piece:

var again: bool
begin again := true;
while again do

SL; again := not B

end

end

2.3.7 For Statements

There are no for statements either in Edison. The for statement of

Pascal,

fori:=ltondoS

can be written either as

i:=0;
while i< ndoi:=i+1;S end

or as

jae;

while i< =ndoS;i:=i+1end

in Edison. It may seem that the two representations of the for statement are
not equivalent since the final value of the control variable i will be n in the

first version and n + 1 in the second. Although the Pascal reportis silent on
this issue, the more informal user report states that “‘the final value of the

control variable is left undefined upon normal exit from the for statement.”
This rule is introduced precisely to give the language implementorthe free-

dom to choose the mostefficient implementation for a given machine.

The decreasing variant of the for statement in Pascal,

for i :=n downto 1doS

can be represented similarly in Edison.
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*2.3.8 With Statements

The with statement of Pascal appears to be used mostly to assign values
to all the fields of a record variable, as in the following example:

with names[nameno] do
begin

kind := mode;
minlevel := scope;

maxlevel := origin;

originalname := x
end

In Edison this is expressed more concisely by meansof an assignmentstate-
ment and a record constructor.

names[nameno] := nameattr(mode, scope, origin, x)

So there are no with statements either in Edison.

2.3.9 Goto Statements

The goto statement of Pascal was excluded from Concurrent Pascal in
1975 and has never been missedsince.

2.4 PROCEDURES

The procedure concepts of Edison and Pascal are very similar.

2.4.1 Procedure Declarations

The procedure declaration

proc writetext(value: text)

vari: int; c: char

begin i := 1; ¢ := value[1];
while c <> ’.’do

write(c);i :=i+1;c :=value[i]
end

end
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describes a procedure named writetext. The value parameter named valueis a
local variable that is assigned the value of an expression when the procedure
is called. The procedure body consists of declarations of auxiliary entities

used by the procedure and a statement part which describes a sequence of

operations on the parameters and auxiliary entities. In this example, the

auxiliary entities are named i and c.

Anotherproceduredeclaration is shown below:

proc readint(var x: int)
var c: char

begin x :=0; read(c);

while c in digits do
x :=10 * x + (int(c) - int(’0’));
read(c)

end
end

The variable parameter named x denotesa variable that is selected when
the procedure is called. During the execution of the procedure body, every
operation on the variable parameter stands for the same operation performed

on theselected variable.

2.4.2 Functions

The following procedure declaration describes a function of type
integer:

proc gced(x, y: int): int
begin
while x > ydox:=x-y

else x < ydoy :=y -x end;
val ged :=x

end

During the execution of the body, the value of the function named gcd is
held in a local variable denoted

val gcd

This is a notational improvement over Pascal in which a function nameis

used to denote two different concepts: If a function nameoccurs ontheleft
side of an assignmentoperator, for example

gcd :=x
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it denotes the value of a function. Butif it occurs in an expression, the name

denotes a function call.
In Pascal, a function can only be of an elementary type. In Edison,it

can be of any type.
In spite of these refinements, I would omit functionsif I had to design

yet another language. The problem is that the function concept is simple
only if the function calls have no side effects on global variables. But, in
general, this crucial restriction cannot be enforced by a compiler.

Since function calls can occur in any expression, any language concept
in which an expression may occur becomes complicated. Consequently, the

following definitions of well-known language concepts are no longercorrect:

“The evaluation of an expression computes a single value.””

“The execution of an assignment statement assigns the value of an
expression to a variable.”

In short, the possibility of using impure functions complicates the

meaning of even the most elementary operations. Functions should therefore

be removed from the language.

The fact that functions are very useful when properly used is beside the
point. The meaning of a language concept should remain simple underall
circumstances.

2.4.3 Programs

A Pascal program begins with a heading of the form

program Program name ( Parameterlist )

In Edison, a program has the form of a procedure declaration:

proc Program name( Parameterlist )

During the compilation of a program, a compiler needs to know the

types of the program parameters. So an Edison program generally consists
of a procedure declaration preceded by declarations of constants and data
types, for example

const namelength = 12
array name [1:namelength] (char)

proc edit(title: name...)
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An Edison program is a precompiled procedure that can be called by

another program. Thecalling program will typically be an operating system

written in Edison.
How does an Edison program perform input/output, say on a terminal?

In Pascal, this is done by calling standard procedures. As explained earlier,

this approach is unacceptable in Edison.
The solution to this problem is to enable an Edison program to call

procedures that are defined inside an operating system written in Edison.
These procedures must be declared as parameters of the Edison program, for

example:

proc edit(title: name;

proc accept(var value: char);
proc display(value: char);

The procedure parameters named accept and display denote two pro-
cedures that are selected when the edit program is called by an operating

system. During the execution of the program, every call of a procedure
parameter stands for the samecall of the selected procedure.

In designing Edison based on my experience with Concurrent Pascal,
I tried to replace specialized mechanisms with more general ones that can be
combined freely. This approach led to the adoption of the following rule:

Whenever a mechanism is needed for a particular purpose, the most general
variant of that mechanism will be selected.

Since programs are procedures that must be able to call procedure

parameters, procedure parameters should be allowed in any procedure (and

not just in programs).
The procedure readint described earlier calls another procedure named

read to input the next digit of an integer value (Section 2.4.1). If we assume

that the latter procedureis written for a particular kind of peripheral device,
the given procedure can only be used to read numbers from that device.

Butif we redeclare the procedureas follows:

proc readint(proc read(var c: char); var x: int)

the input medium can be selected when the procedureis called, for example:

readint(accept, driveno)

Generality pays off in unexpected ways!
In Pascal, a procedure P may also have a procedure parameter Q:

procedure P(procedure Q)
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But since the declaration of Q does not include a parameterlist, the concept
is both impractical and unsafe to use. It is impractical because the param-

eters of Q are assumed to be value parameters only, and unsafe because a
compiler cannot check whether the number and types of arguments in a call
of Q are correct. This deficiency alone makes Pascal unsuitable for operating

system design.

2.4.4 Scope Rules

Edison procedures may benested arbitrarily. Each procedure acts as a
block. The named entities declared within the procedure are local to the

procedure and can be used only within the procedure body.
In general, the scope of a named entity extends from the declaration

of the entity to the end of the block in which the declaration appears. The

scope does not include inner blocks in which the same nameis declared with
other meanings.

A given name can be declared with only one meaningin the same block.
Modules introduce further scope rules (Section 2.5).

Although Pascal is block structured, it is not clear from the report

whether this means that the scope of a named entity is the entire block in
which the entity is declared or whether the entity is known from the point
ofits declaration to the end of the given block [Jensen and Wirth, 1975].

The formerinterpretation is used in the Algol 60 report from which the
block concept originates [Naur, 1962]. The latter meaning is implemented

by most Pascal compilers and is the one described in the Edison report.
The requirement that a named entity must be declared beforeit is used

makes it possible for a compiler to build a nametable and verify that all
names are used correctly during a single scan of the program text. In most
cases this convention is quite natural since we are used to reading text in the

order in whichit is written. Occasionally, however, programmers are mysti-
fied by the compiler’s refusal to accept an Edison program with the following

structure:

array line [1:80] (char)

proc program(
proc writetext(value: line))

array line [1:80] (char)
var x: line

begin . . . writetext(x)... end
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The compilerinsists that the statement

writetext(x)

contains a type error. The problem is an inadvertent use of two declarations

of the type called line in nested blocks that are separated by more than 100

lines of text and which do not appear on the samepage oftext.
To the compiler these declarations introduce two different data types

with the same name. Thescope ofthefirst line type extends from its decla-
ration in the outer block up to the declaration of the second line type in the
inner block. The second line typeis valid in the rest of the program. This
makes the parameter of the procedure writetext of the first type while the
argument x of the procedurecall is of the second type.

Therecord fields in Pascal do not follow the normal scoperules. If two
variables x and y are declared as follows:

var x: record y,z: charend; y: boolean

the name y denotes a boolean variable when it stands alone but refers to a

character field when it occurs in the variable symbol x.y. Although this con-
vention seems natural enough whenit is illustrated by example, it is never-

theless an exception that adds to the complexity of an already quite subtle
set of namingrules.

In looking at the first Edison compiler I found that its most complli-
cated part, the semantic analysis, introduced about 400 distinct names, of
which fewer than 40 were field namesofrecords. I decided that anyone who
can invent 360 different names can surely invent another 40, Consequently,
in Edison the scope of a field name(like any other name) extends from its

declaration to the end of the block that contains the declaration. Although a
field name y can only be usedin a field variable symbol of the form x.y,it
cannotbe redeclared with another meaning in the sameblock.

Later I discuss the difficulties of explaining scope rules precisely in
prose.

2.4.5 Procedure Calls

A procedurecall of the form

Procedure name (Argument, ..., Argument)

denotes execution of a procedure with a set of arguments. Each argument

is either an expression, a variable, or another procedure.
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Examples:

writetext(text(’Edison.’))

ged(189, 215)
readint(accept, driveno)

A procedure may call itself recursively and may also be called simul-
taneously by concurrent processes (Section 2.6). Each call creates a fresh
instance of the parameters and auxiliary variables. These entities exist only
while the procedure bodyis being executed.

2.4.6 Library Procedures

An Edison program may include library procedure declarations of the
form

lib Procedure heading [ Expression ]

This describes a procedure body held on a backing store. When the program

calls the library procedure, the expression is evaluated and theresult is used
to retrieve the procedure body from the library and executeit.

In the following example, the expression is a call of a function named
load that returns the value of a program file with a given name:

lib proc program(title: name;
proc accept(var value: char);

proc display(value: char);

a)
[ load(title) ]

Whenthis procedureis called as follows:

program(name(’edit’), accept, display, ... )

it executes a program file namededit.

Notice that the Edison language makes noa priori assumptions about
the structure of a given file system. These assumptions are only madein the

function load, which is programmedin the languageitself.

Library procedures have the form of complete programs. It is therefore
possible in Edison to write programs that invoke the execution of other pro-

grams to an arbitrary depth. Library procedures mayalso be used as argu-

ments in procedurecalls.
The two features that make Edison suitable for operating system design

are library procedures and procedure parameters (Section 2.4.3). There are
no library proceduresin Pascal.
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2.5 MODULES

The invention of syntactic structures to describe self-contained parts of
larger programs is one of the major achievements of software research. In
Concurrent Pascal, these structures are called processes, monitors, and

classes. In Modula and Edison they are known as modules.

2.5.1 Abstract Data Types

One of the main purposes of a program module is to implement the
concept of an abstract data type—a data type that can be operated on only
by a fixed set of operations. In Concurrent Pascal, abstract data types are

implemented by meansof a secure variant of Simula classes [Dahl, 1972].
In Edison I decided to use a very different idea inspired by Modula [Wirth,

1977].
Consider the problem of unpacking integer values from a sequence of

disk pages. In Modula this can be done by meansof the following module
(Algorithm 2.1). The define clause shows that this module exports an

entity named next to the surrounding block. The use clause indicates that

the module uses (or imports) entities named page, pagelength, and get from
the surroundingblock.

The data structure of the module consists of two local variables which

assume the value of a disk page and the index of the last value unpacked

from that page.

module symbolinput;

define next;

use page, pagelength, get;

var data: page; index: integer;

procedure next(var value: integer);

begin
if index = pagelength then

get(data); index := 0
end;
index := index + 1;
value := data[index]

end next;

begin get(data); index := 0
end symbolinput

Algorithm 2,1
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The procedure named next gets another disk page from the disk (if
necessary) and unpacks the next integer value from the page. The initial
operation described at the end of the module gets the first page from the

disk and sets the index to zero.
The compiler ensures that the only operation performed on the data

structure (following the initial operation) is the well-defined operation called

next. This kind of module is appealing because it ensures the integrity of the
data structure entirely by means of scope rules: The variables named data
and index are local to the module and are unknownoutside the module.

The protection of the data structure is achieved at compile time without run-
time support.

In Edison the same module looks as shown in Algorithm 2.2, The define

clause has been replaced by an asterisk in front of the exported procedure
(a notation borrowed from Pascal Plus [Welsh, 1980] ). This simplifies the

visual image of the module a bit and makes it unnecessary for the compiler
to check whether all the entities mentioned in the define list are indeed

declared within the module. On the negative side one must now scan the

module visually to discover the operation it implements. The imported

entities are known simply by virtue of the ordinary scope rules of nested

blocks. So there is no use clause either in Edison.
This kind of module is an ideal structuring tool when it controls access

to a single instance of a data structure that is hidden inside the module, as —
in this example. The initial operation ensures that the data structure is
brought into a consistent initial state before it is operated on by the sur-

rounding block.

module ’symbolinput”

var data: page; index: int

*proc next(var value: int)
begin

if index = pagelength do

get(data); index := 0
end;

index := index + 1;
value := data[index]

end

begin get(data); index := 0 end

Algorithm 2.2
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The module concept is less convenient whenseveral instances of an ab-
stract data type are needed. Algorithm 2.3 shows an Edison module that

implements push and popoperationsonstacks of integer values.

module

axray table [1:100] (int)
*record stack (contents: table; size: int)

*proc push(var x: stack; y: int)

begin x.size := x.size + 1;
x.contents[x.size] := y

end

*proc pop(var x: stack; var y: int)
begin y := x.contents[x.size] ;

x.size := x.size-1
end

*proc newstack(var x: stack)
begin x.size := 0 end

begin skip end

Algorithm 2.3

In the surroundingblock one or morestacks can be declared:

var s, t: stack

and used as follows

push(s, 15) pop(t, value)

Theinitial operation of the module can no longer guarantee that all
stacks are empty to begin with (since the stacks are declared in the sur-

rounding block after the module). The surrounding block must do that by
performingthe operations

newstack(s) newstack(t)

on the stacks before using them to push andpopintegervalues.
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Now, if the asterisk in front of the record type named stack would
export not only the record type, but also its fields, it would be possible to
perform meaningless operations on stacks outside the module, for example

s.size i= - 3

Therule that record fields cannot be exported from modules was introduced
in Edison to ensure that the module procedures describe the only possible
operations on stacks (apart from assignments and comparisonsofthe values

of whole stacks).
In Concurrent Pascal, a stack can be described more elegantly by the -

type declaration shown in Algorithm 2.4.

type stack =
class

var contents: array [1..100] of integer;
size: 0.. 100;

procedure entry push(y: integer);
begin size := size + 1;

contents[size] := y
end;

procedure entry pop(var y: integer);
begin y := contents[size];

size := size-1

end;

begin size := 0 end

Algorithm 2.4

An instance of this data type is declared and used as follows:

vars: stack

init s s.push(15) s.pop(value)

But the class concept is more complicated both to explain and implement
because it combines the concepts of data types, procedures, and modules
into a single, indivisible unit. By contrast, the module concept of Edison
merely modifies the scope of a set of namedentities of any kind. With the
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exception of fields, any named entity can be exported from a module by
placing an asterisk in front of its declaration.

*2.5.2 Monitors

Thesignificance of the monitor concept wasthat it imposed modularity
on synchronizing operations used by concurrent processes. A monitorintro-

duces an abstract data type and describes all the operations on it by means
of procedures that can be called by concurrent processes. If several processes

attempt to execute monitor procedures simultaneously, these procedures

will be executed one at a time in unspecified order [Brinch Hansen, 1973]

[Hoare, 1974].
In Concurrent Pascal, a message buffer for transmitting characters from

one process to another can be declared as shown in Algorithm 2.5.

type buffer =

monitor

var slot: char; full: boolean;
sender, receiver: queue;

procedure entry put(c: char);
begin if full then delay(sender);

slot :=c; full := true;

continue(receiver)
end;

procedure entry get(var c: char);
begin if not full then delay(receiver);
c:=slot; full := false;

continue(sender)
end;

begin full := false end

Algorithm 2.5

The buffer is represented by a message slot of type character and a
boolean indicating whetherit is full or empty. Twovariables of type queue
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are used to delay the sending and receiving processes until the buffer is
empty andfull, respectively.

Initially, the buffer is empty. The procedure named put delays the

calling process (if necessary) until there is room in the buffer for another
message. When that condition is satisfied, a character is placed in the buffer,

makingit full. Finally, the receiving process is continued if it is waiting for
the message. (If the receiver queue is empty, the continue operation has no
effect.)

The get operation is similar to the put operation.

Since the operations on the monitor variables must be performed oneat
a time, the following rules apply to queues: When a process delays its com-

pletion of a monitor operation, another process can perform a monitor oper-
ation. And when a process continues the execution of a delayed process, the

former process immediately returns from the monitor procedure in which
the continue operation was executed.

The whole monitor concept is a very intricate combination of shared

variables, procedures, process scheduling, and modularity.
Here is Modula’s variant of the monitor concept for a single buffer

instance (Algorithm 2.6). Although monitors and queuesare called interface

modules and signals in Modula, the concepts are essentially the same.

interface module buffer;
define get, put;

var slot: char; full: boolean;

nonempty, nonfull: signal;

procedure put(c: char);
begin if full then wait(nonfull) end;

slot:=c; full := true;

send(nonempty)
end put;

procedure get(var c: char);
begin if not full then wait(nonempty) end;

c:=slot; full := false;

send(nonfull)
end;

begin full := false end buffer

Algorithm 2.6

Now,I originally proposed process queues as an engineering tool to reduce

the overhead of process scheduling on a single-processor computer [Brinch
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Hansen, 1972]. Each queue is used to delay a process until the monitor
variables satisfy a particular condition, such as

not full or full

Whena process delaysitself in a queue until a condition holds, it depends on

another process to continue its execution when the conditionis satisfied.

In 1972, Tony Hoare published a much moreelegant mechanism for
process scheduling in the form of the conditionalcritical region

with v when B do S

which delays a process until a variable v satisfies a condition B and then

executes a statement S. The conditional regions on a given variable v are exe-
cuted strictly one at a time in some order [Hoare, 1972b].

This beautiful concept requires a process to reevaluate a boolean ex-
pression B periodically until it yields the value true. The fear that this
reevaluation would be too costly on a single processor motivated the intro-

duction of queues (also called signals or conditions) as an engineering com-
promise between elegance of expression andefficiency of execution.

With the new inexpensive microprocessor technology now available,

I feel that the much simpler concept of conditional critical regions should

be preferred. Occasional inefficiency is of minor importance on a micro-
processor.

Hoare’s original proposal made it possible for operations on different
shared variables, such as

with v1 when B1 do S1

and

with v2 when B2 do S2

to take place simultaneously. For Edison I decided to use the simplest form
of the conditional critical region

when B do SL end

where SL is a statementlist of the form $1; $2;.. . ; Sn. The execution of
all when statements takes place strictly one at a time. If several processes
need to evaluate (or reevaluate) scheduling conditions simultaneously,
they will be able to do so one at a time in somefair order (for example,

cyclically).
Measurements of concurrent systems have shownthat in a well-designed
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system each process spends mostofits time operating on local data and only
a small fraction of its time exchanging data with other processes. The addi-
tional overhead of expression evaluation will therefore most likely be quite
acceptable. This performance issue can, of course, be settled only by mea-
surements of running Edison programs. But it is an intellectual gamble that

I feel quite comfortable about.

A monitor in Edison is simply a module in which the procedure bodies
consist of single when statements as illustrated by the buffer example (Al-
gorithm 2.7).

Notice that Edison does not include the monitor concept. A monitoris

constructed by using a programming style that combines the simpler con-
cepts of modules, variables, procedures, and when statements. In addition,
processes are no longer required to manipulate scheduling queues, since the
when statements implement the necessary delays of processes. This form of a
monitor is very close to the original proposal, which I called a ‘‘shared class”’
[Brinch Hansen, 1973].

Once this module has been programmed correctly, the compiler will
ensure that the buffer is accessed only by the synchronized get and put

operations. The module is now as secure as any monitor.

module ’buffer”

var slot: char; full: bool

*proc put(c: char)
begin
whennotfull do

slot :=c; full := true
end

end

*proc get(var c: char)

begin
when full do

e:= slot; full := false

end
end

begin full := false end

Algorithm 2.7
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But the programmeris no longer tied to the monitor concept, but can
use simpler concepts, such as semaphores (Algorithm 2.8).

module

*record semaphore (value: int)

*proc wait(var s: semaphore)
begin

when s.value > 0 do
s.value := s.value - 1

end
end

*proc signal(var s: semaphore)
begin

whentrue do
s.value := s.value + 1

end
end

*proc newsem(var s: semaphore; n: int)

begin s.value := n end

begin skip end

Algorithm 2.8

Semaphores can then be used to implement a multislot buffer in which

sending and receiving can take place simultaneously from different slots
(Algorithm 2.9).

If the mutually exclusive operations are as simple as wait and signal
(rather than entire monitor procedures), the conditional critical regions may

well be more efficient in some cases than conventional monitors with sched-

uling queues.
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module

const n = 10 ”slots”

array table [1:n] (char)
var ring: table; head,tail: int;

full, empty: semaphore

*proc put(c: char)
begin wait(empty); ring[tail] :=c;

tail := tail modn +1; signal(full)

end

*proc get(var c: char)

begin wait(full); c := ring[head];
head := head mod n+ 1; signal(empty)

end

begin head :=1; tail :=1;

newsem(full, 0); newsem(empty, n)
end

Algorithm 2.9

*2.6 PROCESSES

In the RC 4000 multiprogrammingsystem I dealt with the complexities

of processes that may appear and disappear at any time during program

execution [Brinch Hansen, 1970]. In Concurrent Pascal, I tried the opposite
approach of processes that exist forever after their creation. This works quite

well for operating systems andreal-time programs which perform the same
tasks over andover. In addition,it simplifies store allocation dramatically.

For Edison I selected a compromise between these two extremes.

Processes described by a concurrent statementof the form

cobegin 1 do SL1
also 2 do SL2

also n do SLn end

can appear and disappear dynamically—butonly at the same time!
The concurrent statement was published with the following structure

by Dijkstra in 1968:

parbegin $1; S2;...; Sn parend
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I merely replaced the semicolons (which normally denote sequential execu-
tion) with the word also (to indicate simultaneity).

The process constants 1, 2, . . . ,n were introduced to makeit possible

to select a particular processor in a multiprocessor system (usually because
the given processor is the only one that is connected to a particular peri-
pheral device). On a single-processor computer the process constants can

either be ignored or used to define the storage requirements of processes.

(If they are ignored, the simplest implementation strategy is to divide the
available storage space evenly among the processes. )

Consider now two processes that exchange a sequence of characters

terminated by a period through a buffer. In Concurrent Pascal the producer

process can be declared as follows:

type producer =

process (buf: buffer);

var x: char;

begin read(x);
while y <> ’,’do

begin buf.put(x); read(x) end;
buf.put(x)

end
4

To vary the themea bit, the consumer will be programmed in Modula:

process consumer;

var y: char;
begin get(buf, y);

while y <> ’.’do

write(y); get(buf, y)
end;

write(y)
end consumer

In both cases, a process is described by a special kind of module. These
syntactic forms enable compilers to check that one process does notrefer to
the variables of another process—an extremely dangerous kind of program-

mingerror.
In Edison, the same operational security can be achieved by adopting a

programmingstyle in which processes are described by procedurescalled by

concurrent statements (Algorithm 2,10). Since each procedure call creates a
fresh instance of the local variables of the given procedure, and since these
variables are accessible only to the calling process, this solution is as secure

as any.
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proc producer
var x: char
begin read(x);

while x <> ’.’ do

put(x); read(x)
end;

put(x)

end

proc consumer
var y: char

begin get(y);
while y <> ’.’do

wyite(y); get(y)
end;
write(y)

end

cobegin 1 do producer
also 2 do consumer end

Algorithm 2.10

On the other hand, the programmercan also write concurrent programs,
suchas the following, in Edison:

var x, y: char

begin read(x);
while x <> ’.’do

yi=X;

cobegin 1 do write(y)

also 2 do read(x) end
end;

write(x)
end

Since the compiler provides no assistance in checking whether these processes
refer simultaneously to the same variables without proper synchronization,

such programs must be written with extreme care.
The added flexibility (and insecurity) of Edison compared to Con-

current Pascal will be viewed by some as a step backward and by others as a

challenge. To me it is simply an experiment that will either confirm or
contradict my current feeling that programming languages cannot be ex-
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pected to support complex abstractions, but should instead makeit rea-
sonably convenient to adopt programming styles that use simpler concepts

to construct the more complex ones. Needless to say, this makes the design

of a programming language a delicate balance between the anarchy of
assembly language andthestraightjacket of highly specialized languages.

*2,.7_ INPUT/OUTPUT

In ConcurrentPascal, all input/output is handled by standard procedure

calls of the form

io(variable, operation, device)

Thecalling process is delayed until the operation is completed. In the mean-
time, other processes can continue to use the rest of the computer. The ad-
vantage of this approach is that a data transfer is just another sequential
operation that takes a finite time and produces a reproducible result. Another
benefit of making input/output an indivisible operation for a single processis

that peripheral interrupts becomeirrelevant to the programmer. They are
handled completely at the machine level as part of the implementation of
the input/output operations.

The disadvantage of using a single standard procedure for low-level
input/output is that the system kernel for the language must contain a
separate piece of code for each kind of peripheral device. This means that

industrial programmers must be prepared to extend the kernel (which is
a nontrivial task since peripheral interrupts interact with the processor

multiplexing).

In Modula, Niklaus Wirth offered a morepractical solution in the form
of device modules combined with device processes and device registers. The
whole concept was tailored to the PDP 11 computers to enable programmers

to write device procedures in the languageitself. Algorithm 2.11 shows a
device module that outputs one character at a time on a screen. The module

consists of a device process, named driver, which is connected to an exported

procedure, named display, through a set of variables used as a character

buffer.
The standard procedure doio delays the device process until the screen

produces an interrupt with the octal number 64B. Since the doio opera-

tion can be performed only by a device process and, since a device process

must be hidden within a device module, the module defined above appears
to be the simplest possible way of displaying a character on the screen.It
does not seem to be possible to eliminate a device process and let a user
process contro] the peripheral directly. This example shows that Modula
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(like Concurrent Pascal) attempts to support and enforce a particular pro-
grammingstyle by meansofvery specialized language constructs.

device module screen [4];
define display;

var slot: char; full: boolean;
nonempty, nonfull: signal;

procedure display(c: char);
begin

if full do wait(nonfull) end;

slot := c; full := true; send(nonempty)

end put;

process driver [64B];

var status [177564B]: bits; buffer [177566B]: char;
begin

loop
if not full do wait(nonempty) end;
buffer := slot; full := false;

status[6] := true; doio; status[6] := false;

send(nonfull)
end

end driver;

begin full := false; driver end screen

Algorithm 2.11

The Edison language implemented for the PDP 11 computersis called
Edison-11. Since the language is designed to support inexpensive micro-
processors, I decided to anticipate this use and ignore interrupts completely
on the PDP 11 (even at the machinelevel).

In Edison-11, input/output is controlled by standard procedurecalls of

the form

place(device address, value)

obtain(device address, variable)
sense(device address, value)

The operation place(x, y) assigns the integer value y to the device register

with the byte address x. The operation obtain(x, y) assigns the value of the
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device register with the byte address x to the integer variable y. The opera-
tion sense(x, y) compares the integer value y to the value of the device
register with the byte address x. If some of the correspondingbits of the

two values are both equal to one, the operation yields the value true; other-

wise, it yields the value false.

Edison-11 also includes octal numerals of the form

#177564

to denote device addresses. This option is necessary because the computer

manufacturer does not use the decimal system in the computer manuals.

Why,I do not know.
A process described by a concurrent statement in Edison-11 can output

a character directly on the screen bycalling the following procedure:

proc display(c: char)

const status = #177564; buffer = #177566;

ready = #200

begin
when sense(status, ready) do

place(buffer, int(c))
end

end

The effect of executing the when statement is to delay the output until the

status register showsthat the device is ready.
A PDP 11 computer executes one process at a time. This continues

until the process either terminates or attempts to execute a when statement

in which the boolean expressionsyield the value false. The waiting processes
are executed in cyclical order in Edison-11. The simplicity of process sched-
uling makesthe overhead of process switching five times shorter than in Con-
current Pascal (which is interrupt driven). The Edison-11 implementation
ignoresall interrupts.

The input or output of nonelementary data types requires the use of a
standard function call

addr(y)

which yields the byte address of a variable y of any type. The operation
place(x, addr(y)) assigns the address of the variable y to the device register

with the address x. This operation is necessary to transfer data between the

variable y and a block-oriented device, such as a disk or magnetic tape.
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2.8 LANGUAGE DESCRIPTION

In 1967, the designer of the programming language Pascal, Niklaus
Wirth, wrote that “‘the definition of a language, comprising its syntax

specifying the set of well-formed sentences, and its semantics defining the
meaning of these sentences, should not extend over more than 50 pages.”
The Edison report is comparable in size to the reports that define its pred-
ecessors: Algol 60 (43 pages), Pascal (38 pages), Concurrent Pascal (34
pages), and Modula (29 pages). The Edison report is 50 pages long. (The
sizes of these reports are measured in pages of 50 lines each.)

The shortness of a language report is, of course, of no help unlessit is
written with complete clarity. As Wirth put it: ‘In programming, we are
dealing with complicated issues, and the more complicated the issue is, the

simpler the language must be to describe it. Sloppy use of language—beit
English, German, Fortran, or PL/1—is an unmistakable symptom of in-
adequacy” [Wirth, 1976b].

The only language report that has been widely recognized as a model
of clarity is the Algol 60 report written by Peter Naur. In 1967, Donald

Knuth wrote that “the most notable feature of the Algol 60 report was the
new standard it set for language definition.’’ Unfortunately, as Tony Hoare

said, the Algol 60 report was a considerable improvementover its successors

[Hoare, 1973].
Even though the Pascal language was far more successful than Algol 60,

Nico Habermannseverely criticized Wirth for the imprecision of the Pascal
report and pointed out that it was hiding some conceptual inconsistencies in

the definition of data types [Habermann, 1973]. Peter Naur pointed out

that the Concurrent Pascal report, which I wrote, suffered from similar

problems.

The task of writing a language report that explains a programming

language with complete clarity to its implementors and users may look
deceptively easy to someone whohasn’t done it before. But in reality it is

oneof the mostdifficult intellectual tasks in the field of programming.

In writing the Edison report I have benefited greatly from the con-

structive criticism of Peter Naur. Naur made almost no comments about my
choice and design of language features. His main concern wastheclarity of

the report. I would write a complete draft of the language report and Naur
would then point out what the weaknesses were and suggest broadly how

they might be removed in my next draft. The following describes the stages
of development which the Edison report went through over a period of two

years.
Thefirst Edison report of January 1979 used syntax graphs of the form

shownin Fig. 2.1, with an explanation such as the following:
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PARAM:
 

Pp PROC HEADING

[———_ VARNAMES : TYPENAME =]

     
 ( | VAR VARNAMES : TYPE NAME ] )

 

Fig. 2.1 A syntax graph.

“Each parameter declaration introduces a nameto represent the param-
eter and specifies its type or procedure heading.

“A value parameter is a local variable which is assigned the value of an

expression before the procedure is executed.
“A variable parameter denotes a variable which is bound to the pro-

cedure before it is executed. The symbol var distinguishes a variable param-
eter from a value parameter.

“A procedure parameter denotes another procedure which is bound to
the given procedure before the latter is executed.”

Aboutthis report, Naur wrote the following:

“The weaknesses that will be described in most cases are such that may
cause only little difficulty to a reader who is familiar with, for example,
reports on the language Pascal, and whois generousin his willingness to rely

on his own ability to fill in open holes by guesses and to remove inconsis-
tencies. With the view taken all such holes and inconsistencies are unaccept-

able and should be removed,asfaras possible.

“There is a poor connection between the formal syntactic description

and theprose explanation.”

I had used syntax graphs because they enable a programmerto see quite
complex structures at a glance. Unfortunately, when a complicated concept
is presented under a single name, the substructures of the graph have no

names and cannot easily be referred to in the text. So, although the text
refers to the conceptof a “parameter declaration,” the graph does not reveal
what it is. The reader must also guess what the syntax of value, variable, and
procedure parameters looks like. Note also that rather than explaining the
meaning of certain concepts (such as variable parameters) the first report

would use suggestive (but undefined) terms such as “‘binding.”’

In the second Edison report of July 1979 a parameter list was defined
as follows (now using an extended Backus-Naur form instead of syntax
graphs):
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Parameterlist:

Parameter group[ ’;’ Parameter group ] *
Parameter group:

Value parameter group # Variable parameter group
Value parameter group:

Parameter name[’,’ Parameter name] * ’:’ Type name
Variable parameter group:

*var’ Parameter name[’,’ Parameter name ]*

°:’ Type name
Parameter name:

Name

(In this version of the language I had tentatively excluded the use of pro-
cedures as parameters of other procedures.)

These syntactic forms were now explained as follows:

“A parameter list consists of a sequence of parameter groups. Each
parameter group is either a value parameter group or a variable parameter

group.
“A value parameter group introduces one or more names, called param-

eter names, to denote value parameters. Each value parameter is a local

variable that is assigned the value of an argumentbefore the procedure block
is executed.

“A variable parameter group introduces one or more names to denote
variable parameters. Each variable parameter denotes a variable argument
which is selected before the procedure block is executed. During the execu-
tion of the procedure block all operations performed on the variable param-

eter stand for the same operations performedon the variable argument. The
variable parameter is said to be boundto the variable argument during the

execution of the procedure block.”’

The concept of a parameter list is now presented as the composition

of four simpler concepts. Each concept is described by a syntactic rule that
introduces a namefor the concept and defines its syntax. The prose explana-
tion carefully follows the syntactic rules and explains their meaning using

the same terminology. As a minor detail the meaning of variable bindingis

now explained.

The idea of using an abundance of simple syntactic rules to introduce

names for most concepts, so that the text can refer directly to these defini-

tions, had not occurred to me previously. But once yourealize that syntactic

rules can be used to define terminology (and not just syntax), the job of
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writing a language report becomes far more well defined. When the syntactic

rules become very trivial the syntax graphs lose their visual appeal and

appear bulky and clumsy. So I returned to the BNF notation, which has
the great advantage that it can be included in program texts as comments.

Later, when I wrote the Edison compiler, I found that the syntactic
rules used in the report were so short that each of them conveniently could

be recognized by a single procedure with the same nameasthe syntactic
rule. Each procedure is now preceded by the corresponding syntactic rule
written as a comment in BNFnotation.

About the second report, Naur wrote this:

“The report is a vast improvement over the previous version in clarity,
consistency, and completeness. The remaining weaknesses, described below in

detail, are to a large extent concerned merely with finer matters of con-

ceptualclarity.”

After this pleasant introduction, Naur goes on to enumerate 79 con-

ceptual problems. Thefirst of these is that ‘a number of weaknesses of the
description can be traced to a general disinclination to accept abstract
notions, not uniquely associated with syntactic entities of the language, as

well-defined useful constituents of the language and its description.”

The conceptual difficulties of trying to describe all concepts purely in
terms of their notation are both philosophical and practical. If, for example,

the notion of data value is purely notational, it is quite difficult to explain
whytherelation

’A’ = char(65)

is true for the ASCII character set. But the matter becomes quite simple if
both symbols are viewed as different notations for the same abstract
concept—thefirst capital letter of the alphabet.

In the third report of January 1980 the distinction between fixed
values and the notation used to represent them in the language was made as

follows: “A constant is a fixed value of a fixed type,’’ and “A constant

symbol denotesa constant.”’
The distinction between an abstract concept and the symbol that

denotes the concept is immediately obscured when a syntactic rule is given

the same name as the abstract concept. In the second Edison report, a

variable used as an operand was described by a syntactic rule named variable:

Variable:

Whole variable # Subvariable
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The report explained that “a variable denotes either a whole variable or a
subvariable.” For a purist this is already unsatisfactory. Does the term
“variable” in that sentence refer to the abstract concept of a variable that
exists during program execution, or doesit refer to one of the symbols in the

program text described by the syntactic form namedvariable? For the writer
of the language report it becomes downright awkward to describe what
action a processor takes when a variable is used as an operand in a program.
If we stick strictly to the rule of using the nameintroduced by the syntactic
rule, the result is the following cryptic sentence: ‘“‘The evaluation of a
variable causes the processorto locate the variable in the current context.”

In the third report, the matter was settled by making a distinction be-

tween a variable (which is a named entity that may assume anyof the values
of a known type) and a variable symbol (which denotes a variable used as an
operand). It was now easy to explain that “‘the evaluation of a variable sym-

bol involves locating the correspondingvariable in the current context.”
Thefailure to make this conceptual distinction pervades most language

reports. In the Pascal, Concurrent Pascal, and Modula reports one finds

syntactic forms named constant, number, type, and variable instead of the

more appropriate terms constant symbol, numeral, type definition, and

variable symbol(or similar ones).

After reading both the first and second drafts of the Edison report,
Naur felt that “the central concept of types is not properly introduced,

while the many different aspects of it are scattered around in an unsystem-

atic and confusing manner.” In the third version of the report I tried to

clarify the type concept andits relation to the abstract notions of value and
operation. I did not, however, succeed in organizing the report into sections
each describing all the aspects of a single type in oneplace.

The problem is that the type concept pervades the whole language. To
explain even a simple type, such as boolean, in all its aspects, one must

discuss constants, ranges, variables, expressions, functions, and statements
as they relate to boolean values. Now that is practically the whole language

right there. So even to begin this section, one has to assumethat the reader

already understands all these concepts in general. And then onehas to doit

all over again for integers, characters, enumerations, arrays, records, andsets.

It ends up being a very repetitive report in which the samestory is told seven

times. And that is, of course, because the language is designed in such a way
that all the types have very similar properties which are described by very
similar syntax.

After spending about 25 full working days trying to write a report

along those lines I gave up and wrote another one instead (the third version).
As a compromise, I now described several facets of each kind of type én the

same section: namely, the introduction of a new data type by means of a
type declaration, the representation of values of the type by constants or
constructors, and the meaning of the operators that apply to these values.
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The sections on data types were followed by sections describing the general
properties of variables, expressions, statements, and procedures.

The concept of scope is explained quite concisely in the Algol 60 report:

“Every block automatically introduces a new level of nomenclature.
This is realized as follows: Any identifier occurring within the block may

through a suitable declaration be specified to be local to the block in ques-
tion. This means (a) that the entity represented by this identifier inside the
block has no existence outside it and (b) that any entity represented by this

identifier outside the block is completely inaccessible inside the block.
“Identifiers occurring within a block and not being declared to this

block will be non-local to it, i.e. will represent the same entity inside the

block andin the level immediately outside it.”’

“Since a statement of a block may again itself be a block the concepts

local and non-local must be understoodrecursively.”
“No identifier may be declared more than once in any one block head.”’

One may complain about the complexity of block structure but not, I
think, about the precision with which it is explained in the Algol 60 report.

In the Pascal report written 10 years later the explanation of the same con-
cept is much more incomplete:

“All identifiers introduced in the formal parameter part, the constant
definition part, the type definition part, the variable-, procedure or function
declaration parts are local to the procedure declaration which is called the
scope of these identifiers. They are not known outside their scope.”

This explanation fails to distinguish between a name and the entity it

denotes. Since a name can be used with different meanings in different
blocks, it is not the nameitself that is unknown outside a given block but
the use of the name to denote a given entity declared inside the block. In
short, it is named entities (rather than names) which have scopes. I too failed
to makethatdistinction in the earlier Edison reports.

More important, the explanation above from the Pascal report does not

explain which entity a name denotes when it is declared with different
meanings in nested blocks. To paraphrase an earlier remark, such weaknesses

of the Pascal report have fortunately caused little difficulty for readers who
are already familiar with the Algol 60 report.

The Concurrent Pascal and Modula reports also do not succeed in ex-
plaining scope rules precisely. This is much more unfortunate since these
languages introduce new forms of modularity which serve primarily to
change thetraditional scope rules of block-structured languages. My present
attempts to explain these rules are contained in the section ‘“‘Named Entities”
in the Edison report.
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Having deprived myself of the opportunity to gloss overill-understood
issues in the Edison report, it was quite embarrassing to explain the effect of

executing processes described by concurrent statements. Although a pro-
grammer may have nodifficulty understanding a particular concurrent state-
ment, the language designer faces the much harder task of explaining in a

few paragraphs the meaning of every conceivable use of this idea.
Unfortunately, one can only make a simple statement about the most

trivial (and uninteresting) use of concurrent processes, which is the follow-
ing: ‘‘If concurrent processes only operate on private variables and disjoint,

common variables then the effect of executing a concurrent statement is
the same as the effect of executing the process statements one at a time in

any order.”

As soon as processes begin to communicate, one needs the whole

apparatus of the Gries-Owicki theory to reason about the effects of using
semaphores, buffers, monitors, and so on [Owicki, 1976]. Even so,

processes must satisfy very rigid assumptions for the theory to apply. Al-
though one can design language features (such as monitors) which enable a

compiler to check that some of these assumptions are satisfied, one cannot
expect a programming language to capture all aspects of well-behaved con-

current programs. And even if one could, it would not be very helpful to
repeat the entire theory behind these concepts in a language report.

Thedifficulty of explaining what concurrent processesreally do will, of
course, arise in any report that describes a concurrent programming lan-
guage. In yet another appeal to the generous reader the Concurrent Pascal

and Modula reports evade the issue by the suggestive use of undefined
phrases to the effect that ‘“‘all processes are executed concurrently.” In

writing the Edison report I decided to makethedifficulty explicit by the
following statement:

“If concurrent processes operate on intersecting, common variables

then the effect of executing a concurrent statementis generally unpredictable

since nothing is known about the order in which the processes operate on
these variables. However, by restricting the operations on intersecting variables

to well-defined disciplines under the control of modules, procedures, and

when statements it is possible to formulate concurrent statements that make
predictable use of such variables. The theories used to reason about concur-

rent statements, when statements, and commonvariables are beyond the

scope ofthis report.”

In effect, the report says that one can write meaningless Edison pro-

grams that will produce unpredictable results. But it does not prescribe how

to avoid doingthis. This is surely a startling property of a programmingtool.

The report does, however, say that when this happens even the most basic
programmingconcepts can lose their meaning:
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“The meaning of variable retrieval and assignment defined earlier is

valid only if these operations are performed oneat a time on a given variable.

Concurrent processes can ensure that this assumption is satisfied by per-

forming all operations on intersecting, common variables within when
statements,”

The execution of recursive procedures and concurrent statements will
generally create multiple instances of named entities, such as variables.
Furthermore, procedures used as parameters of other procedures can have

side effects on some of these variable instances (and not necessarily the most
recent ones!). In such cases, the language report must make it possible to
decide which variable instance a process refers to at any given time.

In the fourth version of the Edison report (September 1980) the dy-
namic meaning of names is explained in terms of the so-called context ofa
process. This concept is introduced at the beginning of the report as follows:

“When a process executes a statement it operates on known entities
selected from a set of entities called the current context of a process.”

(A language implementor might say more loosely that a context is an

abstract description of that part of a stack that is currently accessible to a
process by following the chain ofstatic links.)

Subsequent sections of the report then explain how theinitial context
of an executed program is established and howit is changed by the execu-
tion of procedure calis and concurrent statements.

A key idea is to associate contexts with procedures as well as processes,

When a procedure bodyis executed by a process the current context of the
process is attached as an attribute to all the local procedures declared in the

body. If one of these procedures is called directly by the process, its execu-

tion will take place in the context associated with the procedure. And
if the procedure and its current context are bound to a parameterof an-

other procedure, the rule abovestill applies: When a procedure parameter

is called, it is executed in the context currently associated with the pro-

cedure parameter.

So the effect of any procedurecall is now explained bya single rule.

This concludes the discussion of the linguistic difficulties that a lan-
guage designer is faced with during the writing of a language report. The
writing of the Edison report was far more difficult and time consuming than

the selection of the language features and the design of the first compiler.
The remarkably few shortcomings of Algol 60 and Pascal have also

been discussed by Knuth [1967] and Welsh [1977]. The reports by Hoare
[1973] and Wirth [1976b] contain many useful hints on programming

language design.
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3.1 LANGUAGE OVERVIEW

This report defines the programming language Edison. The languageis

suitable both for teaching the principles of concurrent programming and for
designingreliable real-time programs for a multiprocessor system.

The overriding concern in the design of Edison was to achieve sim-

plicity in the design of medium-sized programs of 1000 to 2000lines of text.
This aim led to the selection of a small number of abstract concepts for
modular programming. In particular, the issues of modularity, concurrency,
and synchronization were separated into distinct language features.

An Edison program describes operations on namedentities called con-
stants, variables, and procedures. The constants and variables have data

values of fixed types. The types determine the possible values of these

entities and restrict the operations that can be performed on them.
The data types integer, boolean, and character are standard types. Other

types are introduced by enumerating their values or by describing how the
values are composed from other values. The composition methods for new
types are the well-known arrays, records, and sets. Every type has a name,
and two operandsare of the same typeonly if their types are denoted by the
same name and have the same scope.

64
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The computation of new data values from existing values is described

by expressions in which the operands are constants, variables, and function
calls, while the operators are the conventional arithmetic, boolean, set, and

relational operators, The computation of composite values in terms of other

values is described by expressionlists called constructors.

Statements describe operations such as the assignmentof values to vari-

ables and the execution of procedures. The if, while, and when statements
describe a choice among substatements to be executed depending on the
truth values of expressions. The concurrent statement denotes simultaneous

execution of several substatements as concurrent processes. Process syn-

chronization is controlled by when statements. The execution of a when

statement delays a process until an expression is true and then performs an

operation on the common variables shared by the processes. Concurrent

processes can only execute when statements oneat a time.
The namedentities and statements of a program are grouped into blocks

of two kinds, called procedures and modules. Blocks can be combined to
form other blocks in a nested fashion.

A procedure is a group of named entities and statements that describe

an operation on operands of fixed types. The operands (known as param-
eters) may vary from one execution of the procedure to another. Each

parameteris either a variable or another procedure. The namedentities intro-
duced by a procedure are local to the procedure and cannotbe used outside
it. Hach execution of the procedure creates a fresh instance of its parameters
and local variables. These entities disappear again when the execution of the
procedure terminates.

A module is a group of named entities that fall into two categories:

(1) local entities that can be used only within the module, and (2) exported
entities that can be used both within the module and within the immediately

surrounding block. The module entities exist as long as the entities of the
immediately surrounding block. A module serves to ensure that its local
entities are operated on only by well-defined procedures which are exported
from the module to the immediately surrounding block. To ensure that the

local variables are initialized before they are used, a module includesa state-
mentpart that is executed when the module entities are created.

3.2 SYMBOLS AND SENTENCES

The programming language Edison is a formal notation in which pro-

grams can be written. The programsare texts composed of symbol sequences

knownassentences.
The language is described in terms of syntactic forms. A syntactic form

is a namedclass of symbols or sentences with common properties. The defi-

nition of a syntactic form consists of syntactic rules that define how sen-
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tences of the form are composed and semantic rules that define the meaning

of these sentences.

3.2.1 Syntactic Rules

A syntactic rule described in a variant of the Backus-Naur notation has
the form

N: E

where N stands for the name of a syntactic form and E stands for a syntax
expression that defines the corresponding class of sentences. The name N
consists of a capital letter possibly followed by small letters and spaces.

Example of a syntactic rule:
Parameter group:

[ ’var’ ] Variable group # Procedure heading

A syntax expression has the form

T1#T2#...#Tn

where T1, T2,..., Tn stand for syntax terms that define classes of sen-

tences, A sentence of this form is composed by writing a sentence belonging

to any oneoftheclasses.

Example of a syntax expression:

[ ’var’ ] Variable group # Procedure heading

A syntax term has the form

Fl F2... Fn

where F1, F2,..., Fn stand for syntax factors that define classes of sen-

tences. A sentence of this form is composed by writing a sentence of each
class in the order shown,

Example of a syntax term:

[ vax’ ] Variable group

A syntax factor has one of four forms:

(1) [E]*

This form is an abbreviation for the syntax expression Empty # E # EE # EEE
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. , where the name Empty denotes the empty sentence and E denotes a

syntax expression. A sentence of this form is composed by writing either
nothingor a finite sequence of sentences of the class E.

Example of a syntax factor:

{ Letter # Digit # ’_’ ]*

(2) [E]

This form is an abbreviation for the syntax expression Empty # E. A sen-

tence of this form is composedby writing either nothing or a sentence of the

class E.

Example of a syntax factor:

{ ’var’ ]

(3) N

where N denotes the nameof a syntactic form. A sentence of this form is
composedaccording to the syntactic rule named N.

Example of a syntax factor:
Variable group

(4) C1 C2...Cn’

where C1, C2, . . . , Cn denote characters. A symbol of this form is com-
posed of the characters written in the order shown.In particular, the syntax

factors ’#’, ’:’, ’[’,’]’, *’, and ’” denote the characters #,:,[, ], *, and ’
used as program symbols.

Example of a syntax factor:
var’

3.2.2 Characters

Character:

Graphic character # New line character
Graphic character:

Letter # Digit # Special character # Space
Letter:

a #’b’ #’c’ # dD #’e HP #’o’ #’h’ HF
Vy #7#V #’m’ #’n’ #’0’ #’p’ #’q FY’ #
»5? # 1? # yW? # ry? # Ww? # yy? # *y’ # 7?

Digit:

OH VHD’BVH#747°CHT #78’ #9’

Special character:
ghey # coe # 'C#  # mk? oe 249 # 1 ae »2a

#8 2 HH 9? Pte) D> HB T# V# 2?
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Characters are used to form basic symbols (Section 3.2.3). A graphic
character is represented by a graphic picture or the deliberate omission

thereof (a space). A new line character marks the end of each line of text.
The character set may be extended with more letters and special char-

acters. In particular, the letters may be extended with capital letters. The

meaning of capital letters is explained in Sections 3.2.3 and 3.4.

3.2.3 Basic Symbols

Basic symbol:

Special symbol # Word symbol # Name # Numeral #
Graphic symbol

Special symbol:
ae 1? # oe? de Yon? # <> HOH 9m? # "> # >=’ #

=? # "C#H YY # TF J os Oe ~# PH »

Word symbol:

’also’ # ’and’ # ‘array’ # ’begin’ # ’cobegin’ #
‘const’ # ’div’ # ’do’ # else’ # ’end’ # enum’ #
‘if’ # in’ # ‘lib’ # ’mod’ # ’module’ # not’ #

’or’ # ‘post’ # ’pre’ # ’proc’ # record’ # ’set’ #
’skip’ # ’val’ # vay’ # ’when’ # ’while’

The basic symbols are either special symbols, word symbols, names
(Section 3.4), numerals (Section 3.7.1), or graphic symbols (Section 3.7.5).

The special symbols and the word symbols have fixed meanings which
will be definedlater.

Any capital letter used in a word symbolis considered equivalent to the
corresponding small letter. In this report the word symbols are printed in
boldface type.

3.2.4 Separators

Separator:

Space # Newline character # ””’ Comment ””
Comment:

[ Character ] *

The character ’’ cannot occur within a comment.
Any basic symbol preceded by one or more separators stands for the

basic symbolitself. Two adjacent word symbols or names must be separated

by at least one separator.

Example:
"This is a comment”
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3.2.5 Character Strings

Characterlist:
”” Graphic character

[’,’ ’” Graphic character ”” ]*

Characterstring:
’” Graphic character [ Graphic character ]*’”

399

A character list denotes a sequence of graphic characters. Character
lists are used in constructors (Section 3.12).

A character string is an abbreviation for a character list that contains
the same sequence of graphic characters.

Examplesof characterlists:

*E’, da’, 7, *3?, *o’, Dn?

Examples of characterstrings:
>?

*Edison’

3.3 PROGRAMS AND EXECUTION

A program is a description of one or more related data processes, each
process taking place in a number of separate steps. In each step a well-

defined action (an operation) is performed ona set of entities (the operands).

The act of following a program text and performing the operations
described by it is called the execution of the program (and its operations).
A person or device that executes a program (or part of it) is called a
processor.

The operands of a program generally denote data values that either
remain fixed (constants) or change during the execution (variables).

The operations are generally rules for deriving new data values (results)
from previous data values given by operands. Operations may also use data
values to determine the order in which subsequent operations are to be
executed.

The execution of an operation will have one of three outcomes:

(1) Termination. After a finite time the processor completes the

operation.

(2) Failure. After a finite time the processor detects that the operation
is meaningless and cannotcontinue the execution of the program.

(8) Cycling. The processor executes the same cycle of operations
endlessly.
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The execution of certain operations may be influenced by properties
that are not fully described in this report since they vary from processor to
processor. Such properties are said to be system dependent.

A program may prescribe a sequence of operations to be carried out
strictly one at a time. Such a sequence is known as a process. A program may
also allow several processes to take place simultaneously. They are known as
concurrent processes.

3.4 NAMEDENTITIES

Name:

Letter [ Letter # Digit # ’_’ ]*

Any capital letter used in a nameis considered equivalent to the corre-
sponding small letter. The word symbols cannot be used as names. Apart

from that, names may be chosenfreely.
A name denotes an entity used in a program. The entity is either a

constant (Section 3.6), a data type (Section 3.5), a record field (Section

3.9), a variable (Section 3.13), or a procedure (Section 3.16).

Examples:

char
s
table

matrix1
rc4000a

end_—of_file

3.4.1 Standard Names

Standard name:

*bool’ # ’chay’ # ’false’ # ’int’ # ’true’

The standard names denote the standard types bool, char, int, and the

truth values false, true (Section 3.7). These names can be used throughout a
program without being declared.

3.4.2 Declarations

Declaration:

Constant declaration list # Type declaration #

Variable declaration list # Procedure declaration #
Module declaration
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A declaration introduces names to denote program entities and de-
scribes some of their properties. The entities are either constants (Section

8.6.1), types (Section 3.5.1), variables (Section 3.13.1), procedures (Sec-

tion 3.16), or modules (Section 3.4.4).

The use of a name within a program to denote an entity must be pre-
ceded by a declaration that introduces the name and describes the entity

it stands for (unless the nameis a standard name). A declaration of an entity
is generally valid within one block only (Section 3.4.3). Outside this block
the same name can bedeclared and used with other meanings.

3.4.3 Blocks, Scopes, and Contexts

A block is a piece of program text consisting of (1) declarations of

named entities, and (2) statements that define operations on these entities.
The only possible kinds of blocks are procedures (Section 3.16), modules
(Section 3.4.4), and programs (Section 3.17).

Generally, a block Q can be a part of another block P, in which case P is
said to contain Q. The block Q is then called an inner block of P, while P is
called a surrounding block of Q. In general a program will consist of a hier-
archy of nested blocks.

The innermost block in which a declaration of a named entity appears
is called the origin of that declaration.

The scope of a named entity x is that part of the program text in which
the name x may be used to denote that entity. A named entity is said to be

knownwithin its scope.
The scope generally extends from the declaration of the entity to the

endofits origin, with the further additional rules:

(1) If the origin is a module M, the scope may be extended to the end
of the immediately surrounding block B. The entity is then said to be ex-

ported from M to B (Section 3.4.4).

(2) If the same name is declared with another meaning in an inner

block of the origin, the scope does not includethe inner block.

A given name can be declared with only one meaning in the same

block. And a name cannot be exported to a surrounding block in which the
same nameis declared with another meaning.

The meaning of a name used at somepointin a block is determined by
the followingrules:

(1) Local entity. If the use of the nameis preceded by a declaration in
the same block of an entity of that name, the use of the name denotes that
entity.
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(2) Exported entity. If the use of the nameis preceded by a module in
the same block from which a declared entity of that nameis exported to the
block, the use of the name denotesthat entity.

(8) Global entity. If neither of the above apply, the name has the same
meaning that it has in the immediately surrounding block at the point where
the given block begins.

When several processes are executed concurrently, or when single

process calls one or more proceduresrecursively, several instances of a named
entity may exist simultaneously. At any given moment, however, a process
can operate only on a single instance of every entity that is known to the
process at that moment.

When a process executes a statement it operates on known entities
selected from a set of entities called the current context of the process. The
context consists of (1) an instance of every entity declared in the procedures
surrounding the statement, and (2) an instance of every entity declared in

the modules contained in these procedures.
When a process refers to a known entity an instance of that entity is

located in the current context of the process in accordance with the scope

rules.
Throughout this report the phrase “the current context’’ refers to the

current context of the process that performsa given operation.
The dynamic changes of contexts are explained further in Sections

3.4.4, 3.15.3, 3.15.7, and 3.17.

3.4.4 Modules

A module is a block that introduces two kinds of named entities known
as local and exported entities. The module also describes an initial operation
on these entities.

The local entities can be used only within the module. The exported

entities can be used both within the module and within the block that imme-
diately surrounds the module.

A module is contained either in a procedure or in another module.
When a procedure body is executed an operation known as moduleinitial-
ization is performed on all modules declared within the procedure body.

Theinitialization of a module M takesplace in three steps:

(1) The local and exported entities declared in M are created and added

to the current context.

(2) The modules declared in M areinitialized one at a time in the order
written.

(8) The initial operation of Mis performed.
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When the execution of the procedure terminates, the entities of the

module (and those ofits inner modules) disappear again.

Module declaration:

*module’ [ Local declaration # Exported declaration ] *

Statement part :
Local declaration:

Declaration
Exported declaration:

**? Declaration

Statement part:
*begin’ Statementlist ’end’

A module declaration describes a module by meansofdeclarations of
local and exported entities and by a statementpart that describestheinitial
operation by meansof a statementlist (Section 3.15).

An export symbol * in front of a module declaration has no effect.
Exported entities are discussed further in Sections 3.6.1, 3.7.6, 3.9, 3.10,

8.11, 3.13.1, and 3.16.

Example:
module

const max = 10
array stack [1:max] (int)
var lifo : stack; size : int

*proc push(x : int)

begin size := size + 1; lifo[size] := x end

*proc pop(var x : int)
begin x := lifo[size] ; size := size - 1 end

*proe empty : bool
begin val empty := (size = 0) end

begin size := 0 end

3.5 VALUES, OPERATIONS, AND TYPES

Data are physical phenomena chosen by convention to represent facts

or ideas. The same fact or idea can be represented by a variety of different
data. The common notion of data representing the samefact or idea will be
called a value.
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Data values are grouped into classes called types. A type is a named set

of values. Each value is of one and only one type.
The operands that yield data values during execution are constants

(Section 3.6), variables (Section 3.13), and expressions (Section 3.14).
Any value yielded by an operand during execution will be of one and

only one type. The operand type can be determined from the program text
without executingit.

Standard operations on values are denoted by symbols called operators.
New operations are described in terms of previously defined operations by

meansof procedures (Section 3.16).
Every operation applies to operands of fixed types and delivers results

of fixed types.
The types integer, boolean, and character are standard types—types

that are available without being declared. All other types must be introduced
by meansof type declarations.

3.5.1 Type Declarations

Type declaration:

Enumeration type declaration # Record type declaration #
Array type declaration # Set type declaration

A type declaration describes a new type whichis either an enumeration

type (Section 3.7.6), record type (Section 3.9), array type (Section 3.10),

or set type (Section 3.11).

3.6 CONSTANTS

A constantis a fixed value ofa fixed type.

Constant symbol:

Numeral # Truth symbol # Character symbol #

Enumeration symbol # Constant synonym

A constant symbol denotes a constant andis either a numeral (Section
3.7.1), a truth symbol (Section 3.7.3), a character symbol (Section 3.7.5), an
enumeration symbol(Section 3.7.6), or a constant synonym (Section 3.6.1).

3.6.1 Constant Declarations

Constant declarationlist:

’const’ Constant declaration
[ ’;’? Constant declaration ]*
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Constant declaration:
Constant synonym ’=’ Constant symbol

Constant synonym:

Name ‘

Every constant declaration introduces a name,called a constant syn-

onym, to denote a constant. A constant declaration cannot be of the form
x = x, where x is the synonym.

The scope rules (Section 3.4.3) apply to declared constants. A constant
c declared in a module is exported to the immediately surrounding block by

exporting the constant declaration list that introduces c (Section 3.4.4).

Example:

const namelength = 12; on = true;last = ’.’;
nl = char(10); lf = nl

3.7 ELEMENTARY TYPES

An elementary type consists of a finite set of successive values, called

elementary values.

The values of any elementary type can be mapped ontoa finite set of
successive integer values (and vice versa). The integer value that corresponds
to an elementary value x is called the ordinal value of x and is denoted int(x).

The elementary types comprise the standard types integer, boolean, and

character as well as the enumeration types introduced by type declarations.

3.7.1 Type Integer

The standard type integer is an elementary type denoted by the stan-

dard name int. The integer values are a finite set of successive whole num-
bers, including both positive and negative values. The range of integers is

system dependent. For any integer value x we haveint(x) = x.

Numeral:

Digit [ Digit ]*

A numeral is a conventional decimal notation for a nonnegative integer

value. Negative integer values must be denoted by expressions (Section 3.14).

Examples:
0

1351
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3.7.2 Arithmetic Operators

Thearithmetic operators apply to operands of type integer and yield a
result of type integer. When applied to two operands of type integer, the

operators +, -, *, div, mod denote addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division, and modulo, respectively. The results of x div y and x mod are

the truncated quotient of x divided by y and the remainderof x div y. They
satisfy the relation

x= (x div y) *y+xmody

When applied to a single operand of type integer, + and - are conven-

tional sign operators.
An arithmetic operation terminates if the result is within the range of

integers; otherwise,it fails.

3.7.3 Type Boolean

The standard type boolean is an elementary type denoted by the stan-
dard namebool.

Truth symbol:
*false’ # ’true’

The truth symbols are standard names that denote the boolean values.

The boolean values have the ordinal values int(false) = 0 and int(true) = 1.

3.7.4 Boolean Operators

The boolean operators not, and, or denote negation, disjunction, and
conjunction, respectively. They apply to one or two operands of type boolean
and yield a result of type boolean according to the followingrules:

not false = true not true = false

x and false = false x and true = x

x or false = x x or true = true

where x denotes an arbitrary boolean value. A boolean operation always

terminates.
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3.7.5 Type Character

The standard type character is an elementary type denoted by the stan-

dard name char. The set of characters and their ordinal values are system
dependent(Section 3.2.2).

Character symbol:
Graphic symbol # Control symbol

Graphic symbol:
*” Graphic character

Control symbol:

*char’ ’(’ Numeral ’)’

2

A character symbol! denotes a value of type character. A graphic symbol
’c’ denotes the graphic character c. A control symbol char(n) denotes the
character with the ordinal value n.

Examples:
>?

70 ,

2?

char(10)

3.7.6 Enumeration Types

Enumeration type declaration:

’enum’ Type name ’(’ Enumeration symbollist ’)’
Enumeration symbollist:

Enumeration symbol[ ’,’ Enumeration symbol] *
Type name:

Name
Enumeration symbol:

Name

An enumeration type declaration introduces a name, called a type
name, to denote an elementary type and introducesa list of names, called
enumeration symbols, to denote the successive values of the type.

The values of an enumeration type enum T(cO, cl, ..., cn) have the
ordinal values int(cO) = 0, int(c1) =1,..., int(en) =n.

The scope rules (Section 3.4.3) apply to an enumeration type and its
values. An enumeration type declared in a module can be exported together

with its values to the immediately surrounding block (Section 3.4.4).
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Examples:

enum task(flow, scan, log)
enum filekind(empty,scratch, ascii, code)

3.7.7 Elementary Constructors

Elementary constructor:

Type name ’(’ Expression ’)’

An elementary constructor denotes a mapping of the values of one

elementary type onto the values of a (usually different) elementary type.

The type name must denote an elementary type and the expression must
be of an elementary type.

The elementary constructor int(x) denotes the ordinal value of an ele-
mentary value x of type T. If y is the ordinal value of x, that is, int(x) = y,

then T(y) = x. Fora value y of any elementary type we have T(y) = T(int(y)).

Examples:

int(slot)
bool(1 - x)
char(x + int(’0’))

task(x)

3.7.8 Elementary Relations

The relational operators =, <>, <, <=, >, and >= denotetherelations
equal, not equal, less, not greater, greater, and not less. These operators
apply to two operands of the same elementary type and yield a result of
type boolean.

These operators have their conventional meaning for operands of type

integer: they yield the value true if the operand values satisfy the relations,

and the valuefalse if they do not. If x and y are values of another elementary
type, then x =y has the samevalueas int(x) = int(y), and similarly for the

otherrelations.

These operations always terminate.

3.8 RANGES

A range is a finite set of successive elementary values of the same type

from a lower bound x to an upper bound y both included (where x <= y).

Thetype ofthe values is knownas the range type.
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Range symbol:
Lower bound ’:’ Upper bound

Lower bound:

Constant symbol

Upper bound:
Constant symbol

A range symbol denotes a range. The bounds are denoted by constant
symbols which must be of the same elementary type (the range type).

Ranges are used to define the possible index values of array types (Sec-

tion 3.10).

Examples:
1: namelength
false : true
9? . hb’

flow : log

3.9 RECORD TYPES

A record type consists of a finite set of values, called record values.
Each record value consists of a finite sequence of other values known as
fields. Each field is of some knowntype. The set of record values consists
of all the possible sequences of the possible field values.

Record type declaration:

*record’ Type name ’(’ Field list ’)’

Field list:
Field group [ ’;’ Field group ] *

Field group:
Field name [ ’,’ Field name ]* ’:’ Field type

Field name:

Name
Field type:

Type name

A record type declaration introduces a type name to denote a record

type. Thefield list introduces names,called field names, to denotethefields.
A group of fields have the known type given by another type name, called
the field type.

A record type declaration cannot use its own type nameas field type.
Thescope rules (Section 3.4.3) apply to a record type andits fields. A record
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type declared within a module can be exported to the immediately surround-
ing block (Section 3.4.4), but the corresponding field names remain local to
the module and cannot be exported from it.

Examples:
record semaphore(count : int)
record time(hour, minute, second : int)

record attributes(kind : filekind;

address : int; protected : bool)

record entry(id : name; attr : attributes)

3.9.1 Record Constructors

Record constructor:

Type name ’(’ Expressionlist ’)’
Expressionlist:

Expression [ ’,’ Expression ] *

A record constructor denotes a record value of the type given by the
type name. The expression list must contain one expression for each field of

the record type. The order in which the expressionsare listed in the record
constructor and the order in which the field names are listed in the record
type declaration define a one-to-one correspondence between the expressions

and the fields. The expressions must be of the same types as the correspond-
ing fields.

Theresult of executing a record constructor is a record value in which
the fields are the values obtained by evaluating the corresponding expres-
sions in the order written. The execution terminates if the evaluation of the

expressions terminates.

Examples:

semaphore(0)

time(x, y + 5, 0)
attributes(code, x, true)

entry(name(’edit’), attributes(code, x, true))

3.9.2 Record Relations

Therelational operators = and <> apply to operands of the same record
type and yield a result of type boolean. Two record values x and y of the

same type are equal (denoted x = y) if all the correspondingfields of the

values are equal. The relation x <> y has the samevalue as not (x = y).

These operations always terminate.
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3.10 ARRAY TYPES

An array type consists of a finite set of values, called array values. Each
array value consists of a finite sequence of other values known as elements.

The elements are of the same known type. Theset of array values consists
of all the possible sequences of the possible element values.

The elements are distinguished by their position in the array value. The
positions are denoted by the successive values in a range knownasthe index
range. The position of an elementis called its index value.

An array type with n elements of type character is called a string type
of length n.

Array type declaration:
’array’ Type name’[’ Index range ’]’

’’ Element type ’)’
Index range:

Range symbol

Element type:

Type name

An array type declaration introduces a name to denote an array type.

The index range is given by a range symbol (Section 3.8). The known type of

the elements is given by another type name,called the element type.
An array type declaration cannot use its own type nameas the element

type. The scope rules (Section 3.4.3) apply to an array type. An array type

declared within a module can be exported to the immediately surrounding

block (Section 3.4.4).

Examples:
array name [1 : namelength] (char)
array poll [false : true] (int)

array timetable [’a’ : ’b’] (time)
array namelist [flow : log] (name)

3.10.1 Array Constructors

Array constructor:

Type name ’(’ Expression list ’)’

An array constructor denotes an array value of the type given by the
type name. The expression list (Section 3.9.1) must contain one expression

for each element of the array type (unless the array typeis a string type).
The order in which the expressionsare listed in the array constructor and the
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order in which the array elements are arranged by the index values define a
one-to-one correspondence between the expressions and the elements. The
expressions must be of the element type given by the array type declaration.

An array constructor for a string type of length n must contain m ex-

pressions of type character (where 1 <= m <=n). This is an abbreviation for

an array value consisting of the character values given by the m expressions
followed by n - m spaces.

The result of executing an array constructor is an array value in which
the elements are the values obtained by evaluating the corresponding expres-

sions in the order written. The execution terminates if the evaluation of the
expressions terminates.

Examples:
name(’do’, nl, c)

poll(x + 1, y)
timetable(time(12, 30, 0), time(x, y + 5, 0))
namelist(name(’flow’), name(’scan’), name(’log’))

3.10.2 Array Relations

Therelational operators = and <> apply to operands of the same array
type and yield a result of type boolean. Two array values x and y of the
same type are equal (denoted x = y)if all the corresponding elements of the

values are equal. The relation x <> y has the samevalue as not (x = y).
These operations always terminate.

3.11 SET TYPES

A set type consists of a finite set of values, called set values. Each set

value consists of a finite (possibly empty) set of other values. These other
values are known as the members of the set value. The members are of the

same known elementary type, called the base type.

A member must have an ordinal numberin the range O:setlimit, where

the upper boundis a system-dependentinteger value called the set limit (Sec-

tions 3.7 and 3.8).
The range of possible membersis called the base range of the set type.

The set of set values consists ofall the possible subsets (including the empty
one) that can be formed from thevaluesin the base range.

Set type declaration:

’set’ Type name ’(’ Base type ’)’
Base type:

Type name
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A set type declaration introduces a type nameto denotea set type. The
known base type is given by another type name and must be elementary.

The scope rules (Section 3.4.3) apply to a set type. A set type declared

within a module can be exported to the immediately surrounding block (Sec-
tion 3.4.4).

Examples:

set intset(int)
set boolset(bool)
set charset(char)

set taskset(task)

3.11.1 Set Constructors

Set constructor:

Type name [ ’(’ Expressionlist ’)’ ]

A set constructor denotes a set value of the type given by the type

name. The expression list (if any) consists of one or more expressions of the
base type given by the set type declaration (Section 3.9.1).

The result of executing a set constructor is a set value in which the
membersare the values obtained by evaluating the expressions in the order
written. The evaluation fails if any of the expression values are outside the
base range.

A set constructor without an expression list denotes the empty set,

which has no members.

Examples:

intset
boolset(x = y)
charset(’0123456789’)

taskset(scan, log)

3.11.2 Set Relations

Therelational operator in applies to operands v and x, where x denotes
a set value of type T and v denotes an elementary value of the base type. The
relation v in x is true if the value v is a memberofthe set x. The evaluation

of the relation fails if the value of v is outside the base range. The emptyset

T has no members,thatis, (v in T) = false for all values v in the base range.

The relational operators = and <> apply to operands x and y of the

same set type. The relation x = y is true if (v inx) = (vin y)for all values v

in the base range. The relation x <> y has the same value as not (x = y).
These operations always terminate.
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3.11.3 Set Operators

The set operators +, -, and * denote union, difference, and intersection,
respectively. They apply to operands x and of the sameset type and yield
a result of that type.

For any valuev in the base range of the set type

vin(x+y) means (v in x) or (vin y)
vin (x-y) means (v in x) and not (v in y)
vin (x * y) means (v in x) and (v in y)

These operations always terminate.

3.12 CONSTRUCTORS

Constructor:

Elementary constructor # Record constructor #
Array constructor # Set constructor

A constructor denotes a mapping of one or more valuesof fixed types

onto a value of a (usually different) type. It is either an elementary construc-
tor (Section 3.7.7), a record constructor (Section 3.9.1), an array constructor

(Section 3.10.1), or a set constructor (Section 3.11.1).

3.13 VARIABLES

A variable is a named entity that may assumeany of the values of a
known type. The value of a variable may be used in expressions (Section
8.14) to compute other values and may be changed by meansofassignments
(Section 3.15.2).

A variable of a record or array type consists of a group of othervariables
known as subvariables. A variable of an elementary type or a set type has no
subvariables. A variable that is not a subvariable of any other variable is
called a whole variable.

3.13.1 Variable Declarations

Variable declaration list:

*var’ Variable group [ ’;’ Variable group ]*
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Variable group:

Variable name[ ’,’ Variable name ] * ’:’ Type name
Variable name:

Name

Every variable group in a variable declaration list introduces one or

more names, called variable names, to denote whole variables of the known
type given by the type name.

Other whole variables known as parameters and function variables are
introduced by procedures (Section 3.16).

The scope rules (Section 3.4.3) apply to every whole variable. A whole
variable v declared in a module is exported to the immediately surrounding

block by exporting the variable declaration list that introduces v (Section
8.4.4).

Example:
var x, y, size: int; full, free: bool; c, slot: char;

job: task; s: semaphore; file: entry;
answers: poll; schedule: timetable; tasks: namelist;

months: intset; digits: charset

3.13.2 Variable Operands

Variable symbol:

Whole variable symbol # Subvariable symbol #
Retyped variable symbol

Whole variable symbol:

Variable name # Function variable symbol
Subvariable symbol:

Field variable symbol # Indexed variable symbol

A variable symbol denotes a whole variable, a subvariable, or a retyped
variable (Section 3.13.5) used as an operand.

A wholevariable is denoted by a known variable nameor by a function

variable symbol (Section 3.16.3).
A subvariable is denoted by a field variable symbol (Section 3.13.3) or

an indexed variable symbol (Section 3.13.4).
The evaluation of a variable symbolinvolves locating the corresponding

variable in the current context. This is called variable selection. The selection
of a whole variable always terminates. The selection of a subvariable is de-

scribed later.
If a variable symbol occurs within an expression (Section 3.14) the cor-
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responding variable is first selected and then a copy ofits value is obtained.
This is called variable retrieval. The retrieval terminates if the selection does.

Examples of whole variable symbols:
x

s
file

answers
schedule
tasks

val empty

3.13.3 Field Variables

A variable of a record typeis called a record variable. It contains a sub-

variable for each field of the record type. The subvariables are known as

field variables. Their types are the corresponding field types given by the
record type declaration.

Field variable symbol:

Record variable symbol ’.’ Field name
Record variable symbol:

Variable symbol

A field variable symbol v.f consists of a record variable symbol v fol-

lowed bya field namef.

A field variable is selected in two steps:

(1) Therecord variable is selected.

(2) The field variable given by the field nameis selected within the

record variable.

The selection of the field variable terminates if the selection of the

record variable does.
If v denotes a record variable of type T, the relation

v= Tv.fl, v.f2,...,v.fm)

is true, where v.fl, v.f2,..., v.fm denote the values of the field variables

ofv.
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Examples:
s.count
schedule[c] .second
file.attr.kind

3.13.4 Indexed Variables

A variable of an array typeis called an array variable. It contains a sub-

variable for each element of the array value. The subvariables are known as
indexed variables. Their type is the element type given in the array type

declaration.

Indexed variable symbol:

Array variable symbol ’[’ Index expression ”]’

Array variable symbol:

Variable symbol
Index expression:

Expression

An indexed variable symbol v[e] consists of an array variable symbol v
followed by an index expression e, The index expression is an expression of
the same type as the index range given in the array type declaration.

An indexedvariable is selected in three steps:

(1) The array variable is selected.

(2) The index expression is evaluated to obtain an index value.

(3) The indexed variable corresponding to the index value is selected
within the array variable.

The selection of an indexed variable terminates if the selection of the

array variable terminates and if the evaluation of the index expression yields

an index value within the index range. Theselectionfails if the index valueis
outside the index range.

If v denotes an array variable of type T, the relation

v= T(v[el], v[e2],..., v[em])

is true, where v[el], v[e2], ..., v[em] denote the values of the indexed
variables of v.
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Examples:
answers[false]
schedule[c]
tasks[job] [x + 1]
file.id[12]

3.13.5 Retyped Variables

In most computers data values are held as binary numerals known as

stored values. The following describes a system-dependent operation that

applies only to computers in which stored values of the same type occupy
the same amountofstorage.

If the stored values of two types occupy the same amountof storage
the typesare said to be of the samelength.

An operation known as retyping maps the values of one type onto an-
other type of the same length in such a way that the corresponding values of

the two types have the samestored values.

If x denotes a variable of type T1, then x : T2 denotes the samevari-
able considered to be of another type T2 of the same length. The variable

x : T2 is called a retyped variable.

A selection of possible subvariables of x : T2 proceedsas if x were of
type T2.

A retrieval of x : T2 yields a value of type T2 with the same stored

value as the value of x.
An assignment (Section 3.15.2) to x : T2 of a value y of type T2

assigns a value to x with the same stored valueas the value of y.

Retyped variable symbol:
Variable symbol’:’ Type name

A retyped variable is denoted by a variable symbol followed by a
known type name.

Example:

schedule[c] : attributes

3.14 EXPRESSIONS

Expression:

Simple expression:

{ Relational operator Simple expression ]

Relational operator:
Me? BM? HI? # im? # >? # >=! # in?
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Simple expression:

[ Sign operator ] Term #
Simple expression Adding operator Term

Sign operator:
4? Br?

Adding operator:
rape? # 7? # or’

Term:
{ Term Multiplying operator ] Factor

Multiplying operator:

**? # div’ # ’mod’ # ’and’
Factor:

Simple operand # ’(’ Expression ’)’ #
not’ Factor # Retyped factor

Simple operand:

Constant symbol # Constructor #
Variable symbol # Procedurecall

An expression denotes a rule for computing a value of a fixed type
known as the expression type. An expression consists of operands denoting

values and operators denoting operations on the values. Parentheses may be

used to prescribe the order in which the operators are to be applied to the
operands. The execution of an expression is knownasits evaluation.

An operator denotes a standard operation on the values of one or two

operands. The same operator may stand for several different operations de-
pending on the operand types. The execution of an operator yields a single

value as described in Sections 3.7.2, 3.7.4, 3.7.8, 3.9.2, 3.10.2, 3.11.2, and

8.11.3.

Each operator restricts the operands to which it may be applied to
belong to certain types only. The syntactic rules for expressions, which de-

scribe norestrictions arising from types, include many formsthatare invalid.
The value of an expression is found either as the value of a simple ex-

pression or by applying a relational operator to the values of two simple

expressions.
The value of a simple expression is found either as the value of a term,

or by applying a sign operatorto the value of a term, or by applying an add-
ing operatorto the values of another simple expression and a term.

The value of a term is found either as the value of a factor, or by apply-
ing a multiplying operator to the values of another term anda factor.

The value of a factor is found either as the value of a simple operand,or

another expression, or by applying a not operator to the value of another

factor, or by evaluating a retyped factor (Section 3.14.1).
The value of a simple operand is foundeither as the value of a constant

(Section 3.6), a constructor (Section 3.12), a variable (Section 3.13.2), ora

procedurecall (Section 3.15.3).
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Examples of simple operands:
false

attributes(code,x, true)

schedule[c] .second
ged(189, 215)

Examples of factors:

... all the examples above...
(1 <=x)
notfull

s : int

Examples of terms:

... all the examples above...
5 *xdivy

(1 <= x) and (x <= namelength)

Examples of simple expressions:

... all the examples above...
-10
xty-1

Examples of expressions:
... all the examples above...

1<=x
c in digits

3.14.1 Retyped Factors

Chap. 3

If x denotes a value of type T1, then x : T2 denotesa value of type T2
with the same stored value as the value of x. The types T1 and T2 must be of

the same length (Section 3.13.5). The operand x : T2is called a retyped

factor. Its value is system dependent.

Retyped factor:
Factor ’:’ Type name

A retyped factor consists of a factor followed by a knowntype name.

Example:

s: int
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3.15 STATEMENTS

Statement:

Skip statement # Assignment statement #

Procedurecall # If statement #
While statement # When statement #
Concurrent statement

Statementlist:
Statement [ ’;’ Statement ] *

A statement denotes one or more operations and determines (at least

partially) the order in which these operations are to be executed. A state-
ment is either a skip statement (Section 3.15.1), an assignment statement

(Section 3.15.2), a procedure call (Section 3.15.3), an if statement (Section

3.15.4), a while statement (Section 3.15.5), a when statement (Section

8.15.6), or a concurrent statement (Section 3.15.7).

A statementlist denotes execution of a sequence of statements.
The statements of a statement list are executed one at a time in the

order written.

Examples of statementlists:

full := false
send(x); read(x)

3.15.1 Skip Statements

Skip statement:
*skip ?

The word symbolskip denotes the empty operation. The execution of a
skip has no effect and always terminates.

3.15.2 Assignment Statements

Assignment statement:
Variable symbol ’:=’ Expression

An assignment statement denotes assignment of a value given by an
expression to a variable. The variable and the expression must be of the same
type.
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An assignment statement is executed in three steps:

(1) The variable is selected.

(2) The expression is evaluated to obtain a value.

(3) The valueis assigned to the variable.

An assignment to a subvariable of a whole variable assigns a value to the

subvariable without changing the values of the remaining subvariables.
If v denotes a record variable of type record T (f1 : T1; f£2 : T2;

.; fm : Tm), then

v.fl :=el means v:= T(el, v.f2,...,v.fm)

v.f2 := e2 means v:= T(v.fl, e2,..., v.fm)

v.fm := em means v := T(v-f1, v.f2,..., em)

where f1, f2,... , fm are the field namesof the record type T, while el, e2,
. , em are expressionsof the field types T1, T2,..., Tm.

Similarly, if v denotes an array of the type array T [i1 : im] (Te) then

v[il] :=e1 means v := T(el, v[i2],..., v[im])
v[i2] :=e2 means v:= T(v[il], e2,..., v[im])

v[im] := em means v:= T(v[il], v[i2],...,em)

where il, i2,..., im are the index valuesofthe array type T, while el, e2,

. ., em are expressions of the element type Te.

Examples:
xi=xt1

ce := char(x + int(’0’))

full := false

job := log

val empty := (size = 0)

file := entry(name(’edit’), attributes(code,x, true))
s.count := s.count + 1

schedule[c] := time(12, 30, 0)

3.15.3 Procedure Calls

Procedurecall:
Procedure name [ ’(’ Argumentlist ’)’ ]
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Argumentlist:
Argument [ ’,’ Argument ] *

Argument:

Value argument # Variable argument # Procedure argument

Value argument:

Expression

Variable argument:

Variable symbol
Procedure argument:

Procedure name

A procedure call denotes execution of a known procedure given by the

procedure name(Section 3.16).
The argument list denotes operands that may be operated on by the

procedure. The argument list must contain one argument for each parameter
of the procedure. The order in which the arguments are written in the proce-

dure call and the order in which the parameters are listed in the procedure
declaration define a one-to-one correspondence between the arguments and

the parameters.
Each argumentis either a value argument, a variable argument, or a pro-

cedure argument.
A value argument must correspond to a value parameter and must be an

expression of the sametype as the corresponding parameter.
A variable argument must correspond to a variable parameter and must

be a variable symbol of the same type as the corresponding parameter.

A procedure argument must correspond to a procedure parameter and
must be the nameof a procedure with the same heading as the corresponding

parameter (apart from the choice of procedure and parameter names).

The execution of a procedure call takes place in six steps:

(1) The parameters of the procedure called are created one at a time in

the orderlisted:

A value parameter is created as a fresh variable which is assigned the

value obtained by evaluating the corresponding value argument.

A variable parameter is created by selecting the corresponding variable
argument.

A procedure parameter is created by selecting the corresponding proce-

dure argumentandselecting a context associated with the argument (as de-
scribed below).

(2) A new current context is formed from a context associated with
the procedure called extended with the parameters.

The procedure bodyis then executed as described in steps (3) to (5):
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(3) The auxiliary entities declared in the procedure body are created
and addedto the current context. Theinitial values of the auxiliary variables

are undefined.

(4) The local modules of the procedure are initialized one at a time in
the order written. This extends the current context further as described in

Section 3.4.4. The current context is then also attached as an attribute to all
procedures declared in the body (and to all procedures declared in the local

modules of the body).

(5) The statement part of the procedure bodyis executed.

(6) The old context used prior to the call is reestablished as the current

context.

During the execution of the procedure body every operation ona vari-

able parameter stands for the same operation performed on the correspond-

ing variable argument. And every call of a procedure parameter stands for

the same call of the corresponding procedure argument in the context asso-
ciated with the argument. These parameters are said to be boundto the cor-

responding arguments during the execution of the procedure body.

When a procedurecall is used as a statement, it must refer to a general
procedure (Section 3.16.1).

When a procedure call is used as an operand in an expression, it must
refer to a function (Section 3.16.3). The execution of a function computes
a value of a fixed type given by the procedure declaration.

Examples:

init
receive(x)
gcd(189, 215)

3.15.4 If Statements

If statement:

if? Conditional statement list ’end’
Conditional statementlist:

Conditional statement[ ’else’ Conditional statement ] *
Conditional statement:

Boolean expression ’do’ Statementlist

Boolean expression:

Expression

An if statement denotes a single execution of a conditional statement

list.
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A conditional statement list denotes execution of one of several condi-

tional statements (or none of them). Each conditional statement consists of

an expression of type boolean and a statementlist.

The execution of an if statement consists of executing the conditional
statementlist once.

The execution of a conditional statementlist consists of first evaluating
the boolean expressions oneat a time in the order written until one yielding
the value true is foundor until all have been foundto yield the valuefalse. If
the value obtained from an expressionis true, the statementlist that follows
the expression is executed; otherwise, none of the statementlists are exe-
cuted. In the latter case, the statementlists are said to be skipped.

Examples:
if x mod y <> 0 do send(x) end

if job = flow do flow—analysis

else job = scan do alarm—scanning
else job = log do datalogging

else true do error end

3.15.5 While Statements

While statement:

*while’ Conditional statementlist ’end’

A while statement denotes one or more executions of a conditional
statementlist (Section 3.15.4).

The execution of a while statement consists of executing the conditional

statementlist repeatedly until all the statementlists are skipped.

If statement lists continue to be executed forever, the execution cycles.

Examples:

while x <> last do send(x); read(x) end

while x > ydox :=x-y
elsex < ydoy :=y-xend

3.15.6 When Statements

Whenstatement:
*when’ Synchronized statement ’end’

Synchronized statement:
Conditional statementlist
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A when statement consists of a conditional statement list known as a
synchronized statement. This is a mechanism that can be used to give con-
current processes exclusive access to common variables when their values

satisfy certain conditions.
A process executes a when statement in two phases:

(1) Synchronizing phase. The process is delayed until no other process

is executing the critical phase of a when statement.

(2) Critical phase. The synchronized statement is executed as described

in Section 3.15.4. If the statementlists are skipped, the process returns to
the synchronizing phase; otherwise, the execution of the when statementis

terminated.

Each synchronizing phase of a processlasts a finite time provided only
that the critical phases of all other concurrent processes terminate.

Concurrent processes are discussed further in Section 3.15.7.

Examples:

whentrue do s.count := s.count + 1 end

whens.count > 0 dos.count:= s.count - 1 end

when free do x := 1; free := false

else x > Odox :=x +1 end

3.15.7 Concurrent Statements

Concurrent statement:
*cobegin’ Process statementlist ’end’

Process statementlist:

Process statement [ ’also’ Process statement |] *

Process statement:
Process constant ’do’ Statementlist

Process constant:

Constant symbol

A concurrent statement denotes execution of a process statementlist.
The process statement list consists of process statements to be executed

simultaneously. Each process statement describes a process by meansof a

constant symbol (the process constant) and a statementlist. The type and

meaning of process constants are system dependent. They may, for example,
be used to specify the amount of storage required by a process or the pro-

cessor that must perform the process.
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The execution of a concurrent statement consists of executing the pro-
cess statements simultaneously. The relative ordering of operations performed

by different processes is unspecified. The execution of such operations may

generally overlap in time (unless they are described by when statements).
The execution of a concurrent statement terminates whenall the concurrent

processes terminate.

Whena process reaches a concurrent statement the current context of

that process becomestheinitial context of each of the concurrent processes.
Thevariable instances in the initial context of the processes are called

common variables because they can be operated on byall the processes. The

commonvariables enable processes to exchange values during their execution.
When a process calls one or more procedures, its initial context is ex-

tended with variable instances that are inaccessible to the other processes.
Theyare called the private variables of the process.

Two commonvariables are said to be disjoint if they are differentvari-
able instances or if none of them is a subvariable of the other; otherwise,

they are called intersecting variables.
If each of several concurrent processes operates only on private variables

and disjoint, common variables, the effect of executing a concurrent state-

mentis the sameas the effect of executing the process statements one ata
time in any order.

But if concurrent processes operate on intersecting, commonvariables,
the effect of executing a concurrent statement is generally unpredictable
since nothing is known about theorder in which the processes operate on

these variables. However, by restricting the operations on intersecting, com-

monvariables to well-defined disciplines under the control of modules (Sec-
tion 3.4.4), procedures (Section 3.16), and when statements (Section 3.15.6),

it is possible to formulate concurrent statements that make predictable use

of such variables. The theories used to reason about concurrent statements,
when statements, and commonvariables are beyond the scopeofthis report.

When concurrent processes terminate, the execution of all procedures

called by these processes has also ended. Consequently, the private variables

of the processes have disappeared, leaving only the commonvariables in the

context. The execution of the program now continuesas a single process in
the current context of commonvariables.

The meaningof variable retrieval (Section 3.13.2) and assignment (Sec-
tion 3.15.2) defined earlier is valid only if these operations are performed

one at a time on a given variable. Concurrent processes can ensurethat this

assumption is satisfied by performingall operations on intersecting, common
variables within when statements. The assumption is always satisfied for
operations on private variables since each of these variables can be used only
by a single process that performsall its operations (including those on vari-

ables) one at a time.
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If any of the concurrent processes reaches a concurrent statement, the

execution fails.

Examples:
cobegin 1 do print end

cobegin 1 do producer
also 2 do consumer end

cobegin 1 do node(b[0], b{1])

also 2 do node (b[1], b[2])
also 3 do node (b[2], b[0])
also 4 do send(b[0], 9999) end

3.16 PROCEDURES

Procedure declaration:

Complete procedure declaration # Split procedure part #
Library procedure declaration

A procedure declaration describes a named procedure. It is either a
complete procedure (Section 3.16.1), a split procedure (Section 3.16.4), or a

library procedure (Section 3.16.5).
A procedure declared in a module can be exported to the immediately

surrounding block (Section 3.4.4).

3.16.1 Complete Procedures

Complete procedure declaration:

Procedure heading Procedure body
Procedure heading:

*proc’ Procedure name[ ’(’Parameterlist’)’ ]
[ ’:’ Function type]

Procedure name:
Name

Function type:
Type name

Procedure body:

[ Declaration ] * Statement part
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A complete procedure declaration defines a procedure completely. The

procedure heading introduces a name, called a procedure name, to denote

the procedure and describes the parameters by a parameter list (Section

8.16.2). If the heading includes a known type name, called the function

type, the procedure is a function (Section 3.16.3); otherwise, it is a general
procedure,

The procedure body consists of declarations (Section 3.4.2) that de-
scribe auxiliary entities used by the procedure and a statement part (Section

3.4.4) that describes a sequence of operations on the parameters and auxiliary

entities.
A procedure acts as a block (Section 3.4.3). The parameters and auxil-

iary entities are local to the procedure and can be used only within the pro-
cedure body. The procedure nameis local to the immediately surrounding

block.
The execution of the procedure body is invoked by executing a proce-

dure call (Section 3.15.3).
A procedure maycall itself recursively.

Examples:
proc init begin full := false end

proc consumer
vary : char

begin receive(y);
while y <> last do

write(y); receive(y)
end;

write(y); write(nl)
end

proc wait(vars : semaphore)

begin when s.count > 0 do s.count := s.count - 1 end end

proc push(c : int)
begin size := size + 1; lifo[size] :=c end

proc gced(x, y : int) : int

begin
while x > ydox:=x-y
else x < y doy :=y -x end;

val ged := x

end
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3.16.2 Parameters

Parameterlist:
Parametergroup[ ’;’ Parameter group] *

Parameter group:
Value parameter group # Variable parameter group #

Procedure parameter
Value parameter group:

Variable group

Variable parameter group:
*var’ Variable group

Procedure parameter:
Procedure heading

A parameterlist describes one or more groups of parameters.
A value parameter group introduces a groupof local variables known as

value parameters. Each value parameter is assigned the value of an argument

before the procedure body is executed.
A variable parameter group introduces a group of local variables known

as variable parameters. Each variable parameter denotes a variable argument

whichis selected before the procedure bodyis executed.
A procedure parameter introduces a procedure heading to denote a pro-

cedure argument and its associated context which are selected before the

procedure body is executed.

Examples:

x,y : int

vars : semaphore

id : name; proc lookup(x : name; vary : attributes)

3.16.3 Functions

A function is a procedure that describes the computation of a single

value of a fixed type (the function type). A function call can be used as an
operandin an expression, The procedure body of a function assigns the value
of the function to a local variable, called the function variable. The last value
assigned to this variable during the execution of the procedure body becomes

the value of the procedure call that invoked the execution.

Function variable symbol:

*val’ Procedure name

A function variable is denoted by the procedure name of the given
function. The function variable is known only in the body of the function.
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Example of a function variable symbol:

val ged

3.16.4 Split Procedures

In a program that contains mutually recursive procedures, some pro-
cedure calls must precede the corresponding procedure bodies in the pro-
gram text. A procedure that is called in this way must have its declaration
split into two parts: a predeclaration that precedes these calls and a post-

declaration that follows them.

Split procedure part:

Procedure predeclaration # Procedure postdeclaration
Procedure predeclaration:

*pre’ Procedure heading

Procedure postdeclaration:

‘post’ Complete procedure declaration

A procedure predeclaration is a procedure heading that describes how

to call a split procedure. The procedure name introduced by the procedure

heading can be used in the program text that extends from the predeclara-
tion to the end of the block in which the predeclaration appears.

A procedure postdeclaration is a complete procedure declaration that

describes how to call and execute a split procedure. The pre- and post-

declarations must appear in the same block in that order but may be sep-
arated by other declarations in the same block. The procedure headings of

the pre- and postdeclarations must be identical.

A split procedure declared in a module is exported to the immediately
surrounding block (Section 3.4.4) by exporting the corresponding pre-
declaration.

Example:
pre proc variable—_symbol(succ : symbols)

... other declarations...
post proc variable_symbol(succ : symbols)
begin... end

3.16.5 Library Procedures

A program library is a group of proceduresthat can be called by a pro-

gram without being included in the program. Thelibrary procedures, which
have the form of separate programs (Section 3.17), cannot use global vari-

ables or global procedures (Section 3.4.3).
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A program may call a library procedure if the program contains a decla-
ration of the procedure heading and a description of where the procedure

bodyis located in thelibrary.

Library procedure declaration:

‘lib’ Procedure heading ’[’ Library key ’]’
Library key:

Expression

A library procedure declaration describes a library procedure by means of a
procedure heading and a library key. The library key is an expression that

indicates the location of the procedure body in the library. The type of the

expression is system dependent.
When the library procedure is called, the library key is evaluated and

used to locate the procedure bodyin the library. The execution of the body
then proceedsas described earlier (Section 3.15.3).

The procedure headirig used in the program and the procedure heading

used in the library to describe the procedure mustbe the same.

Example:
lib proc edit(source, dest : name) [ name(’edit’) ]

3.17 PROGRAMS

Program:
[ Constant declaration list # Type declaration ] *

Complete procedure declaration

A program consists of declarations of constants, types, and a single,

complete procedure (Sections 3.6.1, 3.5.1, and 3.16.1). .
A program acts as a block (Section 3.4.3). The declared entities can be

used throughout the program.

The execution of the program consists of executing a call of the pro-
cedure in a system-dependentcontext. Initially, the program is executed as a

single process in the given context.
Example:

“This program defines two processes connected by a buffer module. A
producer process reads a sequence of characters terminated by a period and

sends them through the buffer to a consumerprocess that receives the char-
acters and writes them. The proceduresfor reading and writing characters are
system-dependent parameters of the program.”
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const last = ’.’; nl = char(10)

proc copier(proc read(var c: char); proc write(c : char))

module

var slot : char; full : bool

*proc send(c : char)

begin when notfull do slot :=c; full := true end end

*proc receive(var c : char)

begin when full do c := slot; full := false end end

begin full := false end

proc producer

var x : char
begin read(x);

while x <> last do

send(x); read(x)

end;
send(x)

end

proc consumer

var y : char
begin receive(y);

while y <> last do
write(y); receive(y)

end; :

write(y); write(nl)
end

begin

cobegin 1 do producer

also 2 do consumer end
end

3.18 SYNTAX SUMMARY

The following is a list of the syntactic rules of the language. Trivial

syntactic rules have been omitted. Some rules have been eliminated by re-
placing all references to their names with the corresponding syntax expres-

sions. Other rules that were defined recursively earlier have been replaced by
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equivalent ones that are defined iteratively, Separators and character strings,
which are alternative representations of other syntactic forms, are defined

elsewhere (Sections 3.2.4 and 3.2.5).

Name:

Letter [ Letter # Digit # °_’ ]*

Numeral:
Digit [ Digit ]*

Character symbol:

°*? Graphic character ’” # ’char’ ’(’ Numeral ’)’

Constant symbol:
Constant name # Numeral # Character symbol

Constant declaration:

Constant name =’ Constant symbol

Constant declarationlist:
*const’ Constant declaration

[ ’;’ Constant declaration ] *
Enumeration symbollist:

Constant name[’,’ Constant name ] *
Enumeration type declaration:

"enum’ Type name ’(’ Enumeration symbollist’)’
Field group:

Field name [’,’ Field name ]* ’:’ Type name
Fieldlist:

Field group [ ’;’ Field group] *

Record type declaration:
*record’ Type name ’(’ Field list ’)’

Range symbol:

Constant symbol’:’ Constant symbol
Array type declaration:

*array’ Type name’[’ Range symbol ’]’ ’(’ Type name ’)’

Set type declaration:
*set? Type name ’(’ Type name’)’

Type declaration:

Enumeration type declaration # Record type declaration #
Array type declaration # Set type declaration

Variable group:

Variable name [’,’ Variable name ]* ’:’ Type name
Variable declaration list:

*var’ Variable group[ ’;’ Variable group] *
Parameter group:

[ ’vay’ ] Variable group # Procedure heading
Parameterlist:

Parameter group [ ’;’ Parameter group] *
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Procedure heading:
*proc’ Procedure name[ ’(’ Parameterlist ’)’ ]

. [’:’ Type name]
Complete procedure declaration:

Procedure heading [ Declaration ]* Statement part

Procedure declaration:

*pre’ Procedure heading #
[ ‘post’?] Complete procedure declaration #
‘lib’ Procedure heading ’[’ Expression ’]’

Module declaration:

’module’ [ Declaration # Exported declaration ]*

Statement part

Declaration:

Constant declaration list # Type declaration #
Variable declaration list # Procedure declaration #
Module declaration

Exported declaration:

**? Declaration
Variable symbol:

Variable name # ’val’ Procedure name #

Variable symbol ’.’ Field name #
Variable symbol ’[’ Expression ’]’ #
Variable symbol’:’ Type name

Expressionlist:

Expression [ ’,’ Expression ] *

Constructor:
Type name [ ’(’ Expressionlist ’)’ ]

Factor:

Constant symbol # Constructor # Variable symbol #
Procedure call # ’(’ Expression ’)’ #
not’ Factor # Factor ’:’ Type name

Multiplying operator:

**? # div’ # ’mod’ # ’and’
Term:

Factor [ Multiplying operator Factor ]*
Adding operator:

rap? # 1? # or’

Simple expression:

[ +’ #’~’] Term [ Adding operator Term ]*
Relational operator:

SBIDHIS BSSBDBD=Hin’
Expression:

Simple expression
[ Relational operator Simple expression ]
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Argument:

Expression # Variable symbol # Procedure name

Argumentlist:
Argument[ ’,’ Argument ]*

Procedurecall:

Procedure name [ ’(’? Argumentlist ’)’ ]

Conditional statement:
Expression ’do’ Statementlist

Conditional statementlist:

Conditional statement [ ’else’ Conditional statement ] *
Process statement:

Constant symbol ’do’ Statementlist
Process statementlist:

Process statement[ ’also’ Process statement ] *
Statement:

*skip’ # Variable symbol ’:=’ Expression #
Procedure call #

*if? Conditional statementlist ’end’ #
*while’ Conditional statementlist ’end’ #
*when’ Conditional statementlist ’end’ #
*cobegin’ Process statementlist ’end’

Statementlist:
Statement[ ’;’ Statement] *

Statementpart:

*begin’ Statementlist ’end’

Program:

[ Constant declaration list # Type declaration ]*

Complete procedure declaration

3.19 EDISON-11

This section describes the version of the programming language Edison
which has been implemented for the PDP 11 computers. This language,

known as Edison-11, extends standard Edison with octal numerals and stan-
dard procedures for manipulating device registers.

3.19.1 Characters

Edison-11 programs are written in the ASCII character set (Section
3.19.11). A program text is a sequence of characters with the following

structure:
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Program text:
[ Line ] *

Line:
[ Graphic character ] * Newline character

A new line character (character number 10) marks the end of each line
of text. All other control characters are ignored by the compiler.

3.19.2 Standard Names

Standard name:
*bool’ # ’char’ # ’false’ # ’int’ # ’true’ #
’addr’ # *halt’ # ’obtain’ # ’place’ # ’sense’

The new standard names addr, halt, obtain, place, and sense denote

standard procedures that can be called throughout a program without being

declared (Section 3.19.7).

3.19.3 Type Integer

The range of integers extends from -32768 to 32767 (both values
included).

Numeral:
Decimal numeral # Octal numeral

Decimal numeral:

Digit [ Digit ]*
Octal numeral:

#? Octal digit [ Octal digit ]*
Octal digit:

°—” # "1? # >|? # 3? # 24? # 5? # "6? # a7?

A numeral is a conventional decimal or octal notation for an integer
value.

An octal numeral #d5d4 . . . dO consisting of the six octal digits d5,
d4,..., d0 denotes an integer value

~ (8%*5) d5 + (8%#4) d4+...+(8**0) dO

The digit d5 must be either 0 or 1. An octal number with fewer than six
digits, say #602, stands for the given digits extended with leading zeros, say

#000602.
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Examples of octal numerals:

#0

#200
#177564

3.19.4 Set Types

A set member must have an ordinal value in the range 0:127.

3.19.5 Stored Values

The computerstore is divided into a fixed numberof units called words.

Each word can store a binary numeral of 16 bits. The value of each bit is
either zero or one. A binary numeral b15b14 . . . bO consisting of the bits
b15, b14, ... , bO denotes an integer value

- (2**15) b15 + (2**14) b14 +... + (2**0) bO

Each wordis associated with an even numbercalled its address. A group of
words with successive addresses is called a block. The address of a block is
the address of its first word. The addresses define an ordering of the words
and blocks within the store.

The stored value of an elementary value x is held in a single word.

Thestored value is the ordinal value of x.
The stored value of a record value is held in a block. The stored value is

a sequence consisting of the stored values of its fields. The fields are stored

in their order of declaration within the record value.
The stored value of an array valueis held in a block. The stored value is

a sequence consisting of the stored values of its elements. The elements are

stored in the order of their index values within the array value.
The stored value ofa set valueis held in a block of 8 words. The stored

value is a sequence consisting of the stored values of its 128 possible mem-

bers. Each possible member x is represented by a single bit which has the
value one if x is a memberof the set value, and zero if it is not. Within the

set value the bits are numberedas follows:

word0: bitl5 ...bitO

word1: bit31 ... bitl6

word7: bitl27... bitl12

The bits are assigned to the possible members in the order of their ordinal

value; that is, bit number int(x) represents the possible memberx.
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3.19.6 Procedure Calls

The standard procedures cannot be used as procedure arguments in a

procedurecail (Section 3.19.7).
The compiler does not check whether a procedure used as an argument

in a procedurecall has the same heading as the corresponding parameter. Nor

does it check whether the pre- and postheadings of split procedures are

identical.
During the execution of a concurrent statement, library procedures

cannot becailed.

3.19.7 Standard Procedures

The standard procedures addr, halt, obtain, place, and sense can be
called throughout a program without being declared.

The operation addr(x) yields an integer value which is the address of a
variable x of any type.

The operation halt terminates the execution of the program.

The operation obtain(x, y) assigns the value of a device register with an
integer address x to an integer variable y.

The operation place(x, y) assigns an integer value y to a device register

with an integer address x.
The operation sense(x, y) compares an integer value y to the value

of a device register with an integer address x. If some of the corresponding

bits of the two values both are equal to one, the operation yields the value
true; otherwise, it yields the value false.

Examples of standard calls:

addr(data)

halt
obtain(buffer, c:int)
place(#177566,int(c))

sense(status, ready)

3.19.8 Program Execution

When the execution of an Edison program fails, a message of the form

Program name’line’ Line number Reason

is displayed on the system terminal and the operating system is restarted.

The reason for the program failure is one of the following:

Halt:
The standard procedure halt was executed.
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Invalid program call: ,

The program attempted to call a library procedure during the execu-

tion of a concurrent statement.

Process limit exceeded:

The number of process statements in a concurrent statement exceeds

the limit defined by the constant named maxprocin the Edison kernel.

Range limit exceeded:

A range limit is exceeded by an arithmetic operation, an index expres-

sion, or a set memberexpression.

Variable limit exceeded:

The storage limit is exceeded during the execution of a procedurecall
or a process statement.

If the processor performs an unexpected transfer to a trap procedure
within the kernel, one of the following messagesis printed:

processor trap
instruction trap
powertrap

The meaning of these traps is explained in the PDP 11 Processor Handbook
[Digital, 1975].

If a disk error is detected during program loading, the message

disk error
push return to continue

is displayed. When the operator types a carriage return, the disk transfer is
repeated.

3.19.9 Store Allocation

A PDP 11store of 32 K wordsis used as follows:

Edison kernel 2 K words

Variable stack(s)
+ Free space 26 K words
+ Program stack

Device registers 4 K words
 

Store capacity 32 K words
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The Edison programs being executed form a program stack, while their
variables are stored in a variable stack. The two stacks grow toward one
anotherin the free space between them.

When a procedure is called, an instance of each of its parameters and
variables is pushed on thevariable stack. They are removed from the stack
whenthe execution of the procedure terminates.

When a program is called, its code is retrieved from a disk and placed

on top of the program stack. The code is removed again when the program
has been executed.

Initially, an Edison program is executed as a sequential process with a

single variable stack, When a concurrent statement is executed, the free space

between the variable and program stacks is divided evenly among the pro-

cesses. The variable stack is now tree structured, with the original stack
being used as the trunk of the tree while the branches of the tree are being

used by concurrent processes for temporaries. When the processes terminate,

their storage space becomesfree again and the program execution continues

as a sequential process using the original stack of variables. Since concurrent
processes cannot call programs, the program stack does not change during

the execution of a concurrent statement.

3.19.10 Execution Times

The execution times of Edison-11 programs shown below are measured

in units known as average operation times. For a PDP 11/23 microcomputer
the average operation time is about 20 usec.

 

 

 

Set Record or array

Elementary operands operands

operands (n members) (n words)

Constant c 1 4+2n 1+0.4n

Whole variable v 1 4 2+0.4n

t= 1 4 1+ 0.4n

=<> 2 5 1+0.4n

< <F > > 1

in 3
and or not 1

+H 1 4

* 2 6
div mod 3

Other execution times are shown below:

field variable v.f vt2
indexedvariable v[e] vte+4

procedure call (no parameters) 7
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if Bdo S end

while B do S end
when B do S end

cobegin 1 do S1

dle1 do Sn end

A conditional statement of the form

v=cdoS

B+S+1
(B+S+2)n

(B+6)n+8S

S1+...+Sn
+8+138n

where v is a whole variable and c is a constant of the same elementary type

has the execution time $+ 1.

3.19.11 ASCII Character Set

 

0 nul 32

1 soh 33 !
2 stx 34 "
3 etx 35 #

4 eot 36 $

5 eng 37 %

6 ack 38 &
7 bel 39 ,

8 bs 40 (
9 ht 41 )

10 lf 42 *
11 vt 43 +

12 ff 44 ;
13 cr 45 -
14 so 46 .

15 si 47 /
16 dle 48 0
17 del 49 1
18 de2 50 2
19 de3 51 3
20 de4 52 4
21 nak 53 5

22 syn 54 6
28 etb 55 7
24 can 56 8
25 em 57 9

26 sub 58 :
27 esc 59 ;

28 fs 60 <
29 gs 61 =

30 rs 62 >
81 us 63 ?   

96
97
98
99

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
118
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127 del

N
M

G
s

a
o
t
P
R
t
O
o
D
m
v
o
s
R
M
T
r
R
r
o
n
a
a
o
e

P
I
T
A
N
K
K
E
S
C
H
M
A
O
V
O
Z
E
O
R
-
T
O
M
I

O
W
P
D
®

w
o
e   

The ASCII characters have the ordinal values shownin the range 0:127,



OPERATING SYSTEM DESIGN

The Edison system was designed under the following constraints:

(1) The system mustinitially run on a PDP 11/23 microcomputer with

28K words of store, a dual disk drive for 8-inch floppy disks, an ASCII dis-
play terminal, and a small printer.

(2) Apart from a small kernel written in assembly language, the entire
system must be written in the programming language Edison.

(8) The existing kernel and compiler for Edison must be moved from
the PDP 11/55 minicomputer with minimal changes.

(4) The system must be able to assemble the kernel and compile any
of the Edison programs(including the compileritself).

(5) It must be possible to move the system to other 16-bit microcom-
puters with a similar configuration by rewriting the kernel.

The following explains the main design decisions behind the Edison

operating system.

113
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4.1 COMMAND LANGUAGE

The Edison system has benefited from six years of experience with the

operating systems Solo, Trio, and Mono [Brinch Hansen, 1977, 1980, and
1981]. These systems, which were developed for the PDP 11/55 minicom-
puter, are very similar. They enable a user to build gradually a library of
compiled programs and invoke the execution of these programs by typing
commandsthat are similar to procedure calls, for example:

print(systemtext, true)

This commandspecifies the execution of a program named print using
the name systemtext and the boolean value true as arguments.

Although commands of this form are readable, they also have some

disadvantages:

A user cannot always remember the number and types of arguments
required to call a given program. This problem is solved by enabling a user to

ask for help by typing

print(help)

When a program is called like that, it displays its parameter list and termi-
nates, for example:

Try again:
print(source: name; linenumbers: boolean)

Each commandis input and checked syntactically by a commandinter-
preter which then calls the given program with the given arguments. But
since the command interpreter does not know the parameterlists of all
programs, it is forced to use a fixed number of argumentsof fixed types in

all program calls. If the user types a command with fewer arguments, the
remaining ones are assigned default values by the commandinterpreter. This

convention is both inflexible and cumbersome to use at the programming

level.
To avoid these problems, the Edison system uses a different command

language:

(1) Since the commandinterpreter does not know the parameters of a

program,it only inputs the program name.

(2) Since the user cannot always rememberthe arguments, the program

always describes and inputs them one at a time.
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The following example showsa typical user command:

Command= print

File name = systemtext
Print all pages? yes

Print line numbers? yes

The Edison operating system displays the message

Command =

and accepts the program nameprint typed by the user. Therest of the com-

mandis displayed and input by the print program. The characters typed by
the user are shown in italics.

To avoid a duplication of code in the programs, the operating system
implements a set of procedures that enables programs to input and output
booleans, integers, names, and lines of text. The following Edison statements
taken from the print program illustrate the use of these procedures to input

a file name:

writeline(display, line(’ File name = .’));

readname(accept,title)

Since a program inputs its own arguments,it is possible to use different
numbers of arguments in different calls of the same program as shown in
the following example:

Command= print
File name= systemtext
Print all pages? no

First printed page = 22
Last printed page = 23
Print line numbers? no

A user of the Mono system can correct minor mistakes while typing a com-
mand by using two control characters to erase either the last character typed
or the whole line. Unfortunately, the screen editor uses a different set of

conventionsfor line editing.

The Edison system uses the same conventions for line editing through-

out the system. The user can therefore make changes, insertions, and dele-
tions anywhere ona line whileit is being typed or edited.
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4.2 BACKING STORE

The most crucial design decisions are those that determine how the
backing store is used. The backing store is a dual drive for 8-inch floppy

disks. Each disk has 77 tracks, each of which is divided into 26 sectors of
64 wordseach. This gives a total capacity of 125 K wordsperdisk.

4.2.1 Disk Files

In the earlier systems (Solo, Trio, and Mono), a disk file is initially
created with a fixed (maximum) length and is then reduced to its actual

length when data have been outputto thefile. The creation and reduction of
files are performed by a program that is loaded from the disk wheneverit is
executed.

These systems use three different kinds of datafiles:

(1) Text files, which are terminated by an end-of-medium character

(2) Code files, which begin with a word that defines the length of
the file

(8) Temporary files, which are interleaved on the disk to reduce head
movementduring compilation.

The minor differences between these kinds of files lead to a duplica-

tion of system programs and operating system procedures which perform
similar operations accordingtoslightly different conventions.

For the Edison system, I decided to use files of uniform structure for
all purposes. A disk file is simply a named sequence of elementary values
stored in 16-bit words held on a single disk. The necessity of grouping the
words into disk sectors is hidden from the programmer by the operating
system.

When a newfile is created, it is empty to begin with. A program can
output values at the end of a file (which may or may not be empty). The

only limit on the length of a file is the available space on the disk.
A file is normally input word by word from the beginning. Several of

the programsdo, however, use a more flexible method of text processing:
The screen editor allows the user to go back and forth across a whole

text file and make corrections on the screen. The user may move the cursor

to any given line by typing a line number. Before the editing begins, the
editor scans the whole text and uses an operating system procedure, called
mark, to determine the disk address of the first character of every line of

text. When the user types a line number, the numberis used to look up the
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disk address of the line in a table declared within the editor. Another oper-

ating system procedure named move enables the editor to continue the text
input from that location on the disk.

This mechanism is also used by the text formatting program to scan

every line of text twice: once to determine how many wordswill fit on a

printed line and once again to output these words with enough spaces to

maketheprintedline of a fixed length.
Finally, the code generator of the Edison compiler scans its input twice

to generate code addresses of forward jumps. So the use of multiple scanning
of parts of a sequential file is a fairly common occurrencethat is not sup-
ported by most operating systems.

4.2.2 Disk Catalogs

Thefiles stored on a single disk are described in a catalog held on the
disk. Each file is described by its name and attributes:

Name 12 words

Address 1 word
Length 2 words

Protection 1 word

Catalog entry 16 words

A file name of 12 characters has been used for years in the earlier sys-

tems and seems to be sufficient. A disk address of 16 bits is sufficient to

identify any one of the 2002 sectors on a disk. But since a disk can hold
more than 64 K words, two words are required to define the file length (in

words). The protection status is a boolean value that indicates whether or
not the file may be changed, renamed,or deleted.

A disk that is used to store program texts or compiled programswill

typically hold only 5 to 20 files. But a disk used for other purposes (such as
correspondence) may hold as many as 50 small files. A catalog of 50 entries

will occupy 50 * 16 = 800 words.
In the following, we will assumethat a disk catalog occupies about 1 K

words. Such a catalog is small enough to be kept in the main store of a com-
puter while a disk is being used. So when a disk is inserted in one of the
drives, its catalog is input from the disk and stored by the operating system.

When the system has executed a user command,it will output the catalog on
the disk if it has been changed during the execution of the command.

Since there are two disk drives, the operating system uses 2 K words of

main storage for catalogs.
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The use of two disk drives raises several design issues that have obvious
solutions if you are guided by simplicity:

(1) Since each drive can be either empty or hold a disk, the entire

backing store can be in four different states. Instead of dealing with this
complexity, we will require that each of the drives must contain a disk atall
times.

(2) If a disk is replaced by another one during the execution of a pro-

gram, a stored description of an open file might still be referring to the
previous disk. This problem is avoided by insisting that disks be replaced
only before or after the execution of a program. Moreprecisely, there is no
operating system procedure that can be called by a program to enable the
user to change disks during the execution of the program. The user can

insert disks only after typing a command which is interpreted by the oper-
ating system itself.

(3) If the same file name occurs in both catalogs, the ambiguity is re-

solved by searching the catalogs in a fixed order starting with the one input

from drive number0.

(4) If the same convention was usedforthe creation of newfiles, they
would all end up on disk number0.In practice, the user would then have to

switch disks from time to time. It seems much more practical to ask the user
to select the disk on which a newfile is to be stored. For example:

Command = format
Input name = netconcepts

Output name = printable

Output drive = 1

4.2.3 Disk Allocation

The floppy disk drives are very slow [Digital, 1976]:

Track search 0-760 msec

Sector search 0-166 msec
Head settling 20 msec
Sector transfer 6 msec

A backing store with access times varying from 26 msec to 1 sec can

severely limit the performance of the system if it is not used wisely. Thisis
the most difficult engineering challenge of the design.

Theseriousness of the problem becomes obvious when you consider the

use of the system to edit the largest part of the Edison compiler—a program
text of 1500 lines (or 42,000 characters). During the prescan of the text, the
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editor executes the following loop for every line of text:

while c <> nl do read(file, c) end

looking for the newline character (nl) at the end oftheline.

For every character of the file, the editor calls an operating system pro-
cedure named read to unpack the next character from a disk buffer:

proc read(var file: stream; var value: char)
var x: int

begin x := file.head.words;
if x = pagelength do "input data from disk”

else true do file.head.words := x + 1 end;

value := file.block[x]
end

The processor time used is 0.7 msec/character on a PDP 11/23 computer

(Section 3.19.10). So before the user can edit a text file of 42,000 char-

acters, he must wait 29 sec. And that does not even take the disk transfer

time into consideration! This shows that the processoris a bit too slow even

for a personal computer.
Now, let us look at the disk and assumethatit is half full. In that case,

an average track search movesthe disk head across one-fourth of the disk.If
the sectors of a disk are scattered randomly acrossthefirst 40 tracks, we ob-
tain the following average access time:

Track search (average) 200 msec

 

Sector search (average) 83 msec
Headsettling 20 msec
Sector transfer 6 msec

1 sector 309 msec

or about 5 msec/word. In that case, the prescan of the large text file will
take 42,000 * 5.7 msec = 289sec(!).

The longest delay is caused by the track search, that is, by disk head
movement, This can be almost completely eliminated by placing a file on

neighboringtracks(or at least on tracks that are as close together as possible).
The second largest contribution is the sector search, that is, the disk

rotation. This can be reduced (but not eliminated) by grouping sectors into

larger blocks, called disk pages, which can be input during a single disk
revolution.

. The larger the page size is, the more the effect of disk rotation is
reduced. The disk pages must, however, be small enough to enable the oper-
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ating system to store at least one page for every open file. The most demand-
ing programsare the editor and the compiler, which use three openfiles each.

The Monosystem, which was written in Edison for a PDP 11/55 com-
puter with the same amountof store (28 K words), uses about 3 K words of

storage for catalogs and disk pages and leaves 2 K words unused [Brinch

Hansen, 1981].
If we choose a page size of 512 words for the Edison system, we are

using 3.5 K words of this storage space and are leaving 1.5 K wordsfor un-
anticipated storage requirements: :

2 catalogs 2 K words
83 open files 1.5 K words

3.5 K words

The simplest idea is to store each disk page on eight consecutive sectors.

Unfortunately, the short gap between two neighboring sectors does not give
the slow processor enough timeto finish the input of one sector andstart

the input of the next one. If this method is used, the disk must complete
anotherrevolution before the input of the next sector. So nothingis gained.

The solution is to place a disk page on eight sectors in such a way that
each sector belonging to the page is followed by a gap of two sectors which
can beallocated to other pages.

In this way it is possible to input every third sector of a track during a
single disk revolution:

 

Track search (minimum) 10 msec
Sector search (average) 83 msec

Headsettling 20 msec
Page transfer 3 * 8 * 6 msec

1 page 257 msec

or about 0.5 msec/char. This is 10 times faster than the worst case con-
sidered earlier!

The prescan of a large text file now takes 42,000 * 1.2 msec = 50sec.
(This is.a predicted figure. The actual time is 57 sec.) This is much too long
to wait. The combination of a slow microprocessor and a very slow disk

drive poses an insurmountable conflict between the convenience of screen
editing and the patience of a human being.

Another crucial performance figure is the loading time of the largest

program.This is the Edison compiler which consists of 5 programs occupying

a total of 18 K words (or 288 sectors).
If disk sectors are scattered randomly, the compiler will be loaded in
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288 * 0.3 = 86 sec(!). But, as we have already seen, this is the worst pos-
sible situation.

In contrast to a data file, a program file is loaded into the main store as
a whole. When the sectors are interleaved as described earlier, an entire track
can be loadedin three disk revolutions:

 

Track search (minimum) 10 msec
Sector search (average) 83 msec
Headsettling 20 msec
Track transfer 3 * 166 msec

1 track 611 msec

or 24 msec/sector. The compiler can therefore be loaded in 288 * 24 msec =
7 sec, which is 12 times faster than the worst case.

Nowalthough the operating system should try to keep the pages of a

file close together, it should not be required to allocate them consecutively

(on every third sector). For in that case, the deletion of files would even-

tually create holes on the disk which could only be combined by movingall
the files to the beginning of the disk. Such an operation is intolerable since it

would take several minutes to perform and would be required at unpre-

dictable times.
The solution is to chain the pages of a file together, so that the oper-

ating system may attempt to keep the pages close together, but is not forced

to do so. The worst possible implementation of this idea is to let each page

hold the address of its successor. For this makes it necessary to input every

page ofa file in orderto deleteit.
In the Solo system, each file begins with a mapping page that describes

where the data pages are stored on the disk. But the main store of the micro-
computer used here is not large enough to hold additional pages during the
processing of openfiles.

Instead, each disk is described by a single disk map which contains a
disk address for each of the 250 disk pages. This mapis input together with
the catalog when a disk is inserted in a drive. By limiting the disk catalog to
47 files (instead of 50), it is possible to store the map and catalog of a single

disk on two pages (1 K words).
A file is opened by using its name to look up set of attributes in one

of the disk catalogs. The file attributes include the numberofthefirst page
of the file. The rest of the pages are located by following a chain of page

numbersstored in the disk mapstarting with the first page number. To putit

differently, the entry for a given page in the disk map containseither (1) the
page numberof its successor, or (2) a fixed value indicating that the page is

thelast one in file, or (3) a fixed value indicating that the page is unused.
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As a measure of the success of this file system, it should be mentioned

that the standard programsuse only thefile procedures implemented by the

operating system. Noneof them perform direct disk input/output.

4.3 SIZE AND PERFORMANCE

The final system consists of about 10,000lines of program text:

Operating system 1200lines
Compiler 4200lines

Editor 500lines
Formatting program 400 lines
PDP 11 assembler 1600 lines
Other programs 400 lines

Edison programs 8300 lines
Kernel 1800lines

Edison system 10100lines

The main store of 28 K wordsis used as follows:

 

 

Kernel 1800 words

Operating system code 7200 words
Operating system variables 2400 words

System size 11400 words

User space 17300 words

Storage space 28700 words

Whenthe largest subprogram of the Edison compiler, knownas pass 3,

compiles itself, the store is filled to the brim:

Compiler code 8600 words
Compiler variables 8500 words

Compiler space 17100 words
Unused space 200 words

User space 17300 words

The following execution times of some of the operating system pro-

cedures were measured on a PDP 11/23 microcomputer. They include disk
access times.
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Create + delete 30 msec/file
Open + close 10 msec/file

More 0.5 msec/word

Read 1.4 msec/word

Write 0.9 msec/word

The benefits of keeping the disk catalogs in the main store are evident.
Let me finally make the following observations about the operating

system design:

(1) The system was designed to use 99.2% of the available store during

the execution of its most demanding task (the compilation of pass 3).

(2) The original estimate and the final measurement of the most impor-

tant performancefigure (a read operation) differ only by 15%.

This shows that it is possible to develop software products with pre-
dictable performance provided that the designer has modest (but achievable)

goals.
You may wish to compare the Edison system with the UCSD Pascal

system [Bowles, 1980] and CP/M [Zaks, 1980]. The latter system is, how-
ever, not written in a high-level programming language.



THE EDISON SYSTEM REPORT

This report describes the operating procedures and programming con-

ventions of the Edison system—aportable software system that supports the

development of Edison programs on a personal computer. The system in-
cludes the following programs written in Edison:

Operating system

Edison compiler
Screen editor
Text formatter

Print program
PDP 11 assembler

These programscan all be edited and recompiled on the system.
The Edison compiler produces abstract (machine-independent) code

whichis interpreted by an assembly language program,called the kernel.

5.1 MACHINE CONFIGURATION

The system was developed on a PDP 11 microcomputer with the fol-
lowing capabilities:

124
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28 K wordstore
Extended instruction set

(ASH, ASHC, DIV, MUL, SOB, SXT, XOR)

Dual floppy disk drive (RX01 or RX02)
ASCII terminal (VT52 or VT100)
ASCIIprinter (Diablo 1610 or Xerox 1740)

The PDP 11 kernel (of 1800 words) is written in the assembly language
Alva. The system includes an Alva assembler written in Edison.

The RX01 and RX02 disk drives require separate versions of the kernel.

A VT100terminal can be used onlyif it operates in the VT52 mode.
The system has been used on the LSI 11, PDP 11/23, and PDP 11/55

computers, It can be moved to other 16-bit computers with similar config-

urations by rewriting the kernel (Section 5.17).
The operating procedures and performance figures described in this

report refer to a PDP 11/23 computer with an RX02 disk drive and a VT100

terminal.

5.2 TERMINAL INPUT

The system accepts one commandat a time from the terminal and per-

forms the operation denoted by the command.

Example:
Command= delete

Drive no = 7
File name = printable

This operation deletes a file named printable from the disk in drive 1. The
characters you type are showninitalicsin this report.

5.2.1 Line Editing

All standard programs use the same conventions for typed input. You
must type a whole line of text before the characters are processed by the
system. Using the syntax notation of the Edison report, the structure of a
typedline can be defined as follows:

Typedline:
{ Graphic character # Edit character ]* Return

Graphic character:

Letter # Digit # Special character # Space
Edit character:

Backspace # Delete # Tabulate
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Initially, a typed line is empty. The typed characters have the following

effect on the screen:

Graphic character: The typed characters displayed from the cursor to

the end of the cursor line move oneposition to the right, and the graphic
character is displayed above the cursor. The cursor then moves one position

to theright (if possible).

Backspace: The cursor moves oneposition to theleft (if possible).

Tabulate: The cursor movesfive positions to the right (if possible).

Delete: The typed character displayed above the cursor disappears
from the screen, and the typed characters displayed after it on the cursor
line move oneposition to theleft.

Return: The typed characters displayed on the cursorline are ready to
be processed by the system, and the cursor moves to the beginning of the

next screen line. The cursor may be anywhere on the typed line when the

return characteris typed.

5.3 DISKS

The system uses 8-inch floppy disks which are compatible with the IBM
8740 system. All new disks must be preformatted for single-density data
recording.

5.3.1 Standard Disks

A standard disk is a floppy disk that holds the following data:

(1) A copy of the kernel code (Section 5.9.1)

(2) Acopy of the operating system code (Section 5.9.2)

(8) A set of files

(4) A catalog describing the files stored on the disk

A disk catalog can describe up to 47files.

The disk space for files is divided into blocks of 512 words, called disk

pages. The combined size of the files stored on a disk cannot exceed 223
pages (or 114,176 words).

The system is distributed on six standard disks labeled
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Edison system
Edison document

Edison programs 1
Edison programs 2

Edison programs 3
Edison kernel

The system and document disks are used to develop programs and docu-
ments, respectively (Sections 5.5 and 5.10). The other disks contain the

texts of the standard programs.

5.3.2 Disk Drives

The computer has two disk drives labeled 0 (on the left) and 1 (on the
right).

The Edison system assumes that both drives always contain a disk.

These disks are called disk 0 and disk 1.

The kernel and the operating system are loaded into the store from

disk 0,
To improve theefficiency of the system, copies of the two disk catalogs

are kept in the store. When a disk is inserted in a drive, its catalog is input.
After each command, the system checks whether any of the catalogs have

been changed. In that case, they are output to the disks before the next
commandis typed.

Disks can beinserted in the drives only before a system start and can be

replaced by other disks only during an insert or backup operation; otherwise,

their contents may be destroyed (Sections 5.3.3, 5.3.4, and 5.3.6).

5.3.3 System Start

On a PDP 11/23 computer, youstart the system as follows:

(1) Turn the poweron at the computer, the terminal, and the printer.

(2) Insert a standard disk in drive 0 and a standard (or blank) disk in
drive 1. (To insert a disk, you removeit from the envelope, open the door of
the drive, insert the disk with the labeled side up and the label toward you,
and close the door.)

(3) Flip the restart switch on the computer.

(4) When the message “28, START?”is displayed, you type

dy

followed by return.
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(5) After 8 sec, the system responds with the message

The Edison system

insert two disks and type
s if both disks are standard
0 if only disk 0 is standard

1 if only disk 1 is standard
b if both disks are blank

In the normal case, when you have inserted two standard disks, you

type the character s (without a return). The other options are described in
Section 5.3.4.

(6) When the message

Command =

appears, the system is ready to accept a command.

If you type an undefined command,such as

Command = delete
Drive no = 2
File name = printable

the system displays an error message, in this case

drive no invalid
system line 306 halt

and halts. This is called a commandfailure.

A commandthat fails does not change the catalogs stored on the disks.

After a failure, the system automatically restarts and displays the

message of step (5) after 5 sec. You must then type the character s as de-
scribed earlier.

5.3.4 Insert Command

An insert operation

Command= insert

displays the message
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insert two disks and type

s if both disks are standard

0 if only disk 0 is standard

1 if only disk 1 is standard
b if both disks are blank

You can now remove the disks from the drives and replace them by other
disks. Afterward, you must type oneof the characters s, 0, 1, or b (without
return). These options have the followingeffects:

s: The system reads a catalog from both disks.

0: The system reads a catalog from disk 0 and writes an empty catalog
on disk 1.

1: The system reads a catalog from disk 1 and writes an empty catalog
on disk 0.

b: The system writes an empty catalog on both disks.

The options 0, 1, and b destroy the existing catalog andfiles (if any) on
one or both disks.

5.3.5 List Command

A list operation displaysa list of all the files stored on a given disk.
Example:

Command list

Drive no = 0

Each file is described by its name, protection status, and length (in
pages and words), for example:

prefix protected 4 pages 1947 words

If a file exceeds 63 pages, the length will only be displayed in pages.
The listing includes the number of files on the disk, the number of

pages occupied bythefiles, and the numberof unused pages, for example:

18 entries
74 pages used

149 pages available
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5.3.6 Backup Command

A backup operation copies the contents of one disk onto another disk

in 97 sec.
Example:

Command = backup

Drive no = 0
insert blank disk in drive 1

push RETURNto continue

After a backup, the system continues its operation using the two iden-
tical disks. The original disk (or its copy) can be safely removed from its

drive only if it is replaced by another disk during an insert operation (Sec-

tion 5.3.4).

5.4 FILES

A diskfile is a data structure with the following attributes:

(1) Aname

(2) A drive number

(3) A protection status

(4) A (possibly empty) sequence of words

Name:

Letter [ Letter # Digit # "_’ ]*

A nameconsists of up to 12 characters. Any capital letter occurring in a

name typed on the terminal is equivalent to the corresponding smallletter.
The names notes, temp1, and temp2 denote temporaryfiles created by

some of the standard programs and should not be used for otherfiles (Sec-

tions 5.6.5, 5.7, and 5.8).
Each file is stored on a single disk with a drive numberthat is either 0

or 1. If a file is used for input (or execution) only, the file nameis first
looked up in the catalog of disk 0, and, if that fails, it is then looked up in

the catalog of disk 1. However,if a file is created, changed, or deleted, the
user (or the program invoked by the user) must select the disk on which the

file is to be stored.

The protection status is a boolean value that indicates whetheror not a

file is protected against accidental changeordeletion.
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Each word of a file holds an elementary value, that is, an integer,
boolean, character, or enumeration value. A file is generally input word by

word from the beginning. A program may, however, record the disk location

of a word before it is read and may later return to that location and reread

the file from that point. It is possible to output words both to empty and

nonemptyfiles. Words are always outputat the end ofa file.

5.4.1 Text Files

Textfile:
{ Line ] *

Line:

[ Graphic character ] * Newline character

A text file is a sequence of ASCII characters. Each character occupies a
single word on a disk.

On the terminal, a newline character (character number 10)is typed as

a carriage return and displayed as a carriage return followed by a line feed.
The same output convention is followed by the print program (Section 5.14).

Thelines of a text file are numbered1, 2, 3,... . Line numbersare not
stored on the disk, but may be displayed or printed together with the text to
facilitate text editing (Section 5.6.1).

5.4.2 Create Command

A create operation creates an empty, unprotected file with a given

nameon a given disk.
Example:

Command= create

Drive no = 1

File name= test

If the disk already holds an unprotected file of the same name,that file

is deleted.

5.4.3 Protect Command

A protect operation protects a given file on a given disk.
Example:

Command = protect
Drive no = 1
File name = edison3text
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5.4.4 Unprotect Command

An unprotect operation unprotects a given file on a given disk.
Example:

Command = unprotect

Drive no = 0
File name = subtitle

5.4.5 Rename Command

A rename operation changes the nameof an unprotectedfile on a given

disk.
Example:

Command= rename
Drive no = 7

Old name = layout

New name= format

5.4.6 Delete Command

A delete operation removes an unprotected (possibly empty)file from a
given disk.

Example:

Command = delete
Drive no = 0

File name = subtitle

If the disk does not hold a file of that name, the operation has noeffect.

5.4.7 Copy Command

A copy operation copies the contents of an existing file into a new, pro-
tected file with a given name on a given disk.

Example:

Command = copy
Input name = prefix

Output name = gametext
Output drive = 1
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The two files may have the same nameif they are stored on different

disks.

5.5 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

An Edison program is a separately compiled procedurestored as a disk
file. When you type the nameof a programfile, such as

Command = edit

the file is loaded from a disk and executed.

The operating system includes a set of procedures that serve as param-

eters of other programs. These programs must be prefixed by declarations of

the procedure parameters. The declarations are stored on the system disk as
a file named prefix (Section 5.15).

The development of a new program takes place in several steps:

(1) The system is started with the system disk in drive 0 and another
disk in drive 1 (Section 5.3.3).

(2) A copy of the prefix is created on disk 1 using the copy command
(Section 5.4.7).

(3) The rest of the program text is typed after the prefix copy using

the insert commandofthe editor (Section 5.6.3).

(4) The program text is compiled (Section 5.7).

(5) If the compiler finds any errors, the program text is edited, and
step (4) is repeated.

(6) When the program has been compiled successfully, it can be called

from the terminal.

(7) When the program works, the program text can be printed (Section

5.14).

5.6 EDITING

An edit operation enables you to change an existing text file with a
given name and store the resulting file under its original name on one of the
disks. You may go back and forth across the text and make corrections,

insertions, and deletions on the screen. The most recent error messages from
the compiler may also be displayed during the editing.
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Example:

Command= edit

File name = subtitletext

Is this a new file? no

First, the editor scans the original text at the rate of 27 lines/sec to
determine where each line begins on the disk. Thenit fills the screen with
thefirst lines of text and is ready to accept editing commands:

Edit session:
[ Edit command] * Finish

Edit command:

Select line # Change lines # Insert lines #
Delete lines # Show notes # Help user

The edit commands you type are not displayed, because their effects
are both visible and correctable on the screen. The editor responds to an un-

defined commandbyringing the bell.

5.6.1 Cursor Movement

The text is displayed with line numbers. All editing takes place on the

current cursor line of the screen.The following commandsare used to select
a cursorline:

Select line:

Simple jump # Conditional jump # Space #
Backspace # Line increment

Simple jump:
Line number Space

Conditional jump:

Line number ”?’

Line number:
Numeral

Line increment:

>+? Numeral

Simple jump: The cursor movesto a line given by a line number(if it

exists); otherwise, the cursor movesto thelast lineofthefile.

Conditional jump: The cursor moves to a line given by an original line

number(that is, a line number in the original, unedited file). If the line no
longer exists, the bell rings. (Original line numbers occur in the error mes-

sages from the compiler and assembler.)
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Space: The cursor movesn lines ahead (if possible).

Backspace: The cursor movesn lines back (if possible).
Line increment: Theline incrementn is assigned a given value. (Initially,

nis 1.)

5.6.2 Changes

Changelines:
’c’ [ Typed line] * Escape

After typing the character c, you can change a sequenceoflines starting

with the cursor line. The changes are made accordingto theline editing con-
ventions described earlier (Section 5.2.1). After each return, the cursor
moves to the beginning of the next line, which can then be edited. When the
last line in the sequence has been edited, you must type an escape character.

5.6.3 Insertions

Insert lines:

i’ [ Typed line ]* Escape

After typing the character i, you can insert a sequence of typed lines
after the cursor line. When thelast line in the sequence has been typed, you
must type an escape character. The screen is nowrefilled with edited text,
and the cursoris positioned after the inserted text.

5.6.4 Deletions

Delete lines:

’d’ [ Delete ]* Escape

After typing the character d, you can delete a sequenceoflines starting
with the cursor line. Each time a delete character is typed, the text on the

cursorline is replaced by the word Deleted, and the cursor movesto the next
line. When the last line in the sequence has been deleted, you must type an
escape character. The screen is now refilled with edited text, and the cursor

is positioned after the deleted text.

5.6.5 Disk Notes

Shownotes:
*s ?
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When you type the character s, the text of a disk file named notesis
shown on the screen, where it remains until you type a return. The screen is
then refilled with edited text, and the cursor returns to its previous position.
This feature enables you to examine the most recent messages from the com-
piler and assembler during the editing of a program text.

5.6.6 Command Summary

Help user:
*h’

When you type the character h, a summary of the editing commands
is shown on the screen, where it remains until you type a return. The

screen is then refilled with edited text, and the cursor returnsto its previous
position.

5.6.7 Finish

Finish:
Bell

When youtype a bell character, the editor responds with the question

Replace old file by edited file?

If you type no (followed by return), the originalfile is left unedited on

the disk, and the edit operation has no effect.
If you type yes (followed by return), the editor asks you to type a drive

number. The edited text is then stored as a protected file on the given disk
underits original name, and theoriginal text file is deleted.

The editor ignores the protection status of the originalfile.
The final copying of the edited file proceeds at 13 lines/sec. During this

operation, the disks must hold both the original and the edited files. If the

available disk space is exceeded, the system displays the message disk limit
and restarts (Section 5.3.3). In that case, the original file is preserved, but
the editedfile is lost.

To avoid editing failure, you may list the catalog of the output disk
before editing to make sure that the numberof available pages exceeds the

size of the originalfile (Section 5.3.5).
If the edited file must be placed on the samedisk as theoriginalfile, it

may be necessary to copy theoriginal to the other disk and delete it from

the given disk before editing (Sections 5.4.6 and 5.4.7).
Editing also fails if a file exceeds 3500 lines. But a file of that size will

normally exceed the capacity of a disk anyhow.
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5.6.8 New Files

The previousrules apply to the editing of existing files. The editor can
also be used to input the text of a new file. If you answeryesto theinitial

question

Is this a new file?

a new emptyfile is created, and the message

Typei to insert lines in emptyfile

is displayed to remind you thatinsertion is the only possible operation on an

empty file. When a sequence of lines has been inserted,all the editing com-
mands apply to the new file. When you typea bell character, the editor asks

the question

Save file?

If you answer yes, the editor asks for a drive number and stores the new

file on the given disk.
If you answerno, the newfileis lost.

5.7 COMPILATION

A compile operation translates an Edison program text into abstract

code andstores it in a new, unprotected file on a given disk.
Example:

Command = compile

Text name = systemtext
Code name = system
Codedrive = 0

Compute check sums? yes

The Edison compiler consists of a program named compile, which calls
four subprograms named edison1, edison2, edison3, and edison4. (The sub-

programs are also known aspass 1, pass 2, pass 3, and pass 4.) The compiler
requires a code space of 8600 words and a data space of 8500 words in

the store. After an initial time of 14 sec, the compilation speed is about

4 lines/sec.
The compiler creates a temporary file on each disk (named temp1 and

temp2). Each of these files occupies about 40% of the disk space of the text

file. The temporary files are deleted after the compilation.
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The check sums (if any) produced by the compilerare first and second

order sums of the intermediate and final code output by the passes. They
can be used to determine whether a previously compiled program has been
changed. Thefirst-order check sum changes if any characters are inserted,
deleted, or changed. The second-order check sum changes if any characters
are exchanged. The first three passes each generate a single pair of check

sums, for example:

systemtext check sums = 3325 4368

The last pass scans its input twice and generates two pairs of check sums.
All the sumsare stored in a disk file named notes created by the compiler.
After a successful compilation with check sums, the following message is
displayed:

check sumsready (see notes on disk)

If the compiler detects errors in a program text, they are reported in
the notes file, and no codefile is generated. Instead, the following message is
displayed after the compilation:

compilation errors (see notes on disk)

The notes (if any) produced by the compilerare left on the disk after a

compilation and may be used during the editing of an incorrect program text
(Section 5.6.5),

5.7.1 Compilation Errors

An error message from the compileris of the form

*line’ Line number Message

where the messageis one of the following:

Ambiguous name:
The same nameis declared more than once in the same block, or a

name is exported from a module to a surrounding block in which the
same nameis declared with another meaning.

Invalid concurrent statement:
The ordinal numberof a process constant is not in the range 0:127, or

several process statements have the same process constant.
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Invalid constructor:

The number of expressions in a record (or array) constructor is not

equal to the required numberoffields (or elements).

Invalid procedurecall:
The numberof arguments in a procedurecall is not equal to the number

of parameters described by the procedure declaration.

Invalid range:

The lower bound of a range symbol exceeds the upper bound.

Invalid recursive use of name:

A name introduced by a constant declaration or a type declaration is

being used within the declaration to define itself.

Invalid split procedure:
A block contains a pre- or postdeclaration of a split procedure but not

both.

Invalid syntax:
The syntax of a sentenceis invalid.

Invalid type:

The kind or type of an operand is invalid in the context in whichit is
used.

Invalid use of function variable:

A function variable is used outside the corresponding function body.

Numeral out of range:

A numeral is outside the range of integer values.

Undeclared name:

A nameis being used without being declared.

5.7.2 Compilation Failure

When the compiler reaches the limit of one of its tables, the system

displays one of the following messages and restarts (Section 5.3.3):

Blocklimit:

The depth of block nesting exceeds the limit defined by a constant
named maxblockin pass 4.
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Char limit:
The total numberof characters in the word symbols and names exceeds

the limit defined by the constant named maxchar in pass 1.

Inputlimit:
The compiler reaches the end of a temporary input file without recog-
nizing an end symbol. This indicates an error in the compileritself.

Labellimit:
The number of anonymouslabels used to compile jump instructions

exceeds the limit defined by the constant named maxlabel in passes
8 and 4,

Namelimit:
The number of named entities exceeds the limit defined by the con-

stant named maxnamein passes 1, 2, and 3.

Processlimit:

The number of process statements in a concurrent statement exceeds

the limit defined by the constant named maxprocessin pass 3.

Wordlimit:
The total number of word symbols and distinct names exceeds the limit

defined by the constant named maxword in pass 1.

The standard values of the compiler constants are:

maxblock = 10 maxchar= 6500 maxlabel = 1000
maxname = 750 maxprocess=20 maxword= 809

Using these limits, any one of the standard programs can be compiled on the
system. Whenthelargest pass of the compiler (pass 3) is compiled, the sys-

tem uses nearly all the available store space (28 K words minus 200 words).

5.8 ASSEMBLING

An assemble operation translates an Alva program text into PDP 11

machine code andstoresit in a new, unprotected file on a given disk.
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Example:

Command = assemble
Text name = kernel2text

Code name = kernel2
Codedrive = 1
Compute check sums? no

The Alva assembler consists of a program named assemble, which calls

two subprograms named alval and alva2. (The subprogramsare also known
as pass 1 and pass 2.) After an initial time of 7 sec, the assembling speedis

about 10 lines/sec.
The assembler creates a temporary file on each disk. These files are

deleted after the assembling (Section 5.7).
Like the compiler, the assembler produces check sums and error mes-

sages in a disk file named notes (Section 5.7).

5.8.1 Assembly Errors

An error message from the assembleris of the form

‘line’. Line number Message

where the message is one of the following:

Ambiguous name:

The same nameis declared more than once.

Constant out of range:
The value 32768 is used as an operand, or the address used in a
branch or repeat instruction is too far away from a given instruction to
be reached [Digital, 1975].

Invalid declaration:
The register number usedin a register declaration is outside the range
0:7, or the numberof words in an array declaration is less than 1.

Invalid namekind:
A declared nameis invalid in the context in which it is used.

Invalid padding:

The address given in a padding sentence is not even oris less than the

current length of the stored entities.
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Invalid syntax:

The syntax of a sentenceis invalid.

Invalid trap:

The address given in a trap sentence is not a multiple of fouroris less

than the current length of the stored entities.

Undeclared name:

A nameis being used without being declared.

5.8.2 Assembly Failure

When the assembler reaches the limit of one of its tables, the system
displays one of the following messages and restarts (Section 5.3.3):

Char limit:

The total number of characters in the word symbols and names exceeds

the limit defined by the constant named maxchar in pass 1.

Namelimit:
The number of named entities exceeds the limit defined by the con-
stant named maxnamein passes 1 and 2.

Wordlimit:
The total number of word symbols and namesexceedsthe limit defined

by the constant named maxword in pass 1.

The standard values of the assembler constantsare:

maxchar = 3500 maxname = 400 maxword = 503

Using these limits, the system kernel for the PDP 11 computers can be

assembled.

5.9 SYSTEM CHANGES

Each of the standard disks holds a copy of the kernel and the operating

system (Sections 5.3.1 and 5.16.1). The following explains how the kernel

and operating system are placed on a new disk that has been initialized as

described in Section 5.3.4. The same operations can be used to put new

versions of the kernel and operating system onall disks.
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5.9.1 Newkernel Command

A newkernel operation copies an assembled kernel from a givenfile to a

fixed set of pages on a given disk.
Example:

Command= newkernel
Drive no = 0

File name = kernel2

The kernel code can occupy at most 4096 words on the disk. (The PDP 11
kernel occupies about 1800 words.)

5.9.2 Newsystem Command

A newsystem operation copies a compiled operating system from a

given file to a fixed set of pages on a given disk.
Example:

Command = newsystem
Drive no = 1

File name = system

The copy written on the disk consists of the given file name, which occupies
12 words, followed by the given file, which occupies at most 8180 words.
(The Edison operating system occupies about 7200 words.) The file nameis
displayed by the kernel when the operating system fails or halts.

5.10 DOCUMENT PREPARATION

The system includes six standard programs for text processing, called
cut, edit, format, paste, print, and underline. These programsare kept on the

document disk (Section 5.3.1). The edit and print programsare also stored on
the system disk.

A printed documentis developed in several steps:

(1) A copy of the document disk is made by means of a backup opera-
tion (Section 5.3.6).

(2) A new text file is typed and stored on the disk copy by means of
the editor (Section 5.6).

(3) The text file is then formatted and printed (Sections 5.13 and 5.14).
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5.11 CUT AND PASTE

A cut operation copies a sequence of lines from an existing textfile
into a new, unprotectedfile on a given disk.

Example:

Command = cut
Input name = systemtext
Output name = piece

Outputdrive = 7
First line = 77
Last line = 105

A paste operation writes the contents of a given text file at the end of
anotherfile and protects the latter.

Example:

Command = paste

Input name = piece

Output name = whole

5.12 PROGRAM UNDERLINING

An underline operation makes a copy of a text file in which the lines

are indented by a given number ofspaces and in which the word symbols of

the Edison language are enclosed in bars, for example |begin|, unless they

occur within commentsor character strings (Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4).
Example:

Command= underline

Input name = edison3text

Output name = printable
Output drive = 0

Indent text? yes

Numberof spaces = 2

Whentheresulting file is printed, each line will be indented as requested

and the word symbols will be underlined (i.e., begin) (Section 5.14).

5.13. TEXT FORMATTING

A format operation makes a copy ofa textfile in which the paragraphs
are either flushed, centered, or balanced, as explained in the following. The
formattingrate is 4 lines/sec.
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Example:

Command= format

Input name = netconcepts

Output name = printable
Output drive = 0

The input file must be a document with the following structure:

Document:

[ Blank line # Paragraph # Format line ] *

Paragraph:

Flushed paragraph # Centered paragraph #
Balanced paragraph

Blankline:
{ Space ] * Newline character

The following describes how a document will look when it is printed
(Section 5.14).

Blank lines are printed as they stand.

5.13.1. Flushed Paragraphs

Flushed paragraph:
*{’? Simpleline [ ’/’ Simple line ] *

Simpleline:

[ Marked symbol # Space ] * Newline character
Marked symbol:

[ ’*° ] Graphic character # Underlined symbol

Underlined symbol:
’|’ Graphic sequence

Graphic sequence:
Graphic character [ Graphic character ] *

"7

A flushed paragraph is a sequence of simple lines that will be printed on
the same page accordingto the followingrules:

(1) The graphic characters {, }, *, |, and \ will be printed only if they
are preceded by a stet mark *.

(2) Each graphic character in an underlined symbol will be printed
with an underscore.

(8) Any other graphic or newline character will be printed as it stands.
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(4) If a printed page is too short to hold the whole paragraph,it will be
printed at the beginning of the next page.

As an example, the paragraph

{ This paragraph consists of an |underlined| word and two
/delimiters *| and **.

will be printed as follows:

This paragraph consists of an underlined word and two
delimiters | and *.

5.13.2 Centered Paragraphs

Centered paragraph:

*Y Simpleline [ ’/’ Simple line ] *

A centered paragraph is a sequenceof simple lines that will be printed
on the same page according to rules (1) to (4) for flushed paragraphs (Sec-

tion 5.13.1) with the following rule added:

(5) The longest line of the paragraph will be centered on a printed
page, and therest of the lines will be indented accordingly.

As an example, the paragraph

}lif| sym = namel |do| oldname
/lelse| true |do| syntax(succ) |end|

will be printed as follows:

if sym = namel do oldname

else true do syntax(succ) end

5.13.3 Balanced Paragraphs

Balanced paragraph:

[ Space ] * Balancedline [ Balanced line ] *

Balanced line:

Phrase [ Phrase ] *
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Phrase:

Marked symbol [ Marked symbol ]* Separator
Separator:

Space [ Space ] * [ Newline character ] #
Newline character

A balanced paragraphis printed as follows:

(1) Theinitial spaces (if any) are printed as they stand.

(2) Each balanced line is printed on single line. With the exception
of the last line of the paragraph,all the balanced lines will be of the same
length when they are printed. This is achieved by separating the phrases
printed on a given line by one or morespaces.

(3) The phrases printed on thelast line of a balanced paragraph will be
separated only by single spaces.

(4) The marked symbols are printed accordingto rules (1), (2), and (3)
for flushed paragraphs (Section 5.13.1).

As an example, the paragraph

This is a balanced paragraph that will look very
nice whenit is printed on lines of the same
length. (The last

line will, however, be shorter.)

will be printed as follows:

This is a balanced paragraph that will look very nice

whenit is printed on lines of the same length. (Thelast
line will, however, be shorter.)

The number of graphic characters printed on a balancedline is called
the line size. The standard line size of 59 can be changed as described in Sec-

tion 5.13.4.

5.13.4 Line Size

Formatline:

’\? "linesize’ Numeral Newline character
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A line size instruction in a documentis not printed but defines the
numberof graphic characters that will be printed on eachline of a balanced
paragraph (Section 5.13.3).

Example:

\linesize 50

A document mayinclude other kinds of format lines that influence the
printing (Section 5.14.1). These lines have no effect on the text formatting

described here but are merely copied into the outputfile.

5.14 PRINTING

A program text is stored as a text file without formatting instruc-
tions (Section 5.4.1). It can be printed by typing a command, such as the

following:

Command= print

File name = systemtext
Print all pages? yes

Print line numbers? yes

The lines will be numbered consecutively from 1. Each printed page will

hold 51 single-spaced lines with a left margin of 13 spaces.
A formatted document is a text file produced by the formatting pro-

gram (Section 5.13). It may include instructions that define the format of

the printed pages (Section 5.14.1). Such a document may beprinted piece-

meal or as a whole (with or without line numbers) by typing a command of
the form

Command= print

File name = printable

Printall pages? no
First printed page = 8

Last printed page = 10
Print line numbers? no

In general, a printed file must have the following structure:

Printed file:
[ Format line # Textline ] *  
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5.14.1 Page Format

Pages are printed according to the followingrules:

(1) The pages are numberedconsecutively.

(2) A running header and a page numberare printed at the beginning

of every page that has a page number > 1.

(8) The header line is followed by a fixed numberof (single spaced)

blank lines, called the page top.

(4) The page top is followed by a numberoftext lines. The maximum

numberof text lines printed on a single pageis called the pagesize.

(5) Each line consists of a number of graphic characters preceded by a

margin of fixed length. The maximum numberofgraphic characters printed
on a single line is called the line size. Line numbers beginning with 1 may be

printed in the margin.

(6) The text lines may be printed either single spaced or double spaced.

The default values of the printing parameters are the following:

First page no = 1
Header = blank
Page top = 8 blank lines
Page size = 51 text lines

Spacing = single spaced
Margin = 13 spaces

Line size = 59 graphic characters

The page format can, however, be changed by including formatlines in

the text:

Formatline:

*\? Instruction Newline character

Instruction:
*doublespaced’ # *header’ Graphic sequence #

‘linegroup’ Numeral # ‘linesize’ Numeral #

*margin’ Numeral # *newpage’ #
*pageno’ Numeral # ’pagesize’ Numeral
*pagetop’ Numeral # ’singlespaced’
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A formatline is not printed but serves to redefine the page format:
A running header is centered in accordance with the currentline size.

The graphic sequence cannot contain any periods,
A line group instruction makes the printer skip the rest of the current

page if it is too short to hold a given numberoflines. (The formatting pro-

gram outputs line group instructions to ensure that flushed and centered

paragraphsare notsplit across pages. See Sections 5.13.1 and 5.13.2.)
A new page instruction makes the printer skip the rest of the current

page.
The remaining instructions assign new valuesto the printing parameters

defined earlier.

5.14.2 Line Printing

Textline:
[ Marked symbol # Space ] * Newline character

Marked symbol:
[’*’ ] Graphic character # Underlined symbol

Underlined symbol:
’|’ Graphic sequence’|’

Graphic sequence:

Graphic character [ Graphic character ] *

A textline is printed according to the followingrules:

(1) The graphic characters | and * will be printed only if they are pre-

ceded by a stet mark *.

(2) Each graphic character in an underlined symbol will be printed with

an underscore.

(8) Any other graphic character will be printed as it stands.

(4) A newline character will be printed as a carriage return followed by

a single line feed if the printing is single spaced, and by a double line feed

if the printing is double spaced.

5.15 PROGRAM PARAMETERS

An Edison program invoked from the terminal must be prefixed by
declarations of a set of standard parameters. A file named prefix contains a

copy of these declarations, which are explained in the following.
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5.15.1 Terminal Procedures

proc select(normal: bool)

This operation selects the terminal mode, which is either normal or
direct. Before a user commandis input, the system always selects the normal

mode.

proc display(value: char)

This operation displays a given character on the screen. In the normal

mode, a newline character (nl) is displayed as a carriage return (cr) followed
by a line feed (lf). In the direct mode, a newline character is displayed as a

line feed only.

proc accept(var value: char)

This operation accepts a character from the keyboard. In the normal
mode,the following rules apply to typed input:

(1) A whole line must be typed before any of its characters can be ac-
cepted by a program. The characters are displayed as they are typed and may

be edited as described in Section 5.2.1.

(2) A carriage return is converted to a newline character (nl).

In the direct mode, a single character is input directly from the key-

board and is neither displayed nor converted.

proc cursor(row, column: int)

This operation moves the cursor to a given row and column on the
screen. The rows are numbered 1, 2,..., maxrow from top to bottom. The
columns are numbered 1, 2,... , maxcolumn from left to right. The screen

dimensions are given by two program parameters named maxrow and max-

column.

proc erase

This operation erases all characters displayed from the cursor to the end
of the screen.

proc pause
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This operation displays the message

push RETURNto continue

and waits until a carriage return is typed.

5.15.2 Print Procedure

proc print(value: char)

This operation prints a given character on the printer. A newline char-

acter (nl) is printed as a line feed (If).

5.15.3 File Procedures

proc create(drive: int; title: name)
proc delete(drive: int; title: name)
proc rename(drive: int; old, new: name)

These operations have the same effect as the corresponding user com-

mands (Sections 5.4.2, 5.4.5, and 5.4.6).

proc protect(drive: int; title: name; value: bool)

This operation assigns a protection status to a file on a given disk.

proc locate(var drive: int; title: name)

This operation locates the drive on which a given file is stored.

5.15.4 Stream Procedures

An open file is described by a variable of type stream which occupies

536 words of storage. A stream can either be open for input or output (but
not both at the sametime).

Although the values in a stream are declared to be of type character,
they can be retyped before output and after input as explained in the Edi-

son language report (Sections 3.13.5 and 3.14.1).

proc openread(var file: stream; title: name)

This operation opensa givenfile as an input stream. Values can now be

read from the beginningof the stream.
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proc more(var file: stream): bool

This operation ascertains whether or not more values can be read from

an input stream.

proc read(var file: stream; var value: char)

This operation reads the next value of an input stream.

proc mark(var file: stream): position

This operation records the disk location of the next value in an input or

B182) stream. The location is defined by a value of type position (Section

proc move(var file: stream; place: position)

This operation selects a disk location from which the next value of an
input stream will be read.

proc endread(var file: stream)

This operation closes a given input stream.

proc openwrite(var file: stream; title: name)

This operation opensa given file as an output stream. Values can now

be written at the end of the stream.

proc write(var file: stream; value: char)

This operation writes a given value at the end of an output stream.

proc endwrite(var file: stream)

This operation closes a given output stream.
The contents of the disks may be destroyed if a program terminates

without closing its output streams.

5.15.5 Load Procedure

An Edison program P may include a declaration of another program Q:

lib proc Q (Parameterlist)
[ load (Program name)]
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WhenP calls Q, a function named loadis evaluated:

proc load(title: name): program

This operation loads a given program file into the store and executes it.
The program code is described as a value of type program which occupies

12,300 words during the loading. When the program has been loaded, the

storage space occupied by the code is determined by its actual length (in
words).

5.15.6 Disk Procedures

At the hardware level, a disk is divided into 77 tracks (numbered 0 to
76). Each track consists of 26 sectors (numbered 1 to 26). A sector consists
of 64 words:

const sectorlength = 64
array sector [1:sectorlength] (int)

The kernel treats a disk as an array of sectors with sector numbers in

the range 0:2001. Sectors with consecutive numbersare separated by a phys-
ical gap of two sectors to reduce rotational delays during data transfers. The
kernel uses the following algorithm to convert a sector numberto a disk

address:

track address := sectorno div 26

sector address := 3 * sectorno mod 26 + 1

The operating system provides two procedures for direct disk access:

proc readsector(drive, sectorno: int; var value: sector)

proc writesector(drive, sectorno: int; value: sector)

These operations read and write the contents of a given sector stored on

a given disk drive. The use of these procedures requires detailed knowledge

of the format of standard disks (Section 5.16).

5.15.7 Boolean Procedures

Boolean symbol:
[ Separator }] * Truth symbol

Separator:
Space # Newline character
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Truth symbol:
*false’ # ’true’ # *no’ # ’yes’

A capital letter used in a boolean symbol is equivalent to the corre-
sponding small letter. A boolean symbol denotes a boolean value. The sym-

bols no and yes are equivalent to false and true, respectively.

proc readbool(proc read(var c: char); var value: bool)

This operation reads a boolean symbol and yields the corresponding
boolean value. Each character is read by a procedure named read.

proc writebool(proc write(c: char); value: bool)

This operation writes a boolean value as a boolean symbolof 5 char-

acters (either false or true). Each character is written by a procedure named
write.

5.15.8 Integer Procedures

Integer symbol:
[ Separator ]* [ ’+’ # ’~’ ] Digit [ Digit ]*

An integer symbol denotes an integer value.

proc readint(proc read(var c: char); var value: int)

This operation reads an integer symbol and yields the corresponding

integer value. Each character is read by a procedure namedread.

proc writeint(proc write(c: char); value, length: int)

This operation writes an integer value as an integer symbol possibly
preceded by spaces. Each character is written by a procedure named write.

The numberof characters written is given by a value named length.

5.15.9 Name Procedures

A nameis a string type:

const namelength = 12

array name [1:namelength] (char)
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Name symbol:

[ Separator ] * Letter [ Letter # Digit # °_’ ]*

A capital letter used in a name symbolis equivalent to the corresponding

small letter. A name symbol denotesa value of type name.

proc readname(proc read(var c: char); var value: name)

This operation reads a name symbol andyields the corresponding name.
Each characteris read by a procedure namedread.

proc writename(proc write(c: char); value: name)

This operation writes a name possibly followed by spaces. Each char-

acter is written by a procedure named write. A written name occupies 12
characters.

5.15.10 Line Procedures

A line is a string type:

const linelength = 80
array line [1:linelength] (char)

A phraseis a line that contains at least one period or newline character.

proc writeline(proc write(c: char); value: line)

This operation writes a phrase up to (but not including)thefirst period,
or up to (and including) the first newline character, whichever occursfirst.
Each character is written by a procedure namedwrite.

proc assume(condition: bool; text: line)

This operation displays a given phrase on the terminal as described
above and restarts the system (Section 5.3.3) if a boolean conditionis false.
The operation has no effect if the condition is true.

5.15.11 Subset Procedure

A characterset is a set type:

set charset (char)

proc subset(first, last: char): charset
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This operation yields a set consisting of all the characters in a given

rangefirst:last.

5.15.12 PDP 11 Programs

An Edison program that uses the standard procedures obtain, place, and
sense can be executed only on a PDP 11 computer (Section 3.19.7). Such a
program should begin with the statement

assume(pdp11, line(’PDP 11 program.’))

to ensure that it will halt immediately on another computer (Section

5.15.10).
The boolean parameter named pdp11 defines whether or not a program

is being executed on a PDP 11 computer.

The standard programs of the Edison system do not use the procedures

obtain, place, and sense.

5.16 DISK FORMAT

The following is important only to programmers who wish to move the

system to another computer that uses 8-inch floppy disks.

5.16.1 Disk Pages

A disk contains 2002 sectors numbered from 0 to 2001. Two sectors

with consecutive numbers are separated by a physical gap of two sectors
(Section 5.15.6). The operating system ignores thefirst 10 sectors and treats
the rest of the disk as an array of pages with page numbers in the range
1:249. Each disk page consists of 8 sectors with consecutive sector numbers.

The conversion of a page number to a sector numberis defined as follows:

sectorno := 8 * pageno + 2

Theuse of the disk pages is shown below:

 

 

Pages K words Contents

1-2 1 Disk map and catalog

3-10 4 Kernel code
11-26 8 Operating system code

27-249 111.5 Files
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Pages 1 and 2 hold the following data structures:

Disk map 4 sectors
Disk catalog 12 sectors

When the system is started, the first sector of the kernel code (sector 1

on track 1) is automatically loaded from disk 0 into the store at address 0
and is executed. This sector then loads therest of the kernel code, which in
turn loads the operating system code.

5.16.2 Disk Catalogs

A disk catalog is a record

record diskcatalog (size: int; contents: table)

The numberof files described in a catalog are given by a size field (0 <

size < 47), The contents of a catalog is an array of items:

array table [1:47] (item)

Each item describes a single file by its name and attributes:

record item (title: name; attr: attributes)

where

record attributes (address: int; length: position;

protected: bool)

The address of a nonempty file is the page numberofits first page. The

other page numbers are foundin the disk map (Section 5.16.3).

Thelength ofa file is defined in terms of the numberof pages occupied

by the file, and by the number of data words stored on the last page of the
file:

record position (pages, words: int)

5.16.3 Disk Maps

A disk mapis a record that defines the numberoffree pages on a disk
(0 < free < 223) and a page numbercalled next (1 < next < 249):
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record diskmap (free, next: int; contents: table)

A disk mapincludes an array that holds an integer value for every disk
page:

array table [1:249] (int)

(1) If contents[m] = 32767, then page numberm isfree.

(2) If contents[m] =n (where 27 < n < 249), then page numberm is

part of a file, and is followed by page numbern inthefile.

(3) If contents[m] = 0, then page number m is either the last page of a
file or one of the reserved pages (if 1 < m < 26).

5.17, PORTABILITY

The Edison system was designed to be portable to other microcomputers
underthe following assumptions:

The computer must be a 16-bit processor with a store of 32 K words,

Store management facilities for addressing portions of a larger store are
unnecessary.

The display must have the following properties:

(1) Screen dimensions: 20 lines (or more) of 64 to 80 characters each.

(2) Graphic characters: The full ASCII set. A graphic characteris dis-

played at the cursor position, and the cursor movesoneposition to the right
(if possible).

(3) Backspace character: The cursor moves oneposition to theleft (if
possible).

(4) Bell character: The bell rings.

(5) Line feed: If the cursor is above the bottom line of the screen, it

moves oneposition down. If the cursor is on the bottom line, it stays there.

In that case, the text shown on the top line disappears, and the remaining
text shown moves up oneline.

(6) Carriage return: The cursor remains on the sameline and moves to

the beginning oftheline.

(7) Screen erasure: It must be possible to erase all characters shown
from the cursor position to the end of the screen (both positions included).

(8) Cursor positioning: It must be possible to move the cursordirectly
to any position on the screen given by a column and a row number.
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The keyboard must be able to input all the graphic ASCII characters
plus the control characters backspace, bell, delete, escape, line feed, carriage

return, and tabulate. A character input from the keyboard must not auto-
matically be displayed on the screen.

The printer must be able to print all the graphic ASCII characters plus

the control characters form feed, line feed, and carriage return.
The disk drive must be a dual drive for 8-inch IBM-compatible disks

from which a system kernel (or part of it) can be loaded automatically.
The system kernel must be rewritten in the assembler language of the

given computer and placed on the standard disks from which it is to be

loaded (Section 5.16.1).
The kernel must load the Edison operating system from a disk and

supply it with a set of parameters that enable the system to perform input/
output operations on the terminal, the disk drives, and the printer. These
parameters are declared at the beginning of the operating system.



ABSTRACT CODE

This chapter describes an instruction set for an ideal computertailored
to the programming language Edison. The compiler translates an Edison pro-
gram into Edison code consisting of a sequence of these instructions.

On existing computers with different instruction sets the Edison code

can be interpreted by a kernel written in microcode or assembly language.
The kernel contains a small code piece for every Edison instruction.

This approach to code generation and execution has several advantages:

(1) It enables compiler writers to ignore the strange properties of ex-

isting computers and make code generation simple and systematic.

(2) It enables programmers to move Edison software to different com-

puters by rewriting the kernel.

(3) It provides hardware designers with a precise specification of a new

computer that can execute Edison codeefficiently.

The usefulness of portable code has been demonstrated successfully by
earlier software systems written in the languages Pascal and Concurrent

Pascal.

In the following the Edison code is explained in detail.

161
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6.1 VARIABLES

During the execution of an Edison program the code andvariables used
are kept in a store. The store namedstis an array of words with consecutive
addresses. In addition, a set of index registers called b, s, t, and p are used.
These entities can be declared as follows in Edison:

array store [...] (int)
var st: store; b,s,t,p: int

During the execution of a procedure, a block of storage known as a
call instance of the procedure is used to hold the following local entities
(Fig. 6.1):

(1) A function variable (if the procedure is a function)

(2) The parameters of the procedure (if any)

(8) A context link described below

(4) A set of values to be assigned to the index registers when the pro-
cedure has been executed .

(5) The variables of the procedure and ofall modules declared within it

(6) Temporary results used during the execution of the procedure

The address of the context link is called the base address of the call
instance.

In this figure (and in the subsequent ones) low and high addresses are at

the top and bottom ofthe figure, respectively.
Within a call instance the parameters and variables of the procedure are

 

FUNCTION VARIABLE

 

PARAMETERS
 

BASE ADDRESS CONTEXTLINK

 

REGISTER VALUES

 

VARIABLES
 

TEMPORARIES    
Fig. 6.1 Call instance
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assigned store locations in their order of declaration from low toward high
addresses.

With the exception of variable parameters, every variable occupies a

fixed block of words that holds the current value of the variable. The address
of the variable is the addressofits first word.

A variable parameter occupies a single word that holds the address of

the variable argument to whichit is bound.
Thestore holds a variable stack for every process that is currently being

executed. When a process calls a procedure,a call instance of that procedure

is added on top of the variable stack of the process. And when the process

has executed the procedure, the call instance is removed from the variable

stack.

Consider, for example, a process described by the following program:

proc P1

var x1
proc P2

var x2
proc P3
var x3
begin... end

proc P4
begin... P3...end

begin... P4...end

begin...P2...end

When the process has called the procedures P1, P2, P4, and P3 in that

order and is executing P3, its variable stack contains a corresponding se-
quenceofcall instances (Fig. 6.2).

The base address of the most recent call instance created by a pro-
cess (in this case, an instance of procedure P3) is kept in an index register

named b.

 

 
P1 CALL INSTANCE

   
 

P2 CALL INSTANCE

 

P4 CALL INSTANCE
  
  P3 CALL INSTANCE  

Fig. 6.2 Variable stack
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The current top address of the variable stack of the process is held in

anotherregister named s (the stack top).

At any given momenta process can operate only on a subsetof the call
instances in its variable stack. This subset is called the current context of the

process.
Whena process is executing the procedure P3 in the example above,its

context consists of a call instance of P38 and call instance of each of the

procedures P2 and P1 which surround P3 in the program text.
Thecall instance of the procedure P3 that is currently being executedis

addressed by the base register b. This register points to a word, called the

context link, which holds the base address of the call instance of the immedi-
ately surrounding procedure P2, which in turn points to the call instance of
the next enclosing procedure P1.

In short, the call instances that form the current context of a process
are linked together in their order of nesting from the currently executed pro-
cedure toward the procedures that surroundit in the program text.

The dynamic creation and deletion ofcall instances (and the context
links contained in them) are explained in Section 6.5. In the following we
discuss the addressing of variables within a given context such as the one
shown in Fig. 6.2.

A process selects a whole variable in the current context by executing
two instructions named instance andvariable:

instance(steps)
variable(displ)

Each instruction consists of an operation code followed by a single argument,

The execution of the instance instruction locates the call instance that
includes the given variable by following the chain of context links a certain
numberofsteps.

During the execution of procedure P3 in the previous example, a pro-

cess would execute the instruction

instance(0)

to select a local variable x3, whereas the instruction

instance(1)

would be needed to locate a global variable x2 declared in the immediately
surrounding procedure P2, and so on.

The execution of the instruction named variable completes the selec-

tion of a variable by adding the displacement of the variable to the base

address of the call instance.
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The operation codes and their arguments occupy one word each. This
code representation is well suited to efficient interpretation by means of

threaded code [Bell, 1973].
The address of the operation code that is currently being executed by a

process is kept in a register named p (the program index) (Fig. 6.3).
The effect of executing an instruction will be described by an Edison

procedure that has one parameter for each argument of the instruction, for
example:

proc instance(steps: int)

var link, m: int

begin link := b; m := steps;
while m > 0 do

link := st[link]; m:=m-1
end;

s:=s+1; st[s] :=link; p:=p+2

end

An instance instruction computes the base address ofa call instance in
the current context and pushesit on the variable stack.

To obtain the address of a whole variable the instruction namedvari-

able adds a displacement to the base address on top of the stack:

proc variable(disp!: int)
begin st[s] :=st[s] + displ; p:=p+2 end

A whole variable may be declared as a variable parameter. In that case,

the execution of the instance andvariable instructions will only compute the

address of the parameter location. To obtain the address of the correspond-
ing variable argument, an instruction named value is executed to replace the
address of the parameter location by its value in the top of the stack. The
algorithm for the value instruction will be described later.

This discussion of variable selection shows that the compiler may gen-
erate different. instruction sequences for different instances of the same
syntactic form of the Edison language.

Theclass of instruction sequences that correspondsto a syntactic form
of the Edison language will be described by syntactic rules called code rules,

The code rules are very similar to the syntactic rules of the languageitself.

 

P—wz=| INSTANCE
 

P+1 STEPS    
Fig. 6.3 An instruction
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The basic symbols of the coderules are instruction names printed in bold-
face type.

The following rule describes the code generated for the selection of a
whole variable discussed above:

Whole variable symbol:
instancevariable [ value ]

This rule is to be understood as follows:

The code for a whole variable symbol consists of an instance instruction

followed by a variable instruction and (possibly) followed by a value instruc-
tion.

The code that selects a whole variable may be followed by instructions
that either select field variables or execute expressions and select indexed

variables within the wholevariable:

Variable symbol:

Whole variable symbol[ field # Expression index ] *

A field instruction adds the displacement of a field to the address of a
record variable held on top ofthe variable stack:

proc field(displ: int)
begin st[s] :=st[s] + displ; p:=p+2 end

An index instruction removes the value of an index expression from the
top of the variable stack and computes the displacement of an element with

a given length within an array value. The displacement is then added to the
address of an array variable selected prior to the indexing:

proc index(lower, upper, length, lineno: int)

vari: int
begin i:=st[s]; s:=s-1;

if (i < lower) or (i > upper) do
rangeerror(lineno)

end;
st[s] :=st[s] + (i- lower) * length;

p:=ptd

end

(Throughout this chapter the lengths of variables and temporaries are given

in words.)
If the index value is outside the index range lower:upper, the program

execution fails after reporting a range error.
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The value of a selected variable is retrieved by executing an instruction

named value:

Variable retrieval:
Variable symbol value

proc value(length: int)
var y,i: int
begin y :=st[s]; i:=0;
while i < length do

st[s+i] :=st[y +i]; i:=it+1
end;

s:=stlength-1; p:=p+2
end

A value instruction removes the address of a variable from the top of
the variable stack and replaces it by the value of the variable.

6.2 CONSTANTS AND CONSTRUCTORS

Data values are stored as binary numerals knownas stored values.

The stored value of an elementary value x is the ordinal value of x held

in a single word.
Aninstruction named constant pushes a fixed elementary value on the

variable stack:

proc constant(value: int)

begins :=s+1; st[s] :=value; p:=p+2end

The evaluation of an elementary constructor involves evaluating an ex-

pression that leaves an elementary value on top of the variable stack:

Elementary constructor:

Expression

A stored record value is held in a block of words. The value consists of
the fields stored in their order of declaration.

Record constructor:

Expressionlist
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Expressionlist:
Expression [ Expression ] *

The evaluation of a record constructor involves evaluating a list of ex-

pressions to obtain the fields and leave a record value on thevariable stack.
A stored array value is held in a block of words. The value consists of

the elements stored in their order of indexing.

Array constructor:

Expressionlist [ blank ]

The evaluation of an array constructor involves evaluating a list of ex-

pressions to obtain the elements and leave an array value on the variable
stack.

An abbreviated constructor for a string value includes an instruction
named blank which adds the necessary numberofspacesto thestring value:

proc blank(number: int)
var i: int

begin i := 0;
while i < number do

i:=it+1; st{[s+i] :=int(’ ’)

end;
s:=s+number; p:=p+2

end

A stored set value is held in a block of fixed length (called the set
length). Within this block the bits are numbered from 0 to an upper bound
called the set limit. (The present compiler assumes a set length of 8 words

and a set limit of 127.)
Each possible member x of a set value is represented by a single bit: bit

numberint (x). The bit has the value one if x is a memberofthe set value,
andzeroif it is not.

Set constructor:
[ Expression list ] construct

The evaluation of a set constructor involves evaluating a (possibly
empty) list of expressions to obtain the members and then executing an in-
struction named construct to obtain a set value with the given members

(if any).
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set settype (int)

proc construct(number, lineno: int)
var member,i: int; new: settype
begin i:=0; new := settype;

while i < number do
member:= st[s]; s:=s-1;
if (member < 0) or (member > setlimit) do

rangeerror(lineno)
end;

new := new + settype(member); i:=i+1
end;

storeset(s + 1, new);
:=stsetlength; p:=p+3

end °

The newset value is initially empty. The number of members given by
the instruction are removed one at a time from thevariable stack and are in-

cluded in the set value, which is then finally pushed on the variable stack.
The copying of the new set value from a variable named new to a tem-

porary location on top of the variable stack is performed bycalling a proce-
dure namedstoreset.

If a memberis outside the base range 0:setlimit, the program execution
fails after calling a procedure named rangeerror that reports the failure and
halts.

The following code rule summarizes the possible forms of constructors:

Constructor:

Elementary constructor # Record constructor #
Array constructor # Set constructor

6.3 EXPRESSIONS

The evaluation of an expression leaves a value on top of the variable

stack according to the rules described in the following.

Factor:

constant # Constructor # Variable retrieval #

Function call # Expression # Factor not

A factor is evaluated either by executing a constantinstruction,a vari-
able retrieval, or a function call, or by evaluating a constructor, an expres-
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sion, or another factor followed by a notinstruction:

proc notx
begin st[s] := int(not bool(st[s])); p:=p+1 end

Term:
Factor # Term Factor Multiplying instruction

Multiplying instruction:
multiply # divide # modulo # and # intersection

A term is evaluated either by evaluating a factor or by applying a multi-
plying instruction to the values of another term and a factor:

proc multiply(lineno: int)
begins :=s-1; st[s] :=st[s] *st[s +1];

if overflow do rangeerror(lineno) end;
p:=pt+2

end

A boolean function named overflow determines whetherthe result of
an arithmetic operation is within the range of integers; if not, the program

execution fails after reporting a range error.
The divide and moduloinstructions are similar to the multiply instruc-

tion, but use the operators div and modinstead of *.

proc andx

begins :=s-1;
st[s] := int(bool(st[s] ) and bool(st[s + 1] ));
p:=ptl

end

The intersection instruction uses two operations named loadset and

storeset to copy a set value from the stack to a local variable (and vice versa).

proc intersection

var x,y: settype

begin s :=s-setlength; loadset(s + 1, y);
loadset(s - setlength + 1, x);

=x *y;
storeset(s - setlength + 1,x); p:=p+1

end

Simple expression:

Term [ minus ] #

Simple expression Term Addinginstruction
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Addinginstruction:
add # subtract # or # union # difference

A simple expression is evaluated either by evaluating a term possibly

followed by a minusinstruction or by applying an addinginstruction to the

values of another simple expression and a term.

proc minus(lineno: int)
begin st[s] :=- st[s];

if overflow do rangeerror(lineno) end;
pi=pt+2

end

The addandsubtract instructions are similar to the multiply instruction,

but use the arithmetic operators + and ~ instead of *,
Theorinstruction is similar to the andinstruction, but uses the operator

or instead of and.
The union and difference instructions are similar to the intersection in-

struction, but use the set operators + and - instead of *.

Expression:

Simple expression
[ Simple expression Relational instruction ]

Relational instruction:

equal # notequal # less # notless #
greater # notgreater # in

An expression is evaluated either by evaluating a simple expression or
by applyinga relational instruction to the values of two simple expressions.

proc equal(length: int)
var y,i: int

begin y :=s - length + 1;

si=y-length; i:=0;

while (i < length - 1) and
(st[s +i] = st[y + i]) do

i:=it+1
end;

st[s] := int(st[s + i] = st[y + i] );
p:=p+2

end

The instruction notequal is similar but uses the operator <> instead of
= in the assignmentto st[s].
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procless
begins:=s-1; st[s] :=int(st[s] < st[s+1]);

p:=pt1
end

The instructions notless, greater, and notgreater are similar, but use the
operators >=, >, and <= instead of <.

proc inx(lineno: int)

var x: int; y: settype
begin s :=s-setlength; loadset(s + 1, y);

x:=st[s];
if (x < 0) or (x > setlimit) do
rangeerror(lineno)

end;

st[s] :=int(xiny); p:=p+2-

end

6.4 SEQUENTIAL STATEMENTS

The coderules for statementlists and statementsare:

Statementlist:

Statement [ Statement ] *
Statement:

Empty # Assignment statement # Procedure call #
If statement # While statement # When statement #
Concurrent statement

An assignment involves the selection of a variable and the evaluation of
an expression followed by the execution of an instruction named assign:

Assignment statement:

Variable symbol Expression assign

proc assign(length: int)
var x, y,i: int

begins :=s-length-1; x :=st[s+1];
i=g+2; i:=0;

while i < length do

st{x +i] :=st[y +i]; i:=i+1
end;
p:=pt+2

end
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If statement:

Conditional statementlist
Conditional statementlist:

Conditional statement [ Conditional statement ] *
Conditional statement:

Expression do Statementlist else

The execution of an if statement involves executing a list of one or
more conditional statements.

The execution of a conditional statement involves evaluating a boolean
expression and executing an instruction named do: If the expression yields

the value true, the statementlist and an instruction namedelse are then exe-
cuted; otherwise, the execution continuesafter the else instruction.

The do instruction removes a boolean value from the variable stack and
jumps to a program addressif the value is false. The program addressis given
by a displacementrelative to the do instruction:

proc dox(displ: int)
begin

if bool(st[s] ) do p:=p+ 2
else true do p := p + displ end;

s:=s-1
end

Theelse instruction jumps to a program address given by a displacement:

proc elsex(displ: int)
begin p := p + displ end

The code of an if statement

if...
else B do SL

end

includes the following program addresses L and M:

Bdo(L) SL else(M) L:
wo

The execution of a while statement involves executing a conditional
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statementlist:

While statement:

Conditional statementlist

The codeof a while statement

while...
else B do SL

end. -

includes the following program addresses L and M:

M: ...

B do(L) SL else(M)L:

Procedure calls, when statement, and concurrent statements are de-
scribed elsewherein this chapter.

6.5 PROCEDURES AND MODULES

The addressing of variables in a given context was discussed in Section
6.1. The following describes how the context of a process changes during the

execution of procedurecalls.
Consider again the program exampleused in Section 6.1:

proc P1
proc P2

proc P3
begin .. . end

proc P4

begin...P3...end
begin... P4...end

begin... P2...end

Whena process has called the procedures P1, P2, and P4 in that order andis

executing P4, the variable stack of the process contains a call instance of
each of these procedures as shownin Fig. 6.4a.

Theeffect of calling procedure P3 within P4 is to add call instance of
P3 on top of the stack and link it to the call instances of the procedures P2

and P1 which surround P3in the program text (Fig. 6.4b).
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Fig. 6.4 Dynamic context change

Whenthe execution of P3 terminates, the execution of the given process
continuesin the old context shownin Fig. 6.4a.

We will now describe the sequence of instructions executed when a
processcalls procedure P3:

(1) If the procedure is a function, its call instance must include a func-
tion variable that will hold the result of the call (see Fig. 6.1). The space for
this variable is allocated on top ofthe variable stack by executing an instruc-
tion named valspace:

proc valspace(length: int)

begins :=s+length; p:=p+2end

(2) The parameters of the procedure called are created by executing the

code for the arguments of the procedurecall.

The code for an argumentis the code for an expression, a variable sym-
bol, or a procedure argument.

Theevaluation of an expression allocates space for a value parameter on
top of the stack and assigns the given valuetoit.

Theevaluation of a variable symbol allocates space for a variable param-
eter on top of the stack and assigns the address of the given variable toit.

Theevaluation of a procedure argument will be described later.
(8) The procedure P3 must be executed in the context of the pro-

cedures P2 and P1 which surround it in the program text. The execution of
the instruction

instance(1)

locates the call instance of P2 in the old context which is valid before the
procedure P38is called (Fig. 6.4a). This instruction pushes the context link

to P2 on top of the parameters in the variable stack.
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(4) The jump to the code of the procedure P3 is performed by exe-
cuting an instruction

proccall(displ)

When the process returns from the procedure, the index registers

b, s, and t must be assigned the values they had prior to the procedurecall.
Figure 6.4a shows the return values of the registers b and s. The purpose of

the t register will be described in Section 6.6. The return value of the pro-
gram index is the address of the instruction that follows the procedurecall.

The proccall instruction pushes the return values of the index registers

b, t, and p (but not s) on top of the stack, and assigns new values to b and s
as shown in Fig. 6.5. Following this the program index is assigned the ad-

dress of the procedure code. The code address is given by its displacement
relative to the proccall instruction to make the coderelocatable in the store.

proc proccall(displ: int)
begin st[s +1] :=b; st[s+ 3] :=t;
st[s+ 4] :=p+2; b:=s;
si=s+4; p:=p+ displ

end

(The return value of s is placed in the call instance during the execution of

an instruction named procedure whichwill be described shortly.)

What has been described so far is the code generated for a procedure

call (but not for a procedure body). This code is summarized by thefol-
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Fig. 6.5 Partial call instance
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lowingrules:

Function call:

valspace Procedure call
Procedurecall:

[ Argumentlist ] Procedure jump

Argumentlist:

Argument [ Argument ] *
Argument:

Expression # Variable symbol # Procedure argument

Procedure jump:

instance proccall

The execution of the procedure body takes place as follows:
(5) Thefirst instruction executed in the body is named procedure:

proc procedure(paramlength, varlength, templength,
lineno: int)

begin st[b + 2] := b - paramlength - 1;

s :=s + varlength;

ifs + templength > stackmax do

variablelimit(lineno)
end;

> p:=pt5

end

The procedure instruction completes the call link with a return value of

the stack top s that will cause the parameters to be removed from the var-

iable stack when the procedure has been executed. Following this, the call
instance is extended with space for the variables of the procedure, andit is
checked that there is room in the variable stack for the temporaries used

during execution of the procedure body.

The upper limit of the variable stack is given by a global value named
stackmax.If this limit is exceeded, the program execution fails after calling a

procedure namedvariable limit that reports the failure and halts.
(6) The modules (if any) declared within the procedureare initialized

one at a time by executing the codeoftheir initial operations.
(7) The statements of the procedureitself are executed one at a time.
(8) The last instruction executed in the procedure is named endproc:

proc endproc

begin p :=st[b+ 4]; t:=st[b+3];
s:=st[b+2]; b:=st{[b+1]

end
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This instruction assigns the return values stored in the call instance of the
procedure to the index registers. The effect of this is to remove the call

instance (except for a possible function value) from the variable stack and
jump to the codethat follows the procedure call. This completes the execu-

tion of the procedurecall.

The procedure code described above is summarized by the following
rules:

Complete procedure declaration:
procedure [ Declaration ]* Statementlist endproc

Declaration:

Procedure declaration # Module declaration # Empty
Module declaration:

[ Declaration ] * Statementlist

A syntactic form of the language, such as a constant declaration, that is

not mentioned in the code rules has an empty code sequence.
Several details have been ignored in the general discussion of pro-

cedure calls and procedure declarations:

(1) Standard procedure calls are compiled into system-dependent
instructions that will not be described here. We will merely change the code
rule for procedurecalls as follows:

Procedurecall:

[ Argumentlist ] Procedure jump #
Standard procedurecall

(2) A procedure parameteris a parameterthat is bound to anotherpro-
cedure, such as Q5 in the following program example:

proc Q1
proc Q2
begin... end

proc Q3
proc Q4(proc Q5)
begin... Q5... end

begin... Q4(Q2)... end

begin...Q3...end

When a process has called procedures Q1 and Q3 in that order and is

executing Q3,its variable stack looks as shownin Fig. 6.6a.
Later, when the process has called procedures Q4 and Q5 (which is

bound to procedure Q2), the stack will have changed as shownin Fig. 6.6b.
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Fig. 6.6 Procedure parametercall

The procedure parameter Q5 is now executed in the context of the pro-

cedure Q1 which surrounds the argument Q2 in the program text.

This is achieved as follows: When procedure 4is called with procedure
Q2 as an argument, the following instructions are executed in the old con-
text shown in Fig. 6.6a:

instance(1)
procarg(displ)

Theinstance instruction computes the base address of the call instance

of the procedure Q1 which surrounds the procedure argument Q2 and
pushesit on the stack.

The instruction named procarg then pushes the code address of the pro-
cedure argument Q2 on top of the base address.

proc procarg(displ: int)

begins :=s+1; st[s] :=p+displ; p:=p+2end

The code address is given by its displacement relative to the procarg

instruction.
The execution of these two instructions creates the procedure param-

eter Q5 in the call instance of procedure Q4. The procedure parameter con-

sists of two words defining the context link and code address to be used

when the procedure parameter Q5is called within Q4 (Fig. 6.7).

 

PARAMETER ADDRESS—a=| CONTEXT LINK

 

+1 CODE ADDRESS   
Fig. 6.7 Procedure parameter
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When procedure Q4 calls its procedure parameter Q5 (bound to Q2),
the following instructions are executed:

instance(0)

paramcall(displ)

The instance instruction locates the call instance of Q4, which includes the

procedure parameter Q5. The displacement of the parameter within the call
instanceis given by the paramcall instruction. The latter pushes the context

link held in the procedure parameter on top of the stack and creates a partial

call instance of Q2 as shownin Fig. 6.6b. The call then proceedsas described
earlier for the proccall instruction except that the code address of the pro-

cedure Q2 is also retrieved from the procedure parameter Q5:

proc paramcall(displ: int)

var addr: int
begin addr := st[s] + displ;

st[s] :=st[addr]; st[s+1] :=b;

st{[s+ 3] :=t; st[s+4] :=p+2;
b:=s; st=s+4; p:=st[addr+1]

end

To summarize the above we need a newrule describing the code fora
procedure used as an argumentin a procedurecall:

Procedure argument:
instance procarg

and a previous rule must be extendedto includethecall of a procedure used
as a parameter of another procedure:

Procedure jump:
instance proccall # instance paramcall

As the following example shows, a procedure Q3 may call another pro-

cedure Q1 and pass oneof its own procedure parameters Q4 as an argument

to Q1:

proc Q1(proc Q2)

begin... Q2...end

proc Q3(proc Q4)

begin... Q1(Q4)... end
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This use of a procedure parameter Q4 as a procedure argumentin a call
causes the following instructions to be executed:

instance(0)
paramarg(displ)

The instance instruction and the displacement of the paramarg instruction
serve to locate the procedure parameter Q4 in the call instance of Q3.

The paramarg instruction creates the new procedure parameter Q2 by

copying the context link and code address from the original parameter Q4

onto the top of the variable stack.

proc paramarg(displ: int)

var addr: int
begin addr:= st[s] + displ;

st[s] := st[addr] ;
st[s +1] := st[addr + 1];
siestl1; p:=p+2

end

Since a procedure used as an argumentin a call can refer to either a pro-
cedure declaration or a procedure parameter, the code rule for procedure

arguments must be extended as follows:

Procedure argument:
instance procarg # instance paramarg

(3) When the procedure instruction of a procedure P has been executed,
the code of the local declarations of P is executed to initialize the modules

declared within P.
During this initialization, the code of the local procedures of P must be

bypassed. To achieve this, every procedure in a program (except the outer-

most one) is preceded by a goto instruction that causes a jump aroundthe

entire procedure code.

proc goto(displ: int)
begin p := p + displ end

Like all other jumps, this one is relative to the location of the jump in-

struction.
The goto instruction makesit necessary to revise the previous code rule

for complete procedure declarations:
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Complete procedure declaration:
[ goto ] procedure [ Declaration ]*

Statementlist endproc

(4) The possible code sequences for procedure declarations are sum-
marized as follows: ,

Procedure declaration:

Complete procedure declaration #
Library procedure declaration # Empty

Library procedure declarations are described in Section 6.6. Predeclarations
of split procedures generate no code. The corresponding post declarations

are compiled as complete procedure declarations.

6.6 PROGRAMS

In addition to the variable stack, the store holds a program stack for

each process that is currently being executed.

Initially, the program stack contains the code of a single Edison pro-

gram (called the operating system). When a processcalls a library procedure,
the code of the procedure is retrieved from a program library and is added
to the program stack. And when the process has executed the procedure
body, the corresponding library code is removed from the program stack
(Fig. 6.8).

An index register named ¢ holds the address of the current top of the
program stack.

The code of an Edison program consists of a single word that defines
the length of the compiled program followed by the code of a complete
procedure plusa final instruction named endcode:

Program:

Program length Complete procedure declaration endcode

The execution of the program normally consists of executing the code
of the procedure declaration. (The endcode instruction will be described

later.)
Whena program calls a library procedure declaration of the form

lib proc Procedure name (Parameterlist)

[ Expression ]
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an expression is evaluated and used to locate a compiled program in a library
and execute it.

The conventions for program loading are system dependent. Thefol-
lowing assumes that a software system written in Edison includes a function
named load that uses the name of a program toretrieve its code:

proc load(title: name): program

The data types used are declared as follows:

array name [1:namelength] (char)
array code [1:maxcode] (int)
record program (progname: name; progcode: code)

The program nameis stored together with the code so that it can be

displayed if the executionfails.
Using this convention, the expression in a library procedure declaration

is simply a call of the load function, for example:

load(name(’edit’))

The advantage of programming the load function in Edison is that the

kernel only needs to know thestructure of the program code but makes no

assumption about the structure of the program library.

A library procedure declaration generates code of the following form:

Library procedure declaration:

goto libproc Expression endlib

The purpose of the goto instruction is to skip the library procedure
declaration initially as explained earlier (Section 6.5).
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Whena program calls a library procedure, an instruction named libproc

is executed immediately after the procedure jump:

proc libproc(paramlength, templength, lineno: int)

begin st[b + 2] := b - paramlength - 1;

ifs + templength > stackmax do
variablelimit(lineno)

end;
p:=pt+4

end

The instruction checks that there is sufficient space in the variable
stack for the temporaries needed to evaluate the expression and completes a

call link in the top of the variable stack with a return value of the stack top s.
The expression (assumed nowto be call of the load function) is then

evaluated to place the name and codeof a library procedure on top of the
variable stack.

The instruction named endlib moves the library procedure from the
variable stack to the program stack and changesthe stack top s and the pro-
gram top t accordingly:

proc endlib
begin move_program; p := start—address end

Following this, the execution continues with the first instruction of the
program.

As described earlier, a program is compiled as any other procedure be-
ginning with an instruction named procedure and ending with an instruction

named endproc(Section 6.5).
When a program P calls a library procedure, a call instance is created

in the variable stack. The return value of the program indexp is the address
of the instruction that followsthe call. The return value of the program top t

is the value that this register has when the library procedureis being called

but has not yet been loaded on the program stack. Consequently, when the

library procedure eventually executes an endprocinstruction, and thereby

assigns the return values to the index registers, the library procedure is auto-
matically removed from the program stack, and the execution continues in

the previous program P followingthecall.
When the computeris started, a fixed Edison program is placed in the

program stack and is executed. As all other programs, this operating system

will eventually execute an endprocinstruction. Since the operating system is

called by the kernel (and not by another program), the following ad hoc rule
is used: The variable stack is initialized with a call link that holds a dummy
return address named none:
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b:=stackmin; s:=b+4; st[s] :=none

The endproc instruction is then modified as follows:

proc endproc
begin

if st{b + 4] <> none do as before
else true do p := p + 1 end

end

If the execution of the operating system reaches the final endproc
instruction, the execution proceeds with the following instruction, which is

named endcode:

proc endcode(lineno: int)

This is a system-dependent instruction that reports the termination of

the operating system and halts. Although all programsinclude this instruc-

tion, it can be reached only by the operating system.

6.7 CONCURRENT STATEMENTS

Initially, an Edison program is executed as a single process. When this
initial process reaches a concurrent statement, it jumps to an instruction
named cobegin:

Concurrent statement:

goto Process statementlist cobegin
Process statementlist:

Process statement [ Process statement] *
Process statement:

process Statementlist also

The cobegin instruction creates a tree-structured variable stack with a
branch for every process statement. Following this the process statements

are executed simultaneously.
The stack of the initial process is the root of the stack tree. It holds

the common variables of the processes. When a process calls one or more

procedures, its stack branch is extended with local variables that are in-

accessible to other processes. The context of a process consists of those call
instances in the stack branch androot that are chained together by context

links (Fig. 6.9).
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The execution of a process statement takes place in three steps:

(1) An instruction named process checks that the stack branch of a
process has sufficient space for the temporaries needed to execute a state-
mentlist.

(2) The statementlist is executed.

(8) An instruction named also is executed. This removes a stack branch

and terminates the corresponding process with one exception: Thelast
process to reach an also instruction continues the execution after the co-

begin instruction in the context of the stack root.

The code of a concurrent statement

cobegin ...

also ci do SLi

end

includes the following program addresses L1,..., Lm, M, N:

goto(M)...

Li: process( ) SLi also(N)

M: cobegin(m, n,ci, L1,.., cm, Lm)
N:

where the constant n is a line number.
A when statement generates the following code:
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Whenstatement:

when Synchronized statement wait endwhen

Synchronized statement:
Conditional statementlist

The execution of the instruction named when delays a process until no

other process is executing a synchronized statement.
If all the boolean expressions in the synchronized statement yield the

value false, the instruction named wait is executed; otherwise, the instruc-

tion named endwhenis executed.

The wait instruction enables another process (if any) to execute a
synchronized statement and jumps back to the wheninstruction.

The endwhen instruction enables another process (if any) to execute a

synchronized statement.
The code of a when statement

when...

else B do SL

end

includes the following program addresses L, M, and N:

M: when...

B do(L)SL else(N) L:

wait(M)
N: endwhen

The instructions described above are system dependent and are ex-
plained further in the following section on Single Processor Systems.

6.8 SINGLE-PROCESSOR SYSTEMS

Initially, an Edison program is executed as a sequential process with a

single variable stack and a single program stack.
Figure 6.10 shows the store of a single-processor system which holds a

kernel and the two stacks. The stacks grow toward one anotherin the free
space between them.

In this case it is most convenient to let the index register t hold the
address of the first free word above the program stack. The value of this

register can then also serve as the value stackmax that defines the maximum

extent of the variable stack.
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Fig. 6.10 Single-processor store

We will assume that a single-processor system does not permit con-
current processesto call library procedures. Consequently, the program stack

does not change during the execution of a concurrent statement.
Whena concurrent statementis reached, the free space is divided evenly

among theprocesses. The variable stack is now tree structured as described
earlier,

The processor now executes the processes in cyclical order. Each
process runs until it reaches an also or a wait instruction. The register values

of the other processes are stored in a queue declared as follows:

record procstate (bx, sx, tx, px: int)

array queue [1:maxproc] (procstate)
var q: queue; this, tasks: int

The queue index of the process that is currently being executed is named
this, while the number of concurrent processes is named tasks.

The processor preempts and resumes the execution of a process as

follows:

proc preempt

begin q[this] := procstate(b, s, t, p) end

proc resume
begin b := q[this].bx; s := q[this].sx;

t := q[this].tx; p := q[this].px
end

Whenthe processoris started, there is only one process:

this :=1; tasks :=1
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A cobegin instruction defines the number of processes to be executed
and includes a process constant ci and a program displacement Li for every
process:

cobegin(m, n, cl, L1,..., cm, Lm)

The cobegin instruction saves the current values of the stack top s and
the program top t in two kernel variables:

var stacktop, progtop: int

Following this, the queueis assigned theinitial states of the m processes, and
the first of these is then executed:

proc cobeginx(no, lineno: int; arg: arglist)

var length, i: int
begin tasks := no;

if tasks > maxproc do processlimit(lineno) end;
stacktop :=s; progtop := t;
length := (t - s) div tasks; i:=0;

while i < tasks do

i:=i+1; t:=s+ length;

qlil := procstate(b, s, t, p + arg[i] .displ);
s:=t

end;

this :=1; resume
end

Thefirst instruction executed by a process checksthe size of the local
stack space:

proc process(templength, lineno: int)

begin

ifs + templength > t do

variablelimit(lineno)
end;
pi=pt+3

end

Thelast instruction executed by a process does oneoftwothings:

(1) If some other processes are not terminated yet, the given processis
removed from the queue by compacting the remaining entries and resuming
the execution of another process.
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(2) If all other processes have terminated, the execution continues
after the concurrent statementusing the original stack top and program top.

proc alsox(displ: int)
begin

if tasks > 1 do
while this < tasks do

q[this] := q[this+1]; this := this +1
end;

tasks := tasks-1; this:=1; resume

else true do

s:=stacktop; t:=progtop; p:=p+ displ
end

end

Since each process runs to completion or delay, mutual exclusion is
automatically ensured during the execution of a synchronized statement. So

the instructions named when and endwhenhave noeffect other than incre-

menting the program index p by one.

A wait instruction serves to preempt the current process and resume
another process (if any). Later, when the preempted process is resumed

again, it will jump back to a wheninstruction given by a program displace-
ment:

proc wait(displ: int)
begin p :=p+ displ; preempt;

this := this mod tasks +1; resume

end

On a PDP 11 computer the Edison kernel occupies 1800 words in a
store of 28 K words:

Error reporting 400 words

Program loading 200 words
Code interpreter 1200 words

Kernel 1800 words

The kernel may pass procedures written in assembly language as param-

eters to the initial Edison program, which may then pass them on to other

programs. Thereaderis referred to the kernellisting for details (Chapter 8).
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6.9 CODE SUMMARY

The following is a list of the code rules of the Edison language. Stan-

dard procedurecalls are not described here since they are system dependent.

Complete procedure declaration:
[ goto ] procedure [ Declaration ] *

Statementlist endproc
Library procedure declaration:

goto libproc Expression endlib
Procedure declaration:

Complete procedure declaration #
Library procedure declaration # Empty

Module declaration:
{ Declaration ] * Statementlist

Declaration:

Procedure declaration # Module declaration # Empty

Variable symbol:

instancevariable [value ] [ field # Expression index ] *
Constructor:

[ Expression ] * [ blank # construct]
Factor:

constant # Constructor # Variable symbol value #

valspace Procedure call # Expression # Factor not
Multiplying instruction:

multiply # divide # modulo # and # intersection
Term:

Factor [ Factor Multiplying instruction ] *

Adding instruction:
add # subtract # or # union # difference

Simple expression:
Term [ minus ] [ Term Addinginstruction ] *

Relational instruction:
equal # notequal # less # notless #

greater # notgreater # in

Expression:

Simple expression
[ Simple expression Relational instruction ]

Procedure argument:
instance procarg # instance paramarg

Argument:
Expression # Variable symbol # Procedure argument
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Argumentlist:

Argument [ Argument] *
Procedure jump:

instance proccall # instance paramcall
Procedurecall:

Standard procedure call #
{ Argumentlist ] Procedure jump

Conditional statement:

Expression do Statementlist else
Conditional statementlist:

Conditional statement [ Conditional statement ] *
If statement:

Conditional statementlist
While statement:

Conditional statementlist
Whenstatement:

when Conditional statementlist wait endwhen

Process statement:
process Statementlist also

Concurrent statement:
goto Process statement [ Process statement ] * cobegin

Statement:

Variable symbol Expression assign # Procedurecall #
If statement # While statement # When statement #
Concurrent statement # Empty

Statementlist:

Statement [ Statement ] *
Program:

Program length Complete procedure declaration endcode

6.10 CODE OPTIMIZATION

The codedescribed so far is called standard Edison code. It has the great
advantage of corresponding closely to the syntax of the programming lan-

guage. This makes the code generation simple and systematic.
But in many cases the standard codeis too large to fit into microcom-

puters with limited address spaces. The approximately 50 standard instruc-
tions are therefore supplemented with 15 extra instructions to reduce the

codesize.

The choice of extra instructions was guided by a series of experiments

using pass 3 of the compiler as an example of a large Edison program.
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Initially, the 1500 lines of pass 3 were compiled into 16200 words of
standard code, By comparison, an earlier version of pass 3 written in Pascal

was compiled into 9000 words of Pascal code.

The standard Edison code of pass 3 was scanned by a program to
identify the instruction that made thesingle largest contribution to the code

size.
The code was then studied in detail to find a special case of that in-

struction which occurred frequently enough to make it worthwhile to re-
place it with a new,shorter instruction.

After extending the compiler with the new instruction, the process of
compilation, and code analysis was repeated to discover anotherinstruction
that would reduce the codesize significantly.

These experiments were continued until the code reduction became

marginal,
Originally, the standard code included a newlineinstruction of the form

newline(lineno)

to facilitate error reporting.
An initial analysis showed that no less than 17% of the codefor pass 3

consisted of newline instructions. On the other hand, the only instructions
that needed line numbers to report program failure accounted for less than

5% of the codesize:

Procedure instructions 2.0%

Index instructions 1.4%

Construct instructions 0.9%

Arithmetic instructions 0.1%
Otherinstructions 0.2%

The newline instruction was therefore removed from the standard code

and instead line numbers were includedin the instructions above as described
earlier in this chapter.

The encoding of line numbers in instructions eliminated 16% of the
original code.

The next step was to replace a pair of instructions

instance(0) variable(displ)

whichselects a local variable by a single, new instruction

localvar(displ)
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Since the new instruction replaces a sequence of other instructions, it
can be described by a (parameterized) syntactic rule:

Localvar(displ):
instance(0) variable(displ)

The extra instructions can therefore be considered as syntactic forms
recognized in the standard code.

Theinstruction named localvaris defined as follows:

proc localvar(disp]l: int)
begins :=s+1; st[s] :=b+displ; p:=p+2end

Another frequent case is the retrieval of the elementary value of a local
variable:

Localvalue(displ):

Localvar(disp!) value(1)

proc localvalue(displ: int)
begins :=s+1; st[s] :=st[b+displ]; p:=p+2end

A conditional statement of the form

v=cdoSL

where is a local variable and c is a constant of the same elementary type
generates the code

localcase(v, c, L) SL else( ) L:

Theinstruction namedlocalcase is defined as follows:

Localcase(vardispl, value, progdispl):
Localvalue(vardispl) constant(value)

equal(1) do(progdispl)

proc localcase(vardispl, value, progdispl: int)

begin
if st[b + vardispl] = valuedo p :=p+4

else true do p := p + progdisp] end
end
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The instructions above refer to variables that are local to the procedure
P that is currently being executed. A similar set of instructions are introduced

for variables declared in the procedure that immediately surrounds P. These
instructions, called outervar, outervalue, and outercase, are obtained from
the previous ones by replacing the address expression b + displ by st[b] +
displ.

When a procedure contains two local procedures P and Q, then Q may
call P by executing an instruction named outercall:

Outercall(displ):
instance(1) proccall(displ)

proc outercall(displ: int)
begin s:=s+1; st[s] :=st[b];

st{s+1]:=b; st[s+3] :=t;

st[s+ 4] :=p+2; b:=s;

si=s+4; p:=p+t displ
end

If a call refers to a procedure parameter declared in the immediately

surrounding procedure, it is compiled as a similar instruction named outer-
param:

Outerparam(disp1):

instance(1) paramcall(displ)

Someother obvious instructions are:

Elemvalue:
value(1)

Elemassign:

assign(1)

The remaininginstructions are described below:

Localset(displ):
Localvar(displ) value(setlength)

proc localset(displ: int)
var x: settype

begin loadset(b + displ, x); storeset(s + 1, x);
s:=s+setlength; p:=p+2

end
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Anotherinstruction named outersetis similar.

Stringconst(n, valuel,..., valuen):

constant(value1) .. . constant(valuen)

proc stringconst(no: int; value: valuelist)
var i: int
begini:=0; ~

while i < no do

i:=i+1; st[s+i] :=value[i]

end;

si=stno; p:=p+not+2
end

Setconst(n, value1,..., valuen):

Stringconst(n, value1,..., valuen)

construct(n, lineno)

proc setconst(no: int; value: valuelist)

var i: int; new: settype

begin new :=settype; i:=0;
while i < no do

i:=it+1; new :=new + settype(value[i])
end;

storeset(s + 1, new);

s:=st+setlength; p:=ptnot+2
end

Singleton(value):
constant(value) construct(1, lineno)

proc singleton(value: int)

var new: settype
begin new := settype(value);

storeset(s + 1, new);

s:=s+setlength; p:=p+2
end

In a variable symbol of the form

v.f1.f2...fn

the displacements of the fields f1, £2,..., fn are added to the displacement

of the variable named v during compilation (‘field encoding’’).
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A conditional statement of the form

true do SL

generates code only for the statementlist SL.
Thelast statement list of an if statement is not followed by an else

instruction (“else elimination’’).
The combined result of these optimizations was a reduction of the code

of pass 3 from 16200 to 6800 words. This makes the Edison code 24%

shorter than the corresponding Pascal code.

The reduction of the original Edison code by 58% can be attributed to
the various optimizations as follows:

Line numberencoding 16%
Localvalue instruction 11%

Localset instruction 6%

Outercall instruction 5%
Outercase instruction 4%

Localvar instruction 3%
Localcase instruction 2%

Outervalue instruction 2%
Outerset instruction 1%
Outervar instruction 1%

Elemassign instruction 1%
Stringconst instruction 1%

Setconst instruction 1%
Else elimination 1%

True do elimination 1%
Field encoding 1%
Singleton instruction 0.5%

Elemvalueinstruction 0.5%
Outerparam instruction 0.4%

Codesize reduction 58%

In the Edison kernel for the PDP 11 computer, the code pieces that
execute the extra instructions occupy only 150 (out of 1800) words.

The generated code consists of 40% standard instructions and 60%
extra instructions.

This completes the description of the Edison code.

The process of code generation has been explained as a two-pass algo-

rithm in which both passes are syntax directed:
First the program text is scanned and translated into standard code that

correspondsclosely to the syntactic rules of the language.
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Then the standard code is scanned and some code sequencesare replaced
by extra instructions described by anotherset of syntactic rules.

The ability to explain a complicated data transformation as the result
of two straightforward transformations is crucial. It would be much harder

to explain the final code without using the standard code as a preliminary,

pedagogical concept.



THEALVA LANGUAGE REPORT

This report defines the assembly language Alva, a minimal and readable

language for the implementation of system kernels to support the program-

ming language Edison on PDP 11 computers.

The readability of Alva is achieved mainly by spelling the names of PDP
11 instructions in full and by allowing operand namesto be of arbitrary
length, for example:

compare(linefeed, st[sp + 2])

Store locations are described as indexed variables of the form st[address].
The following describes the Alva language in detail for readers who are

familiar with the PDP 11 processor handbook[Digital, 1975].

7.1 SYMBOLS AND SENTENCES

The assembly language Alvais a formal notation in which programs can
be written for the PDP 11 computers. The programsare texts composed of
symbol sequences knownassentences.

199
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The language is described in terms of syntactic forms as defined in the
Edison language report. Syntactic forms that are referred to (but not de-

fined) in this report are defined in the Edison languagereport.

7.1.1 Basic Symbols

Basic symbol:

Special symbol # Word symbol # Name #
Numeral # Character symbol # Text string

Special symbol:
Pe? # 2? =? # 7? # ”? # a # 1 # ‘2 # td

Word symbol:

’addr’ # array’ # ’call’ # ’const’ # ’do’ # instr’ #
*pad’ # ’pop’ # ’push’ # ’reg’ # ’repeat’ # ‘return’ #
st’ # *text’ # ’trap’ # ’word’ # Branch operator #
Dyadic operator # Monadic operator # Register operator

The basic symbols are either special symbols, word symbols, names
(Section 7.2), numerals (Section 7.3.1), character symbols (Section 7.3.2),
or text strings (Section 7.5).

The word symbols are the ones shown plus the branch operators (Sec-
tion 7.9.4), dyadic operators (Section 7.9.2), monadic operators (Section

7.9.1), and register operators (Section 7.9.3).
Anycapital letter used in a word symbolis considered equivalent to the

corresponding smallletter.
The special symbols and word symbols have fixed meanings that will be

definedlater.

7.1.2 Separators

Separator:

Space # [{ ’$’ Comment ] Newline character
Comment:

[ Graphic character ] *

Any basic symbol preceded or followed by one or more separators

stands for the basic symbol itself. Two adjacent word symbols or names

must be separated by at least one separator.

Example:
$ This is a comment
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7.2 NAMED ENTITIES

Name:
Letter [ Letter # Digit # _’ ]*

Any capital letter used in a nameis considered equivalent to the corre-

sponding small letter. The word symbols cannot be used as names. Apart
from that names may bechosenfreely.

A name denotes an entity used in a program. Theentity is either a

constant (Section 7.3), a register (Section 7.4), a text string (Section 7.5),
a word (Section 7.6), an array (Section 7.7), a statement (Section 7.10), or
an addresslist (Section 7.11).

Examples:

w
tasks

statusl

processor—trap

7.2.1 Declarations

Declaration:

Constant declaration # Register declaration #
Stored entity declaration

A declaration introduces a name to denote a program entity and
describes some of its properties. The entity is either a constant (Section

7.3.3), a register (Section 7.4), or a stored entity (Section 7.2.2).
Every name used to denote an entity must be introduced by a declara-

tion. A given name can be declared only once in a program.

A nameis said to be known in that part of the program text in which it
can be used with its declared meaning.

The name of a constant or register is known from its declaration to the

end of the program text.
The nameof a stored entity is known throughoutthe program text.

7.2.2 Stored Entities

During the execution of a program someofits entities are held in the

store: These stored entities occupy a fixed number of words with addresses

beginning at zero.
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Stored entity declaration:

Text declaration # Word declaration #
Array declaration # Statement declaration #

Address list declaration

The declaration of a stored entity introduces a name, known as an
address name, to denote the address of the entity. A stored entity is either a
text string (Section 7.5), a word (Section 7.6), an array (Section 7.7), a
statement (Section 7.10), or an addresslist (Section 7.11).

A stored entity described by a given declaration will occupy. one or
more words with fixed, consecutive addresses. The first of these addresses

is knownasthe address of the entity.

7.3. CONSTANTS

Constant symbol:

Numeral # Character symbol # Constant name

A constant symbol denotes a fixed integer value and is either a numeral
(Section 7.3.1), a character symbol (Section 7.3.2), or a known constant

name(Section 7.3.3).

7.3.1 Numerals

Numeral:

Decimal numeral # Octal numeral
Decimal numeral:

Digit [ Digit ]*
Octal numeral:

*#’ Octal digit [ Octal digit ] *
Octal digit:

29’ # *J? # °°? # 3? # 4? # 5? # 6’ # iai

A numeral is a conventional decimal or octal notation for an integer

value in the range -32768 to 32767 (both values included).
An octal numeral #d5d4...d0 has at mostsix octal digits d5, d4,...,

dO and denotes the integer value

- (8**5) d5 + (8#*4) d4+...+(8**0) dO

The digit d5 must be either 0 or 1. An octal number with fewer than six
digits, say #602, stands for the given digits extended with leading zeros, say
# 000602.
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Example:

0
1351

#200
#177564

7.3.2 Character Symbols

Character symbol:

”? Ascii character

Ascii character:
Graphic character # Control character

Control character:

*[? Decimal numeral ’]’

29

A character symbol ’c’ denotes the ordinal value of the graphic char-
acter c in the ASCII character set. A control character [n] is denoted by the

integer value n (where 0 < n < 127).

Examples:
9?

70”

96?

[13] >

7.3.3 Constant Declarations

Constant declaration:
*const’ Constant name ’=’ Constant symbol

Constant name:
Name

A constant declaration introduces a name, called a constant name, to
denote a constant. A constant declaration cannot be of the form

constc=c

where c is the constant name.

Examples:

const nl = ’[10]’

‘ const statusl = # 177564
=??const space =

const If = nl
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7.4 REGISTER DECLARATIONS

Register declaration:

*reg’ Register name ’(’ Constant symbol’)’
Register name: :

Name

A register declaration

reg r(n)

introduces a name r,called a register name, to denote register number n
(where 0 <n < 7).

Examples:
reg x(1)
reg s(4)

reg p(5)
reg sp(6)
reg pe(7)

7.5 TEXT DECLARATIONS

Text declaration:

*text’? Address name =’ Text string

Address name:

Name
Textstring:

>” Ascii character [ Ascii character ]* ’”

A text declaration introduces an address name to denote the address of

a text string consisting of a sequence of ASCII characters. Every character

occupies one word ofstorage.

Example:

text pausetext = ‘push RETURNto continue [10] #’

7.6 WORD DECLARATIONS

Word declaration:

*>word’ Address name
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A word declaration introduces a name to denote the address of a
storage word.

Example:

wordtasks

7.7, ARRAY DECLARATIONS

Array declaration:

*array’ Address name ’[’ Constant symbol ”]’

An array declaration

array A[n]

introduces an address name A to denote the address of an array of n storage

words (where n > 1).

Example:

array stack [99]

7.8 OPERANDS

The statements of a program (Section 7.10) describe operations on

operands which denote constants, registers, or stored entities.

7.8.1 Constant Operands

Constant operand:
Constant symbol # Address name

A constant operand denotes a constant or the address of a stored entity
(that is, the address of a known textstring, word, array, statement, or address
list).

Examples:
1351
9?

statusl
tasks
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7.8.2 Variable Symbols

Variable symbol:
Register name # Location symbol

Location symbol:
*st’ ?[’ Address symbol ’]’

Address symbol:
Direct address # Indirect address

Direct address:

Constant operand # Register address
Register address:

Register name # Composite address
Composite address:

Incremented address # Decremented address #
Indexed address

Incremented address:

Register name ’+’

Decremented address:

Register name ’~’
Indexed address:

Register name Sign Constant operand
Sign:

94? # 7?

Indirect address:

*st’ ’[’ Composite address ’]’

A variable symbol denotes a variable used as an operand. The variable
is either a namedregister or a store location.

During program execution, a store location is selected by evaluating
an address symbol to obtain an address. The address can either be given
directly or indirectly.

A direct address is obtained by evaluating a constant operand or a
register address.

A register address is either the value of a named register or a composite
address obtained in one of three ways:

(1) By using the value of a named register as an address and then in-

crementing the value of the register by 1 or 2 (incremented addressing)

(2) By decrementing the value of a named register by 1 or 2 and using

the resulting value as an address (decremented addressing)

(8) By adding the values of a namedregister and a signed constant and
using the resulting value as an address (indexed addressing)
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During the evaluation of an incremented (or decremented) address, the
given register is incremented (or decremented) by 1 for byte instructions and

by 2 for word instructions.
An indirect address is obtained byfirst evaluating a composite address

A as described above and then using the value of the store location st[A]

as the final address.

Examples:

x $ register variable
st[ tasks] $ constant address

st[x] $ register address

st[x+] $ incremented address
st[x-] $ decremented address
st[x + 2] $ indexed address
st[x - 8] $ indexed address
st[st[x+] ] $ indirect, incremented address
st[st[x-] ] $ indirect, decremented address
st[st[x + 2]] $ indirect, indexed address

st[st[x - 8]] $ indirect, indexed address

7.8.3 Value Operands

Value operand:
[ Sign ] Constant operand # Variable symbol

A value operand denotes a (possibly signed) constant or the value of a

variable (that is, a register or store location) used as an operand.

Examples:

#177770
-3
pausetext

st[x - setlength]

7.9 INSTRUCTIONS

Instruction:

Monadic instruction # Dyadic instruction #

Register instruction # Branch instruction #

Call instruction # Return instruction #

Repeat instruction # Push instruction #
Pop instruction # Encoded instruction
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An instruction denotes an operation on one or more operands, It is

either a monadic instruction (Section 7.9.1), a dyadic instruction (Section

7.9.2), a register instruction (Section 7.9.3), a branch instruction (Section

7.9.4), a call instruction (Section 7.9.5), a return instruction (Section 7.9.6),

a repeat instruction (Section 7.9.7), a push instruction (Section 7.9.8), a

pop instruction (Section 7.9.9), or an encodedinstruction (Section 7.9.10).
The meaning of the instructions is defined in the PDP 11 processor

handbook [Digital, 1975]. The correspondence between the word symbols
used in the Alva language and the acronymsused in the PDP 11 handbook to
denote instructionsis defined in Section 7.15.

7.9.1 Monadic Instructions

Monadicinstruction:
Monadic operator ’(’ Variable symbol ’)’

Monadic operator:

*addcarry’ # ’addcarry —byte’ # ’clear’ # ’clear_byte’ #
*decrement’ # ’decrement—byte’ # ’double’ #

*double_byte’ # ’extendsign’ # “halve’ # *halve—byte’ #
*increment’ # ’increment—byte’ # negate’ #
*negate—byte’ # ’not’ # *not—byte’ # ’rotateleft’ #
*rotateleft_byte’ # ’rotateright’ # ’rotateright_byte’ #
*subtractcarry’ # ’subtractcarry —byte’ # ’swapbytes’ #
test’ # *test_byte’

A monadic instruction denotes an operation on a variable.

Examples:

halve(w)

test(st[st+])

7.9.2 Dyadic Instructions

Dyadic instruction:
Dyadic operator ’(’ Value operand ’,’ Variable symbol ’)’

Dyadic operator:

’add’ # ’andnot’ # ’andnot—byte’ # ’compare’ #

*compare—byte’ # ’move’ # ’move—byte’ # ’or’ #
’or—byte’ # ’subtract’ # ’testbit’ # ’testbit_byte’

A dyadic instruction denotes an operation on a value operand and a
variable.
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Examples:
testbit(st[s] , st{st[{s-] ])

or—byte(x, st[s - setlength] )
move(1, x)

7.9.3 Register Instructions

Register instruction:
Register operator ’(’ Value operand ’,’ Register name’)’

Register operator:
*divide’ # ’doubleshift’ # ’multiply’ # ’shift’

A register instruction denotes an operation on a value operand and a

namedregister.

Examples:

multiply(st[s-] , x)
shift(-3, x)

7.9.4 Branch Instructions

Branchinstruction:
Branch operator °(’ Address name’)’

Branch operator:

*branch’ # ’ifcarry’ # ’ifequal’ # ’ifgreater’ #
*ifhigher’ # ’ifless’ # ’iflower’ # ’ifnotcarry’ #
*ifnotequal’ # ’ifnotgreater’ # ’ifnothigher’ #
*ifnotless’ # ’ifnotlower’ # ’ifnotoverflow’ #

*ifoverflow’

A branch instruction denotes an unconditional or conditional jump to a
namedaddress.

Examples:
branch(load2)
ifnotoverflow(subtract2)

7.9.5 Call Instructions

Call instruction:

*call’ °(’ Address name’)’
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A call instruction denotes a procedure jump to a named address.

Example:

call(write)

7.9.6 Return Instructions

Return instruction:

*return’

A return instruction denotes a return jump from a procedure.

7.9.7 Repeat Instructions

Repeat instruction:
*repeat’ ’(’ Address name’,’ Register name ”)’

A repeat instruction denotes the decrementing of a named register by
one followed by a jump to a named address, if the resulting register value is

nonzero.

Example:

repeat(instance2,x)

7.9.8 Push Instructions

Push instruction:

*push’ ’(’ Value operand ’)’

A pushinstruction

push(x)

is an abbreviation for the dyadic instruction

move(x, st[sp-] )

Examples:

push(’H’)
push(st[s + 4])
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7.9.9 Pop Instructions

Pop instruction:

*pop’ °(’ Constant symbol’)’

A popinstruction

pop(n)

is an abbreviation for one of the following instructions:

test(st[sp+] ) (ifn = 1)
add(2n, sp) (ifn <> 1)

Examples:

pop(1)
pop(3)

7.9.10 Encoded Instructions

Encodedinstruction:

instr’ ’(? Constant symbol’)’

An encoded instruction denotes an instruction that occupies a single

wordand has the operation code given by a constant.

Examples:

The encodedinstruction

instr(3)

denotes a breakpoint trap instruction.
If the following declarations are assumed:

const next = #13507

reg p(5)
reg pc(7)

then the encoded instruction

instr(next)
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stands for the dyadic instruction

move(st[st[p+] ], pc)

7.10 STATEMENT DECLARATIONS

Statement declaration:

*do’ Address name ’:’ [ Instruction ]*

A statement declaration introduces an address name to denote the
address of a (possibly empty) sequenceof instructions.

Example:

do localvar: $ proc localvar(displ : int)
test(st[st+] ) $ begins :=s+1;
move(b,st[s] ) $ st[s] :=b + displ;

add(st[p+], st[s] ) $ pi=p+2
instr(next) $ end

7.11 ADDRESS LIST DECLARATIONS

Addresslist declaration:

addr’ Address name =’ Addresslist
Addresslist:

Address name[ ’,’ Address name ]*

An address list declaration introduces an address name to denote the

address of a list of other addresses given by names declared elsewhere. Each
address in the address list occupies one word of storage.

Example:

addr opcode =
addx, alsox,... , stringconst

7.12 SENTENCES

Sentence:

Declaration # Padding sentence # Trap sentence
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A sentence is either a declaration (Section 7.2.1), a padding sentence

(Section 7.12.1), or a trap sentence (Sentence 7.12.2).

7.12.1 Padding Sentences

Padding sentence:

*pad’ Constant symbol

A padding sentence

pad(n)

extends the stored entities of the preceding program text with additional

words (if necessary) to makethe address of the padding sentence equal to
n (bytes), where n must be even.

Example:

pad #400

7.12.2 Trap Sentences

Trap sentence:

*trap’ Trap address ’:’ Trap vector
Trap address:

Constant symbol
Trap vector:

Address name ’,’ Constant symbol

A trap sentence denotes a trap vector with an address given by a con-
stant symbol. The trap vector consists of the named address of a statement
to be executed when thetrap is activated, and a constant to be used as

processorstatus during the execution of the trap statement.
A trap sentence

trap n: a,c

extends the stored entities of the preceding program text-with additional

words (if necessary) to make the address of the trap vector equal to n (which
must be a multiple of 4). The trap vector is then stored in two words at the

given address,

Example:
trap #4: processor—trap, kernelmode
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7.13, PROGRAMS

Program:

[ Sentence ] *

A program consists of a possible empty sequenceof sentences.

Example:

(See the Edison-11 kernel listing)

7.14 SYNTAX SUMMARY

Name:

Letter [ Letter # Digit # ’_’ ]*
Decimal numeral:

Digit [ Digit ]*

Octal numeral:

#’ Octal digit [ Octal digit ] *
Ascii character:

Graphic character # ’[’ Decimal numeral ’]’

Constant symbol:

Decimal numeral # Octal numeral #
”” Ascii character ’” # Constant name

Constant declaration:

*const’ Constant name ’=’ Constant symbol
Register declaration:

*reg’ Register name °(’ Constant symbol’)’
Textstring:

”? Ascii character [ Ascii character ]*’”
Text declaration:

*text’ Address name ’=’ Textstring
Word declaration:

*word’ Address name
Array declaration:

’array’ Address name ’[’ Constant symbol’]’
Constant operand:

Constant symbol # Address name
Sign:

rp? de 99

Composite address:
Register name Sign [ Constant operand ]
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Register address:

Register name # Composite address
Direct address:

Constant operand # Register address

Indirect address:

*st’ ?[’? Composite address ”]’
Address symbol:

Direct address # Indirect address
Location symbol:

*st” ’[’ Address symbol ”]’
Variable symbol:

Register name # Location symbol

Value operand:

[ Sign ] Constant operand # Variable symbol
Instruction:

Monadic operator ’(’ Variable symbol ’)’ #

Dyadic operator ’(’ Value operand ’,’
Variable symbol ’)’ #

Register operator ’(’ Value operand’,”
Register name ’)’ #

Branch operator ’(’ Address name ’)’ #
*call’ ’(? Address name’)’ #

*return’ #
*yepeat’ ’(’? Address name’,’ Register name ’)’ #
*push’ ’(’ Value operand ’)’ #

*pop’ ’(? Constant symbol’)’ #
‘instr’ ’(? Constant symbol’)’

Statement declaration:
*do’ Address name’:’ [ Instruction ]*

Addresslist:
Address name[ ’,’ Address name ] *

Address list declaration:

*addr’ Address name =’ Addresslist
Declaration:

Constant declaration # Register declaration #
Text declaration # Word declaration #
Array declaration # Statementdeclaration #
Addresslist declaration

Sentence:

Declaration # ‘pad’ Constant symbol #
*trap’ Constant symbol ’:’ Address name’,’

Constant symbol
Program:

[ Sentence ] *
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7.15 INSTRUCTION SYMBOLS

The following is an alphabetic list of the instruction symbols used in

the Alva language and the corresponding abbreviations used in the PDP 11

processor handbook [Digital, 1975]. The numbers on the right refer to the

appropriate sections of this report.
 

 

Alva symbol DEC symbol Section

add ADD 7.9.2
addcarry(_ byte) ADC(B) 7.9.1
andnot(_byte) BIC(B) 7.9.2
branch BR 7.9.4
call JSR 7.9.5
clear(_byte) CLR(B) 7.9.1
compare(__byte) CMP(B) 7.9.2

decrement(__byte) DEC(B) 7.9.1

divide DIV 7.9.3
double(_byte) ASL(B) 7.9.1
doubleshift ASHC 7.9.3
extendsign SXT 7.9.1

halve(__byte) ASR(B) 7.9.1
ifearry BCS 1.9.4
ifequal BEQ 7.9.4
ifgreater BGT 7.9.4

ifhigher BHI 7.9.4
ifless BLT 1.9.4
iflower BLO 7.9.4
ifnotcarty BCC 7.9.4

ifnotequal BNE 7.9.4
ifnotgreater BLE 7.9.4

ifnothigher BLOS 7.9.4
ifnotless BGE 7.9.4
ifnotlower BHIS 7.9.4

ifnotoverflow BVC 7.9.4
ifoverflow BVS 7.9.4
increment(_byte) INC(B) 7.9.1
move(__ byte) MOV(B) 7.9.2

multiply MUL 7.9.3
negate(__byte) NEG(B) 7.9.1
not(_byte) COM(B) 7.9.1
or(_byte) BIS(B) 7.9.2

repeat SOB 7.9.7
return RTS 7.9.6

rotateleft(__byte) ROL(B) 7.9.1
rotateright(_ byte) ROR(B) 7.9.1
shift ASH 7.9.3
subtract SUB 7.9.2
subtractcarry(_byte) SBC(B) 7.9.1
swapbytes SWAB 7.9.1

test(_byte) TST(B) 7.9.1
testbit(_byte) BIT(B) 7.9.2
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The function of the Edison kernel is described in the chapter on ab-

stract code (Chapter 6). The present chapter contains the complete text of
the PDP 11 kernel with someadditional comments.

The kernel described here is used on a PDP 11/23 computer with an
RX02 floppy disk system. The kernel is written in the assembly language
Alva (Chapter 7) and is commented by algorithms written in Edison.

Operating System Parameters

The operating system loaded by the kernel must be an Edison program
with the following heading:

217
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const sectorlength = 64
array sector [1:sectorlength] (int)

proc progname(
pdpil: bool;
maxrow, maxcolumn:int;
proc cursor(row, column: int);
procerase;
proc display(value: char);
proc accept(var value: char);

proc print(value: char);
proc readsector(drive, sectorno: int;

var value: sector);

proc writesector(drive, sectorno: int;
value: sector))

These program parameters denote constants and procedures declared
within the kernel:

The boolean named pdp11is true if the kernel is written for a PDP 11

computer, and is false otherwise (Section 5.15.12).

The integers named maxrow and maxcolumndefine the dimensionsof
the screen (Section 5.15.1).

The procedures named cursor, erase, display, and accept control the

terminal in the direct mode (Section 5.15.1).

The procedure print controls the printer (Section 5.15.2).
The procedures readsector and writesector control the disk drives (Sec-

tion 5.15.6). (They are called “‘get’”’ and “‘put”’ inside the kernel.)
Although these procedures could have been programmedin Edison for

the PDP 11 computers, they were placed in the kernel to make the Edison

system portable (Section 5.17).
The operating system calls these kernel procedures as if they were Edi-

son procedures. The operating system uses some of them as arguments when

it calls other Edison programs (Section 5.15).

Stacks, Variables, and Registers

The variable stack used by Edison programs begins immediately after

the kernel (at the “minaddr’’) and grows from low toward high addresses. It

is addressed by meansof a base register b and a stack top s (Sections 3.19.9
and 6.1).
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The program stack that holds Edison code begins at the highest store
address (named “maxaddr,’”’ which immediately precedes the device registers)
and grows from high toward low addresses. It is addressed by a program

index p (held in a register) and a program top t (kept in a store location)

(Sections 3.19.9, 6.1, and 6.6).
The register values of concurrent processes are stored in a queue. In

addition, four variables named this, tasks, stacktop, and progtop are used

to execute concurrent processes (Section 6.8).
A third stack is used by the kernel to call its own procedures. This stack

is stored in an array of 100 words (named “‘stack’’) and is addressed by

means of stack pointer sp. When the kernelcalls a procedure, the arguments
are pushed on this stack one at a time in the order in which they are de-

scribed by the parameter list of the procedure. Each call instruction is
followed by an instruction that pops the arguments after the call (Sections

7.9.5, 7.9.6, 7.9.8, and 7.9.9).

Three registers, called w, x, and y, are used to hold temporary results
during the execution of a single Edison instruction or kernel procedure. The

values of these registers are always assumed to be unknownatthe beginning
of an Edison instruction or kernel procedure and after each procedurecall
within the kernel.

Disk Addressing

The kernel treats each of the floppy disks as an array of sectors with

sector numbers in the range 0:2001. Sectors with consecutive numbers are
separated by a physical gap of twosectors (Section 5.15.6).

System Start

When the system is started (Section 5.3.3), sector number 26 (the auto-
load sector) is automatically loaded from disk number 0 andis executed at
store address 0 (Section 5.16.1).

For a PDP 11 computer,the first word of the autoload sector must con-
tain a skip instruction (NOP).

All interrupts are immediately disabled permanently by executing a
trap instruction (BPT) that causes a jump to the next instruction (Sections
2.7 and 7.9.10),

The autoload sector, which is the first half of a loader module, now
loads sector number 27, which is the second half of the loader module. The

complete loader then inputs the rest of the kernel and begins to execute

instructions at the very end ofthe kernel.
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While the kernel is being loaded, the kernel stack is temporarily placed

at the other end of the store. When the kernel has been loaded, the kernel

stack is placed whereit is declared within the kernel.

The kernel then creates the program parameters described earlier at the
bottom of the variable stack and loads the operating system from disk num-

ber 0.

Each procedure parameter is represented by two words defining an
(irrelevant) context link and a code address (Section 6.5). The code address
of a kernel procedure is an index in the range 0:maxparam-1 (where
maxparam = 7).

The operating system is loaded from sector number 90 (Sections 5.9.2
and 5.16.1). Although the operating system code (and its name) cannot
exceed 8192 words, the kernel loads 12300 words from the disk in the
variable stack. (The 12300 words is the maximum length of an Edison pro-

gram called by the operating system.) The first word of the code (following
the name) defines the actual program length in bytes (Section 6.6). The
kernel then moves the program name and the actual amountof code from

the variable stack to the program stack andstarts the execution ofthefirst

instruction of the code.

Code Interpretation

The Edison algorithms used as commentsin the kernel assume that the

program index p alwaysholds the address of an operation code (Section 6.1).

The Alva code usesa slightly different convention that is moreefficient on a
PDP 11 computer: Whenever the kernel fetches an operation code or an

argument from a compiled program, the p register is incremented to makeit

point to the next word.
The real program counter pe points to a machine instruction in the

codepiece that is used to interpret an Edison instruction.

A table stored at address #400 contains the addresses of all the code

pieces. The operation code of an Edison instruction is represented by the
(byte) address of an entry in this table, which in turn contains the address
of the corresponding codepiece.

Each code piece ends with an encoded instruction, called next, that
uses the next operation code st[p] to look up the’table and jumpto a code
piece. At the same time, the program index p is increased by one word (2

bytes) to make it point to the first argument of the instruction (Section

7.9.10). The effect of this jump can be described as follows in Edison:

pe :=st[st[p]]; p:=pt+2

This single machine instruction is the only overhead of codeinterpretation.

This efficient method of interpretation is called threaded code [Bell, 1973].
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The indirect addressing of code pieces through a table has the advantage that
the operation codes generated by the Edison compiler are unaffected by

modifications of the kernel (which change the addresses of the code pieces

but not the location of the table).
The code pieces are explained in detail in Chapter 6. In the Edison com-

ments, the store is described as an array of words with addresses 0,1, 2,...

(as in Chapter 6). In reality, the words of a PDP 11 computer have byte
addresses 0, 2, 4,.... An instruction argument that defines the length or
displacement of a stored value (or an instruction) is therefore expressed in
bytes in the generated code.

Program Failure

After a program failure, the kernel displays an error message and re-

starts the operating system (Sections 3.19.8 and 5.3.3).

Kernel Text

$ "Edison kernel for the PDP 11/23 computer
$ with RxX02 floppy disk loader

$ 30 October 1981

$ Copyright (c) 1981 Per Brinch Hansen"

reg w(0)
reg x(1)
reg y(2)
reg sp(6)
reg pe(7)

const skip = #240
const kernelmode = #340
do loadpoint:

instr( skip)
branch(load2)

trap #4: processortrap, kernelmode
trap #10: instruction_trap, kernelmode
trap #14; disable trap, kernelmode
trap #24: power_trap, kernelmode

$ proc kernel

const maxaddr = 9999const maxaddr = #157776 $
$ array store [O:maxaddr]

$
$

(int)
var st: store
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const sectorlength = 128
const disableinterrupts =
do load2:
move(maxaddr, sp)
instr(disableinterrupts)

do disabletrap:
push(1)
push(4)
push( sectorlength)
call(readdisk)
branch(load3)

const statusO = #177170
const bufferO = #177172
const readyO = #200
const doned = #40
const errorO = #100000
const readO = #7
const emptyO = #3
const sector = 64
const kernelsector = 26

do awaitready :

KERNEL

$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
testbit(ready0, st[{status0])$
ifequal( awaitready)
return

do readdisk:
move(readO, st{status0])
call( awaitready)
move(st[sp+4], st[{bufferd])
call( awaitready)
move(st[sp+6], st[{buffer0])

do readdisk2:
testbit(done0, st[{status0])
ifequal(readdisk2)
move(empty0, st[{status0])
call(awaitready)
move(sector, st{buffer0])
call(awaitready)
move(st[ sp+2],

do readdisk3:

testbit(doned, st{status0])
ifequal(readdisk3)
return

$ "end of autoload sector"

stl buffer0])

R
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module "RX02 loader"

* const
status = #177170;
buffer = #177172;
ready = #200;
done = #40;
error = #100000;
read = #7;
empty = #3;
sectorlength = 64;
kernelsector = 26:
minaddr = 999

proc awaitready
begin
while not sense( status,

ready) do skip end
end

proce readdisk(trackaddr,
sectaddr, addr: int)

begin place(status, read);
.awaitready;
place(buffer, sectaddr);
awaitready;
place(buffer, trackaddr);
while not sense( status,

done) do skip end;
place(status, empty);
awaitready;
place(buffer,

sectorlength);
awaitready;
place(buffer, addr);
while not sense(status,

done) do skip end
end
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do readsector:
clear(w)
move(st[ sp+4], x)
divide(26, w)
push(w)
clear(w)
move(3, x)
multiply(st[sp+6], x)
divide(26, w)
increment( x)
push(x)
push(st[{ sp+6])
call(readdisk)
pop(3)
return

word adr
word sectorno

do load3:
move(kernelsector,

st[ sectorno])
increment( st[{ sectorno] )
move(sectorlength, st[Ladr])

do load4:

increment(st[ sectorno] )
add(sectorlength, st[adr])
compare(minaddr, st[adr])

ifnotgreater(restart)
push(st[ sectorno] )
push(st[ adr] )
call(readsector)
pop(2)
branch(load4)

do restart:
move(stackbottom, sp)
move( begin, pc)

none = 0
nl = 10

esc = 27
pdp11 = 1
maxrow = 24
maxcolumn =
Space = ''
namelength =
setlength =

const
const

const
const
const

const
const
const
const

80

24
16
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* proc readsector(
sectorno, addr:

var trackaddr,
sectaddr: int

begin
trackaddr

sectorno div 26;
sectaddr

3 * sectorno
mod 26 + 1;

readdisk(sectaddr,
trackaddr, addr)

int)

end

var addr, sectorno: int
begin

readdisk(1, 4,
sectorlength);

sectorno
kernelsector + 2;

addr := 2 * sectorlength;
while addr < minaddr do

readsector(sectorno,
addr);

sectorno

sectorno + 1;
addr := addr +

sectorlength
end

end "loader"

const none = 0;
nl = char(10); sp = ' ';
esc = char(27);
pdp11 = true;
maxrow = 24;
maxcolumn =
textlength = 80 "char";
namelength = 12 "char";
setlength = 8;

80;
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const setlimit = 127
const cursorno = 0

const eraseno = 1
const displayno = 2
const acceptno = 3
const printno = 4
const getno = 5
const putno = 6
const paramlength = 34
const maxparam = 7

const maxproc = 5

const name = 12
const settype = 8
const statelength = 8
const queue = 20

pad #400
addr opcode =

addx,
alsox, andx, assign,
blank, cobeginx,
constant, construct,
difference, dividex,
dox, elsex, endcode,
endlib, endproc,
endwhen, equal, field,
goto, greater, inx,
index, instance,
intersection, less,
libproc, minusx,
modulo, multiplyx,
newline, notx,
notequal, notgreater,
notless, orx,
Pparamarg, paramcall,
procarg, proccall,
procedure , process,
subtractx, union,
valspace, value,
variable, wait,

KERNEL
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setlimit =
ecursorno =
eraseno
displayn
acceptno = 3

printno = 4;
getno = 5;
putno = 6;
paramlength = 17

"words";
maxparam = 7

"procedures";
maxproe = 5

processes";
overflow = false

o
u

array text
{1:textlength] (char)

array name
{1:namelength] (char)

set settype1 (int)
array settype2

[1:setlength] (int)
record procstate(

bx, sx, tx, px: int)
array queue [1:maxproc]
(proestate)

enum opcode(
"standard codes" add4,
also4, and4, assign4,
blank4, cobegin4,
constant4, construct4,
difference4, divide4,
do4, else4, endcode4,
endlib4, endproc4,
endwhen4, equal4,
gotoH, greater4, in4,
index4, instance4,
intersection4, less4,
libproc4, minus4,
modulo4, multiply4,
newline4, not4,
notequal4¥, notgreater4,
notless4, or4,
paramarg4, paramcall4,
procarg4, proccall4,
procedure4, process4,
subtract4, union4,
valspace4y, value4,
variable4, wait4,

Chap. 8

field4,
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whenx, addrx, haltx,
obtainx, placex, sensex,

elemassign, elemvalue,
localcase, localset,
localvalue, localvar,
outercall, outercase,
outerparam, outerset,
outervalue, outervar,
setconst, singleton,
stringconst

array stack [99]
word stackbottom

array q [queue]
word this
word tasks
word stacktop
word progtop
reg b(3)
reg s(4)
word t
reg p(5)

do loadname:

move(name, w)
move(st[sp+2], y)
move(st[sp+4], x)

KERNEL
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when4, addr4,
obtain4, place4,
"extra codes"
elemassign4, elemvalue4,
localcase4, localset4,
localvalue4, localvar4,
outercall4, outercase4,
outerparam4, outerset4,
outervalue4, outervar4,
setconst4, singleton4,
stringconst4)

halt4,
sense},

var q: queue;
this,
tasks: int;
stacktop: int;
progtop: int;
b, 8S, ty, ps int

proc loadset(addr: int;
var value: settype1)

var i: int
begin i := 0;
while i < setlength do
ise ie 15
value :settype2[il]

stladdr + i = 1]

end
end

proc storeset(addr: int;
var value: settype1)

var i: int
begin i := 0;
while i < setlength do
iss i+ 1;
stladdr + i - 1]

value :settype2[il]
end

end

proc loadname(addr: int;
var value: name)

var i: int
begin i := 0;
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do loadname2:
move(st[x+], stl y+])
repeat(loadname2, w)
return

do findname:
move(st[t], x)
compare(1, st[tasks])
ifequal( findname2)
move(st[progtop], x)

do findname2:
test(st[x+])

do findname3:
compare(x, p)
ifnotlower(findname4 )
push(x)
push(st[ sp+4])
call(loadname)
pop(1)
move(st[{sp+], x)
add(namelength, x)
add(st[x], x)
branch( findname3)

do findname4:
return

#177564
#177566

= #200

const status
const buffer
const ready
do write:

testbit(ready1, st[{status1])
ifequal(write)
move(st[ sp+2],

st{buffer1])
return

1:

12

const lf nl
const er 13
do writechar:

compare(1f, stl sp+2])
ifnotequal(writechar2)
push(cr)
eall(write)
pop(1)

do writechar2:
push( st[ sp+2])
eall(write)
pop(1)
return

KERNEL
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while i < namelength do
lots i+ 1;
value[i] := char(

st{addr + i - 1])
end

end

proce findname(var id: name)
var addr: int
begin

if tasks = 1 do
addr := t + 1

else true do
addr := progtop + 1

end;
while addr < p do

loadname(addr, id);
addr :=

addr + namelength;
addr :=

addr + st[ addr]
end

end

proc write(value: char)
const status = #177564;

buffer = #177566;
ready = #200

begin
while not

sense(status, ready)
do skip end;

place(buffer, int(value) )
end

proc writechar(value: char)
const 1f = nl;

er = char(13)
begin

if value =
write(er)

end;
write(value)

end

lf do
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do writetext:
move(st[ st[ sp+2]], w)
compare('#*t, w)
ifequal(writetext2)
push(w)
call(writechar)
pop(1)
add(2, st[sp+2])
branch( writetext)

do writetext2:
return

word i1
do writeint:

clear(st[{i1])
move(st{sp+2], w)

do writeint2:
increment(st[i1])
move(w, x)
ex tendsign(w)
divide(10, w)
add('0', x)
push(x)
test(w)
ifnotequal(writeint2)

do writeint3:
call(writechar)
pop(1)
decrement(st[i1])
ifnotequal(writeint3)
return

word i2
do writename:
move(name, st[i2])

do writename2:
move(st[{ st[ sp+2]], w)
compare( space, w)
ifequal(writename3)
push(w)
call(writechar)
pop(1)

do writename3:

add(2, st{sp+2])
decrement(st[i2])
ifnotequal(writename2)
return
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proc writetext(value: text)
var i: int; ¢: char
begin i := 1;

e t= value(1];
while c <> '#!' do

writechar(c);
is:=s i+ 1;
e := value[i]

end
end

proc writeint(value: int)
array table [1:6] (char)
var no: table; i: int
begin "value >= 0"

if value = 0 do
i:= 1; nof1] :=

else value > 0 do
i s= 0%

while value > 0 do
losis i+ 1;

noLi] := char(
value mod 10
+ int('0'));

value :=
value div 10

or

end
end;
while i> 0 do

writechar(no[i]);
isc=si-1

end
end

proc writename(value: name)
var i: int; ec: char
begin

i, s= 0;
while i < namelength do
ics i+ 1;
e i= valuelil;
if ec <> sp do

wr itechar(c)
end

end
end
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const status2 = #177560 $ proc readx(var value: char)
const buffer2 = #177562 const status = #177560;
const ready2 = #200 buffer = #177562;
do read: ready = #200

testbit(ready2, st[status2])$ begin
ifequal(read) while not
move(st[ sp+2], x) sense(status, ready)
move(st[buffer2], st[{x]) do skip end;
andnot(#177600, st[x])
return

text pausetext =
‘push return to continue#'

word response

do pause:
push( pausetext)
call(writetext)
push( response)
call(read)
push(n1l)
call(writechar)
pop(3)
return

text linetext = '
word ln
array id1
do stop:

push( id1)
call( findname)
pop(1)
push(nl)
call(writechar)
pop(1)
push(id1)
call(writename)
pop(1)
push(linetext)
call(writetext)
pop(1)
push(st[1n] )
eall(writeint)

pop(1)
push( space)
call(writechar)
pop(1)
push(st[sp+2]) -
call(writetext)
pop(1)

line (7]#!'

[name]
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obtain(buffer,
value:int);

value := char(
int(value) mod 128)

end

proc pause
var response:
begin
writetext(text(

‘push return to',

' continue#'));
readx(response) ;
writechar(nl)

end

ehar

proc stop(lineno: int;
reason: text)

var id: name
begin

findname( id);
writechar(nl);
writename( id);
writetext( tex t(

' line #'));
writeint(lineno);
writechar( sp);
writetext(reason);
writechar(nl);
halt

end
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push(nl)
eall(writechar)
pop(1)
move(restart, pc)

text processortext = $ proc processor_trap
‘processor trap#' $ "called by processor only"

do processor trap: $ begin stop(1, text(
move(1, st[1n]) $ "processor trap#'))
push( processortext) $ end
call( stop)

text instructiontext = $ proc instructiontrap
‘instruction trap#! $ "ealled by processor only"

do instruction_trap: $ begin stop(1, text(
move(1, st[1n]) $ ‘instruction trap#'))
push(instructiontext) $ end
call( stop)

text powertext = $ proc power trap
‘power trap#' $ "called byprocessor only"

do powertrap: $ begin stop(1, text(
move(1, st{1n]) $ "power trap#'))
push( powertext) $ end

call( stop)

text processtext =
‘process limit exceeded#!

do processlimit:
push( processtext)
call( stop)

text vartext =
‘variable limit exceeded#'

do variablelimit:

push( vartext)
eall( stop)

text rangetext =
'range limit exceeded#!

do rangeerror:
push(rangetext)
call( stop)

text calltext =
‘invalid program call#'

do callerror:
push(calltext)
call( stop)
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proc processlimit(
lineno: int)

begin stop(lineno, text(
‘process limit’,
" exceeded#!'))

end

proc variablelimit(
lineno: int)

begin stop(lineno, text(
‘variable limit',
" exceeded#'))

end

proc rangeerror(
lineno: int)

begin stop(lineno, text(
"range limit exceeded#'))

end

proc callerror(lineno: int)
begin stop(lineno, text(

‘invalid program call#'))
end
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const maxcode = 24576
do moveprogram:

subtract(maxcode, s)
move(st[{s+2], w)
subtract(namelength, s)
add(namelength, w)
move(s, x)
add(w, x)
add(2, x)
move(st(t], y)
add(2, y)
subtract(w, st[t])
halve(w)

do moveprogram2:
move(st[x-], stly-])
repeat(moveprogram2, w)
return
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const progsector = 90
word sectornol
word addr1
do loadprogram:

move(s, st{addr1])
add(2, stl addr1])
add(maxcode, s)
add(namelength, s)
move(progsector,

st[ sectorno1])
do loadprogram2:

compare(st[addri], s)
ifnotless( load program3)
push(st[ sectorno1])
push( st[ addr1])
call(readsector)
pop(2)
increment(st[ sectorno1])
add(sectorlength, st[addr1])
branch( load program2 )

do loadprogram3:
call(moveprogram)
return
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do resume:
move(st[this], x)
decrement(x)
shift(3, x)
add(q, x)
move(st[x+], b)
move(st[x+], s)
move(st[x+], st{t])
move(st[x+], p)
return
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const maxcode = 12288
proc moveprogram
var m: int
begin

m := st[s - maxcode + 1]
+ namelength;

S t= S = maxcode
- namelength;

t ss t - m;
while m > 0 do

st[t + mj] :=
st[s + m];

mism- 1
end

end

proce loadprogram
const progsector = 90
var sectorno, addr: int
begin addr := s + 1;

S t= S + namelength +
max code;

sectorno ;:= progsector;
while addr < s do

readsector(sectorno,
addr);

sectorno := sectorno
+ 13

addr := addr +
sectorlength

end;
moveprogram

end

proc resume
begin

b := q[{this].bx;
s := q{this].sx;
t := q{this].tx;
p := q{this].px

end
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do preempt:
move(st[ this], x)
decrement( x)
shift(3, x)
add(q, x)
move(b, st[x+])
move(s, st[x+])
move(st{[t], st[x+])
move(p, stl x+])
return

do initialize:
move(1, st[ this] )
move(1, st[tasks])
move(minaddr, b)
add(paramlength, b)
move(pdp11, st[b-34])
move(maxrow, st[b-32])
move(maxcolumn, st[b-30])
move(cursorno, st[b-26])
move(eraseno, st[b-22])
move(displayno, st[b-18])
move(acceptno, st[b-14])
move(printno, st[b-10])
move(getno, st[b-6])
move(putno, st[b-2])
move(b, s)
add(8, s)
move(none, st[s])
move(maxaddr, st[{t])
call(loadprogram)
move(st[t], p)
add(namelength, p)
add(4, p)
return

$ "procedure parameters"

do cursor:

subtract(4, s)
push(esc)
call(write)
push('Y')
eall(write)
push( st[ s+2])
add(31, st[sp])
eall(write)
push(st[ s+4])
add(31, st{sp])
eall( write)
pop(4)
return
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proc preempt
begin
q{this].bx := b;
q{this].sx i= s;
q{this].tx := t;
q{this].px := p

end

proce initialize

begin this := 1;
tasks i= 1;
b := minaddr +

paramlength;
stl[b - 17] :=

int(pdp11);
st[b - 16] := maxrow;
st[b = 15] := maxcolumn;
st[b - 13] := cursorno;
st{b - 11] := eraseno;
st[b - 9] := displayno;
st[b - 7] := acceptno;
st{b - 5] := printno;
st[b - 3] := getno;
st[b - 1] := putno;
siz b+ 4;
st[s] := none

"dummy return";
t := maxaddr;
loadprogram;
p := t + namelength
+2

end

proc cursor
var row, column:
begin

S t= S - 2; .
row := st[s + 1];
column := st[s + 2];
write(esc);
write('Y');
write(char(31 + row));
write(

char(31 + column) )

int

end
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do erase: $

push( esc) $
call( write) $
push('tJ') $
call( write) $
pop(2)
return

do display:
push(st[s])
call(write)
pop(1)
subtract(2, s)
return

do accept:
push(st[s])
call(read)
pop(1)
subtract(2, s)
return

const status3 = #176504
eonst buffer3 = #176506
const ready3 = #200
do print:

testbit(ready3, st{status3])
ifequal( print)
move(st{s], st[buffer3])
subtract(2, s)
return

text disktext =
'[10]disk error #!'

do disktransfer:
testbit(done0, st[status0])
ifequal(disktransfer)
move(st[ sp+4], w)
shift(4, w)
add(st[ sp+6], w)
move(w, st[status0])

proce erase
begin
write(esc);
write('J')

end

proc display
var value: char
begin value := char(st[{s]);
write(value) ;
St=s- 1

end

proc accept
var addr: int
begin addr := st[s];

readx(st[ addr]:char);
St=zs- 1

end

proc print
const status = #176504;

buffer = #176506;
ready = #200

var value: char
begin value := char(st[s]);
while not

sense(status, ready)
do skip end;

place(buffer,
int(value));

S t= Ss - 1
end

proc diskwait(result: int)
begin
while not sense(status,

result) do skip end

end

proc disktransfer(oper, .
driveno, sectorno: int)

var again: bool
begin again := true;
while again do

diskwait(done);
place(status, oper

+ 16 * driveno);
diskwait(ready) ;
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do disktransfer2: $ place(buffer,
testbit(readyO, st{status0])$ 3 * sectorno mod 26
ifequal(disktransfer2) $ + 1)3
clear(w) $ diskwait( ready);
move(3, x) $ place(buffer,
multiply(st[ sp+2], x) $ sectorno div 26);
divide(26, w) $ diskwait(done);
inerement(x) $ again :=s
move(x, st[{buffer0]) $ sense(status, error);

do disktransfer3: $ if again do
testbit(ready0, st[ status0])$ writetext(text(nl,
ifequal(disktransfer3) $ ‘disk error #'));
clear(w) $ pause
move(st{sp+2], x) $ end
divide(26, w) $ end
move(w, st[bufferd]) $ end

do disktransfer4:
testbit(doned, st[{status0])
ifequal(disktransfer4)
testbit(error0, st[ status0])
ifequal(disktransfer5)
push(disktext)
call(writetext)
pop(1)
call( pause)
branch(disktransfer)

do disktransfer5:
return

do get: $ proc get
subtract(6, s) $ var driveno, sectorno,
push(read0) $ count, addr: int
push(st[ s+2]) $ begin s := 8 + 3;
push(st[ s+4]) $ driveno := st[s + 1];
call(disktransfer) $ sectorno := st[s + 2];
pop(3) $ addr := st{[s + 3];
move(empty0, st[ status0]) $ disktransfer(read,

do get2: $ driveno, sectorno);
testbit(ready0, st[{status0])$ place(status, empty);
ifequal(get2) $ diskwait(ready);
move(sector, st[buffer0]) $ place(buffer,

do get3: $ sectorlength) ;
testbit(ready0, stl stature
ifequal(get3)
move(st[s+6], st[ bufferd]) ;

diskwait(ready) ;
place(buffer, addr);
diskwait( done)

do getH: $ end
testbit(doned, st[{status0])
ifequal(get4)
return

const writed = #5 $ proc put
const fillO = #1 $ const write = #5;
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do put: $ fill = #1
subtract(sectorlength, s) $ var driveno, sectorno,
subtract(4, s) $ count, addr: int
move(s, x) $ begin
add(6, x) $ S t= S = sectorlength
move(fillo, st[{status0]) $ - 2;

do pute2: $ driveno := st[s + 1];
testbit(readyO, st{status0])$ sectorno := st{s + 2];
ifequal( put2) $ addr:= s + 33
move(sector, st{buffer0]) $ place(status, fill);

do put3: $ diskwait(ready);
testbit(ready0, st[{status0])$ place( buffer,
ifequal(put3) $ sectorlength);
move(x, st[buffer0]) $ diskwait(ready) ;
push(write0d) $ place(buffer, addr);
push(st[ s+2]) $ disktransfer(write,
push(st[ s+4]) $ driveno, sectorno)
call(disktransfer) $ end
pop(3)
return

do kernelcall: $ proce kerneleall(
move(st[ sp+2], x) $ procno: int)
multiply(6, x) $ begin
add(kernelcall2, x) $ if procno = cursorno
move(x, pc) $ do cursor

do kernelcall2: $ else procno = eraseno
call( cursor) $ do erase
return $ else procno = displayno
call( erase) $ do display
return $ else procno = acceptno
call(display) $ do accept
return $ else procno = printno
call( accept) $ do print
return $ else procno = getno
eall( print) $- do get
return $ else procno = putno
call(get) $ do put
return $ end
call( put) $ end
return

$ "standard instructions"

$ “comment:
$ empty # 'newline't"

const next = #13507

do newline: , $ proce newline(lineno: int)
instr(next) $ begin p := p + 2 end
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$ "library procedure:
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$ ‘goto’ 'libproc' expression 'endlib'"

do goto: $ proc goto(displ: int)
add( stip], p) $ begin
test(st[p-]) $ pits p+ displ
instr(next) $ end

do libproc: $ proc libproc( paramlength,
move(st[ p+], x) $ templength, lineno: int)
move(st[ p+], y) $ begin
move(st{p+], st{in]) $ if tasks > 1 do
compare(1, st{tasks]) $ callerror(lineno)
ifequal(libproc2) $ end;
call(callerror) $ st[b + 2] :=

do libproec2: $ b - paramlength - 1;
move(b, w) $ if s + templength > t do
subtract(x, w) $ variablelimit(lineno)
test(st{w-]) $ end;
move(w, st[b + 4]) $ pt=sp+4
add(s, y) $ end
compare(st{t], y)
ifnotlower(libproc3)
eall(variablelimit)

do libproc3:
instr( next)

array id2 [name] $ proce endlib(lineno: int)
word length2 $ begin
do endlib: $ moveprogram;

move(st[ p+], st{1n]) $ p :s t + namelength + 2
call(moveprogram) $ end
move(st[{t], p)
add(namelength, p)
add(4, p)
instr (next)

$ "complete_procedure:
$ { 'goto' ] 'procedure’ [ declaration ]*
$ statement_part 'endproc'"

do procedure: $ proc procedure(
move(b, w) $ paramlength, varlength,
subtract(st[ p+], w) $ templength, lineno: int)
test(st[w-]) $ begin
move(w, st[{b+4]) $ st[b + 2] :=
add(st[ p+], s) $ b - paramlength - 1;
move(st[ p+], x) $ S t= s + varlength;
move(st[ p+], st{1n]) $ if s + templength > t do
add(s, x) $ variablelimit(lineno)
compare(st[t], x) $ end;
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ifnotlower( procedure2)
call(variablelimit)

do procedure2:
instr (next)

do endproc:
test(st[ b+8])
ifequal(endproc2)
move(b, x)
test(st[ x+])
move(st[x+], b)
move(stLx+], s)
move(st[x+], st{t])
move(st[x], p)

do endproc2:
instr (next)

module declaration:

declaration:

"variablesymbol:
whole variable #

wholevariable:
"instance!P
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do field:

add(st{p+], st{s])
instr (next)

do index:

move(st[ p+], w)
move(st[ p+], x)
move(st[ p+], y)
move(st[ p+], st[1n])
compare(st{s], x)
ifgreater(index2)
move(st[s], x)
subtract(w, x)
ifnotless(index3)

do index2:
eall(rangeerror)

do index3:
multiply(y, x)
add(x, st[{s-])
instr (next)

"proceduredeclaration:
complete procedure # libraryprocedure # empty

‘variable!
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$ pi=p+5
$ end

$ proc endproc
$ begin
$ if st[b + 4] <> none do
$ p t= st[b + 4];
$ t t= stlb + 3];
$ s t= st[b + 2];

$ b := st{[b + 1]

$ else true do
$ pPi= p+ 1
$ end
$ end
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[ declaration ]* statement_part

proceduredeclaration # moduledeclaration # empty"

variablesymbol [ ‘field’ ] #
variable symbol expression ‘index’

[ 'tvalue' J"

proc field(displ: int)
begin

st[s] := st{s] + displ;
P t= p+ 2

end

proc index(lower, upper,
length, lineno: int)

var i: int
begin
i:= st{s];
S t= S = 13
if (i < lower) or

(i > upper) do
rangeerror(lineno)

end;
st[s] := st[s] +

(i - lower) * length;
pt=p+5

end
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do instance:
move(b, x)
move(st[ p+], w)
ifequal( instance3)

do instance2:

move(st{x], x)
repeat(instance2, w)

do instance3:

test(st[{s+])
move(x, st[s])
instr (next)

do variable:
add(st[ p+],
instr( next)

st[s])

"constructor:
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var link, m: int
begin link := b;

m is steps;
while m > 0 do

link := st{link];
mize m- 1

end;

S:t=zs
st[s]
Pp :=p

end

15
link;
2t

u
t

proc variable(displ: int)
begin

st[s] := st{s] + displ;
pPi=p+2 .

end

elementaryconstructor # recordconstructor #
array constructor # set_constructor

elementaryconstructor:
expression

expression [ expression ]*
array_constructor:

expression [ expression ]* [

$
$
$
$
$
$ record constructor:

$
$
$
$ set constructor:

$

"blank! ]

[expression ]* 'construct'"

do blank:
move(st[ p+], w)

do blank2:
test(st[s+])
move(space, st[s])
repeat(blank2, w)
instr (next)

word m1
array new [settype]
do construct:

move(st{ p+], st{m1])
move(st[ p+], st{1n])
move(settype, w)
move(new, xX)

do construct2:
clear(st[ x+])
repeat(construct2, w)
test(st[ s+]) A
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var i: int
begin i := 0;
while i < number do
iss i+ 1;
st(s + i] :=+ int(sp)

end;

8 := S + number;
pts p+ 2

end

proc construct(number,
lineno: int)

var member, i: int;
new: settype1

begin
i, ge 0%
new i= settypel;
while i < number do

member := st[s];
S t= S- 1;
if (member < 0) or
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do construct3:
test( stL[m1])
ifequal(construct6)
move(st[s-], w)
ifless(construct4)
compare(setlimit, w)
ifnotless( constructs)

do construct4:
call(rangeerror)

do construct5:
move(w, x)
andnot(#177770, w)
shift(-3, x)
move(1, y)
shift(w, y)
or_byte(y, st[x+new])
decrement( st[m1])
branch(construct3)

do constructé6:
move(settype, w)
move(new, x)

do construct7:
move(st[x+], st[s+])
repeat(construct7, w)
test( stl s-])
instr(next)
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$ (member > setlimit)
$ do rangeerror(
$ lineno)
$ end;
$ new := new +
$ settypei(member);

$ its i+ 1;
$ end;
$ storeset(s + 1, new);
$ S t= Ss + setlength;

$ pis p+ 3
$ end

# constructor # variable symbol 'value' #
'valspace' procedure call # expression #

$ “factor:

$ ‘constant!

$ bs
$ factor 'not' # factor"

do constant:

test(st[s+])
move(st[p+], st[s]})
instr (next)

do value:
move(st{p+], w)
halve(w)
move(stLs], x)

do value2:
move(st[x+], st{s+])
repeat(value2, w)
test(st[ s-])
instr(next)

do valspace:
add(st[ p+], s)
instr (next)

$
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proe constant(value: int)
begin s := S + 13

st{s] := value;
pt=pta2

end

proc value(length: int)
var y, i: int
begin y := st{s]; i := 0;
while i < length do
sts + i] := stly + il;
isis i+ 1

end;
S i= 8 + length - 1;
pt= pte

end

proc valspace(length: int)
begin s := s + length;

p t= p+ 2
end
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do notx: $ proc notx
negate(st[s]) $ begin st{s] :=
inerement(st[s]) $ int(not bool(st[s]));
instr(next) $ pis p+ 1

$ end

"term:

multiplying instruction:

P
R
A
R
D
R

‘and’ # 'intersection'"

const clear carry = #241
do multiplyx:

move(st{ p+], st{1n])
move(st[s], x)
instr(clear carry)
multiply(stTs-J], x)
ifnotearry(multiply2)
call(rangeerror)

do multiply2:

move(x, st[s])
instr (next)

do dividex:
move(st( p+], st[1ln])
move(st[{s-], x)
extendsign(w)
divide(st{s+2], w)
ifnotoverflow(divide2)
call(rangeerror)

do divide2:
move(w, st[s])
instr(next)

do modulo:

move(st[ p+], st{1n])
move(st[s-], x)
extendsign(w)
divide(st[s+2], w)
ifnotover flow(modulo2)
eall(rangeerror)

do modulo2:
move(x, st[s])
instr (next)

do andx:
move(st[s], w)
not(w)
andnot(w, st[{s-])
instr (next)

P
R
A
H
A

H
A

P
R
A
A
A
R
A
A
A
R
A
R
H

S
H
A
A
A
H
A
H
E
H
H
H

P
A
R
A
A
R
A
A
A
A
H
A

A
H

factor [ factor multiplyinginstruction ]*

tmultiply? # 'divide' # 'modulo' #

proce multiply(lineno: int)
begin

S t= s-
st[s] :=

st[s] * st{s + 1];
if overflow do
rangeerror(lineno)

end;
pis

end

15

p+ 2

proc divide(lineno: int)
begin

S t= s
sts]

st[s] div st{[s + 1];
if overflow do
rangeerror(lineno)

15

end;
pt=p+2

end

proc modulo(lineno: int)
begin
Sts 3-15
st[s] :=

st[s] mod st{s + 1];
if overflow do
rangeerror(lineno)

end;
pt=p+2

end

proc andx
begin s := 8 - 1;

st[s] := int(bool(st{s])
and bool(st{[s + 1]));

p t= p+ i

end
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do intersection: $ proc intersection
move(settype, w) $ var x, y: settypel
test(st[ s+]) $ begin
move(s, x) $ S t= 8 - setlength;
subtract(setlength, x) $ loadset(s + 1, y)3

do intersection2: $ loadset(
not(st[ s-]) $ S - setlength + 1, x);
andnot(st{s], st[x-]) $ x f= x * yi
repeat(intersection2, w) $ storeset(
test(st[ s-]) $ s - setlength + 1, x);
instr (next) $ pt=sp¢+1

$ end

$ "signed term:
$ term[ empty # tminus' ]"

do minusx: $ proc minus(lineno: int)
move(st[ p+], st{1n]) $ begin
negate(st[s]) $ st[s] := - st{s];
ifnotoverflow(minus2) $ if overflow do
call(rangeerror) $ rangeerror(lineno)

do minus2: $ end;
instr(next) $ pt=p+2

$ end

$ "simpleexpression:
$ signed_term [ term addinginstruction ]*
$ addinginstruction:
$ ‘add' # 'subtract' # ‘ort # tunion' # 'difference'"

do addx: proc add(lineno: int)
move(st[ p+], st{1n]) begin
add(st[s], st[s-]) S i= s- 1;
ifnotover flow( add2) st[s] :=

do add2:

do subtractx:

do subtract2:

eall(rangeerror)

instr (next)

move(st[ p+], st[1n])

subtract(st[s], st[s-])
ifnotoverflow(subtract2)
call(rangeerror)

instr (next)

P
R

R
A
A
A
R
R
A
H
H
H

P
A
R
P
R
H
A
H
H
H

st[s] + st{s + 1];
if overflow do

rangeerror( lineno)
end;

Pp
end

p+ 2

proc subtract(lineno: int)
begin

8:2
sts]

st[s] - st{s + 1];
if overflow do
rangeerror(lineno)

end;

Dp
end

s 13

p+e2
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do orx:
or(st{s], st[s-])
instr (next)

do union:
move(settype, w)
test(st[ s+])
move(s, x)
subtract(setlength, x)

do union2:
or(st{s-], st[x-])
repeat(union2, w)
test(st{s-])
instr( next)

do difference:
move(settype, w)
test(st[ s+])
move(s, x)
subtract(setlength, x)

do difference2:
andnot(st{s-], st[x-])
repeat(difference2, w)
test(st{s-])
instr (next)

$ "expression:
simpleexpression

KERNEL

P
A
R
A
F
A
A
H
A
H
A
H
H

M
H

P
A
R
A
R
A
A
A
H
A
A
R
H
H
E

P
A
R
H
E
H

zal

proc orx
begin s s- 1;

st{s] := int(bool(st[s])
or bool(st£s + 1]));

pi=epet i

end

proce union
var X, yi:
begin

S t= S + setlength;
loadset(s + 1, y);
loadset(

S - setlength + 1,
X t= X + y3
storeset(

s - setlength + 1,
pt=p+ i

end

settype1

proc difference
var X, y: settype1
begin

S := S - setlength;

loadset(s + 1, y);
loadset(

sS - setlength + 1,
X t= X= y3
storeset( ©

s - setlength + 1,
pit=sp+e+ 1

end

[ simple expression relationalinstruction ]

‘equal' # 'notequal' # 'less' # 'notless' #
'greater' # 'notgreater'

$

$ =
$ relational instruction:

$
$

do equal:
move(st[ p+], w)
test(st[ s+])
subtract(w, s)
move(s, y)
subtract(w, s)
move(s, x)
halve(w)

do equal2:
compare(st[x+], stl y+])

#

$
$
$

C
A
A
A
A
A
A

Tint "

proc equal(length: int)
var y, i: int
begin

y
s

s - length + 1;
y - length;
O:a

o
n

loc

while (i < length - 1)
and (st{s + i]

= stLy + i]) do
ists i+ 1
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ifnotequal(equal3)
repeat(equal2, w)

do equal3:
eclear(w)
compare(st[x-], st[Ly-])
ifnotequal(equal4)
increment(w)

do equal4:
move(w, st{s])
instr (next)

do notequal:

move(st{ p+], w)
test( st s+])
Subtract(w, s)
move(s, y)
subtract(w, s)
move(s, x)
halve(w)

do notequal2:
compare(st[x+], stLy+])
ifnotequal(notequal3)
repeat(notequal2, w)

do notequal3:

clear(w)
compare(st[x-], stLy-])
ifequal(notequal4)
increment(w)

do notequal4:
move(w, st[s])
instr (next)

do less:

clear(w)
compare(st[s], st{s-])
ifnotgreater(less2)
increment( w)

do less2: .
move(w, st{s])
instr (next)

do notless:
clear(w)
compare(st{s], st{s-])
ifgreater(notless2)
increment(w)

do notless2:
move(w, st{s])
instr(next)
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$ end;
$ st[s] := int(
$ st{[s + i] = stLy + i]);
$ pt=p+2
$ end

$ proc notequal(

$ length: int)
$ var y, i: int
$ begin

$ y t= Ss - length + 1;

$ S t= y - length;
$ ZL t= 0;

$ while (i < length - 1)
$ and (st[s + i]
$ = st{y + 1]) do
$ ie= i #1
$ end;
$ st[s] := int(
$ st[s + i] <>
$ stLy + i]);
$ pt=p+2

$ end

$ proc less
$ begin

$ Sts 8<= 1;

$ st{[s] := int(
$ st[s] < st{s + 1]);
$ pt=p+1
$ end

$ proc notless

$ begin
$ St=2=s-13
$ st[s] := int(
$ st[s] >= st{s + 1]);
$ pit=p+i
$ end
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do greater:

clear(w)
compare(st{s], st[s-])
ifnotless(greater2)
increment(w)

do greater2:

move(w, st[s])
instr (next)

do notgreater:

clear (w)
compare(st[s], st[s-])
ifless(notgreater2)
increment(w)

do notgreater2:
move(w, st[s])
instr (next)

do inx:
move(st[{ p+], st{ln])
subtract(setlength, s)
move(st[s], w)
ifless( inx2)
compare(setlimit, w)
ifnotless( inx3)

do inx2:
eall(rangeerror)

do inx3:
move(w, x)
andnot(#177770, w)
shift(-3, x)
add(s, x)
move(1, y)
shift(w, y)
clear(w)
testbit byte(y, st[x+2])
ifequal(inx4)
increment(w)

do inx4:
move(w, stLs])
instr (next)

$ "assignment statement:
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$ variablesymbol expression

do assign:
move(st{ p+], w)
test(st[ s+])
subtract(w, s)
move(s, y)
move(st[s-], x)
test(st[ s-])
halve(w) P

A
A
H
H
H

proc greater

begin
S t= s- 1;
st[s] := int¢

st[s] > st{s + 11);
Pit=p+t

end

proc notgreater
begin

S t= 8

st[ s]
st[s] <=

pts p+

end

nt¢
st[s + 1]);ts

p
e

proc inx(lineno: int)
var x: int;

y: settype1
begin

S t= S - setlength;
loadset(s + 1, y);
x t= st{s];
if (x <0) or

(x > setlimit) do
rangeerror(lineno)

end;
st{s] := int(

x in y);
Pt=p+2

end

‘assign'"

proc assign(length: int)
var x, y, i: int
begin

S t= Ss - length - 1;
x t= st{s + 1];
y t= S+ 2;
Lose 0:
while i < length do
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do assign2: $ st{[x + i] := stLy + i];
move(stL y+], st[x+]) $ its i+ 1
repeat(assign2, w) $ end;
instr (next) $ pt=p+2

$ end

$ "standard call:
$ variablesymbol 'addr' #
$ Thalt! #
$ expression variable symbol 'obtain' #
$ expression expression 'place' #
$ expression expression 'sense'"

do addrx: $ proc addrx
subtract(2, s) $ begin s i= 8S = 1;
move(st[s+2], st[s]) $ st[s] := st{[s + 1];
instr( next) $ pts p+1

$ end

text halttext = ‘halt#' $ proc haltx(lineno: int)
do haltx: $ begin stop(lineno,

move(st[{ p+], st{1n]) $ text('halt#'))
push(halttext) $ end
call( stop)

do obtainx:
subtract(4, s)
move(st({ st[{s+2]],

st[ st[s+4]])

instr(next)

do placex:
subtract(4, s)
move(st[s+4],

st{ st{[s+2]])
instr (next)

do sensex:
clear(w)
testbit(st{[s], st{st[s-]])
ifequal( sense2)
increment(w)

do sense2:
move(w, st[s-])
instr(next)

$ "procedureargument:
$ ‘instance' 'procarg' #

P
H
E
A
L
A
H
A
A
H
A
H
H
H

P
H
O
N
E
S

‘instance!

proc obtainx
begin s := 8 = 2;

obtain(st{s + 1],
st{st[s + 2]]);

pits p+ 1
end

proc placex
begin s :=

place(st[
st{[s +

piz= p+
end

’

s
8

2]
1

proce sensex
begin

S t= S- 2;
st[s] :=

sense(st{s + 1],
st{s + 2]):int;

pt=p+1
end

'paramarg'"
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do procarg:
test(st[ s+])
move(p, st[{s])
subtract(2, st[s])
add(st{ p+], st[s])
instr (next)

do paramarg:

move(st[s], x)
add(st[{ p+], x)
move(st[x+], st{s+])
move(st{x+], st[s])
instr(next)

"argument:

argument list:

procedure call:
standard call #

P
R
A
H
H
H

do procecall:
move(p, x)
add(st[ p+], x)
test(st[x-])
move(s, y)
test(st[ s+])
move(b, st[s+])
test(st[ s+])
move(st{t], st[s+])
move(p, st{s])
move(y, b)
move(x, p)
instr (next)

do paramcall:

move(st[s], x)
add(st[ p+], x)
move(st[x+2], w)
compare(maxparam, w)
iflower( parameall2)
test(st[ s-])
push(w)
call(kernelcall)
pop(1)
branch( parameall3)

argument [ argument ]*
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{ argument_list ] ‘instance!
{ argumentlist ] 'instance' 'paramcall'"

$

P
R
P
A
A
H
H

P
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E
H

proe procarg(displ: int)
begin

8S t= 58

st[s]
Pp := p

end

13
p + displ;
2t

u
t

proc paramarg(displ: int)
var addr: int
begin

addr := st{s] + displ;
st[s] := st[laddr];
st[s + 1] :=

stladdr + 1];
Sit= S+1; pit= p+ 2

end

expression # variablesymbol # procedureargument

"proccall' #

proc proccall(displ: int)
begin

st[s + 1] := b;
st[s + 3] := t;
st{[s + 4] := p+ 2;
b gs 83
St= s+ 4;
p := p + displ

end

proc paramcall(displ: int)
var addr, dest: int
begin

addr := st{s] + displ;
dest := stLaddr + 1];
if dest <= maxparam do
St=s- 13
kernelcall(dest);
Pp t= p+2

else true do
st[s] := st[L addr];
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do paramcall2: $ st[s + 1] := b;
move(s, y) $ st{s + 3] := t;

move(st[x+], st{s+]) $ st[s + 4] :=+ p+ 2;
move(b, st[s+]) $ bose 85
test(st[s+]) $ st=2's +4;

move(st{t], st[{s+]) $ p := dest
move(p, st{s]) $ end
move(y, b) $ end
move(w, p)

do paramcall3:

instr(next)

$ "conditional statement:
$ { expression 'do' ] statement_list [ 'else' ]
$ conditional statementlist:
$ conditional_statement [ conditionalstatement ]*"

do dox: $ proe dox(displ: int)
move(st[ p+], w) $ begin
test(st[s]) $ if bool(st[s]) do
ifnotequal(do2) $ pt=p+2
add(w, p) $ else true do
subtract(4, p) $ p := p + displ

do do2: $ end;

test(st[s-]) $ Ss t= S- 1
instr(next) $ end

do elsex: $ proce elsex(displ: int)
add(st[p], p) $ begin
test(st[ p-]) $ p := p + displ
instr(next) $ end

$ "if statement:
$ Conditional_statement_list
$ whilestatement:
$ conditional_statement_list
$ when statement:
$ ‘when! conditional_statement_list 'wait' 'endwhen'"

do whenx: $ proce whenx

instr (next) $ begin p := p + 1 end

do wait: $ proc wait(displ: int)
add(st{p], p) $ begin p := p + displ;
test(st[p-]) $ preempt;
call( preempt) $ this := this mod tasks
increment(st[ this] ) $ + 1;
compare(st[{this], st[ tasks] )$ resume
ifnotgreater(wait2) $ end
move(1, st[this])
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do wait2:
call(resume)
instr(next)

do endwhen: $ proc endwhen
instr (next) $ begin p := p+ 1 end

$ "processstatement:
$ 'process' statement_list 'also'"

do process: $ proc process(templength,
move(st{ p+], w) $ lineno: int)
move(st[ p+], st[{1n]) $ begin
add(s, w) $ if s + templength > t do
compare(st{t], w) $ variablelimit( lineno)
ifnotlower( process2) $ end;
call(variablelimit) $ pis p+ 3

do process2: $ end
instr(next)

do alsox: $ proc alsox(displ: int)
move(st[ tasks], w) $ begin
compare(1, w) $ if tasks > 1 do
ifequal(alsol) $ while this < tasks do
move(st[{this], x) $ ql this] :=
subtract(x, w) $ qi this + 1];
shift(2, w) $ this := this + 1
ifequal(also3) $ end;
shift(3, x) $ tasks := tasks - 1;
add(q, x) $ this ts 1;
move(x, y) $ resume
subtract(statelength, y) $ else tasks = 1 do

do also2: $ S t= stacktop;
move(st[x+], stLy+]) $ t := progtop;
repeat(also2, w) $ p t= p+ displ

do also3: $ end
decrement( st[ tasks] ) $ end
move(1, st[this])
eall( resume)
branch(also5)

do also4:
move(st{ stacktop], s)
move(st[ progtop], st[t])
add(st[p], p)
test(st[ p-])

do also5:
instr( next)

$ "process statementlist:
$ process statement [ process statement ]*
$ concurrent_statement: ~
$ '"goto' processstatement_list 'cobegin'"
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word base
word no
do cobeginx:
move(p, st[{base])
subtract(2, st[{base])
move(st[ p+], st[no])
move(st{ p+], st[1n])
compare(maxproc, st[no])
ifnotless(cobegin2)
call( processlimit)

do cobegin2:
move(s, st[ stacktop] )
move(st{[t], st[{progtop])
move(st[t], x)
subtract(s, x)
halve(x)
andnot(#100000, x)
extendsign(w)
divide(st[no], w)
double(w)
move(st[no], x)
move(q, y)
move(x, st{tasks])

do cobegin3:

R
A
A
A
R
A
H
H
H
H

move(s, st[t])
add(w, st{t])
move(b, stLy+])
move(s, st[y+])
move(st[t], st[{y+])
test(st[ p+])
move(st[ base], st[ly])
add(st[ p+], stLy+])
move(st[t], s)
repeat(cobegin3, x)
move(1, st[{this])
call(resume)
instr (next)

"statement:

KERNEL Chap. 8

 

$ proc cobeginx(number,
$ lineno: int)
$ var length, i: int
$ begin
$ "(this = 1) and
$ (tasks = 1)"
$ tasks := number;
$ if tasks > maxproc do
$ processlimit(lineno)
$ end;
$ stacktop
$ progtop := t;
$ length :=
$ (t - s) div tasks;
$ i := 0;
$ while i < tasks do
$ is:s i¢ 1;
$ t := s + length;
$ qalil.bx := b;

$ qlil.sx := s;
$ qli].tx := t;
$ qlil.px := p+
$ sttp + 2 * i+ 2];
$ st=2t
$ end;
$ this := 1;
$ resume
$ end

empty # assignmentstatement # procedure_call #
if_statement # whilestatement #
when _statement # concurrent_statement

statement list:
statement [ statement ]*

Statementpart:

statementlist
program:
program_length completeprocedure 'endcode'"
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text endtext =
do endcode:

$

$
$

move(st[p], st[1n])
push(endtext)
call( stop)

'terminated#'

KERNEL 249

$ proc endcode(lineno: int)
$ begin stop(lineno, text(
$ 'terminated#'))
$ end

“extra instructions"

"localvar(displ):
'tinstance(0)'

do localvar:

$
$

$

'variable(displ)'"

$ proc localvar(displ: int)
test(st[{s+]) $ begin s := s+ 1;
move(b, st[s]) $ st[s] := b + displ;
add(st{ p+], st[s]) $ pti=p+2
instr (next) $ end

"outervar(displ):
'instance(1)' 'variable(displ)'"

do outervar: $ proc outervar(displ: int)

test( st[ s+]) $ begin s :=+ s + 13
move(st{b], st[s]) $ st[s] := st[b] + displ;
add(st[ p+], st{s]) $ pts p+2
instr( next) $ end

"localvalue(displ):
localvar(displ) 'value(1)'"$

do localvalue:

$
$

test(st[s+])
move(b, x)
add(st[ p+], x)
move(st{x], st[s])
instr (next)

"outervalue(displ);
outervar(displ)

do outervalue:
test(st[ s+1])
move(st[{b], x)
add(st[ p+], x)
move(stLx], st{s])
instr(next)

"localset(displ):
localvar(displ)

$ proc localvalue(displ: int)

$ begin s := s+ 13
$ st{[s] := st{[b + displ];
$ Pp t= p+ 2
$ end

'value(1)'"

$ proc outervalue(displ: int)
$ begin s := S+ 1;
$ st[s] :=

$ st[ st[b] + displ];
$ pts p+2
$ end

‘value(setlength)'"
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do localset: $ proc localset(displ: int)
test(st[s+]) var addr, i: int
move(settype, w) begin addr := b + displ;

i o:= 0;
while i < setlength do

st[s + i+ 1] t=
stLaddr + i];

i:s i+
end;

move(b, x)
add(st[ p+], x)

do localset2:
move(st[x+], st{s+])
repeat(localset2, w)
test(st[s-])

A
A
A

F
O
e
H

instr(next) S t= S + setlength;
pi=z=p+2

end

$ “outerset(displ):

$ outervar(displ) ‘'value(setlength)'"

do outerset: $ proc outerset(displ: int)
test(st[ s+]) $ var addr, i: int
move(settype, w) $ begin
move(st[b], x)
add(st[ p+], x)

do outerset2:
move(st[x+], st{s+])
repeat(outerset2, w)
test(st[ s-])
instr (next)

addr := st[b] + displ;
i se OF
while i < setlength do

stts + i+ 1] :=
stLaddr + i];

ios:=s i+ i

end;
8
pt

$ end

etlength;

A
A
A
H
H
H

s+ s
p+2

"localcase(vardispl, value, progdispl):$
$ localvalue(vardispl) 'constant(value)'
$ ‘equal(1)' 'do(progdispl)'"

d © localcase: $ proc localcase(vardispl,
move(st[ p+], w) $ value, progdispl: int)
move(st[ p+], x) $ begin
move(st[ p+], y) $ if st{b + vardispl]
add(b, w) $ = value
ecompare(st[w], x) $ do p:=p+4
ifequal(localcase2) $ else true do
add(y, p) $ Pp := p + progdispl
subtract(8, p) $ end

do localecase2: $ end
instr(next)

$ "“outercase(vardispl, value, progdispl):
$ outervalue(vardispl) 'constant(value)'
$ ‘equal(1)! 'do(progdispl)'"

do outercase: $ proc outercase(vardispl,
move(st[ p+], w) $ value, progdispl: int)
move(st[ p+], x) $ begin
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move(st[ p+], y) $ if st[st{b] + vardispl]
add(st[b], w) $ = value
compare(stlw], x) $ dopi:i= p+
ifequal(outercase2) $ else true do
add(y, p) $ p t= p + progdispl
subtract(8, p) $ end

do outercase2: $ end

instr(next)

$ "stringconst(number, valuel,
‘constant(valuen)'"$ Tconstant(value1)' ...

do stringconst:
move(st[ p+], w)
test(st[ s+])

do stringconst2:
move(st[ p+], st[s+])
repeat(stringconst2, w)
test(st[ s-]) ‘
instr(next)

$ "setconst(number, valuel,
$ stringconst(number, valuel, ...

eee, Valuen):

$ proc stringconst(
number: int)

var i: int
begin i := 0;
while i < number do

£ ie 4.4% ‘18
st(s + i] :=

st[p + i+ 1]
end
s
p:

end

Ss + number;
p + number + 2

P
A
A
A
A
R
A
H
H
F
H

-, valuen):
» Valuen)

$ ‘oconstruct(number, lineno)'"

word m2
do setconst:

move(st[ p+], st{m2])
test(st[ s+])
move(settype, w)

do setconst2:
clear(st[{s+])
repeat(setconst2, w)

do setconst3:
move(st[ p+], w)
move(w, x)
andnot(#177770, w)
shift(-3, x)
add(s, x)
move(1, y)
shift(w, y)
or_byte(y, st[x-setlength] )
decrement( st[ m2])
ifnotequal(setconst3)

test( st[s-])
instr(next)

$ proc setconst(number: int)
$ var i: int; new: settype1
$ begin
$ new := settypel;
$ i. f= 03
$ while i < number do

$ its i+ 1;
$ new := new +
$ settype1(
$ stip + i+ 1])
$ end;
$ storeset(s + 1, new);
$ S t= 8S + setlength;
$ p t= p+ number + 2
$ end
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$ “singleton(value):
$ 'constant(value)'!

do singleton:
test(st[s+])
move(settype, w)

do singleton2:
clear(st[s+])
repeat(singleton2, w)
move(st[ p+], w)
move(w, x)
andnot(#177770, w)
shift(-3, x)
add(s, x)
move(1, y)
shift(w, y)
or_byte(y, st[{x-setlength])
test( st[ s-])
instr (next)

$ "elemvalue:
$ 'value(1)'"

do elemvalue:
move(st[{ st[s+0]], st{s])
instr (next)

$ "elemassign:
$ ‘assign(1)'"

do elemassign:
move(st[s], st[st{s-]])
test(st[s-])
instr( next)

$ "outercall(displ):
$ ‘instance(1)!

do outercall:
move(p, x)
add(st[ p+], x)
test(st[x-])
test(st[ s+])
move(s, y)
move(st{b], st{s+])
move(b, st[s+])
test(st[s+])
move(st[t], st[s+])
move(p, stLs])

KERNEL

R
A
A
A
A
A
E

H
D

R
A
H

R
A
E
R
H

$
$

P
A
A
R
H
H
t
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‘construct(1, lineno)'"

proc singleton(value: int)
var new: settypel

begin
new := settypet(value);
storeset(s + 1, new);
S := S + setlength;
pit=spt 2

end

proc elemvalue
begin st[s] := st{st[{s]];
pts p+1

end

proc elemassign
begin

st[st[s - 1]] := st[s];
S t= S=- 2; p t= p+ 1

end

'proccall(displ)'"

proc outercall(displ: int)
begin

S t= S+ 1;
st{s] := st{bl;
st{s + 1] := b;
st[s + 3] := t;
st[s + 4] := p+ 2;
b s= 5;
8S := S + 4;
p t= p+ displ

end
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move(y, b)
move(x, p)
instr (next)

$ "outerparam(displ):
$ tinstance(1)' 'paramcall(displ)'"

do outerparam: $ proc outerparam(displ: int)
move(st[b], x) $ var addr, dest: int
add(st[ p+], x) $ begin
move(st[x+2], w) addr := st[b] + displ;
compare(maxparam, w) dest := stLaddr + 1];
iflower( outer par am2) if dest <= maxparam do
push( w) kernelcall(dest);
call(kernelcall) pPt= p+ 2
pop(1) else true do

S t= S+ 13branch( outer param3)
st{s] := stl addr];do outerparam2:

test(st[ s+]) stl[s + 1] := b;
move(s, y) st[s + 3] := t;
move(st[x+], st[s+]) st[s + 4] := p+ 2;
move(b, st[{s+]) b t= 8;
test(st[ s+]) S i= s+ 4;
move(st[t], st[{s+]) p t= dest
move(p, st[s]) end

endS
P
A
P
A
H
A
A
A
A
A
R
A
H
F

E
F
A
H
E
H
H

move(y, b)
move(w, p)

do outerparam3:
instr (next)

$ proc execute instruction
$ var op: opcode
$ begin

op := opeode(st[p]);
if op = add4¥ do add( stl p + 1])
else op = also4 do alsox(st[p + 1])
else op = and4 do andx
else op = assign4 do assign(st[p + 1])
else op = blank4 do blank(st[p + 1])
else op = cobegin4 do cobeginx(st{p + 1], st{Lp + 2])
else op = constant4 do constant(st[p + 1])
else op = construct4 do

construct(st{p + 1], stip + 2])
else op = difference4 do difference

P
A
A
A
A
E
A
A
A
H
A
M
H
A
H
H
H
H

else op = divide4 do divide(st[p + 1])
else op = do4 do dox(stip + 1])
else op = else4 do elsex(st[p + 1])
else op = endcode4 do endcode(st[p + 1])
else op = endlib4 do endlib(st[p + 1])
else op = endproc4 do endproc
else op endwhen4 do endwhen
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else op = equal4 do equal(st[p + 1])
else op = field4 do field(st[p + 1])
else op = goto4 do goto(st[p + 1])
else op = greater4 do greater
else op = in4 do inx(st[p + 1])
else op = index4 do

index(st[p + 1], st{p + 2], stip + 3], stip + 4])
else op = instance4 do instance(st[p + 11)
else op = intersection4 do intersection
else op = less4 do less
else op = libproc4 do

libproc(st[p + 1], stlp + 2], stip + 3])
else op = minus4 do minus(st[p + 1])
else op = modulo4 do modulo(st[p + 1])
else op = multiply4 do multiply(st[p + 1])
else op = newline4 do newline(st[p + 1])
else op = not4 do notx
else op = notequal4 do notequal(st{p + 1])
else op = notgreater4 do notgreater
else op = notless4 do notless
else op = or4 do orx
else op = paramarg4 do paramarg(st[p + 1])
else op = paramcall4 do paramcall(st[p + 1])
else op = procarg4 do procarg(st[p + 1])
else op = proccall4 do proceall(st{p + 11)
else op = procedure4 do

procedure(st{[p + 1], st{[p + 2], stip + 3], stI[p + 41)
else op = process4 do process(st[p + 1], stlp + 2])
else op = subtract4 do subtract(st[p + 1])
else op = union4 do union
else op = valspace4 do valspace(st[p + 1])
else op = value4 do value(st{p + 1])
else op = variable4 do variable(st[p + 1])

else op = wait4 do wait(st[p + 1])
else op = when4 do whenx
else op = addr4 do addrx
else op = halt4 do haltx(st[p + 1])
else op = obtain4 do obtainx
else op = place4 do placex
else op = sense4 do sensex
else op = elemassign4 do elemassign
else op = elemvalue4 do elemvalue
else op = localcase4¥ do

localcase(st[p + 1], st{p + 2], st{p + 3])
else op = localset4¥ do localset(st[p + 1])
else op = localvalue4 do localvalue(st[p + 1])
else op = localvar4 do localvar(st[p + 1])
else op = outercall4 do outercall(stip + 1])
else op = outercase4 do

outercase(st[p + 1], st{p + 2], st{[p + 3])
else op = outerparam4 do outerparam(st[p + 1])
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$ else
$ else
$ else
$ else
$ else
$ else
$ end
$ end

d o begin:
call( initialize)

op
op
op
op
op
op

instr (next)

word minaddr

KERNEL 255

outerset4 do outerset(st[p + 1])
outervalue4 do outervalue(st[p + 1])
outervar4 do outervar(st[p + 1])
setconst4 do setconst(st[p + 1])
singleton4 do singleton(st[p + 1])
stringconst4 do stringconst(st[p + 1])

$ begin
$ initialize;

$ while true do
$ execute instruction
$ end 7
$ end "kernel"



OPERATING SYSTEM

The function of the Edison operating system is described in Chapters 4
and 5. This chapter contains the complete text of the operating system

with some additional comments.

Operating System Parameters

The parameters of the operating system denote constants and pro-
cedures declared within the kernel (Chapter 8).

Modules

The followingis a list of the modules in the operating system and the

sections in which their functions are defined.

Character sets (Section 5.15.11)
Integers (Section 5.15.8)

256
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Names (Section 5.15.9)
Lines (Section 5.15.10)
Booleans (Section 5.15.7)
Terminal (Sections 5.2.1 and 5.15.1)
Failures (Section 5.15.10)
Disk tracks (Section 5.15.6)
Disk pages (Section 5.16.1)
Disk maps (Sections 5.16.1 and 5.16.3)

Disk catalogs (Sections 4.2.2, 5.3.5, and 5.16.2)
Disk library (Sections 5.3 and 5.4)
Disk files (Section 5.4)

Data streams (Section 5.15.4)
Standard commands(Sections 5.3, 5.4, and 5.9)

Library commands (Section 5.15)

Names

Theless function determines whether or not a name x precedes another

namey in the alphabetic order determined by the characterset.

Terminal

The operating system halts if the maximum length of a program line is

less than the length of a screen line (thatis, if linelength < maxcolumn).

Disk Maps

The extend procedure finds an available page in a given disk map and
appends it at the end of a given chain of page numbers. Thefirst page num-
ber in the chain is called its (start) address. An empty chain has a dummy
start address called endlist.

The discard procedure follows a chain of page numbers with a given
start address in a page map and makesthe pagesavailable for futurefiles.

The address function follows a chain of page numbers with a given start

address and converts a relative page number(1, 2, 3,...) within a file to an
absolute page number ona disk.

Disk Catalogs

The entries of a disk catalog are stored at the beginning of a table of

fixed length. The entries are kept in the alphabetic order of their names.
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The search procedure performs a linear search of a disk catalog and
retrieves the attributes of an entry with a given name(if it exists).

The include procedure inserts a new entry with a given name and
attributes in a disk catalog.

The change procedureassigns a set of attributes to an existing entry

with a given namein disk catalog.
The exclude procedure removes an existing entry with a given name

from a disk catalog.

Disk Library

This module describes operations on a pair of disks. It uses a pair of
booleans to determine whether any of the disks have been changed during

the execution of the most recent user command (Section 4.2.2).

Disk Files

This module describes operations on a disk file viewed as a sequence of

disk pages with (relative) page numbers 1, 2, 3,....

The open procedureinitializes a record that describes a file with a given

name as being open,possibly protected (‘‘safe’’), and of unchanged length.
In addition, the drive number, start address, and size of thefile are retrieved
from a disk catalog.

The read procedure inputs a page with a given page number from a
givenfile.

The write procedure outputs a page with a given page numberto a given
file.

The extend procedure changes the length ofa givenfile. If the boolean

parameter named newpage is true, another page is appended at the end of
the file. The integer parameter named newwords defines the number of

words stored on thelast page ofthefile.
The end procedure marksa file as being closed. If the length ofthe file

has been changed,its description is changed in the relevant disk catalog.

Data Streams

This module describes operations on a disk file viewed as a sequenceof

elementary values. A stream is described by its length and bytheposition of
the next value to be input (or output). This position is called the head of the
stream. A block is used to hold the values of a single disk page.

The openread procedure opens an input stream and positions the head
at the first word of thefirst page.

The more function determines whether or not the head of a stream has
passed the endof the stream.
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The read procedure retrieves a value from the head position and moves
the head to the next position in a stream.

Thevalue of the mark function is the current head position of a stream.

The move procedure moves the head to a given position within a
stream.

The endread procedurecloses an input stream.

When a data value is output at the end of an existing, nonemptyfile,
there are two possibilities: (1) Either the value must be stored on the last

page of the already existing part of thefile, or (2) it must be stored on a new

page to be appendedto thefile. These twocases are distinguished by means

of a boolean named newpage.
The openwrite procedure opens an output stream and positions the

head immediately after the last value (if any) stored in the existingfile.

The write procedure places a given value at the head position and moves
the head to the next position in a stream.

The endwrite procedure closes an output stream.

Operating System Text

"The Edison operating system
14 July 1981

Copyright (c) 1981 Per Brinch Hansen"

array sector [1:64] (int)

roc system(
pdpi1: bool;
maxrow, maxcolumn: int;
proc cursor(row, column: int);
proc erase;
proc display(value: char);
proc accept(var value: char);

 

 

 

 

roc print(value: char);
proc read sector(drive, sectorno: int;
 

var value: sector);
proc writesector(drive, sectorno: int;

value: sector) )
 

const nl = char(10); sp=''

module "character sets"

* set charset (char)

* < ar capitals, comment: charset
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* proce subset(first, last: char): charset
var c: char; value: charset
begin c := first; value := charset;

while ec <= last do
value := value+ charset(c);
@ :=-char(int(c) + 1)

 

 

 

val subset := value

*® proce lowercase(c: char): char
begin
if e in capitals do
=char(int(e)+ 32)~e

end;
al lowercase := ¢

wa

begin capitals := subset('A’', 'Z');
comment := charset(nl, sp)

end

module "integers"

* const minint = #100000; maxint = 32767

var signs, digits, numeric: charset

* proc read_int( roe read(var ce: char);
var value: in

varc: char; ainsi bool; digit: int
begin value := 0; read(c);

artle ce in comment do read(c) end;

if c in ‘signs do plus :=c = "ey read(c)
else true do plus := true end;
while c indigits do
“digit t= int(c) =int('0');

if value >= (minint + digit) div 10 do
“value :=+ 10 * value - digit
end;
read(c)

end j
if plus and (value > minint) do

value i= - value

end
end

 

 

* proc write_int(proe write(c: char); value, length: int)
const max = 6
array numeral [1:max] (char)
Var no: numeral; min, i: int; negative: bool
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begin
“ifvalue = minint do
“no :s numeral('-32768'); min := max
else value = 0 do

no[max] := '0'%; min := 1
else true do
if value < 0 do
“negative := true; value := - value
else true do negative := false end;
min := 0;
while value > 0 do

no[max - min] t= char(value mod 10 + int('0'));
min := min + 1; value := value div 10

end;
Trnegative do
“nof[max - min] := '-'; min := min + 1
end

end;
while length > min do

write(sp); length:= length - 1

end;
while min > 0 do

min := min - 1; write(no[max - min])

end
end

begin signs := charset('+-');
digits := subset('0', '9')

end

module "names"

* const namelength = 12
* array name [1:namelength] (char)

var alphanum, letters: charset

* proc read_name(proe read(var c: char);
var value: name) _

vari: int; e: char
Degin value := name(sp); read(c);
“while c in comment do read(c) end;
ifec” ia Tetters do
“i 9B4;
whdte fe in alphanum) and (i <= namelength) do
~“er= lowercase(c); value[i] := ¢;

read(c); i := i+ 1
end

end

end”
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* proc write_name(proec write(c: char); value: name)
var i: int
begin i :=-1;

while i <= namelength do
write(value[i]); i 72

end
end

i+

* proc less name(x, y: name): bool
var i: int
 

Ddegin L $= 13

while (i < namelength) and (x{iJ] = yfi]) do
1ost= i+ 1 a ~~

end;
val less name := x[i] < yfil]

end 7
begin letters := capitals + subset('a', 'z');

alphanum := letters + subset('0', '9') + charset('_')
end

module "lines"

* const linelength = 80
* array line [1:linelength] (char)

var endline: charset

* proc write line(proc write(c: char); text: line)
var i: int; ¢c: char
Degin i := 1; ¢ := text[{1];

while not (c in endline) and (i < linelength) do
write(c); i= i+ 1; ¢t= text[i]

end;
if ec = nl do write(nl) end

end

begin endline := charset(nl, '.’) end

module "booleans"

* proc read_bool(proc read(var ec: char); var value: bool)

var word: name
Begin read_name(read, word);
“value := (word = name('true')) or

(word = name('yes'))
end
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® reswritebool(proc write(c: char); value: bool)

egi
ifyas do write line(write, line('true .'))
else true“do writeline(write, line('false.' )) end
end

begin skip end

module "terminal"

* const bel = char(7); bs = char(8); ht = char(9);
If = char(10); cr = char(13); ese char(27);
del = char(127); right = ht; left bs;
tab = 5 "char"

* array sentence [1:150] (char)

var normal: bool; graphic: charset;
“text: line; typed, used: int

* proc write terminal(value: char)
egin ~
“ifnormal and (value = 1f) do display(cr) end;

display( value)
end

* proc writename terminal(value: name)
egin write_name(write_terminal, value) end

* proc writeline_terminal(value: line)
begin write_line(writeterminal, value) end

* prog writeint terminal(value, length: int)
begin write int(write_terminal, value, length) end

* proc writebool terminal(value: bool)
egin write_bool(write_terminal, value) end

® proc writesentence terminal(value: sentence)
var i: int; c: char
begin i := 4; e := value[1];
“while c <> '.' do

write_terminal(c); i := i + 1; ¢ t= valuelil
end

end

proc typeline
var i, x, n: int; ec: char
Degin textl1] := nl; n := 1; x t= 1; accept(c);

while ¢ <> er do
if (ec = ape)aa (x > 1) do
~~display(bs); tx xX - 1
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els ndox :=n
while i < xdo displayCtext11); its i+ 1 end

else (¢c = del) and (x <n) do
Mien - 13 2 t= xy
while i< ndo

textLi] :=CextLi + 1]; display(text[li])
iss i+i1

end;
textinl t= nl; display(sp);
while i > x do display(bs);

Else Ce in graphic) and (n < li
te on+ 1; its nj;_

while i> x do
text{i] := textli - 1]; i :=2 i- 1

end;
Textlx] := c; x t= xX + 13
while i < n do
““display(text[il); i t= i+ 1
end;
while i > x do display(bs); i := i - 1 end

en
Seceptte)

end;
write_terminal(nl); typed := n; used := 0

end
He
B
e

* proc read terminal(var value: char)
begin ~ —
if normal do
“if used =typed do typeline end;

used := used + 13value := textl used]
else true do accept( value) end

end

* proc readname_terminal(var value: name)
begin read_name(read_terminal, value) end

* proc readint_terminal(var value: int)
egin read_int(read_terminal, value) end

* proc select _terminal(standard: bool)
egin normal := standard; used := typed; display(nl) end

* proc pause_terminal
Varvalue:char
begin
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writeline terminal(
line('push RETURN to continue', nl));

accept(value)

end
begin
if linelength < maxcolumn do

writeline_terminal(line(Tline limit.')); halt
end;
graphic := subset(char(32), char(126));
select terminal( true);
writelineterminal(line('The Edison system', nl))

end

 

module "failures"

* proc assumel(condition: bool; text: line)

begin
if not condition do
“writelineterminal(text); halt
end

end”
* proc assume2(condition: bool; title: name;

text: line)
begin

if not condition do
“~writename_terminal( title);

write_terminal(sp);
writeline terminal(text); halt

end ~

end
begin skip end

module "disk tracks"

* const tracksectors = 26; firsttrack = 0; lasttrack = 76
* array track [1:tracksectors] (sector)

*® proc read_track(drive, trackno: int; var block: track)
var i: int ~~
begin i := 1;

while i <= tracksectors do
read_sector(drive, tracksectors * trackno + i- 1,
block[i]);

io:s i+
end

end
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* proc write_track(drive, trackno: int; var block: track)
var i: int
begin i :=.1;

while i <= tracksectors do
write_sector(drive, tracksectors * trackno + i- 1,

block[i]);
ics i+1

end
end

begin skip end

 

module "disk pages"

* const pagelength = 512; pagesectors = 8
* array page [1:pagelength] (char)

array overlay [1:pagesectors] (sector)

* proc read page(drive, pageno: int; var block: page)
var i: int —
begin i := 1;

while i <= pagesectors do
read sector(drive, pagesectors * pageno + i+ 1,
block:overlay[il);

ics i+
end

end
® proc writepage(drive, pageno: int; var block: page)
var i: int
begin i := 1;

while i <= pagesectors do
write_sector(drive, pagesectors * pageno + i+ 1,

block:overlay[i]);
ss i+ 1

 

i
end

end

begin skip end

module "disk maps"

const diskaddr = "sectorno" 10; disksectors = 4;
rstpage = 27; lastpage = 249;

available = maxint; endlist = 0

array table [1:lastpage] (int)
array filler [1:5] (int)
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® record diskmap (free, next: int; contents: table;
unused: filler)

array overlay [1:disksectors] (sector)

* var allpages: int

* proce new_diskmap(var map: diskmap)
var i: int
begin i := 1;
while i < firstpage do
Map.contents[i] :=endlist; i := i+ 1

else i <= lastpage do
map.contents[i] := available; i := i+ 1

end;
Mmap.free := allpages; map.next := firstpage

end

* proc read_diskmap(var map: diskmap; drive: int)
var i: int
begin i := 1;

while i <= disksectors do
read_sector(drive, diskaddr + i- 1,
map:overlay[ il);

iss i¢+t
end

end

 

* proc writediskmap(var map: diskmap; drive: int)
var i: int
Degin i := 1;

while i <= disksectors do
write_sector(drive, diskaddr + i - 1,
map:overlay[i]);

is:=+i+1
end

end
* proc emptydiskmap(var map: diskmap): int

Feetn val emptydiskmap := endlist end

* proc extend diskmap(var map: diskmap;
var address: int) ~~

var elem, suce: int
begin assumet(map.free > 0, line('disk limit.'));

while map.contents[map.next] <> available do

map.next := map.next mod lastpage + 1
end;
aifaddress = endlist do address := map.next
else true do a

élem := address; suce :=
while suce <> endlist do

 

map.contents[ elem];
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elem := succ; suce := map.contents[ elem]
end;
map.contents[elem] := map.next

end;
map.contents[map.next] :
map.free := map.free - 1

end

= endlist;

* proce discard_diskmap(var map: diskmap;
“~address: int) —
var suce: int
Begin

if address <> endlist do
“while address <> endlist do

Succ :=.map.contents[ address];
map.contents[ address] := available;
map.free := map.free + 1;
address := suce

end;
Map.next := firstpage

end
end

* proc addressdiskmap(var map: diskmap;
address, pageno: int): int

var succ, p: int
begin assumei(address <> endlist, line('file limit.'));

suce := map.contents[ address]; p := 13
while (p < pageno) and (succ <> endlist) do

address := succ; suce := map.contents[ address];
pPt=p+ 1

end;
‘assumei(p = pageno, line(' file limit.'));
val address_diskmap := address

end
begin allpages := lastpage - firstpage + 1 end

record position (pages, words: int)

record attributes (address: int; length: position;

protected: bool)

module "disk catalogs"

const diskaddr = "sectorno" 14; disksectors = 12;
maxitem = 47

record item (title: name; attr: attributes)
array table [1:maxitem] (item)
array filler [1:15] (int)

OPERATING SYSTEM Chap. 9
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* record diskecatalog (size: int; contents: table;
unused: filler)

array overlay [1:disksectors] (sector)

proc locate(var catalog: diskcatalog; key: name;
var index: int; var found: bool)

beeia
catalog.size = 0 do fcund := false

else true do —~
index := 1;
while (catalog.contents[ index].title <> key) and

(index < catalog.size) do index := index + 1
end;
Found := catalog .contents[ index].title = key

end
end

* proc new diskcatalog(var catalog: diskcatalog)
begin catalog.size := 0 end

* proc read diskeatalog(var catalog: diskcatalog;
rive: int) ~~

var i: int
begin i := 1;

While i <= disksectors do
read_sector(drive, diSkaddr + i - 1,

catalog:overlaylil);
ists i+

end
end

* proc writediskeatalog(var catalog: diskcatalog;
drive: int)

var i: int
Begin i := 1;

while i <= disksectors do
write sector(drive, diskaddr + i- 1,

catalog:overlayL[i]);
isc=2si+1

end

end
* proc list diskcatalog(var catalog: diskcatalog;

proc write(c: char))”_
var index: int; entry: item; lengthx: position;

used: int
begin index := 1; used := 0; write(nl);

while index <= catalog.size do
entry := catalog.contents[ index];
lengthx := entry.attr.length;
write_name(write, entry.title);
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if entry.attr.protected do
“write line(write, line(™ protected .'))
else true do

writeline(write, line(' unprotected.'))
end;
write_ int(write, lengthx.pages, 4);
writeline(write, line(' pages.'));
if (0< lengthx.pages) and

(lengthx.pages < 64) do
write_int(write, pagelength *

(lengthx.pages - 1) + lengthx.words, 7);
write_line(write, line(' words.’))

end;
write(nl); used := used + lengthx.pages;
if index mod (maxrow - 5) = 0 do

pause_terminal ~
end;
Index := index + 1

end;
write(nl); write_int(write, catalog.size, 5);
write line(write, line(' entries', n1));
writeint(write, used, 5);
writeline(write, linet! pages used', nl));
writeint(write, allpages - used, 5);
write_line(write, line(' pages available’, n1))

end

 

* proce include_diskcatalog(var catalog: diskeatalog;
key: name;attr: attributes)

var x, y: item; index: int
begin
~~assume1(catalog.size . maxitem,

line('catalog full.'));
x i= item(key, attr); index := V3
while index <= catalog.size do

y i= catalog.contents[ index];
assume2(x.title <> y.title, key,

line(' ambiguous.'));
if less name(x.title, y.title) do
“~eatalog.contents{index] := x;x t= y
end;
index := index +1

end;
Catalog.size := catalog.size + 1;
catalog .contents[catalog.size] := x

end

* proc search diskcatalog(var catalog: diskcatalog;
key: name; var value: attributes; var found: bool)

var index: int ~—
begin locate(catalog, key, index, found);
= found do value := catalog.contents[index].attr end

en
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* proc change diskcatalog(var catalog: diskcatalog;
key: name; value: attributes)

var index: int; found: bool
begin locate(catalog, key, index, found);

assume2(found, key, line(' unknown.'));
catalog.contents[index].attr := value

end

* proce exclude_diskeatalog(var catalog: diskcatalog;
key: name)

var index: int; found: bool
begin locate(catalog, key, index, found);

assume2(found, key, line(' unknown.'));
while index < catalog.size do

catalog .contents[ index] :=
catalog.contents[ index + 1];

index := index + 1
end;
Catalog.size := catalog.size - 1

end
begin skip end

module "disk library"

array boolpair [0:1] (bool)
array mappair [0:1] (diskmap)
array catalogpair [0:1] (diskcatalog) ‘

var original: boolpair; maps: mappair;
catalogs: catalogpair

proc check(drive: int)

begin
assume1((drive = 0) or (drive = 1),

line('drive no invalid.'))

end
roc flushdisklibrary(drive: int)

Fagin
if originalldrive] do
“wr ite_diskmap(maps[drive], drive);

write_diskeatalog(catalogs[drive], drive);
original[drive] := false

end

end
proc insertnew_library(drive: int)
‘begin.

new diskmap(maps[ drive]);
newdiskeatalog(catalogs{ drivel);
original[drive] := true

end
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proc insertoldlibrary(drive: int)
begin

read_diskmap(maps[drive], drive);
read_diskcatalog(catalogs[drive], drive);

original{drive] := false
end

* proc flush library
begin flushdisklibrary(0);
~~flushdisk_library(1)
end

* proc insert library
var c: char
Begin

writesentence_terminal(sentence(nl,
‘insert two disks and type', nl, nl,
's if both disks are standard', nl,
'O if only disk 0 is standard', nl,

'1 if only disk 1 is standard’, nl,
'b if both disks are blank', nl, '.'));

accept(c);
while not (e in charset('sS01bB')) do

accept(c) ~_
end;
©:= lowercase(c);
writeline terminal(line(c, n1));
ifc = 'sT do

insertoldlibrary(0); insertold library(1)
else true do ~

pause_terminal;
if c= '0' do

“insertoldTibrary(0); insertnew_library(1)
else c = '1' do

insertnew library(0); insertold_ library(1)
else c = 'b’ do ~

‘insertnew_library(0); insertnew_library(1)

end
end

end”
* i a aK i ;proc list library(drive: int; proce write(c: char) )

begin check(drive); ,
list_diskcatalog(catalogs[drive], write)

end

* proc backup library(drive: int)
var block: track; i: int
Begin check(drive); i := firsttrack;

while i <= lasttrack do
read_track(drive, i,block);
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write_track(1 - drive, i, block);
ios:si+1

end;
insertoldlibrary(1 - drive).

end
* proc deletelibrary(drive: int; title: name)
var attr: attributes; found: bool
begin check(drive);

searchdiskeatalog(catalogs{drive], title,
attr, found);

if found do
“assume2(not attr.protected, title,

line(' protected.'));
discard diskmap(maps[{drive], attr.address);
excludediskcatalog(catalogs[drive], title);
original[drive] := true

end

end”
* proc create library(drive: int; title: name)

begin check(drive);
delete_library(drive, title);
include diskcatalog(catalogs[drive], title,
attributes( emptydiskmap(maps[drive]),

position(0, 0), false));
originalfdrive] := true

end
* proc protect library(drive: int; title: name;

Value: bool)
var attr: attributes; found: bool
begin check(drive);

searchdiskcatalog(catalogs[drive], title,
attr, found);

assume2(found, title, line(' unknown.'));
attr.protected := value;
change diskcatalog(catalogs[drive], title, attr);
original[drive] := true

end

* proc rename_library(drive: int; old, new: name)
var attr: attributes; found: bool
begin check(drive);

search diskcatalog(catalogs{drive], new, attr, found);
assume2(not found, new, line(' ambiguous.'));
searchdiskcatalog(catalogs[drive], old, attr, found);
assume2(found, old, line(' unknown.'));
assume2(not attr.protected, old, line(' protected.'));
exclude diskcatalog(catalogs[drive], old);
includediskeatalog(catalogs[drive], new, attr);
original{[drive] := true

end
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* proc changelibrary(drive: int; title: name;

new: attributes)
var old: attributes; found: bool
Begin check(drive);

search diskeatalog(catalogs[ drivel, title, old, found);
assumed(found, title, line(' unknown.'));
assume2(not old.protected, title, line(' protected.'));
change_diskeatalog(catalogs[ drivel, title, new);
originalldrive] := true

end

 

® proc search library(var drive: int; title: name;
var attr:attributes)

varfound: bool
begin drive := 0;
“search.diskeatalog(catalogs[0], title, attr, found);
if notfound do
“drive t= 13

search|diskeatalog(catalogs{1], title, attr, found)
end;

assume2( found, title, line(' unknown.'))
end

 

* proc locate library(var drive: int; title: name)
var attr: attributes
begin searchlibrary(drive, title, attr) end

* proc address library(drive, start, pageno: int): int
begin check(drive);

val address library t=
“addressdiskmap(maps[ drive], start, pageno)

end
* proc extend library(drive: int; var start: int)
begin check(drive); extend diskmap(mapsl drivel, start);

original[ drive] ts true ~
end

begin original := boolpair(false, false);
insert_library "both drives contain disks"

end

module "disk files"

* record diskfile (title: name; open, safe, changed: bool;
drive, start: int; size: position)

* proc open_file(var file: diskfile; title: name;
var size: position)

vardrive: int; attr: attributes
Begin search_library(drive, title, attr);
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size := attr.length;
file := diskfile(title, true, attr.protected, false,
drive, attr.address, size)

end

*® proc readfile(var file: diskfile; pageno: int;
var block: page)

begin assume1(file.open, line('file closed.'));
assume2((1 <= pageno) and

(pageno <= file.size.pages),
file.title, line(' limit.’));

readpage(file.drive, addresslibrary(file.drive,
file.start, pageno), block)

end

* proc write file(var file: diskfile; pageno: int;
var block: page)

begin assume1(file.open, line('file closed.'));
assume2(not file.safe, file.title,

line(' protected.'));
assume2((1 <= pageno) and

(pageno <= file.size.pages),
file.title, line(' limit.'));

writepage(file.drive, addresslibrary(file.drive,
file.start, pageno), block)

end
* proc extend _file(var file: diskfile;

newpage: bool; neéwwords: int)
begin assumei(file.open, line('file closed.'));

assume2(not file.safe, file.title,
line(' protected.'));

if newpage do
extend library(file.drive, file.start);
file.size.pages := file.size.pages + 1

end;
file.size.words := newwords; file.changed := true

end
® proc end file(var file: diskfile)

begin assume1(file.open, line('file closed.'));
if file.changed do

change library(file.drive, file.title,
attributes(file.start, file.size, file.safe))

end;
file.open := false

end

begin skip end
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module "data streams"

* record stream (data: diskfile; head, length: position;

block: page; newpage: bool)

* proc openread_stream(var file: stream; title: name)
begin openfile(file.data, title, file.length);

file.head := position(1, 1) "reading(file)"
end

* proc more stream(var file: stream): bool
begin "reading( file)"
if file.head.pages < file.length.pages do
“val more stream := true
elsefile.head.pages = file.length.pages do

val morestream := ~~
File.nead.words <= file.length.words

else true do
val morestream := false

end
end

* proc read_stream(var file: stream; var value: char)
var x: int
begin "morestream( file)"

X := file.head.words;
ifix = 1 do
“read file(file.data, file.head.pages, file.block);

filevhead.words := 3
else x = pagelength do

file.head := position(file.head.pages + 1, 1)
else true do

file.head.words := x + 1
end;
Value r= file.block[x]

end
* proc mark stream(var file: stream): position

beath "more_stream(file) or writing(file)"
val mark_‘Stream := file.head

end

* proc move stream(var file: stream; place: position)
begin "reading( file)"
5 not ((file.head.pages = place.pages)
and(file.head.words > 1)) do

read_file(file.data, placé.pages, file.block)
end;
file.head := place

end
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* proc endread_stream(var file: stream)
begin "reading(file)®

end_file(file.data) "closed(file)"
end

* proc openwritestream(var file: stream; title: name)
begin open file(file.data, title, file.length);
if file.Tength.pages = 0 do

file.head := position(1, 1); file.newpage := true
else file.length.words = pagelength do

file.head := position(file.length.pages + 1, 1);
file.newpage := true

else true do
read file(file.data, file.length.pages, file.block);
file.head := position(file.length.pages,

file.length.words + 1); file.newpage := false
end
Wwriting( file)"

end

* proc write stream(var file: stream;
Value: char)

var x: int
begin "writing(file)" x := file.nead.words;

file.block[ x] := value;
if x = pagelength do

extend file(file.data, file.newpage, pagelength);
write file(file.data, file.head.pages, file.block);
file.head := position(file.head.pages + 1, 1);
file.newpage := true

else true do
file.head.words := x + 1

end
end

* proc endwrite stream(var file: stream)
begin "writing(file)'"—

if filé.nead.words > 1 do
“extend file(file.data,file.newpage,

filevhead.words - 1);
writefile(file.data, file.head.pages, file.block)

end;
end_file(file.data) "closed( file)"

end

begin skip end

module "standard commands"

* proc readdrive(var drive: int)
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begin writeline terminal(line(' Drive no = .'));
readint_terminal( drive)

end

* proc readfile(var title: name)
bsegin writelinefterminal(line(' File name = .'));
readname_terminal( title)

end
® proe list

var drive: int
begin readdrive(drive);
“Tist_library(drive, write.terminal)

end
* proc backup

vardrive: int
begin readdrive(drive);

writelineterminal(
line('insert blank disk in drive.'));

writeint terminal(1 - drive, 2);
write terminal(nl); pause_terminal;
backup_library(drive)

end

 

® proc create
var drive: int; title: name
begin readdrive(drive); readfile( title);

createlibrary(drive, title)
end

 

 

* proce delete
var drive: int; title: name

begin readdrive(drive); readfile(title);
delete|library(drive, title)

end

*® proc protect(value: bool)
varvardrive: int; title: name
begin readdrive(drive); readfile( title);
“protect_library(drive, title, value)
end

* proc rename
var drive: int; old, new: name
Begin readdrive(drive);
—“wWriteline terminal(line(' Old name = oe D5

readname_terminal(old);
writeline terminal(line(! New name = .'));
readname terminal(new);
rename»library(drive, old, new)

end
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* proc copy
var drive: int; title1, title2, temp: name;
“filet, file2: diskfile; size1, size2: position;

block: page
begin

writeline terminal(line(' Input name = .'));
readname_terminal(title1);
writeline terminal(line(' Output name = .'));
readname terminal(title2);
writeliné terminal(line(' Output drive = .'));
readint terminal(drive); temp := name('temp1');
deleteTibrary(drive, title2);
createlibrary(drive, temp);
open_file(file1, title1, size);
openfile(file2, temp, size2);
whilé size2.pages < sizel.pages do

Size2.pages := size2.pages + 1;

if size2.pages < sizel.pages do
“~size2.words := pagelength
else true do size2.words := sizel.words end;
read file(file1, size2.pages, block); ~
extendfile(file2, true, size2.words);
writefile(file2, size2.pages, block)

end;
‘end. file(file1); end file(file2);
rename library(drive> temp, title2);
protect_library(drive, title2, trues

end

 

* proc newsystem(kernel: bool)
‘const kerneladdr = "pageno"” 3;

kernellimit = 4096 "words";
systemaddr = "pageno" 11;
systemlimit = 8192 "words"

var drive, length, limit, pageno, wordno, value: int;
title: name; file: stream; block: page

begin readdrive(drive); readfile(title);
openread stream(file, title); wordno := 0;
aif kernel do

pageno :=kerneladdr; limit := kernellimit
else true do
“pageno :=systemaddr; limit := systemlimit;

while wordno < namelength do
wordno := wordno + 1;
block[wordno] := title[wordno]

end
end;
Teng th := wordno;
while more_stream(file) do
assume2(length < limit, title,

line(' too large.'));
readstream(file, value:char);

279
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length := length + 1; wordno := wordno + 1;
block[wordno] := char(value);
if wordno = pagelength do
“write page(drive, pageno, block);

pageno := pageno + 1; wordno := 0

end
end;
ifwordno > 0 do write_page(drive, pageno, block) end;
endread_stream(file)

end

begin skip end

module "library commands"

const codelength = 24 "pages = 12288 words"
array code [1:codelength] (page)
record program (progname: name; progcode: code)

proc load(title: name): program
var file: diskfile; length: position; i: int
begin open file(file, title, length);

assume2(length.pages > 0, title,
line(' file empty.'));

assume2(length.pages <= codelength, title,
line(' code limit.'));

val load.progname := title; i := 1;
while i <= length.pages do

readfile(file, i, valToad.progcode[i]);
ists i+ 1

end

end”
lib proc prefix(

progname: name;
pdpit: bool;
maxrow, maxcolumn: int;
proc select(normal: bool);
proc cursor(row, column: int);
roc erase;
roc display(value: char);
proc assume(condition: bool; text: line);
proc accept(var value: char);
proc pause; _
proc print(value: char);
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proc openread(var file: stream; title: name);
proc more(var file: stream): bool;
 

roc read(var file: stream; var value: char);
proce mark(var file: stream): position;

move(var file: stream; place: position);

E
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endread(var file: stream);
openwrite(var file: stream; title: name);
write(var File: stream; value: char);
endwrite(var file: stream) ;

proc create(drive: int; title: name) ;
‘proc delete(drive: int; title: name);
roc locate(var drive: "int; title: name) ;
roc rename(drive: int; old, new: name);
proc protect(drive: int; title: name; value: bool);
proc readbool( proc read(var e: char); var value: bool);
proc readint( procread(varc: char); var value: int);
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proc readname(proc read(var ec: char); “var value: name) ;
proc writebool(proc write(c: char); value: bool);
proc writeint(procwrite(c: char); value, length: int);
proc writename(proc write(c: char}; value: name);
proc writeline(proc write(c: char); value: line);
proc readsector(drive, sectorno: ints
 

var value: sector);
prococwritesector(drive, sectorno: int; value: sector);
r subset( first, last: char): charset;
r load( title: name): program)

{ load(progname) ]
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* proc call(progname: name)
begin

prefix(progname, pdp11, maxrow, maxcolumn,
select_terminal, cursor, erase, writeterminal,
assumel, read terminal, pause_terminal, print,
openread__ stream, more stream,read stream,
mark_stréam, movestream, endread|Stream,
openwrite_stream,write Stream, endwrite stream,
create_library, delete Iibrary, locate library,
renamelibrary, protectlibrary, read Bool,
read int, read_name, writebool, write_ int,
writename, write_line, read_ sector,
writesector, subset, load);

select_terminal( true); display(bel)
end

°

begin skip end

var op: name
begin

while true do
write terminal(nl);
writeline terminal(line('Command = .'));
readname terminal(op);
if op = name('backup' 5 do backup
‘else op name('tcopy') do copy

name('create')do createelse op do
else op name('tdelete') do delete
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else
else ;
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name('insert') do insert library
name('list') doTist ~
name('newkernel') do newsystem( true)
name('newsystem') do newsystem( false)
name('protect') do protect( true)
name('rename') do rename
name('unprotect') do protect( false)
do call(op) end; ~_

flush_library
end

end "Edison operating system"



COMPILER

The user commandthat invokes compilation is described in Section 5.7.
The Edison compiler consists of a program named compile, which calls

four passes one at a time. Each ofthe first three passes performs a sequential

scan of the program text and outputs intermediate code to a temporary file.

The output of one pass becomes the input of the next pass. The last pass
scans its input twice and outputs final code on a given disk.

10.1 COMPILER ADMINISTRATION

This section contains the complete text of the compile program with

some additional comments.

Program Prefix

The parameters of the compiler denote constants and procedures de-
clared within the operating system. Every program that can be invoked by a
user commanduses the sameprefix (Section 5.15).

283
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Failures

This module handles compilation failures (Section 5.7.2).

Note Output

This module controls the output (by pass 4) of error messages and

check sumsto a disk file named notes (Section 5.7).

Text Input

This module defines the input (by pass 1) of program text from a given
disk file. All control characters (except newline) are skipped (Section

3.19.1).

Code Output

This module deletes the final code file if the program text contains
errors, and assigns a given nameto it if the program is compiled successfully.

Symbol Input

This module controls the input of intermediate code from a disk file.

The rewind procedure enables pass 4 to begin a second scan ofits input. The

endin procedure deletes the intermediate input file at the end of each pass.

Symbol Output

This module handles the output of intermediate (or final) code to a
disk file and the computation of check sums(acrossall passes). The openout
procedure creates an output file on a given disk at the beginning of each
pass. A boolean named copied and a procedure named reopen enable pass 4

to suppress disk transfers during its first scan and activate them during the

final scan.

Compiler Passes

This module describes the four passes as library procedures. A pro-
cedure parameter named rerun enables pass 4 to scan its input a second time.

StatementPart

The input and outputfiles of a pass are placed on opposite drives to

reduce disk arm movement. The temporary files are named temp1 and
temp2. The boolean constant named trim determines whether or not the

compiler optimizes the generated code as explained in Section 6.10.
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Compiler Text

const nl = char(10); sp=' ';
linelength = 80 "Characters";
namelength = 12 "characters";
sectorlength = 64 "integers"

set charset (char)

‘array line [1:linelength] (char)
array name [1:namelength] (char)
array sector [1:sectorlength] (int)
record position (pages, words: int)
enum word (sixteen bits)
‘array program [1:12300] (word)
array stream [1:536] (word)

proc prefix(
progname: name;
pdp11: bool;
maxrow, maxcolumn: int;
proc select(normal: bool);
roc cursor(row, column: int);

proc erase;
proc display(value: char);
roc assume(condition: bool; text: line);
proc accept(var value: char);
proc pause;
proc print(value: char);
proc openread(var file: stream; title: name);
proc more(var file: stream): bool;
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proc read(var file: stream; var value: char);
proc mark(var file: stream): position;
proc move(var file: stream; place: position);
proc endread(var file: stream);
proc openwrite(var file: stream; title: name);
proc write(var file: stream; value: char);
 

proc endwrite(var file: stream) ;
proc create(drive: int; title: name);
 

 

 

 

proc delete(drive: int; title: name);
roc locate(var drive: int; title: name);

proc rename(drive: int; old, new: name);
proc protect(drive: int; title: name; value: bool);
proc readbool( proc read(var ce: char); var value: bool);
 

proc readint( procread(varce: char); var‘arvalue: int);
proce readname(proec read(var c: char) 3 “var value: name) ;
proc writebool(proe write(c: char); value: bool);
proc writeint(procewrite(c: char); value, length: int);
proc writename(proc write(c: char); value: name);
proc writeline(proc write(c: char); value: line);
proc readsector(drive, sectorno: int;
var value: sector);

proc writesector(drive, sectorno: int; value: sector);
proc subset(first, last: char): charset;
proc load(title: name): program)
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"The Edison system: Edison compiler
14 July 1981

Copyright (c) 1981 Per Brinch Hansen"

module "failure"

* enum failure (blocklimit, charlimit, inputlimit,
Tabellimit, namelimit, processlimit, wordlimit)

* proce fail(reason: failure)
var text: line
 

egin
if reason = blocklimit do text := line('block.')
else reason eharlimit do text := line('char.')
else reason inputlimitdo text := line('input.')
 

 

else reason = labellimit do text line('label.')
else reason = namelimit do text := line('name.')
else reason = processlimit do text := line('process.')
else reason = wordlimit do text := line('word.') end;
 

display(nl); writeline(display, text);
writeline(display, line(' limit.')); halt

end

begin skip end

module "note output"

const notedrive = 0

var notes: name; file: stream

proc print(c: char)
begin write(file, c) end

* enum errorkind (ambiguous, call, cobeginx, constructor,
funeval, incomplete, numeral, range, splitx, syntax,
type, undeclared)

* var errors: bool

* proc noteerror(lineno: int; kind: errorkind)
var text: line
begin

if kind ambiguous do
“text :=s line('ambiguous name.')
else kind = call do

text := line('invalid procedure call.')
else kind = cobeginx do

text := line('invalid coneurrent statement.')
else kind = constructor do
“text := line('invalid Gonstructor.')

 

 

u
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else kind = funcval do
text := line('invalid use of function variable.')

else kind = incomplete do
text := line('invalidrecursive use of name.')

else kind = numeral do
text := line('numeral out of range.')

else kind = range do
text := line('invalid range.')

else kind = splitx do
text := line('invalid split procedure.')

else kind = syntax do
text := line('invalid syntax.')

else kind = type do
text := line('invalid type.')

else kind = undeclared do
text := line('undeclared name.')

end;
writeline(print, line('line .'));
writeint(print, lineno, 4); print(sp);
weiteline( print, text); print(nl);
errors := true

end

* proc notesums(title: name; sum1, sum2: int)
begin writename(print,title);

writeline( print, line(! check sums = .'))3
writeint(print, sum1, 7);
writeint(print, sum2, 7);
print(nl); print(nl)

end

* proc endnotes(errors, summed: bool)
begin endwrite( file);
if errors do

writeline(display, line(
‘compilation errors (see notes on disk)', nl1))

else summed do
writeline(display, line(

"check sums ready (see notes on disk)', nl))
else true do delete(notedrive, notes) end

en

begin notes := name('notes'); create(notedrive, notes);
openwrite(file, notes); errors := false

end

module "text input"

const em = char(25)

var invisible: charset
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* var text: name; textdrive: int; input: stream

* proc nextchar(var ch: char)
Roath
if more(input) do

read(input, ch);
while ch in invisible do read(input, ch) end
"display(ch)"

else true do ch := em end
en

* proc endtext
begin endread(input) end

begin writeline(display, line(' Text name = .'));
readname( accept, text); locate(textdrive, text);
invisible := subset(char(0), char(31)) -

charset(nl) + charset(char(127));
openread( input, text)

end

 

module "code output"

* var code: name; codedrive: int

* proc endcode(temp: name; errors: bool)
begin
if errors do delete(codedrive, temp)
else true do rename(codedrive, temp, code) end

end
begin writeline(display, line(' Code name = .'));

readname( accept, code);
writeline(display, line(' Code drive = .'));
readint(accept, codedrive);
delete(codedrive, code)

end

module "symbol input"

var temp: name; pass: char; start: position

* proc openin(title: name; scan: char)
begin openread(input, title); temp := title;

pass := scan; start := mark( input)

end

* proce next(var value: int)
be in read(input, value:char) "display(pass);
writeint(display, value, 7); display(nl)"

end
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* proc rewind(scan: char)
begin move(input, start); pass := scan end

® proc endin
var drive: int
begin endread(input); locate(drive, temp);

delete(drive, temp)
end

begin skip end

module "symbol output"

const n = 8191

var output: stream; copied: bool;
sum1, sum2: int

* var summed: bool

*® proc openout(drive: int; title: name; normal: bool)
begin create(drive, title); openwrite(output, title);

copied := normal
end

# proc emit(value: int)
begin

if copied do write(output, char(value)) end;
if summed do ~——
“sum1 := (sum1 + value mod n) mod n;

sum2 := (sum2 + sum1) mod n
end ~~

end

* proc reopen
begin copied := true;

if summed do notesums(text, sum1, sum2) end

end ~ ~
* proce endout

begin endwrite( output);
if summed do notesums(text, sum1, sum2) end

end

begin

writeline(display, line(' Compute check sums? .'));
readbool(accept, summed); sum1 := 0; sum2 := 0

end

module "compiler passes"
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* lib proc pass1(
proc next(var value: char);
proc emit(value: int);
Foo fail(reason: faiiure))

{[ Toad(name('edison1')) ]

* lib proc pass2(
proc next(var value: int);
proc emit(value: int);

_ proce fail(reason: failure) )
{ Toad(name('edison2')) ]

* lib proce pass3(
“proce next(var value: int);

roc emit(value: int);
proc fail(reason: failure) )

{ Ioad(name('edison3')) ]

 

* lib proc pass4(trim: bool;
“proce next(var value: int);

proc emit(value: int);
report(lineno: int; error: errorkind);

r rerun;
proc fail(reason: failure) )

{ Toad(name('edison4')) ]

 

3 ° °

o
C ° °]

 

* proce rerun
begin rewind('5'); reopen end

begin skip end

const trim = true

var temp1, temp2: name; drivel, drive2: int
Degin temp? := name('temp1’); temp2 := name('temp2');

drivel := - textdrive; drive2 := textdrive;
openout(drivel, temp1, true);
passi(nextchar, emit, fail); endtext; endout;
openin(temp1, '2'); openout(drive2, temp2, true);
pass2(next, emit, fail); endin; endout;
openin(temp2, '3'); openout(drivel, temp1, true);
pass3(next, emit, fail); endin; endout;
openin(temp1, '4'); openout(codedrive, temp2, false);
pass4(trim, next, emit, noteerror, rerun, fail);
endin; endout; endnotes(errors, summed);
endcode(temp2, errors)

end
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10.2 LEXICAL ANALYSIS

This section contains the complete text of pass 1 of the Edison compiler

with some additional comments.

Basic Symbols

Pass 1 scans a program text once and outputs an intermediate form of

the basic symbols of Edison (Section 3.2.3):

The special symbols and word symbols of the language are output as
enumeration values of type symbol.

A nameis output as a symbol value (“‘name”’) followed by a name
index in the range 1:maxname. The standard names havefixed nameindices

(Section 3.19.2). This pass does not distinguish between different declara-
tions of the same namein different blocks.

A numeral is output as a symbol value (‘‘numeral’’) followed by the
integer value denoted by the numeral (Section 3.19.3).

A graphic symbol is output as a symbol value (“‘graphic’’) followed by

the ordinal value of the graphic character (Section 3.7.5).

A character string is output as a sequence of graphic symbols separated

by commas(Section 3.2.5).
Spaces and comments are not output. A newline character is output as

a symbolvalue (“‘newline’’) followed by a line number(Section 3.2.4).
An error detected in the program text is output as a symbol value

(“error”) followed by an enumeration value of type errorkind. (This symbol
eventually produces an error message in pass 4.)

The output of pass 1 is terminated by a symbol value named ‘‘endtext.”’

So the output of pass 1 has practically the same syntactical structure
as the program textitself. This simple form of intermediate codeis also used
by passes 2 and 3.

Word Symbols and Names

The characters of all words (that is, word symbols and names) are

stored in a character table. A variable named top defines the total numberof
characters stored.

Each word is also described in a word table by three attributes:

(1) The alias of a word symbolis the ordinal value of the corresponding
enumeration symbol. The alias of a nameis the negative value of its name

index,

(2) The word length defines the numberof characters in a word.
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(8) The lastchar is the index of the last of these characters (all of which

are kept in the character table).

A variable namedsize defines the total number of words described. A
variable called name defines the index of the next nameto be inserted in the

table.
The insert procedure inserts a word in the character table and describes

it in a given entry of the word table.
The declare procedure describes a word symbol in the character and

word tables.
The convert procedure looks up a word in the character and word

tables using hashing. If the tables already contain the word,its alias is re-
turned; otherwise, the word (which can only be a name)is inserted with a
new (negative) name index whichis then returned.

Symbol Look-Ahead

Pass 1 inputs a character to begin with. Whenever the pass has recog-
nized the current character, it immediately inputs the next one. This prin-

ciple of a single-symbol look-aheadis followed byall the passes.

Pass 1 Text

"Edison-11 Compiler: Pass 1

Symbol analysis

Per Brinch Hansen

4 August 1980

Copyright (c) 1980 Per Brinch Hansen"

enum symbol (also1, and1, array1, asterisk1, becomes1,
begin1, cobegin1, colon1, commai1, const1, divi,
dot, else1, end1, endtext1, enum1, equali,
errort, graphicl, greateri, if1, int, lbracket1,
less1, lib1, lparanth1, minus1, mod1, module,
name1, newline1l, not1, notequal1, notgreater1,
notless1, numeral1, orl, period1, plus1,

pret, post1, procl, rbracket1, recordi,
rparanthi, semicoloni, set1, skip1, val1,
var1, when1, while1)

 

enum failure (blocklimit, charlimit, inputlimit,
labellimit, namelimit, outputlimit, processlimit,
wordlimit)
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proc passi(
proc next(var value: char);
proc emit(value: symbol);
proc fail(reason: failure) )

 

 

 

 

const " table limits"
maxchar = 6500; maxname = 750; maxword = 809

"“maxword is a prime > maxname + number of word symbols"

const linelength = 132
array line [1:linelength] (char)

proe emit2(sym: symbol; arg: int)
begin emit(sym); emit(symbol(arg)) end

module "errors"

* enum errorkind (ambiguous3, call3, cobegin3,
constructor3, funcval3, incomplete3, numeral3,
range3, split3, syntax3, type3, undeclared3)

* proc error(kind: errorkind)
begin emit2(error1, int(kind)) end

begin skip end

module "word table"

const "standard names"
bool1 = 1; chart = 2; false1 = 3; int1 = 4;
true1 = 5; univnamel = 6; univtypel = 7;
addr1 = 8; halt1 = 9; obtain! = 10; place1 = 11;
sense} = 12; last_standard = 20;

none = maxword

array chartable [1:maxchar] (char)

record wordattr (alias, wordlength, lastchar: int)

array wordtable [1:maxword] (wordattr)

var heap: chartable; top: int;

table: wordtable; size, name: int

proc key(word: line; length: int): int
const span = 26 "letters"
var hash, i: int
Begin hash := 1; i := 0;
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while i < length do
Toss i+; ~~
hash := hash *

Cint(word[i]) mod span + 1) mod maxword
end;
Val key := hash + 1

end
proc insert(word: line; length, index, value: int)
var m, n: int
begin top := top + length;
iftop > maxchar do fail(charlimit) end;
m := length; n := top - m
while m > 0 do

heap(m + nJ:= word[m]; m :=m- 1

end;
table[ index] := wordattr(value, length, top);
size := size + 1;
if size = maxword do fail(wordlimit) end

end ~ —
proc found(word: line; length, index: int): bool
var same: bool; m, n: int
begin

if table[index].wordlength <> length do same := false
@lse true do a

Same := true; m := length;
n t= table[index].lastchar - m;
while same and (m > 0) do ;

same := word[m] = heaplm +n]; m :=m- 1

end
end;
val found := same

end

 

 

proc declare(word: line; length, value: int)
var i: int
begin i := key(word, length);

while table[i].alias <> none do

 

io:= i mod maxword + 1
end;
insert(word, length, i, value)

end
* proc convert(word: line; length: int;

var value: int)
vari: int; more: bool
begin i := key(word, length); more := true;

while more do
if table{i].alias = none do
“if name = maxname do fail(namelimit) end;

Value := - name; name := name + 1;
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insert(word, length, i, value); more := false
else found(word, length, i) do

value := table[i].alias; more := false
else true do i := i mod maxword + 1 end

en

end”
begin top := 0; size := maxword;

while size > 0 do
table{ size] := wordattr(none, 0, none);
size := size - 1

end;
Wword symbols"
declare(line('ALSO'), 4, int(also1));
declare(line('AND'), 3, int(€and1));
declare(line('ARRAY'), 5, int(array1));
declare(line('BEGIN'), 5, int(begin1));
declare(line('COBEGIN'), 7, int(cobegin1));
declare(line('CONST'), 5, int(const1))
declare(line('DIV'), 3, int(div1));
declare(line('DO'), 2, int(do1));
declare(line('ELSE'), 4, int(else1));
declare(line('END'), 3, int(end1));
declare(line('ENUM'), 4, int(enum1));
declare(line('IF'), 2, int(€if1));
declare(line('IN'), 2, int(in1));
declare(line('LIB'), 3, int(lib1));
declare(line('MOD'), 3, int(mod1));
declare(line('MODULE'), 6, int(module1));
declare(line('NOT'), 3, int(not1));
declare(line('OR'), 2, int(or1));
declare(line('PRE'), 3, int(pre1));
declare(line('POST'), 4, int(post1));
declare(line('PROC'), 4, int(proc1));
declare(line('RECORD'), 6, int(record1));
declare(line('SET'), 3, int(set1));
declare(line('SKIP'), 4, int(skip1));
declare(line('VAL'), 3, int(val1));
declare(line('VAR'), 3, int(vari));
declare(line('WHEN'), 4, int(when1));
declare(line('WHILE'), 5, int(while1));
"standard names"
declare(line('BOOL'), 4, = bool1);
declare(line('CHAR'), 4, - char1);
declare(line('FALSE'), 5, = false1);
declare(line('INT'), 3, - int1);?

declare(line('TRUE'), 4, — true);
declare(line('ADDR'), 4, - addr);
declare(line('HALT'), 4, - halt1);
declare(line('OBTAIN'), 6, = obtain1)
declare(line('PLACE'), 5, - placel);
declare(line('SENSE'), 5, - sense1);
name := last_standard + 1

end
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module "nextsym"

* const newline = char(10); endmedium = char(25);
Space = ' ':; quote = '"'t; apostrophy = char(39);
maxint = 32767

set charset (char)

var alphanum, comment, composite,
capitalletters, digits, graphic, letters,
octals, parantheses, punctuation, single,
small_letters, special, stringchar: charset;

lineno: int

* var ch: char

* proc nextsym
var word: line; value, i: int
begin

while ch = space do next(ch)
else ch = newline do

Tineno := lineno+ 1; emit2(newline1, lineno);
next(ch)

else ch = quote do
nex t(ch); —
while ch in comment do
if ch = newline do lineno := lineno + 1 end;

next(ch)

end;
if ch = quote do next(ch)
‘else true do error(syntax3) end

end; —~ —
Ifch in letters do

i t= 0;
while ch in alphanum do

if ch in small_letters do
eh := ehar(int(ch) - 32)

end;
io:= i+ 1; word[i] := ch; next(ch)

end;
convert(word, i, value);
if value < 0 do emit2(name1, - value)
else true do emit(symbol(value)) end

else ch in digits do
value <= 0; ~~
while ch in digits do
““{Tv= int€ch) - intT'0');

if value <= (maxint - i) div 10 do
“value := 10 * value + i;next(ch)
else true do
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error(numeral3);
while ch in digits do next(ch) end

en ~~ — ~~

end;
‘emit2(numeral1, value)

else ch in punctuation do

if ch ='3'’ do emit(semicolon1)
else ch = ',* do emit(comma1)
else ch = '.' GO emit(period1) end;
nex t(ch)

else ch in parantheses co
if ch = '(' do emit(lparanth1)
else ch = ')?do emit(rparanth1)
else ch = '[! Go emit(lbracket1)
else ch = ']' do emit(rbracket1) end;
nex t(ch)

else ch in composite do
if ch =':' do
next(ch);

if ch = 's' do emit(becomes1); next(ch)
else true doemit(colon1) end

else ch = '>' do
next(ch);
if ch = '=' do emit(notless1); next(ch)
@lse true do emit(greater1) end

elsech = '<?do ~—
next(ch) ;
if ch = '>' do emit(notequall); next(ch)
eIse ch = '=?do emit(notgreater1); next(ch)
else true do emit(less1) end

end
elsech in single do
if ch ='+' do emit(plus1)
else ch = '=' do emit(minus1)
else ch = '*' qo emit(asterisk1)
else ch = '=' do emit(equal1) end;
nex t(ch)

else ch = apostrophy do
Hex t( ch); ~~

if ch in stringchar do
“~emit2(graphic1, int€ch)); next(ch);

while ch in stringchar do
emit(commal); emit2(graphic1, int(ch));
nex t( ch)

end;
if ch = apostrophy do next(ch)
@lse true do error(syntax3) end

elsé true do| ~~
if ch = apostrophy do next(ch) end;
error(syntax3)

end
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else ch = '#' do
value z= 0; next(ch);
if ch in octals do
“while(ch in o¢tals) and (value <= #7777) do

value :=8 * value +Cint(ch) - int('0'))>
nex t(ch)

end;
Tf(ch in octals) and (value <= #17777) do
“value<= #100000+8 * (value - #10000)

+ (int(eh) - int('o'));

 

nex t(ch)
end;
Tfoh in octals do
“error(numeral3);

while ch in octals do next(ch) end

end
elsetrue do error(syntax3) end;
‘emit2(numeral1, value)

else ch = endmedium do skip
else true do "ch in invalid graphics"

error(syntax3); next(ch) —
end

end
begin

capital letters :=
char set( 'ABCDEFGHI JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ');

small_letters :=
charset('abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz');

letters := capitalletters + small_letters;
digits := charset('0123456789');
alphanum := letters + digits + charset(*ag
special := shearer’ sposePhy

ST ENM#SZEC) 4 ,-./25<=>7@0]_ ');
graphic := al phanum + special + charset( space);
comment :=

graphic - charset( quote) + charset(newline);
composite := charset(':<>');
octals := char se t( 101234567! );
parantheses := charset('()[]'
punctuation := charset(';,.');
single := charset('+-*=');
stringchar := graphic - charset(apostrophy);
lineno := 1; emit2(newline1, 1);
nex t(ch)

end

4

begin
“while ch <> endmedium do nextsym end;

emit(endtexti)
end
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10.3 SYNTAX AND SCOPE ANALYSIS

This section contains the complete text of pass 2 of the Edison com-
piler with some additional comments.

Pass 2 scans the intermediate code output by pass 1 once and checks

whether the syntax and scope rules of the Edison language are followed in
the program text. Different uses of the same namein different blocks are
distinguished by unique nameindices. The output of pass 2 has the same
syntactical structure as the output of pass 1 (Section 10.2).

Input

The skipsym procedure inputs the next symbol, which is not a newline
or error symbol. The latter are treated as hidden symbols and are auto-
matically copied into the output.

The nextsym procedure copies the last symbol and its argument (if

any) into the output, and inputs the next symbol.

Initially, the module reads thefirst symbol (Section 10.2).

Scope Analysis

Pass 2 enforces the scope rules of Edison (Section 3.4).
The (possibly ambiguous) nameindices generated by pass 1 are called

original name indices. The unique name indices produced by pass 2 are

called final nameindices.
In order to distinguish between different uses of the same namein dif-

ferent blocks, nested blocks are assigned level numbers 0, 1, 2,. . . starting
with the outermost block of the program.

A maptable defines a mapping from original to final name indices.
A nametable defines a mapping from final nameindices to a set of

nameattributes. Each known nameis described by the following attributes:

(1) The kind of entity denoted by a nameis described as being either a
constant, a type, a field, or other.

(2) The block levels at which a name is known are called the min and
max levels of the name. If a nameis local to a block at level n, minlevel =

maxlevel = n. If a name is exported from a blockat level n, minlevel = n -1
and maxlevel = n within the given block. When the block ends, the maxlevel

is changed ton- 1.

(3) The original nameindexis also stored as a nameattribute.

A variable called nameno defines the total number of standard names
and declarations recognized so far in the program text. Another variable
defines the level of nesting of the current block.
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Initially, all entries in the map and name tables are marked as un-

declared. Following this, the standard namesare entered at block level 0.
The procedure named newname introduces a new name of a given

kind. The nameis assigned a final index and is described by its attributes.

Following this, the name is output with its final name index, and the next

symbol is input. If the same namealready has been declared within the
given block (or has been exported to it), pass 2 reports the nameas being
ambiguous.

The procedure called oldname checks whether a name used in the
current block is known within it. Followingthis, the nameis output with its
final index, and the next symbolis input. If the name is undeclared, an error
message is output. Invalid recursive declarations of constants and data types
are detected by marking these namesas being incompletely declared while
their declarations are being checked. At the end of the declarations, the
kind attribute of these names is changed to either constant or type by means

of a procedure called changed. When an undeclared or incompletely declared

name has been reported, the name is then described as being of universal

kind to suppress further error messages referring to the same name.

At the beginning of a block, the block level is incremented by one.

At the end of a block, the map and nametables are changed to describe
only those namesthat are knownin the immediately surrounding block. This
is done by examining every declared nameas follows:

(1) If a name is global to the given block (that is, if maxlevel <
blocklevel), it is reentered in the map table.

(2) Ifanameis local to the given block (thatis, if minlevel = maxlevel =
blocklevel), it is marked as undeclared.

(8) If a name is exported from the given block (that is, if minlevel <
maxlevel), it is reentered in the map table, and the maxlevel of the nameis

made equal to its minlevel. (This ensures that the name will be marked as
undeclared at the end of the surroundingblock as explained above.)

Finally, the block level is decreased by one.
A function variable val F is only known within the body of a function

named F. The function nameis, however, known both within the body and
in the surrounding block (Sections 3.16.1 and 3.16.3). To enable the com-

piler to enforce these rules, the name of a complete procedure is marked as
partially declared until the end of its body. The name kind is then changed

to complete.

A split procedure is treated as follows (Section 3.16.4):
The predeclaration is initially marked as partially declared and is then

changedto be of kindsplit.
The postdeclaration must refer to a known nameofkind split declared
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at the same block level as the postdeclaration. The name kind is changed to

postnameat the beginning of the postdeclaration and to complete at the end

of the body.

An unmatched predeclaration is detected when all the names are

scanned at the end ofa block.

Syntax Analysis

Each syntactic form of the Edison language is described by a procedure.
Whenthis procedure is called, it inputs and checks the syntax of a sentence
that is supposed to be of that form. Since some of the syntactic forms are

recursively defined, the corresponding procedures are also recursive. This
compilation methodis called recursive descent [Wirth, 1976a].

In general, a syntax expression E has the form

TL#T2#...#Tn

where T1, T2,..., Tn stand for syntax terms that define other classes of

sentences (Section 3.2.1).
A sentence of this form is recognized by a procedure named thatcalls

other procedures named T1, T2,..., Tn:

proc E(succ: symbols)
begin

if sym in first(T1) do T1(succ)
else sym in first(T2) do T2(succ)

else sym in first(Tn) do Tn(succ)
else true do syntax(succ) end;

check(succ)
end

The current input symbolis called sym. The set of symbols that can occur
at the beginning.of a sentence of the form T is denotedfirst(T). When pass 2

recognizes one of these symbols, it calls a procedure named T that recognizes

sentences of that form.
The procedure E has a parameter that defines the set of symbols that

can occur after a sentence of the form E. When a syntax error is detected,

pass 2 calls a procedure named syntax that outputs an error symbol and then

skips further input symbols until it finds one of the possible successor sym-

bols. Since the endtext symbol is includedin all successor sets, the compiler
will never attempt to scan past the end of the program text. This is known as
error recovery.

If the syntax of a sentenceis correct, pass 2 will still call a procedure
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to check whetheror not the first symbol after the sentence is one of the pos-

sible successor symbols.If it is not, this is also treated as a syntax error.
A syntax term T has the form

Fl F2...Fn

where F1, F2,..., Fn stand for syntax factors that define other classes of
sentences.

A sentence of this form is recognized by a procedure named thatcalls

other procedures named F1, F2,..., Fn:

proc T(succ: symbols)
begin

Fi(first(F2) +... + first(Fn) + succ);
F2(first(F3) +... + first(Fn) + succ);

Fn(succ);

check(succ)

end

Since a syntax factor, such as F1, may describe empty sentences, it is neces-

sary to stop a possible error recovery at the beginning of the next factor F2,

or F3,..., or Fn. That is why the successor symbols of F1 are the union of

the first symbols of F2, F3,..., Fn, and the successors ofT itself.

A syntax factor F of the form

[E]*

is recognized by a procedure of the form

proc F(succ: symbols)

begin
while sym infirst(E) do

E(first(E) + succ)
end;

check(succ)
end

A syntax factor F of the form

[E]

is recognized by a procedure of the form
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proc F(succ: symbols)

begin
if sym in first(E) do E(succ) end;

check(succ)
end

A syntax factor F of the form

N

where N denotes the name of another syntactic form can be recognized by a

procedure of the form

proc F(succ: symbols)
begin N(succ); check(succ) end

A syntax factor of the form

where is a basic symbol, is recognized as follows:

proc checksym(s: symbol; succ: symbols)

begin
if sym = s do nextsym

else true do syntax(succ) end
end

As these rules show, it is a fairly mechanical job to write a set of re-
cursive procedures that correspond to the syntactic rules of the language.

Theprevious systematic rules are supplemented by a few heuristic rules:

(1) If a syntactic form includes namesof different kinds (such as the

variable and type namesin a variable group), the resulting error messages can

be very misleading if the error recovery stops on a name and gives it the
wrong interpretation (Section 2.2.5). In such cases, it is often advisable to

exclude names from the successor sets and skip them after a syntax error.

(2) If the declaration of an entity does not include a namefor the
entity, the whole declaration is skipped.

(3) A missing semicolon in a statementlist is such a frequent error that

it deserves a more careful form oferror recovery.
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Pass 2 Text

"Edison-11 Compiler: Pass 2

Syntax and scope analysis

Per Brinch Hansen

7 July 1981

Copyright (c) 1980 Per Brinch Hansen"

enum symbol (also1, and1, array1l, asterisk1, becomes1,
begini, cobegin1, colon1, comma1, const1, divi,
dol, else1, end1, endtext1, enum1, equall, errori,
graphict, greater1, if1, inl, lbracket1, lessi,
lib1, lparanth1, minus1, mod1, modulet, namel,
newlinel, not1, notequali, notgreater1, notless1,
numeral1, ort, period1, plusi, pre1, posti,

proct, rbracket1, record1, rparanthi, semicolon,
setil, skip1, val1, var1, when1, while1)

enum failure (blocklimit, charlimit, inputlimit,
Tabellimit, namelimit, outputlimit, processlimit,
wordlimit)

proce pass2(
proc next(var value: symbol);
proc emit(value: symbol);
proce fail(reason: failure) )

 

 

 

 

const "table limits" maxname = 750

proc emit2(sym: symbol; arg: int)
begin emit(sym); emit(symbol(arg)) end
 

module "symbol sets"

* set symbols (symbol)

* var addsym, constsym, declsym, exprsym,
—Riddensym, initdeclsym, literalsym, multsym,

pairsym, procsym, relationsym, selectsym,
signsym, statsym, typesym: symbols

begin
sym := symbols(minus1, or1, plus1);

constsym := symbols(graphic1, name1, numeral1);
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declsym := symbols(array1, const1, enum1, 1lib1,
module1, post1, pre1l, procl, record1, seti1, var1);

exprsym := symbols(graphic1, lparanthi, minus1, noti,
numeral1, plus1, vali);

hiddensym := symbols(error1, newline1)
initdeclsym := symbols(array1, const1, enum1,
record1, set1);

literalsym := symbols(graphic1, numeral1);
multsym := symbols(and1, asterisk1, divi, mod1);
pairsym := symbols(graphic1, namet, numeral1);
procsym := symbols(lib1, post1, prel, proci);
relationsym := symbols(equal1, greater1, ini, less1,

notequal1l, notgreater1, notless1);
selectsym := symbols(coloni, lbracket1, period1);
signsym := symbols(minus1, plus1);
statsym := symbols(cobegin1, if1, skip1, when1,_
while);

typesym := symbols(array1, enum1, record1, set1)
end

module "input"

* var sym: symbol; x: int

* :
proc skipsym
begin next( sym);

while sym in hiddensym do
next(x:symbol); emit2(sym, x); next( sym)
 

end;
if sym in pairsym do next(x:symbol) end

end

* proc nextsym
begin emit(sym);
“ifsym in pairsym do emit(x:symbol) end;

skipsym ~~
end

begin skipsym end

module "errors"

* enum errorkind (ambiguous3, call3, cobegin3,
constructor3, funeval3, incomplete3, numeral3,
range3, split3, syntax3, type3, undeclared3)

* proc error(kind: errorkind)
begin emit2(error1, int(kind)) end
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* proc syntax(suce: symbols)
begin "error(syntax3);"
while not (sym in succ) do nextsym end";
error(syntax3)"

end

* proc check(succ: symbols)
cae if not (sym in succ) do syntax(succ) end
end

* i % ‘proc checksym(s: symbol; suce: symbols)
begin ,

if sym = s do nextsym
‘else true do syntax(succ) end

en

begin skip end

module "names"

* const "standard names"
bool! = 1; char1 = 2; falsel = 3; int1 = 4;
truel = 5; univname1 = 6; univtypel = 7;
addri = 8; halt1 = 9; obtain1 = 10;
place1 = 11; sense? 12; last_standard = 20;

3

noname = 0

* enum namekind (undeclared, incomplete,
universal, constant, type, field, variable,
split, partial, complete)

 

set namekinds (namekind)

record nameattr (kind: namekind;
minlevel, maxlevel, originalname: int)

array nametable [O:maxname] (nameattr)

array maptable [1:maxname] (int)

var names: nametable; nameno: int;
map: maptable; blocklevel: int

proc predeclare(name: int; kind: namekind)
begin map[name] := name;
names[name] := nameattr(kind, blocklevel,
blocklevel, name)

end
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# proc beginblock
begin blocklevel := blocklevel + 1 end

* proc endblock
var finalname: int; ms nameattr
Begin finalname :=

while finalname < nameno do
finalname := finalname +1;
n := names[{finalname];
if n.kind <> undeclared do
“if n.maxlevel < blocklevel do
“map(n.originalname] := finalname
else true do

if n.kind= split do error(split3) end;
if n.maxleyel = n.minlevel do
“if map[n.originalname] = finalname do

“map[n.originalname] := noname

Bnd;
n t= nameattr(undeclared, 0, 0, 0)

else true do
n.maxlevel := n.minlevel;
map[n.originalname] := finalname

end;
names[ finalname] cs i

end
end

end;
pblocklevel := blocklevel - 1

end

 

* proc newname( export: bool; mode: namekind)
var origin, scope: int; n: nameattr
begin "sym = namei"

if nameno = maxname do fail(namelimit) end;
 

fNameno := nameno + 1;origin := blocklevel;
if export do scope := origin - 1
else true do scope := origin end;
nis names[map[ x] ];
if not (n.kind in namekinds(undeclared,
“~universal)) and (n.maxlevel >= scope) do

error( ambiguous3)

end;
names[nameno] := nameattr(mode, scope,
origin, x);

map[ x] := nameno; emit2(name1, nameno);
skipsym

end

* proc change(name: int; newkind: namekind)
begin
if name <> univname1 do
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names[map[name]].kind := newkind
end

end

* proc postname
var finalname: int; n: nameattr
begin "sym = name"

Fiiainame t= map[x]; n := names[{ finalname];
if (n.kind = split) and (n.maxlevel = blocklevel) do
““names{ finalname].kind := partial;

emit2(name1, finalname); skipsym
else true do /

error(split3); newname(false, partial)
end

end

* proc ischar(name: int): bool
begin val ischar := map[name] = char1 end

* proce isproc(name: int): bool
begin
“val isproe := names[map{name]].kind in

namekinds(split, partial, complete)
end

* proc kindof(name: int): namekind
begin val kindof := names{map{name]].kind end

# proc oldname
var n: nameattr

begin "sym = name"
n := names[map[x]];
if n.kind = undeclared do

error(undeclared3); map[x] := univnamel
else n.kind = incomplete do

sowrorg dnsangleteny map[x] := univnamet_
end;
emit2(name1, map[x]); skipsym

end

 

 

* proc valname
var n: nameattr
begin "sym = name"

n := names[map[x]];
if n.kind in namekinds( split, complete) do

error(funcval3); emit2(name1, univnamel);

 

 

skipsym
else true do oldname end

end

begin
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names[noname] := nameattr(undeclared, 0, 0, 0);
nameno := 0;
while nameno < maxname do

nameno := nameno + 1;
map[nameno] := noname;
names[nameno] := nameattr(undeclared, 0, 0, 0)

end;
plocklevel := 0;
"standard names"
predeclare(bool1, type);
predeclare(char1, type);
predeclare(false1, constant);
predeclare(int1, type);
predeclare(true1, constant);
predeclare(univnamel, universal);
predeclare(addr1, complete);
predeclare(halt1, complete);
predeclare(obtain1, complete);
predeclare(place1, complete);
predeclare(sense1, complete);
nameno := last_standard

end

pre proc variablelist(export: bool; kind: namekind;
uce: symbols)
 

a

pre proc procedureheading(export, postx: bool;
ar name: int; succ: symbols)
 

<

pre proc declaration(export: bool; suce: symbols)

re proc expression(succ: symbols)

pre proc procedure_call(suce: symbols)
 

O
o "
s @ proc statement_list(suec: symbols)| 

"controlsymbol:
‘chart '(' numeral ')'"

proc control_symbol(suce: symbols)
begin "(sym = name1) and ischar(x)" nextsym;

checksym(lparanth1, symbols(numeral1, rparanth1)
+ suce);

if sym = numerali do nextsym
else true do syntax(symbols(rparanth1) + suce) end;
checksym(rparanth1, succ) —

end

"constant_symbol:
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numeral # character_symbol # constant_name
character_symbol:
graphicsymbol # control_ symbol"

roc constant_symbol(succ: symbols)
pacts
if sym = numeral1 do nextsym
else sym = graphic? do nextsym
else sym = name1 do

if ischar(x) docontrol symbol(succ)
‘else true do Oldname end

else true dosyntax(succ)end;
Check(succ)_

end

 

"constant_declaration:
constantname '=' constant_symbol"

proc constant declaration(export: bool; succ: symbols)
var name: int

 

begin
if sym = name1 do

name := x; newname(export, incomplete);
checksym(equal1, constsym + succ);
constant symbol(succ); change(name, constant)

else true do syntax (suce) end;
‘check( succ)_

end
"constant_declarationlist:

‘const’ constant_declaration
{ ';' constantdeclaration ]*"

proc constant_declaration_list(export: bool; succe: symbols)
var enddecl: symbols
Begin "sym = consti" nextsym;

enddecl := symbols(semicolon1) ‘+ succ;
constant,declaration(export, enddecl);
while sym = semicolon1 do
nextsym; constant_declaration(export, enddecl)
end

end
"enumerationsymbol:

constant_name"

roc enumeration_symbol(export: bool; succ: symbols)
Bast

if sym = name1 do newname(export, constant)
‘else true do syntax(succ) end;
check(suce)_

end
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"enumerationsymbollist:
enumerationsymbol [ ',' enumeration_symbol ]#*"

proc enumerationsymbollist(export: bool;
suce: symbols)

var endsym: symbols
Begin endsym := symbols(comma1) + succ;

enumerationsymbol(export, endsym);
while sym = commado

nextsym; enumeration_symbol(export, endsym)
end;
check( succ)

end
"enumeration type:

‘enum' typename '(' enumeration_symbol_list ')'"

proc enumeration type(export: bool; suce: symbols)
begin "sym = enum1" nextsym;
if sym = name1 do

newname(export, type);
checksym(lparanth1, symbols(name1, rparanth1)

+ suce);
enumeration symbol list(export,

symbols(rparanthT) + succ);
checksym(rparanthi, succ)

else true do syntax(sucec) end

end a ~
"record type:

‘record' type_name '(' field_list ')
field list:
variablelist"

proc recordtype(export: bool; succe: symbols)
tae name: int
egin "sym = record!" nextsym;
if sym = name1 do

name := x; newname(export, incomplete);
checksym(lparanth1, symbols(name, rparanth1)

+ succ);
variable list(false, field, symbols(rparanth1)

+ suce);
checksym(rparanth1, succ);
change(name, type)

else true do syntax(succ) end

end
"rangesymbol:

constantsymbol ':' constant_symbol"
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proc range symbol(suce: symbols)
begin constant symbol(symbols(colon1) + constsym + succ);

checksym(coloni, constsym + succ);
constant_symbol(succ)

end

 

"typename:
name"

proc typename(suce: symbols)
begin

sym = name1 do oldname
‘else true do syntax(succ) end

end

"arraytype:
‘array’ type name '[' range symbol ']'
'(' elementtype ')! ~

elementtype:

type_name"

proc arraytype(export: bool; suce: symbols)
var name: int
begin "sym = array1" nextsym;

if sym = name? do
“name t= x; newname(export, incomplete);

checksym(lbracketi, constsym + symbols(rbracketl,
lparanth1, name1, rparanth1) + succ);

range symbol(symbols(rbracket1, lparanth1, namel,
rparanth1) + succ);

checksym(rbracket1, symbols(lparanth1, name,
rparanth1) + succ);

checksym(lparanth1, symbols(name1, rparanth1)
+ suce); :

type_name(symbols(rparanth1) + suce); :
checksym(rparanth1, succ);
change(name, type)

else true do syntax(suec) end

end _ —
"set type:

Vset' type name '(' base type ')!
base_type: — 7

type_name"

proc set_type(export: bool; suce: symbols)
var name: int
begin "sym = seti" nextsym;
if sym = name1 do

name := x; newname(export, incomplete);
checksym(lparanth1, symbols(name1, rparanth1)

+ succ);
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type _name(symbols(rparanth!1) + succ);
checksym(rparanthi, succ);
change(name, type)

else true do syntax(succ) end
en

"typedeclaration:
enumeration type # record_type #
arraytype # set_type"

proce typedeclaration(export: bool; succ: symbols)
begin "sym in typesym"

if sym = enum1 do enumeration type(export, succ)
else sym = record! do record type(export, succ)
else sym = array! doarray_type(export, succ)
else sym = set1 doSet_type(export, succ) end

end

"variable group:

variablename { ',' variablename ]* ':' type_name"

proc variable group(export: bool; kind: namekind;
succ: symbols)

begin
“ifsym = name1 do
~“newname(export, kind);

while sym = comma do’
- nextsym;

if sym = name1 do newname(export, kind)
@lse true do
~syntax(symbols(comma1, colon1) + succ)
end

end;
checksym(colont, suce);
type_name(suce); check(succ)

else true do syntax(suec) end
en

 

"variablelist:
variablegroup [ ';' variablegroup ]*"

post proc variablelist(export: bool;
“kind:namekind; suce: symbols)
var endgroup: symbols
Begin endgroup := symbols(semicolon1) + succ;

“variable_Broupt export, kind, endgroup);
while sym = semicolon1 do
mextsym; ~
variablegroup(export, kind, endgroup)

end;

check( suce)

end
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"variabledeclarationlist:
'var' variablelist"

proc variabledeclaration_list(export: bool;
succ: symbols)

begin "sym = vari" nextsym;
variablelist(export, variable, succ)

end
"parameter group:

{ 'var'] variablegroup # proc_heading"

proc parameter_group(succ: symbols)
var name: int
begin

‘aif sym = procit do
procedure heading( false, false, name, succ);
endblock;change(name, complete)

else true do
if sym = var1 do nextsym end;
variablegroup(false, variable, succ)

end;
eheck( suce)

end
"parameterlist:

parameter_group [ ';' parameter_group ]*"

roc parameter_list(suce: symbols)
var endgroup: symbols
begin endgroup := symbols(semicolon1) + succ;

parameter_group(endgroup);
while sym = semicolon1 do

nextsym; parameter_group( endgroup)
end;
‘check( suce)

end

 

"procedureheading:
'proc' procedure name [ '(' parameter_list ')' ]
{[ ':' type_name J"

post proc procedureheading(export, postx: bool; -
var name: int; suce: symbols)

begin
checksym( proe1, symbols(name1, lparanth1, colon1)
+ succ);

if sym = name1 do
“name := x;
if postx do postname
else true do newname(export, partial) end;
Beginblock; —
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if sym = lparanth1 do
nextsym;
parameter_list(symbols(rparanth1, colon1) + succ);
checksym(rparanth1, symbols(colon1) + succ)

end;
if sym = colon! do

nextsym; type_name(succ)
end ,

else true do
name := univnamet; beginblock; syntax(succ)

end;
theek( suce)

end

"procedurebody:
{[ declaration ]* 'begin' statement_list 'end'"

proc procedurebody(suce: symbols)
begin

while sym in declsym do
~“detlaration( false, déclsym + symbols(begin1, end1)

+ statsym + succ)

end;
checksym(begin1, statsym + symbols(end1) + succ);
statement_list(symbols(end1) + suce);
checksym(end1, succ)

end
"completeprocedure:

procedureheading procedurebody"

proc complete procedure(export, postx: bool;
suce: symbols)

var name: int
pegin

procedure_heading(export, postx, name, declsym
+ symbols(begin1) + statsym + succ);

procedure body(succ);
endblock;change(name, complete)

end

"preprocedure:
'pre' procedureheading"

proc preprocedure(export: bool; suce: symbols)
var name: int
begin "sym = prei" nextsym;

procedureheading(export, false, name, succ);
endblock; change(name, split)

end
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"po stprocedure:
'post' completeprocedure"

roc postprocedure(export: bool; succ: symbols)
egin "sym = post1" nextsym;
complete_procedure(false, true, succ)

end
"libraryprocedure:

'lib' procedureheading '[' expression ']'"

proc library_procedure(export: bool; succ: symbols)
var name: int
Begin "sym =libi" nextsym;
“~procedure heading(export, false, name,

symbols(lbracket1, rbracket1) + exprsym + succ);
checksym(lbracket1, exprsym + symbols(rbracket1)

+ succ);
expression(symbols(rbracket1) + succ);
checksym(rbracket1, suce);
endblock; change(name, complete)

end
"proceduredeclaration:

complete procedure # preprocedure #
postprocedure # libraryprocedure"

proc procedure declaration(export: bool;
Suce: symbols)

begin "sym in procsym"
if sym = proc1 do
“~complete_procédure(export, false, succ)
else sym = prei1 do

preprocedure(export, succ)
else sym = post1 do

postprocedure( export, succ)
else sym = lib1 do
iibrary_procedure( export, succ)

en

end
"module_declaration:

'module' [ [ '*' ] declaration ]*
'begin' statementlist 'end'"

 

proc moduledeclaration(suce: symbols)
var export: bool
begin "sym = module1" nextsym; beginblock;

while sym in (symbols(asterisk1) + declsym) do
if sym = asteriski do

export := true; nextsym
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else true do export := false end;
déclaration(export, declsym +~gymbols( asterisk1,

begin1, end1) + statsym + succ)
end;
Checks ym( begin, statsym + symbols(end1) + succ);
statement_list(symbols(end1) + succ);
checksym(end1, succ);
endblock

end
"declaration:

constantdeclarationlist # type_declaration #
variabledeclaration_list # procdeclaration #
module_declaration"

post proc declaration(export: bool; sucec: symbols)
eae

sym = consti do
“eonstant declaration|_list(export, succ)
else sym in typesym do

type_declaration(export, succ)
else sym = var1 do
“Variable declaration list(export, succ)
else sym in procsym do
proceduredeclaration(export, succ)
else sym = Module1 do
““module_declaration(succ)
else true do syntax(succ) end;
check( succ)—

end

 

"functionvariable:
'val' procedurename"

proce functionvariable(suce: symbols)
bagi "sym = vali" nextsym;

sym = name1 do valname
alse true do syntax(suce) end

en

"field selector:
'.' fieldname"

proc field _selector(succ: symbols)
begin "sym= period1" nextsym;

if sym = name1 do oldname; check(succ)
@lse true do syntax(suec) end

end
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"indexed_selector:
'L' expression ']'"

proc indexed selector(sucec: symbols)
begin "sym =lbracket1" nextsym;
expression(symbols(rbracket1) + succ);
ehecksym(rbracket1, succ); check(succ)

end

"type_transfer:
';' typename"

proc typetransfer(succ: symbols)
begin "sym = coloni" nextsym;

type_name(suce); check(succ)
end

"variable symbol:
variablename # function_variable #
variablesymbol selector

selector:
field_selector # indexed_selector # type_transfer"

proc variablesymbol(suce: symbols)
var endvar: symbols
begin endvar := selectsym + succ;

if sym = name1 do oldname
else sym = val1do function_variable(endvar)
else true do syntax(endvar) end;
while sym = period! do field_selector(endvar)
else sym = lbracket1 do indexed selector(endvar)
else sym = colon! do type transfer(endvar) end;
check( succ) ~~ ~ ~~

end

 

"constructor:
type name [ '(' expression list ')' ]

expressionlist: ~
expression [ ',' expression ]#"

proc constructor(suce: symbols)
var endexpr: symbols
begin "(sym = natie1) and (kindof(x) = type)"

name;
if sym = lparanth1 do

nextsym;
endexpr := symbols(commai, rparanth1) + succ;
expression(endexpr);
while sym = commado

nextsym; expression( endexpr)
end;
‘checks ym(rparanthi, succ)
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end;

check( suce)
end

"factor:
constant symbol # variable symbol #
constructor # procedurecall #
'(' expression ')' # 'not' factor #
factor type_transfer"

proce factor(suce: symbols)
var endfactor: symbols; kind: namekind
Dpegin endfactor := symbols(colon1) + suce;

if sym in literalsym do constant_symbol(endfactor)
@lse sym= namet do

Kind := kindof(x);
if kind = constant do constant symbol(endfactor)
else kind = type doconstructor(endfactor)
élse kind = variable do variable symbol(endfactor)
else isproc(x) do procedure_eallCend factor)
else true do oldname end

elsesym = val1 do variable_symbol(endfactor)
‘else sym = lparanth1 do
nextsym; expression(symbols(rparanth1) + suce);

ehecksym(rparanth1, endfactor)
else sym = not1 do nextsym; factor(endfactor)
else true do syntax(endfactor) end;
while sym =colon! do
type_transfer(endfactor)
end;
cheek( suec)

end

 

 

"term:
factor [ multiplyingoperator factor ]*"

proc term(suce: symbols)
var endfactor: symbols
begin endfactor := multsym + suce;

factor(endfactor);
while sym in multsym do
nextsym;fractor(endfactor)

end;
Check( suce)

end

 

"simpleexpression:
{ sign_operator ] term
{[ addingoperator term ]*"
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proc simple_expression(succ: symbols)
var endterm: symbols
begin endterm := addsym + succ;

if sym in signsym do nextsym end;
téerm( endterm); —_ —
while sym in addsym do

nextsym;term(endterm)
end;
check( succ)

end
"expression:

simpleexpression
{ relationaloperator simple_expression ]"

post proc expression(sucec: symbols)
‘var endsimple: symbols
begin endsimple := relationsym + succ;

simple expression(endsimple);
if symin relationsym do
~“nextsym; simple_expression( succ)
end;
Check( succ)

end
"assignmentstatement:

variablesymbol ':=' expression"

proc assignment_statement(succ: symbols)
begin

variable symbol(symbols(becomes1) + exprsym
+ suce);

checksym( becomes1, exprsym + succ);
expression(succ)

end
"argument list:

expression [ ',' expression ]*"

proc argument list(suce: symbols)
varendexpr: Symbols
begin endexpr := symbols(comma1) + succ;

expression(endexpr) ;
while sym = comma1 do

nextsym; expression(endexpr)
end;
check( succ)

end
"procedurecall:

procedurename [ '(' argument_list ')' J"
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post proc procedure call(suce: symbols)
begin "(sym = name1) and isproc(x)"

oldname;
if sym = lparanth1 do

nextsym;
argument list(symbols(rparanth1) + succ);
checksym(rparanth1, succ)

end

end
"conditionalstatement :

expression 'do' statement_list"

proc conditional statement(suce: symbols)
var enddo: symbols
Begin enddo := statsym + succ;

expression(symbols(do1) + enddo);
checksym(do1, enddo);  .
statement_list(succ); check(succ)

end

 

"conditional_statement_list:
conditionalstatement
{ telse' conditionalstatement ]*"

proe conditionalstatement_list(suce: symbols)
Var endstat: symbols ~
begin endstat := symbols(else1) + succ;

conditional_statement( endstat);
while sym = else1 do

nextsym; conditional_statement( endstat)
end;
‘check( succ)

end
“if:statement:

"if! conditionalstatementlist 'end'"

pie if_statement(succ: symbols)
egin "Sym = if1" nextsym;
conditional statement list(symbols(end1) + succ);
checksym(end1, succ) —

end
"while statement:

‘while' conditional_statement_list 'end'"

proc while statement(succ: symbols)
begin "sym= while1" nextsym;

econditional_statement_list(symbols(end1) + succ);
checksym(end1, succ)

end
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"when statement:
‘when! conditional_statement_list ‘end'"

proc when statement(succ: symbols)
begin “sym = when1" nextsym;
“conditional statement_list(symbols(end1) + succ);

checksym(end1, succ)
end

"processstatement:
constantsymbol 'do' statementlist"

proc processstatement(suce: symbols)
‘var enddo: symbols
begin enddo := statsym + succ;

constant symbol ( symbols(do1) + enddo);
checksym(do1, enddo);
statementlist(suce); eheck( succ)

end
"processstatement_list:

processstatement [ 'also' processstatement ]*"

proc processstatement_list(succ: symbols)
var endstat:symbols
begin endstat := symbols(also1) + suce;

processstatement(endstat);
while sym = also1 do
nextsym; process_“Statement(endstat)
end;
Gheek( suce)

end
"concurrentstatement: .

‘cobegin' processstatementlist 'end'"

roc concurrent statement(succ: symbols)
Fagin "sym = cobegini" nextsym;

processstatement_list(symbols(end1) + succ);
cheeksym(end1, succ)

end

"statement:
'skip' # assignment_statement #
procedurecall # if statement #
while statement # when_statement #
conecurrent_statement"

proc statement(succ: symbols)
begin
if sym = skip1 do nextsym
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else sym = vali do assignment_statement( succ)
‘else sym = name1tdo
Tf isproc(x) dopprocedure_call(succ)

else true do assignment _statement(succ) end

 

else sym = iff do if_statement(succ)
else sym = while? dowhile statement(succ)
else sym = when! dowhen_statement( succ)
else sym = cobegin? do
“eoncurrent statement( succ)
else true dosyntax(succ) end;
check( succ)—

end
"statementlist:

statement [ ';' statement ]*"

post proce statement_list(succ: symbols)
var te Stat, endstat: symbols
begin semistat := symbols(semicolon1) + statsym;

endstat := semistat + succ;
statement(endstat) ;
while sym in semistat do

checksym(semicolon1, statsym);
statement(endstat)

end;
check( suce)

end
"program:

{[ initialdeclaration ]* complete procedure
initial declaration: ~
constantdeclarationlist # typedeclaration"

proc program(succ: symbols)
var enddecl: symbols
begin

enddecl := initdeclsym + symbols(proc1) + succ;
whe sym in initdeclsym do

sym =Const1 do
~eonstant_declaration list(false, enddecl)
else sym in typesym do

type_declaration(false, enddecl)
end

end;
complete_procedure(false, false, succ);
check( succ)

end

 

begin program( symbols(endtext1));
emit(endtext1)

end
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10.4 SEMANTIC ANALYSIS

This section contains the complete text of pass 3 of the Edison com-

piler with some additional comments.
Pass 3 scans the intermediate code output by pass 2 once and checks

whether the semantic rules of the Edison language are satisfied by the pro-
gram text.

Intermediate Code

The output of pass 3 is almost identical to the standard Edison code
described in Chapter 6 with the following exceptions:

(1) The destinations of jump instructions are identified by numeric
labels in the range 1:maxlabel. And so are the amounts of storage required to
hold the variables and temporaries of procedures and processes.

(2) Call instances of procedures are identified by the level numbers of
nested blocks starting with 0 (Sections 6.1 and 10.5).

(8) Procedure calls include the combinedlength of the arguments used.

(4) Whole variable symbols are output as instructions named variable,
parameter, and funcval.

(5) While and if statements include pseudoinstructions named while

and endif.

(6) Line numbers and program errors are output as pseudoinstructions

named newline anderror.

The operation codes are output as enumeration values of type operator.
The output is terminated by an operator named endcode.

Name Table

All names have unique indices in the range 1:maxnamegenerated by
pass 2, Anametable defines a mapping from nameindices to nameattributes.

The kind of entity denoted by a nameis described as being either a
constant, an elementary type, a record type, an array type, or other.

Each kind of namehas a different set of attributes:

A constant is described by its value and the name index of its type
(Section 3.6.1).

An elementary type is described by the length of its values (in words)
(Section 3.7).
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A record type is described by the length ofits values (in words). A link
attribute defines the nameindex of thefirst record field (Section 3.9).

An array type is described by the length of its values (in words). Two

subtype attributes define the name indices of the index and element types.
The boundsof the index rangeare also attributes of the array type (Sections

3.8 and 3.10).

A set type is described by the length ofits values (in words). A subtype
attribute defines the name index of the base type (Section 3.11).

A record field is described by its displacement within a record value

and by the name index ofits type. A link attribute defines the name index

of the next field (if any) in the record value.If the given field is the last one,

the link has the value none(Section 3.9).
A variable is described by its block level and displacement and by the

name index of its type. The variables introduced by a variable declaration

list (Section 3.13.1) are linked togetherin their order of declaration. And so
are the parameters introduced by a parameterlist (Section 3.16.2).

A procedure is described by its block level and symbolic address (a

numeric label). If the procedure is a function, the name index ofits type is

defined bya type attribute. This attribute has the value nonefor a general
procedure. An attribute named param defines the name index ofits first
parameter (if any) (Section 3.16). The symbolic address is irrelevant for a
standard procedure (Section 3.19.7).

The address of a procedure parameter P is a displacement within a call
instance. A link attribute defines the name index of the next parameter(if

any) in the parameterlist that includes P (Section 3.16.2).
The problem of storing different kinds of record types in the same

nametable is solved by means of dynamic retyping (Section 2.2.12).

Syntax Analysis

Pass 3 uses the same methodof recursive descent as pass 2 to recognize
the syntactic forms of the Edison language (Section 10.3). Although this

duplicates the syntax analysis of pass 2, it also makes pass 3 (the most
complicated pass) much simpler to understand.

Type Checking

Two operands are of the sametypeonly if their types are denoted by

the same name index (Section 3.1). This requirement is checked by a pro-
cedure called checktype. When an operandis of the wrong type, an erroris

reported, and the operand is then considered to be of a universal type to

suppress further error messages referring to the same operand(see the pro-

cedure called typerror2).
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Variable Addressing

The procedure that recognizes a variable group (Section 3.13.1) initially
links the corresponding variable names in the nametable. The displacements
of the variables within the group are then computed by following the links

and retrieving the lengths of the variable values (as defined by their types).
The displacement of a whole group of variables is determined by the pro-
cedure that recognizes a variable declaration list consisting of one or more
groups of variables. The displacementofa variable declarationlist is, in turn,
determined by the procedures that recognize a module declaration (Section

3.4.4) and a procedure body (Section 3.16.1). The same methodis used to
determine the displacements within a field list (Section 3.9) and a parameter

list (Section 3.16.2).

Pass 3 Text

"Edison-11 compiler: Pass 3

Syntax and semantic analysis

Per Brinch Hansen

6 July 1981

Copyright (c) 1980 Per Brinch Hansen"

enum symbol (also1, and1, array1, asterisk1, becomes1,
begint, cobegin1, colon1t, comma1, consti, divi,
doi, else1, end1, endtext1, enum1, equall, errort,
graphic1, greater1, if1, int, lbracket1, less1,
lib1, lparanth1, minus1, mod1, modulel, name1,
newline1, not1, notequali, notgreater1, notlessi,
numeralt, ori, period1, plus1, pre1, post1, procti,
rbracket1, record1, rparanth1, semicoloni, setl,
skip1, val1, var1, when1, while1)

enum operator (add2, also2, and2, assign2, blank2,
cobegin2, constant2, construct2, difference2,
divide2, do2, else2,; endcode2, endif2, endlib2,
endproc2, endwhen2, equal2, error2, field2,
funeval2, goto2, greater2, in2, index2,
intersection2, less2, libproc2, minus2, modulo2,
multiply2, newline2, not2, notequal2, notgreater2,
notless2, or2, paramarg2, paramcall2, parameter2,
procarg2, proccall2, procedure2, process2,
subtract2, union2, valspace2, value2, variable2,
wait2, when2, while2, addr2, halt2, obtain2,
place2, sense2)
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enum failure (blocklimit, charlimit, inputlimit,
Tabellimit, namelimit, outputlimit, processlimit,
wordlimit)

proc pass3(
proc next(var value: symbol);
proc emit(value: operator);
proc fail(reason: failure))

const "table limits" maxlabel = 1000; maxname = 750;
maxprocess = 20;

"standard names" boolt = 1; char1 = 2; false1 = 3;
intl = 4; true = 5% univnamel = 6; univtypel = 7;
addr1 = 8; haltt = 9; obtain! = 10; place = 11
sensel = 12;
last_standard = 20;

"type lengths" elemlength = 1; liblength = 1;
proclength = 2; setlength = 8 "words";
setlimit = 127 " + 1 members";

none = 0

enum namekind (univkind, constant, univtype,
elemtype, recordtype, arraytype, settype,
field, variable, valparam, varparam,
procparam, procedur, standard)

“univkind variant:"

record nameattr (kind: namekind; link: int;
nonel, none2, none3, none4, none5: int)

"constant variant:"

record constattr (constkind: namekind; constlink: int;
consttype, constvalue, none6, none7, none8: int)

“univtype, elemtype, recordtype, arraytype, and settype
variant:"

record typeattr (typekind: namekind; typelink: ins
Tength, subtype1, subtype2, bound?, bound2: int)

"field, variable, valparam, and varparam variant:"

record varattr (varkind: namekind; varlink,
varlevel, vardispl, vartype, none9, none10: int)

“procparam, procedur, and standard variant:"
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record procattr (prockind: namekind; proclink: int;
proclevel, procaddr, proctype, param, nonei1: int)

array nametable [1:maxname] (nameattr)

record processattr (procconst, proclabel: int)

array processtable [1:maxprocess] (processattr)

set processset( int)

proc emit2(a: operator; b: int)
begin emit(a); emit(operator(b)) end
 

proc emit3(a: operator; b, ¢: int)
begin emit2(a, b); emit(operator(c)) end
 

proc emit4(a: operator; b, c, d: int)
begin emit3(a, b, c); emit(operator(d)) end

proc emit5(a: operator; b, c, d, e: int)
begin emit4(a, b, c, d); emit(operator(e)) end

module "symbol sets"

* set symbols (symbol)

* var addsym, constsym, declsym, equalitysym, exprsym,
hiddensym, initdeclsym, literalsym, multsym,
ordersym, pairsym, procsym, relationsym,
selectsym, signsym, statsym, typesym: symbols

begin addsym := symbols(minus1, ori, plus1);
constsym := symbols(graphicl, name1, numeral1);
declsym := symbols(array1, const1, enum1, lib1,
module1, post1, pret, proci, record1, set1, vari);

equalitysym := symbols(equal1, notequal1);
exprsym := symbols(graphic1, lparanth1, minus1,

not1, numeral1, plusi1, vali);
hiddensym := symbols(error1, newline1);
initdeclsym := symbols(array1, const1, enum1,
record1, set1);

literalsym := symbols(graphic1, numeral);
multsym := symbols(and1, asterisk1, divi, mod1);
ordersym := symbols(greater1, lessi, notgreateri,

notless1);
pairsym := symbols(graphic1, name1, numeral1);
procsym := symbols(lib1, post1, prel, procl);
relationsym := symbols(equal1, greater1, int,

less1, notequall, notgreater1, notless1)
selectsym := symbols(colon1, lbracket1, period1);
signsym := symbols(minusi, plus1);
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statsym := symbols(cobegin1, if1, skip1, when1,
~ while);
typesym := symbols(array1, enum1, record1,. set1)

end

module "input"

* var sym: symbol; x: int

* proc nextsym
begin next(sym);

while sym in hiddensym do

next(x:symbol) ;
if sym = error) do emit2(error2, x)
else sym = newline! do emit2(newline2, x) end;
nex t( sym)

end;
ifsym in pairsym do next(x:symbol) end

end

begin nextsym end

module "names"

* set namekinds (namekind)

* var names: nametable;
typekinds, varkinds, prockinds: namekinds

* proc standard_names
begin

names[int1] := typeattr(elemtype, none, elemlength,
none, none, none, none) :nameattr;

names[booli] := names[int1];
names[char1] := names[int1];
names[false1] := constattr(constant, none, bool,

int( false), none, none, none):nameattr;
names[true1] := constattr(constant, none, bool,

int(true), none, none, none):nameattr;
names[univname1] := nameattr(univkind, none, none,

none, none, none, none);
names{addr1] := procattr( standard, none, 0, none,

int1, none, none) :nameattr;
names[halt1] := procattr(standard, none, 0, none,

univtype1, none, none) :nameattr;
names[obtain1] := names[halt1];
names[{place1] := names{halt1];
names[{sense1] := procattr( standard, none, 0, none,

booll, none, none):nameattr
end
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*® proce isfunction(x: int): bool
gin
if names{x].kind in prockinds do

val isfunction :=
names{x]:procattr.proctype <> univtype1

else true do val isfunction := false end
end

var i: int
begin i := 0;

while i < maxname do
“Tvs i+ 1;

names[i] := nameattr(univkind, none, none, none,
none, none, none)

end;
typekinds := namekinds(univtype, elemtype, recordtype,
arraytype, settype);

varkinds := namekinds(variable, valparam, varparam);
prockinds := namekinds( procparam, procedur, standard)

end

module "labels"

var labelno: int

* proc newlabel(var value: int)
Bs Ln
if Labelno = maxlabel do fail(labellimit) end;
labelno := labelno + 1; value := labelno

end

begin labelno := 0 end

module "errors"

* enum errorkind (ambiguous3,:call3, cobegin3,
constructor3, funeval3, incomplete3, numeral3,
range3, split3, syntax3, type3, undeclared3)

* proe error(kind: errorkind)
begin emit2(error2, int(kind)) end

* proc syntax(suce: symbols)
begin error(syntax3);

while not (sym in succ) do nextsym end

snd
* proc check(succ: symbols)

begin if not (sym in succ) do syntax(succ) end end
 

* proce checksym(s: symbol; succ: symbols)
begin s
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if sym = s do nextsym
else true dosyntax(succ) end

end

* proc kinderror1(name: int)
begin if name <> univname1 do error(type3) end end

* proc kinderror2(name: int; var typ: int)
begin kinderrori(name); typ := univtype1 end

® proc typerror1

begin error(type3) end

* proc typerror2(var typ: int)
begin

‘if typ <> univtype1 do
“~typerrorl; typ := univtype1
end

end
* proc checkelem(var typ: int)

begin
‘if names[typ].kind <> elemtype do
“~~typerror2 (typ)
end

end

* proc checktype(var typi: int; typ2: int)
begin —
if typ1 <> typ2 do
“if typ2 = univtype1 do typ1 := univtype1

else true do typerror2(typ1) end

end
end
 

begin skip end

pre proc variablelist(kind: namekind; level, displ: int;
var first, length: int; suce: symbols)
 

pre proc procedureheading(postx: bool; level: int;
“var name, paramlength: int; suce: symbols)

pre proc declaration(level, displ: int;
var varlength: int; sucec: symbols)

"Ore proe expression(var typ: int; suec: symbols)

proc procedurecall(suce: symbols)P
O 3 oO

 

statement_list(succ: symbols)[S
s g oO ro 7% ° Q
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"controlsymbol:
tchar? '(' numeral ')'"

roe control_symbol(var typ, value: int; suce: symbols)
be in "(sym = name1)and (x = char)" nex tsym;

checksym(lparanth1, symbols(numeral1, rparanth1) + succ);
if sym = numerali do
“typ := char1; value := x; nextsym
else true do

typ := univtype1; value := 0;
syntax(symbols(rparanth1) + suec)

end;
chécksym(rparanth1, succ)

end

"constantsymbol:
numeral # charactersymbol # constant_name

character symbol:
graphicsymbol # controlsymbol"

proc constant symbol(var typ, value: int; succ: symbols)
var c: constattr

begin typ := univtype1; value := 0;
= numeral1 do

typ := intl; value := x; nextsym
else sym = graphic do

typ := char1; value:= x; nextsym
else sym = namel do

if x = char1 docontrol__symbol(typ, value, succ)
else names[x].kind = constant do

@ t= names[x]:constattr; typ:= c.consttype;
value := c.constvalue; nex tsym

else true do
Kinderror?(x); nextsym

end
elsétrue do syntax(succ) end;
check( succ)_

end
"constant_declaration:

constant_name '=' constant_symbol"

proce constant_declaration(succ: symbols)
var name, typ, value: int
begin
if sym = name1 do

name := x}; nextsym;
checksym(equal1, constsym + succ);
constant symbol(typ, value, succ);
names[name] := constattr(constant, none, typ, value,

none, none, none):nameattr
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else true do syntax(succ) end;
check(succ)|

end

"constantdeclarationlist:
‘const’ constant_déclaration

[ ';' constant_declaration ]*"

proc constant declaration_list(succ: symbols)
var enddecl: Symbols
begin "sym = const1" nextsym;

enddecl := symbols(semicolont) + suce;
eonstant_declaration(enddecl) ;
while sym = semicoloni do

nextsym; constant_declaration(enddecl)
end

end
"enumerationsymbol:

constantname"

proc enumeration_symbol(typ, value: int; suce: symbols)

begin
if sym = name do

names[x] := cOnstattr(constant, none, typ, value,
none, none, none) :nameattr;

nextsym
else true do syntax(suce) end;
eheck( suce)— —

end

"enumerationsymbollist:
enumeration_symbol [ ',' enumeration_symbol ]*"

proc enumerationsymbol list(typ: int; succ: symbols)
var endsym: symbols; value: int
Degin endsym := symbols(comma1) + succ; value := 0;

enumeration symbol(typ, value, endsym);
while sym =comma1 do

nextsym; value :=Value + 1;
enumeration_symbol(typ, value, endsym)

end;
‘check( succ)

end
"enumerationtype:

‘enum' type_name '(' enumeration_symbollist ')'"

proc enumeration_type(succ: symbols)
var typ: int
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begin "sym = enum1" nextsym;
if sym = name1 do

typ := x; nextsym;
checksym(lparanth1, symbols(name1, rparanth1) + succ);
enumeration_symbollist(typ,symbols(rparanth1)

+ succ);
echecksym(rparanth1, succ);
names[typ] := typeattr(elemtype, none, elemlength,

none, none, none, none) :nameattr
else true do syntax(succ) end

en

"record type:
'record' type_name '(' field_list ')!

field list:
variablelist"

proc record_type(suce: symbols)
var typ, first, length: int
begin "sym = recordi" nextsym;
if sym = name1 do

typ := x; nextsym;
checksym(lparanth1, symbols(name1, rparanth1) + succ);
variablelist(field, 0, 0, first, length,

symbols(rparanth1) + succ);
checksym(rparanth1, succ);
names[ typ] := typeattr(recordtype, none, length,

first, none, none, none):nameattr
else true do syntax(succ) end

end

"rangesymbol:
constant_symbol ':' constant_symbol"

proc range symbol(var typ, lower, upper: int;
suce: symbols) ~

var typ2: int
Degin

constant_symbol(typ, lower,
symbols(colon1) + constsym + succ);

checksym(colon1, constsym + succ);
econstant_symbol(typ2, upper, succ);
checktype(typ, typ2);
if lower > upper do

error(range3); lower := upper
end

end”

 

“typename:
name"

pees type_name(var typ: int; succ: symbols)
egin
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if sym = name1 do
“aif names[x].kind in typekinds do typ := x

else true do kinderror2(x, typ)end;
nextsym

else true do syntax(succ); typ := univtype1 end
end

 

“arraytype:
‘array' type name '[' rangesymbol ']'

'(' element_type ')!
element_type:

typename"

proc array_type(succ: symbols)
var typ, rangetype, lower, upper, elemtype: int
begin "sym = array1" nextsym;

if sym = name1 do
“typ := x; nextsym;

checksym(lbracket1, constsym + symbols(rbracket1,
lparanth1, name1, rparanth1) + succ);

rangesymbol(rangetype, lower, upper,

symbols(rbracket1, lparanth1, name1, rparanth1)
+ succ);

checksym(rbracket1, symbols(lparanth1, name1,

rparanth1) + succ);
checksym(lparanth1, symbols(name1, rparanth1) + succ);
type_name(elemtype, symbols(rparanth1) + succ);
checksym(rparanth1, succ);
names[typ] := typeattr(arraytype, none,

(upper - lower + 1) *
names[elemtype]:typeattr.length, rangetype,

elemtype, lower, upper) :nameattr
else true do syntax(succ) end

end

"set_type:
"set' type_name '(' basetype ')'

base type:
type_name"

proc set_type(succ: symbols)
var typ, basetype: int
begin "sym = set1" nextsym;

if sym = name1 do
“typ := x; nextsym;

ehecksym(lparanth1, symbols(name1, rparanth1) + succ);
type name(basetype, symbols(rparanth1) + succ);
checKelem( basetype) ;
checksym(rparanth1, sucec);
names[typ] := typeattr(settype, none, setlength,

basetype, none, none, none) :nameattr
else true do syntax(sucec) end

end - a
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"typedeclaration:
enumeration type .# recordtype #

arraytype # set_type"

proc typedeclaration(suce: symbols)
begin "sym in typesym"

if sym = enum1 do enumeration type(succ)
‘else sym = record! do record type( succ)
else sym = array! do.array_type( succ)
else sym = set1 doSet_type( succ) end

end

"variable group:
variablename { ',' variablename ]* ':' type_name"

roc variablegroup(kind: namekind;
evel, addrz int; var first, last, size: int;

suce: symbols)
var typ, varlength, nextvar, i: int
begin first := none; last := none; size := 0
if sym = name do
“first := x; last :

while sym = commal
nextsym;
if sym = name1 do
“names{last].link := x; last := x; nextsym
else true do

~syntax(symbols(comma1, colon1l) + succ)
end

end;
names{last].link := none;
echecksym(colonl, succ); type_name(typ, succ);
if kind = varparam do yarlength os elemlength
‘else true do
“varlength:= names[typ]:typeattr.length

end;
lore first;
while i <> none do

nextvar := names[i].link;
names[i] := varattr(kind, nextvar, level,

addr + size, typ, none, none):nameattr;
size := size + varlength; i := nextvar

end;
Check( suce)

else true do syntax(succ) end
end

= X; nextsym;
do

 

"variablelist:
variablegroup [ ';' variablegroup ]*"

post proc variablelist(kind: namekind; level, displ: int;
var first, length: int; suce: symbols)

var Tast, tirst2, last2, length2: int; endgroup: symbols
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begin endgroup := symbols(semicolon1) + succ;
variable group(kind, level, displ, first, last,
length, endgroup);

while sym = semicolont do
nextsym;
variable group(kind, level, displ + length,

first2, last2, length2, endgroup);
if length2 > 0 do
“if length = 0do first := first2

else true do names[last].link := first2 end;
last := last2; length := length + length2

end

end;
‘check( suce)

end

 

"variabledeclaration list:
'var’ variablelist"

proc variable declaration list(level, displ: int;
var length:int; suce: Symbols)

varfirst: int
begin "sym = vari" nextsym;

variablelist(variable, level, displ, first,
length, succ)

end
"parametergroup:

{( 'vart ] variablegroup # procedureheading"

proc parameter_group(level, displ: int;
var first, last, length: int; suce: symbols)

varname, paramlength: int; varkind: namekind
egin
if sym = proc do
“procedure_heading(false, level, name,

paramlength, succ);
if name <> univnamel do
“names[name].kind :=procparam;

names[name]:procattr.procaddr := displ;
first := name; last := name; length := proclength

else true do
first :=none; last := none; length

end
elsetrue do

‘if sym =Var1 do varkind := varparam; nextsym
else true do varkind := valparam end;
Variable group(varkind, level, displ, first,

last, Tength, succ)
end;
check( succ)

end

 

|
o
T

2:0
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"parameterlist:
parametergroup [ ';' parameter_group ]*"

roc parameter list(level: int;
var first, léngth: int; suce: symbols)

varlast, first2, last2, length2: int; endgroup: symbols
begin endgroup t= symbols(semicolon1) + suce;

parameter_group(level, 0, first, last,

length, endgroup);
while sym = semicolon1 do

nextsym; —
parameter_group(level, length, first2, last2,

length2, endgroup);
if length? > 0 do

if length = 0 do first := first2
else true do names[last].link := first2 end;
Tast := las€2; length := length + length>

end
end;
‘check( succ)

end
"procedureheading:

'proc' procedure name [ '(’ parameter list ')!' ]
[':' type_name ]™ ~

post proc procedureheading(postx: bool; level: int;
var name, paramlength: int; succ: symbols)

varproclabel, firstparam, typ: int

begin
checksym(procl, symbols(name1, lparanth1, colon’)

+ succ);
if sym = name do

name := xX; nextsym;
if postx and (name <> univname1) do
“proclabel := names[name]:procattr. procaddr
else true do newlabel(proclabel) end;
if Sym = lparanth1 do

nextsym;
parameter _list(level + 1, firstparam, paramlength,

symbols(rparanth1, colon1) + succ);
checksym(rparanth1, symbols(colon1) + succ)

else true do
firstparam := none; paramlength := 0

end;
ifsym = colont.do nextsym; type name(typ, succ)
‘else true do typ:= univtype1 end;
namés[name]:= procattr(procedur, none, level,

proclabel, typ, firstparam, none):nameattr
else true do

“name := Gnivnamet; paramlength := 0;
syntax (succ)

end;
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check( succ)
end

"procedurebody:
[ declaration ]* 'begin' statement_list 'end'"

proc procedure body(level: int; var varlength: int;
succ: symbols) ~~

var sublength: int
begin varlength := 0;

while sym in declsym do
declaration(level, varlength, sublength,
declsym + symbols(begin1, end1) + statsym + succ);

varlength := varlength + sublength
end;
checksym(begint, statsym + symbols(end1) + succ);
statement_list(symbols(end1) + succ);
checksym(end1, succ)

end
"completeprocedure:

procedureheading procedurebody"

proe complete procedure(postx: bool; level: int;
suce: symbols)

var name, proclabel, paramlength, endlabel, varlabel,
“~“€emplabel, varlength: int
begin

procedure heading(postx, level, name, paramlength,
declsym+ symbols(begin1) + statsym + succ);

if name <> univnamei1 do
proclabel := names[name]:procattr.procaddr

else true do newlabel(proclabel) end;
newlabel(endlabel); newlabel(varlabel) ;
newlabel{templ abel);
if level > 0 do emit2(goto2, endlabel) end;
emit5(procedure2, proclabel, paramlength,
varlabel, templabel);

procedurebody(level + 1, varlength, succ);
emit5(endproc2, varlabel, varlength,

templabel, endlabel)
end

"preprocedure:
"pre' procedureheading"

proc preprocedure(level: int; succ: symbols)
Var name, paramlength: int
begin "sym = pre1" nextsym;

procedure heading(false, level, name,
paramlength, succ)

end
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"postprocedure:
'post' completeprocedure"

roc postprocedure(level: int; succ: symbols)
begin "sym = post1" nextsym;

complete_procedure(true, level, succ)
end

 

"libraryprocedure:
'lib'” procedureheading '[' expression ']'"

proc libraryprocedure(level: int; succ: symbols)
var name, paramlength, proclabel, endlabel,
~“templ abel, exprtype: int
begin "sym = libi" nextsym;

procedure heading(false, level, name, paramlength,
symbols(lbracket1, rbracket1) + exprsym + succ);

if name <> univname1 do
“~proclabel := names[name]:procattr.procaddr
else true do newlabel(proclabel) end;
newlabel(endlabel); newlabel( templabel) ;
emit2(goto2, endlabel);
emit4(libproc2, proclabel, paramlength, templabel);
checksym(1lbracket1, symbols(rbracket1) + exprsym + succ);
expression(exprtype, symbols(rbracket1) + succ);

checksym(rbracket1, succ);
emit3(endlib2, templabel , endlabel)

end

 

"proceduredeclaration:
complete_procedure # preprocedure #
postprocedure # libraryprocedure"

proc proceduredeclaration(level: int; succ: symbols)
‘begin "sym in procsym"

sym = proct do
“complete_procedure(false, level, succ)
else sym = prei1 do preprocedure( level , succ)
else sym = post!“do postprocedure(level, succ)
else sym = lib1 do libraryprocedure(level, succ) end

end

"moduledeclaration:
‘'module' [ [ '#' ] declaration ]*
"begin' statementlist 'end'"

proc module declaration(level, displ: int;
var varlength: int; suce: symbols)

varSublength: int
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begin "sym = module1" nextsym;
varlength := 0;
while sym in (Symbols( asterisk1) + declsym) do
“ifsym =asterisk! do nextsym end;

declaration(level, displ + varlength, sublength,
declsym + symbols(asterisk1, beginl, end1)

+ statsym + succ);
varlength := varlength + sublength

end;
checksym(begini, statsym + symbols(end1) + succ);
statement_list(symbols(end1) + succ);
ehecksym(end1, succ)

end
"declaration:

constant_declaration_list # type_declaration #
variabledeclarationlist # procedure_declaration #
moduledeclaration" ~

post proc declaration(level, displ: int;
var varlength: int; suce: symbols)

begin varlength := 0;
if sym = const1 do constant declaration list(succ)
else sym in typesym do typedeclaration(succ)
else sym =vari do

variable declaration_list(level, displ,
varlength, succ)

else sym in procsym do
proceduredeclaration(level, succ)

else sym = modulel do
module declaration(level, displ, varlength, succ)

else true do syntax(succ) end;
check( suce)—

end

 

"functionvariable:
‘val’ procedurename"

proc function variable(var typ: int; suce: symbols)
Var p: procattr ~~
begin "sym = val1" nextsym;

sym = namet do
“if isfunetionTx) do
“p t= names[x]:procattr; typ := p.proctype;

emit3(funeval2, p.proclevel,
names[typ]:typeattr. length)

else true do kinderror2(x, typ) end;
nextsym

else true do typ := univtypel; syntax(succ) end
end
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"fieldselector:
' field_name"

proc field selector(var typ: int; succ: symbols)
var t: typeattr; v: varattr; i: int
Begin "sym = period1" nextsym;
if sym = name1 do
~t := names[typ]:typeattr;
if t.typekind = recordtype do
iis t.subtype1;
while (i <> none) and (i <> x) do
“ZTv= names[i].link
end;
ift = x do

t= names[x]:varattr; typ := v.vartype;

emito(field?, v. vardispl)
else true do kinderror2(x, typ) end

elsetrue dotyperror2(typ) end;
~extsym; check( succ)

else true do typ := univtype1; syntax(succ) end
en

 

"indexedselector:
'C' expression ']'"

proc indexed _selector(var typ: int; succ: symbols)
var t: typeattr; exprtype: int
begin ‘sym = lbracket1" nextsym;
“~tc= names[typ]:typeattr;

expression(exprtype, symbols(rbracket1) + succ);
if t.typekind = arraytype do
if exprtype = t.subtype1t do

typ := t.subtype2;
emit4(index2, t.bound1, t.bound2,

names[ typ]:typeattr.length)
else true do typerror2(typ) end

elsetrue dotyperror2(typ) end;
checksym(rbracket1, succ); cheek( suce)

end
"type transfer:

':T type_name"

proc type_transfer(var typ: int; suce: symbols)
var typ2:int
begin "sym = coloni" nextsyn;

typename(typ2, succ);
if names[ typ]: typeattr. length =
“names[ typ2]:typeattr.length do typ := typ2
else true do typerror2(typ) end;
cheek(suce)_

end
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"variable symbol:
variable name # function_variable #
variablesymbol selector

selector:
field_selector # indexed_selector # typetransfer"

proc variable symbol(var typ: int; succ: symbols)
var oe: varattr; endvar:symbols
begin endvar := selectsym + suce;

sym = name1 do
~~it names[x].kind in varkinds do
“vy t= names[x]:varattr; typ := v.vartype;
if v.varkind = variable do
“emit3(variable2, v.varlevel, v.vardispl)
else v.varkind = valparam do
emit3(parameter2, v.varlevel, v.vardispl)

else v.varkind = varparam do
emit3(parameter2, v.varleével, v.vardispl);
emit2(value2, elemlength)

end
elsetrue do kinderror2(x, typ) end;
nextsym

élse sym = val1 do function variable(typ, endvar)
else true do typ:= univtype1; syntax(endvar) end;
while sym =period! do field_selector(typ, endvar)
‘elsesym = “lbracket1“do indexed selector(typ, endvar)
else sym = colon! do type transfer(typ, endvar) end;
eheck( succ) ~ ~ ~—

end

"constantfactor:
constant_symbol"

proc constant _factor(var typ: int; suce: symbols)
var value: int
begin constant symbol(typ, value, succ);

emit2(constant2, value)
end

"variablefactor:
variablesymbol"

 

proc variable factor(var typ: int; suce: symbols)
Beginin variable symbol(typ, succ);
~emit2(value2, names[typ]: typeattr .length)
end

"elementaryexpression:
expression"

proc elementary expression(typ: int; succ: symbols)
var exprtype: int
begin expression(exprtype, succ);

echeckelem( exprtype)
end
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"fieldexpression:
expression"

proc field expression(var name: int; succ: symbols)
var typ: int; f: varattr_
begin expression(typ, suce);

if name <> none do
“~f := names[namey:varattr;

checktype(typ, f.vartype);
name := f.varlink

else true do error(constructor3) end
end

 

“fieldexpressionlist:
fieldexpression [ ',' field_expression ]*"

proc fieldexpressionlist(typ: int; suec: symbols)
var name: int; endexpr: symbols
begin endexpr := symbols(comma1) + exprsym + succ;

name := names[typ]:typeattr.subtype1;
field_expression(name, endexpr);
while sym = comma do

nextsym; field_expression(name, endexpr)
end;
ifname <> none do error(constructor3) end

end —~ —

 

“element_expressionlist:
expression [ ',' expression ]#"

proc element_expressionlist(typ: int; suce: symbols) -
var t: typeattr; exprtype, no, max: int;

endexpr: symbols
begin endexpr := symbols(comma1) + succ;

3 t= names[typ]:typeattr; no := 13
expression(exprtype, endexpr);
checktype(exprtype, t.subtype2);
while sym = comma1 do

nextsym; no := no + 1;
expression(exprtype, endexpr);
checktype(exprtype, t.subtype2)

end;
max := t.bound2 ~ t.bound1 + 1;
if (t.subtype2 = char1) and (no < max) do
“emit2(blank2, max - no);no := max
end;
if-no <> max do error(constructor3) end

end
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"memberexpression list:
expression [ ',’ expression ]#"

proc member_expressionlist(typ: int; suce: symbols)
var t: typeattr; exprtype, no: int; endexpr: symbols
begin endexpr := symbols(commal) + succ;

t := names[typ]:typeattr; no := 1;

expression(exprtype, endexpr);
checktype(exprtype, t.subtypel);
while sym = commal do

nextsym; no := no + 1;
expression(exprtype, endexpr);
checktype(exprtype, t.subtype1)

end;
emit2(construct2, no)

end

 

 

"constructor:
elementaryconstructor # record constructor #

arrayconstructor # set_constructor
elementary_constructor:

typename '(' elementaryexpression wy?
recordconstructor:

type_name '(' fieldexpressionlist ')!'
arrayConstructor:

type_name '(' element expression list ')'
set_constructor: ~ ~
type_name [ '(' member_expressionlist ')' ]"

proc constructor(var typ: int; succ: symbols)
varmode: namekind;endexpr: symbols
begin "(sym = name‘) and (names[x].kind in typekinds)"
“EE it= x} mode := names[x].kind; nextsym;
if sym = lparanth1 do}

nextsym; endexpr i= symbols(rparanth1) + suce;
iff mode = elemtype do
~elementary_expression(typ, endexpr)
else mode = recordtype do

field_expression_list(typ, endexpr)
else mode = arraytype do
~element,expression_list(typ, endexpr)
else mode= settype do
member_expressionTist(typ, endexpr)

end;
‘checks ym(rparanth1, succ)

else true do

if mode =settype do emit2(construct2, 0)
else true do error(constructor3) end

en
Sidok( suae)

end
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"functioncall:
procedurecall"

proc function_call(var typ: int; succ: symbols)
begin "(sym = name1)and (names[x].kind in prockinds)"
if isfunction(x) do

typ := names[ x] iprocattr.proctype;
emit2(valspace2, names[ typ]: typeattr.length)

else true do kinderror2(x, typ) end;
procedure_call(succ) ~~

end
"factor:

constant factor # variable factor # constructor #
function_call # '(' expression ')' #
'not' factor # factor typetransfer"

proce factor(var typ: int; suce: symbols)
var mode: namekind; endfactor: symbols
eee endfactor := symbols(colon1) + succ;
ifsym in literalsym do

constant_factor(typ, endfactor)
else sym = name1 do
mode := names[x].kind;
if mode = constant do
“constant_factor(typ, endfactor)
else mode in typekinds do

constructor(typ, endfactor)
else mode in varkinds do

variablefactor(typ,endfactor)
else mode in prockinds do

functioncall(typ, endfactor)
else true do

Kinderror2(x, typ); nextsym
end

elsesym = val1 do variablefactor(typ, endfactor)
else sym = lparanth1 do

nex tsym; ~
expression(typ, symbols(rparanth1) + endfactor);
checksym(rparanth1, endfactor)

else sym = not1 do
nextsym; factor(typ, endfactor);
if typ = bool1 do emit(not2)
‘else true do typerror2(typ) end

else true do ~~
typ t= univtype1; syntax(endfactor)

end;
while sym = colon! do

type_transfer(typ, endfactor)
end;
Check( succ)

end
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"term:
factor [ multiplyingoperator factor ]*"

proc term(var typ: int; suce: symbols)
var op: symbol; type: int; endfactor: symbols
begin endfactor := mul tsym + suce;

factor(typ, endfactor);
while sym in multsym do
“op t= sym; nextsym; factor(typ2, endfactor);

if typ = int1 do
~checktype(typ, typ2);

if op = asterisk1 do emit(multiply2)
else op = div1 do emit(divide2)
else op = modi do emit(modulo2)
else true do typerror2(typ) end

else ftyp = bool1 do
~“checktype(typ, typ2);

if op = and1 do emit(and2)
else true do typerror2(typ) end

else names[typ].kind = settype do
Checktype(typ, typ2);
if op = asterisk! do emit(intersection2)
else true do typerror2(typ) end

elsetrue dotyperror2(typ) end
end;
check( suce)

end

 

"signedterm:
[ sign_operator ] term"

proce signed _term(var typ: int; suce: symbols)
var op: symbol
begin
ifsym in signsym do
“op :=Sym; nextsym; term(typ, succ);
if typ = int1 do
“if op = plus?do skip

else op = minusT doemit(minus2) end
elsetrue do typerror2(typ) end

else true doterm(typ, succ) end
end

 

"simpleexpression:
signed_term [ addingoperator term ]*"

proc simple expression(var typ: int; suce: symbols)
var op: symbol; typ2: int; endterm: symbols
begin endterm := addsym + succ;

signed_term( typ, endterm);
while ‘sym in addsym do
“Op := sym; nextsym;term(typ2, endterm);
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if typ = int1 do
~“checktype(typ, typ2);
if op = plus1 do emit(add2)
else op = minus1 do emit(subtract2)
else true do typerror2(typ) end

else typ = bool1 do
“ehecktype(typ, typ2);
if op = orl do emit(or2)
else true do typerror2(typ) end

elsenames[typ].kind = settypedo
~Checktype(typ, typ2);
if op = plus1 do emit(union2)
else op = minus1 do emit(difference2)
else true do typerror2(typ) end

else true dotyperror2(typ) end
end;
Check( suce)

end
"expression:

simple expression
{ relational_operator simple_expression ]"

post proc expression(var typ: int; succ: symbols)
var op: symbol; typ2:“int; t: typeattr;

endsimple: symbols
begin endsimple := relationsym + succ;

simple_expression(typ, endsimple);
if sym in relationsym do
“op t=Sym; nextsym;

simple_expression(typ2, succ);
t := names[typ2]:typeattr;
if op in equalitysym do

checktype(typ, typ2);
if op = equal! do emit2(equal2, t.length)
‘else true do emit2(notequal2, t.length) end

else Op in ordersym do
Checktype(typ, typ2); checkelem( typ);
if op = less1 do emit(less2)

 

 

else op = greater! do emit(greater2)
€lsé op = notless1 do emit(notless2)
else op = notgreaterT do emit(notgreater2) end
 

else op = in1 do
if t.typekind= settype do
“~eheektype(typ, t.subtype1); emit(in2)
else true do typerror2(typ) end

en
artye <> univtype1 do typ := bool1 end

end;
cheek( suce)

end
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"assignmentstatement:
variablesymbol ':=' expression"

proc assignment_statement(sucec: symbols)
‘var vartype, exprtype: int
begin
variable symbol(vartype, symbols(becomes1)

+ exprsym + succ);
checksym(becomes1, exprsym + succ);
expression(exprtype, succ);
checktype(vartype, exprtype);
emit2(assign2, names[vartype]:typeattr.length)

end

 

 

"standardcall: .
‘addr! '(' variablesymbol ')' #
‘halt’ #
‘obtain' '(' expression ',' variable symbol ')' #
'place't '(' expression ',' expression ')' #
"sense' '(' expression ',' expression ')'"

proc standard_call(suce: symbols)
var endarg1, endarg2: symbols; typ: int
begin "(sym = name1) and (names[x].kind = standard)"

endarg2 := symbols(rparanth1) + succ;
endarg1 := symbols(comma1) + endarg2;
aif x = addri do

nextsym; checksym(lparanth1, endarg2);
variable symbol(typ, endarg2);
checksym(rparanth1, succ); emit(addr2)

else x = halt1 do
nextsym; emit(halt2)

else x = obtain1 do
nextsym; checksym(lparanth1, endarg1);
expression(typ, endarg1); checktype(typ, int1);
checksym(comma1, endarg2);
variable symbol(typ, endarg2); checktype(typ, int1);
checksym(rparanthi, succ); emit(obtain2)

else x = place1 do
_ nextsym; checksym(lparanth1, endarg1);
expression(typ, endarg1); checktype(typ, int1);
checksym(commal, endarg2);
expression(typ, endarg2); checktype(typ, int1);
checksym(rparantht, succ); emit(place2)

else x = sense1 do
nextsym; checkSym(lparanth1, endarg1);
expression(typ, endarg1); checktype(typ, int1);
checksym(commal, endarg2);
expression(typ, endarg2); checktype(typ, int1);
checksym(rparanth1, succ); emit(sense2)

end

end
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"procedureargument:
procedurename"

proc procedureargument(succ: symbols)
var length: int; p: procattr
begin

‘if sym = name do
“if names[x].kind in prockinds do
“p ts names[x]:procattr;
if p.prockind = standard do kinderror1(x)
else p.prockind = procedur do

emit3(procarg2, p.proclevel, p.procaddr)
else p.prockind = procparam do
~~emit3(paramarg2, p.proclevél, p.procaddr)
end

else true do kinderror1(x) end;
nextsym

else true do syntax(succ) end;
check(succ)_

end

 

"argument:
expression # variablesymbol # procedure_argument"

proc argument(var param, size: int; suce: symbols)
Var typ: int; nN:nameattr
begin
if param <> none do
““n := names[ param];
if n.kind = val param do

“~expression(typ, succ);
checktype(typ, n: varattr .vartype) ;
size := names[typ]:typeattr.length

else n.kind = varparam do
“variable symbol(typ, Succ);

checktype( typ, nivarattr. vartype);
size := elemlength

else n.kind = procparam do
procedureargument(succ);
size := proclength

 

 

end;
Param := n.link

else true do
““expression( typ, suce); size := 0;

error(call3)

end
end
"argumentlist:

argument [ ',' argument ]#"

proc argument _list(name: int; var length: int;
succ: symbols)
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var par, length2: int; endarg: symbols
begin endarg := symbols(commal) + suce;

par := names([name]:procattr.param;
argument(par, length, endarg);
while sym = comma do

nextsym; argument(par, length2, endarg);
length := length + length2

end;
Ifpar <> none do error(call3) end;
‘check( suce) ~~ ~~

end
"procedure call:

standardcall #
procedurename [ '(' argumentlist ')'! ]"

post proc procedure_call(sucec: symbols)
var name, length: int; p: procattr
begin "(sym = name1) and (names[x].kind in prockinds)"

name := xX; p := names[x]:procattr;
if p.prockind = standard do standard_call(suce)
else true do ~
nextsym;
aif sym = lparanth1 do

nextsym;
argument list(name, length, symbols(rparanth1)

+ suce);
checksym(rparanth1, succ)

else true do
if p.param <> none do error(call3) end;
Tength t= ~~ —

end;
if p.prockind = procedur do

emit4(proceall2, p.proclevel, p.procaddr, length)
else p.prockind = procparam do

emit4(paramecall2, p.proclevel, p.procaddr, length)
end

end

end”

"conditionalstatement:
expression 'do' statementlist"

proc conditional statement(truelabel: int; suce: symbols)
var typ, falselabel: int; enddo: symbols
‘begin enddo := statsym + succ;

expression(typ, symbols(do1) + enddo);
if typ <> bool1 do typerror2(typ) end;
néwlabel( falselabel) ; —
checksym(do1, enddo);
emit2(do2, falselabel);
statement_list(suce);
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emit3(else2, truelabel, falselabel);
check( succ)

end
"conditional statement list:

conditional statement
{ 'else' conditional_statement ]*"

proc conditional statement. list(truelabel: int;
suce: symbols) ~

var endstat: symbols
begin endstat := symbols(else1) + succ;

conditional statement(truelabel, endstat);
while sym =else1 do

nextsym;

conditionalstatement(truelabel, endstat)
end;
‘check( succ)

end
"if statement:

Tif conditionalstatementlist 'end'"

 

proc if_statement(suce: symbols)
var truelabel: int
begin "sym = if1" nextsym; newlabel(truelabel) ;

conditional_statement_list(truelabel, symbols(end1)
+ succ);

echecksym(end1, succ);
emit2(endif2, truelabel)

end
"whilestatement:

‘while' conditional_statement_list 'end'"

proc whilestatement(suce: symbols)
var truelabel: int
Degin "sym = while1" nextsym; newlabel(truelabel);

emit2(while2, truelabel);
conditional statement list(truelabel, symbols(end1)

+ suce); — ~
checksym(end1, succ)

end
"whenstatement:

'when' conditionalstatement_list 'end'"

proc when_statement(succ: symbols)
var waitlabel, truelabel: int
begin "sym = when1" nextsym; newlabel(waitlabel);

emit2(when2, waitlabel); newlabel( truelabel) ;
conditional statement list(truelabel, symbols(end1)

+ succ); ~
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emit2(wait2, waitlabel);
checksym(end1, succ);
emit2(endwhen2, truelabel)

end

"processstatement:
constantsymbol 'do' statementlist"

proc processstatement(endlabel: int;
var pi processattr; suce: symbols)

vartyp, procconst, proclabel, templabel: int;
enddo: symbols

begin enddo := statsym + succ;
“~eonstant symbol(typ, proceonst, symbols(do1) + enddo);

if (proctonst < 0) or (proceonst > setlimit) do
“error(cobegin3); procconst. := 1
end;
Newlabel(proclabel); newlabel(templ abel) ;
echecksym(do1, enddo};
emit3(process2, proclabel, templabel);
statement list(suce);
emit3(also2, endlabel, templabel);

p ts processattr(procconst, proclabel);
eheck( succ)

end

"processstatementlist:
processstatement [ talso' processstatement ]*"

proc processstatement list(endlabel: int;
var tasks:processtable; var count: int;
‘suce;: symbols)

var used: processset; p: processattr; endstat: symbols
begin endstat := symbols(also1) + suce;

processstatement(endlabel, p, endstat);
used :=processset(p.procconst);
count := 1; tasks[1] := p;
while sym = also1 do

nextsym; ~~
processstatement(endlabel, p, endstat);
if p.procconst in used do error(cobegin3)
‘else true do

used := used + processset(p.procconst);
if count = maxprocess do

fail( processlimit)

end;
count := count + 1; tasks[count] := p

end
end;
Sheek( suec)

end
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"concurrentstatement:
'tcobegin’ processstatement_list 'end'"

proc concurrent statement(succ: symbols)
varbeginlabel,endlabel, count, i: int;
tasks: processtable
begin "sym = cobegin1" nextsym;

newlabel(beginlabel); newlabel(endlabel);
emit2(goto2, beginlabel);
processstatement_list(endlabel, tasks, count,

symbols(end1) + succ);
checksym(end1, succ);
emit4(cobegin2, beginlabel, endlabel, count);
i oe 0;
while i < count do

io:=s i+ 1; emit(operator(tasks[i].procconst) );
emit(operator(tasks[i].proclabel) )

end
end
"statement:

"skip! # assignmentstatement # procedurecall #
if statement # while statement #
when_statement # concurrent_statement"

proc statement(suce: symbols)

eg
if sym = skipi do nextsym
else sym = val1do assignment_statement(succ)
else sym = name1do
if names(x].kindin prockinds do

if isfunction(x)do kinderrorT(x)
else true do procedure ecall(suce) end

else true do“assignment_statement(succ) end
iff do if statement(succ)

 

 

 

 

else sym =

else sym = whileTt dowhile statement(succ)
else sym = when1 dowhen statement(succ)
else sym = cobegin? do concurrent_statement( succ)
else true do syntax(succ) end;
 

check( succ
end

"statementlist
statement [ ';'’ statement ]#"

post proc statement _list(suce: symbols)
varsemistat, endstat: symbols
Begin semistat := symbols(semicolon1) + statsym;

endstat := semistat + succ;
statement(endstat);
while sym in semistat do

checksym(semicoloni, statsym);
statement(endstat)
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end;
check( succ)

end

"program:
[ initial_declaration ]* complete_procedure

initial_declTaration:
constantdeclarationlist # type_declaration"

proc programx(suce: symbols)
var enddecl: symbols
begin standard names;

enddecl := initdeclsym + symbols(proc1) + sucec;
while sym in initdeclsym do

if sym = const1 do
~eonstant_declaration_list(enddecl)
else sym in typesym do

type declaration( enddecl)

end
end;
complete_procedure(false, 0, succ);
check(succ)

end

 

begin programx(symbols(endtext1));
emit( endcode2)

end

10.5 CODE GENERATION

This section contains the complete text of pass 4 of the Edison com-
piler with some additional comments.

Pass 4 scans the intermediate code output by pass 3 twice and generates
optimized Edison code (Section 6.10).

Input

Like all the other passes, pass 4 uses a single-symbol look-ahead method

of input (Section 10.2). The nextop procedure inputs the next operator and
its arguments(if any).

Labels

During the first scan of the input, pass 4 builds a table that maps nu-

meric labels into the addresses, displacements, or lengths of stored entities
expressed in words. During the second scan ofthe input, the labels are re-

placed by the correspondingvalues.
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Output

The final code is well suited to interpretation on a byte-addressable
computer, such as the PDP 11:

Operation codes are represented by consecutive even numbersbeginning
with #400 (Chapter 8).

Displacements of variables (called ‘‘offsets’’) are expressed in bytes.
Jump destinations are expressed (in bytes) relative to the jump instruc-

tions to makethe coderelocatable in the store.

The compiler will generate efficient code for a word-addressable com-
puter if the spacing of consecutive wordsis changed from its present value of
2 to 1. The range of values used to represent the operation codes can be

changed by using a different value of the operation base (which is currently

#400). It is then necessary to recompile all the Edison programs on an
existing system.

Errors

Error messages for incorrect programs are output to a disk file named

notes (Section 10.1). To suppress redundant error messages, the compiler
outputs at most one error messageperline.

Parameters

During the first scan of the input, pass 4 builds a table that defines the
length of the parameters of nested procedures. The current level of nesting is

defined by a variable. The parameter lengths are used as arguments of the
instruction named procedure during the second scan (Section 6.5).

Temporaries

During the first scan, pass 4 also builds a table that defines the current

(and the maximum)lengths of the temporaries needed to execute nested
procedures. This is done by keeping track of how the length of the variable

stack will change when the Edison instructions are executed. The maximum
lengths of the temporaries are used as arguments of the instruction named

procedure during the secondscan.

Code Optimization

Pass 4 includes a procedure for each instruction of the Edison code de-

fined in Chapter 6. Pass 4 inputs one standard instruction at a time from pass

8 and calls the corresponding procedure with the arguments of that instruc-

tion (Section 2.3.5). ‘
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When a procedure, such as the one named whole variable, recognizes
that a given instruction can be combined with the next one (Section 6.10),
it calls another procedure, in this case the one named nearbyvariable. This
procedure may then find that it is possible to combinethefirst two instruc-

tions with a third one by calling yet another procedure named nearbyele-
mentary variable, which finally replaces three standard instructions, such as

instance(0) variable(displ) value(1)

by a single extra instruction

localvalue(displ)

This is the method by which the Edison codeis optimized.

If the boolean parameter named trim is changed from true to false, the
compiler only emits standard instructions.

Pass 4 Text

"Edison - 11 Compiler: Pass 4

Code generation

Per Brinch Hansen

4 August 1980

Copyright (c) 1980 Per Brinch Hansen"

enum operator (add2, also2, and2, assign2, blank2,
cobegin2, constant2, construct2, difference2,
divide2, do2, else2, endcode2, endif2, endlib2,
endproc2, endwhen2, equal2, error2, field2,
funeval2, goto2, greater2, in2, index2,
intersection2, less2, libproc2, minus2, modulo2,
multiply2, newline2, not2, notequal2, notgreater2,
notless2, or2, paramarg2, paramceall2, parameter2,
procarg2, proceall2, procedure2, process2,
subtract2, union2, valspace2, value2, variable2,
wait2, when2, while2, addr2, halt2, obtain2,
place2, sense2)

enum errorkind (ambiguous3, ¢call3, cobegin3,
constructor3, funcval3, incomplete3,
numeral3, range3, split3, syntax3, type3,
undecl ared3)
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enum failure (blocklimit, charlimit, inputlimit,
Tabellimit, namelimit, outputlimit, processlimit,

wordlimit)

proc pass4(trim: bool;
proc next(var op: operator);
proc emit(value: int);
roc report(lineno: int; error: errorkind) ;
proc rerun;
proc fail(reason: failure) )

 

ro

 

 

 

const "table limits"
maxblock = 10; maxlabel = 1000;
 

"type lengths" elemlength = 1; liblength = 1;
linklength = 5; proclength = 2;
setlength = 8 "words";
setlimit = 127 "+ 1 members";
none = 0

enum opcode ("standard codes" add4, also4, and4,
assign}, blank4¥, cobegin4, constant4, construct4,
difference}, divide4, do4, else4, endcodel,
endlib4, endproc4, endwhen4, equal4, field4,
goto4, greater4, int, index4, instance4,
intersection4, less4¥, libproc4, minus4,
modulo4, multiply4, newline4, not4, notequal4y,
notgreater4¥, notless4, or4, paramarg4,
paramcall4, procarg4, proccall4, procedure,
process4, subtract4, union4, valspace4, value4,
variable4, wait4, when4, addr4, halt4, obtain4,
place4#, sense4,
"extra codes" elemassign4, elemvalue4, localcase4,

localset4, localvalue4, localvar4, outercall4,
outercase4, outerparam4, outerset4, outervalue4,
outervar4, setconst4, singleton4, stringconst4)

var final: bool

module "input"

set operators (operator)

var no_arguments, one argument, two_arguments,
thr ee_arguments, fourarguments: Operators

* var op: operator; a, b, c, d: int;
lineno: int

* proc nextop

begin next(op);
while op = newline2 do
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next(lineno:operator); next(op)
end;
ifop in no_arguments do skip
else op in One_argumentdo next(a:operator)
else op in twoarguments do

next(a:operator); next(b:operator)
else op in threearguments do

next(a:operator); next(b:operator);
next(c:operator)

else op in four_arguments do
next(a:operator); next(b:operator);
next(c:operator); next(d:operator)

end
end

 

begin

no arguments := operators(add2, and2, difference2,
divide2, endcode2, greater2, in2, intersection2,
less2, minus2, modulo2, multiply2, not2,
notgreater2, notless2, or2, subtract2, union2,
addr2, halt2, obtain2, place2, sense2);

one argument := operators(assign2, blank2,
constant2, construct2, do2, endif2, endwhen2,
equal2, error2, field2, goto2, newline2,
notequal2, valspace2, value2, wait2, when2,

while2);
two arguments := operators(also2, else2, endlib2,

funeval2, paramarg2, parameter2, procarg2,
process2, variable2);

three arguments := operators(cobegin2, index2,
libproc2, parameall2, proccall2);

four_arguments := operators(endproc2, procedure?)
end

module "labels"

array labeltable [1:maxlabel] (int)

var labels: labeltable; i: int

* proc define( index, value: int)
begin labels[index] := value end

* proc valueof(index: int): int
begin val valueof := labels[index] end

begin i := 0;
while i < maxlabel do

T f= i + 1; labels[i] := none
end

end
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module "output"

const opbase = #400; spacing = 2

var pointer, wordno: int

* var codelength: int

* proc oper(op: opcode)
begin pointer := wordno;

emit(opbase + spacing * int(op));
wordno := wordno + 1

end
* proc offset(value: int)

begin emit(spacing * value);
wordno ;:= wordno + 1

end
* proc literal(value: int)

begin emit(value);
wordno := wordno + 1

end
* proc label(index: int)

begin emit(spacing * (valueof(index) - pointer));
wordno := wordno + 1

end

 

* proce defaddr(label: int)
egin define(label, wordno) end

* proc out again
begin codelength := wordno - 1;

pointer := 1; wordno :=
end .

begin codelength := 0; pointer := 1;
wordno := 1

end

module "errors"

var errorline: int

* proc error(kind: errorkind)
egin
if not final and (lineno <> errorline) do
“report(lineno, kind); errorline := lineno
end;
nextop

end
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begin errorline :=. none end

module "parameters"

array paramtable [1:maxblock] (int)

var procs: paramtable; level: int

proc newproc(paramlength: int)
begin
if level = maxblock do fail(blocklimit) end;
level := level + 1;
procs[level] := paramlength

end
proc thislevel: int
begin val thislevel := level end

proc paramlength(level: int): int
begin val paramlength := procs{level] end

roe endprocx
“begin level := level - 1 end

proe initparam
begin level := 0 end

begin initparam end

module "temporaries"

record tempattr (temp, maxtemp: int)

array temptable [1:maxblock] (tempattr)

var temps: temptable; level: int

proc newtemp

begin
if level = maxblock do fail(blocklimit) end;
Tevel := level + 1;
temps[ level] := tempattr(0, 0)

end
proc push(length: int)
var t: tempattr
Pegin t := temps[level];

t.temp := t.temp + length;
if t.maxtemp < t.temp do
“—~t.maxtemp := t.temp

end;
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temps[level] := t
end

* proc pop(length: int)
begin

temps[level].temp := temps[level].temp - length
end

* proc endtemp(var templength: int)
begin templength := temps{level].maxtemp;

level := level - 1

end
* proc inittemp

begin level := 0 end

begin inittemp end

proc again
begin rerun; out_again;

initparam; inittemp
end

roc in_setrange(value: int): bool
bee in ~

val in_setrange :=
Co <= value) and (value <= setlimit)

end

"extra codes:"

pre proc constlist(value: int)

"nearbycase(steps, displ, value, falselabel);
nearbyequal(steps, displ, value) 'do(falselabel)'"

roc nearbycase(steps, displ, value, falselabel: int)
cae "Q <= steps <= 1"
if steps = 0 do oper(localcase4)
else true do oper(outercase4) end;
offset(displ); literal(value); lIabel( falselabel);
nextop

end
"nearbyequal(steps, displ, value):

nearby_elem_const(steps, displ, value) 'equal(1)'"

proc nearby_equal(steps, displ, value: int)
begin "0 <= steps <= 1" nextop;
if op = do2 do

nearby_case(steps, displ, value, a)
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else true do
if steps= 0 do oper(localvalue4)
‘else true do oper(outervalue4) end;
offset(displ); push(1);
oper(constant); literal(value) ; push(1);
oper(equal4); offset(1); pop(1)

end :

end
"nearby_elem_const(steps, displ, value):

nearbyelem(steps, displ) ‘constant(value)'"

proc nearby elem _const(steps, displ, value: int)
begin "0 <=steps <= 1" nextop;
if (op = equal2) and (a = 1) do

nearbyequal(steps, displ, value)
else true do
if steps= 0 do oper(localvalue4)
else true do. oper(outervalue4) end;
offset(displ); push(1);
if in netpangal vai) and (op = constant2) do
~~eonstlist(value)
else in_setrange(value) and (op = construct2)
and (a = 1) do

oper(singleton4); literal(value);
push(setlength); nextop

else true do
~Oper(constant4); literal(value); push(1)
end

end

end
"nearbyelem(steps, displ):

localvalue( displ) # outervalue(displ)
localvalue(displ):
localvar(displ) 'value(1)!

outervalue(displ):
outervar(displ) 'value(1)'"

proc nearby_elem(steps, displ: int)
bee "Q <=steps <= 1" nextop;

op = constant2 do
“nearbyelem_const(steps, displ, a)
else true do

if steps= 0 do oper(localvalue4)
else true do oper(outervalue4) end;
ofrset(displ); push(1)

end
end
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"nearbyset(steps, displ):
localset(displ) # outerset(displ)

localset(displ):
localvar(displ) 'value(setlength)'

outerset(displ):
outervar(displ) 'value(setlength)'"

proc nearby set(steps, displ: int)
begin "0 <=steps <= 1" nextop;

‘if steps = 0 do oper(localset4)
else true do oper(outerset4) end;
offset(displ); push(setlength)

end

"nearby variable(steps, displ):
localvar(displ) # outervar(displ)

localvar(displ):
‘instance(0)' 'variable(displ)!

outervar(displ):

‘instance(1)' 'variable(displ)'"

proc nearbyvariable(steps, displ: int)
‘begin "Q <= steps <= 1, nextop already called"

if (op = value2) and (a= 1) do
“~nearby_elem(steps, displ) ~—
else (op= value2) and (a = setlength) do

nearby_set(steps,didispl) a
else true do
“if steps= 0 do oper(localvar4)

‘else true do Oper(outervar4) end;
offset(displ); push(1)

end

end”

 

"constlist(n, value1, ..., valuen):
setconst(n, value1, ..., valuen) #
stringconst(n, value1, ..., valuen)

setconst(n, value1, ..., valuen):
stringconst(n, value1, ..., valuen)
‘construct(n, lineno)'!

stringconst(n, valuel, ..., valuen):
"constant(value1)! ... 'constant(valuen)'"

post proc constlist(value1: int)
const maxn = 80
array table [1:maxn] (int)
var list: table; n, i: int
‘begin

Win_setrange(value1) and (op = constant2)
and (a = value2)"

n z= 1; list{1] := value1;
while op = constant2) and in_setrange(a)
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and (n < maxn) do
n := n+ 1; list{n] := a; nextop

end;
If(op = construct2) and (a <= n) do

i := 0;
while i < n- ado

iors i + 13 oper(constant4); literal(list[i])
end;
push(n = a);
ifas=1 do

oper(singleton4); literal(list[n])
else true do

oper(setconst4); literal(a);
while i < ndo

1 r= i+ 13literal(list[i])
end

end;
push(setlength); nextop

else true do
oper(stringconst4); literal(n); i := 0;
while i < n do
its i+ 13literal(list{i])

end;
push(n)

end

end
"singleton(value):

smallconst(value) 'construct(1, lineno)'"

proc singleton(value: int)
begin oper(singleton4); literal(value);

push(setlength); nextop
end

"one:
Tconstant(1)'"

proc one
begin "nextop already called"

if op = do2 do nextop
else true do

oper(constant4); literal(1); push(1)
end

end

"smallconst( value):
"constant(value)'"

proc smalliconst(value: int)
begin "insetrange(value)" nextop;

fF op = constant2 do constlist(value)
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else (op = construct2) and (a = 1) do
Singleton( value) ~~ ~
else value = 1 do one
else true do ~

oper(constant4); literal(value); push(1)
end

end
"elemvalue:

‘value(1)'"

roc elemvalue
begin oper(elemvalue4); nextop end

"elemassign:
‘assign(1)'"

roc elemassign
begin oper(elemassign4); pop(2); nextop end

"outercall(displ):
Tinstance(1)' 'proccall(displ)'"

proce outercall(proclabel, arglength: int)
begin oper(outercall4); label(proclabel);

push(linklength); pop(arglength + linklength);
nextop

end
"outerparam(displ):

‘instance(1)' 'paramcall(displ)'"

proc outerparam(displ, arglength: int)
begin oper(outerparam4); offset(displ);

push(linklength); pop(arglength + linklength);
nextop

end

"standard code"

"libraryprocedure:
"goto' 'libproc' expression 'endlib'"

proc goto(endlabel: int)
begin oper(goto4); label(endlabel); nextop end

roe libproc(proclabel, paramlength, templabel: int)
Segin defaddr(proclabel); oper(libproc4);

offset( paramlength); offset(valueof( templabel) );
literal(lineno); newproc( paramlength);
newtemp; nextop

end
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proc endlib(templabel, endlabel: int)
var templength: int
begin endtemp(templength); endprocx;

define(templabel, tempiength);
oper(endlib4); literal(lineno);
defaddr(endlabel); nextop

end

"completeprocedure:
{ 'goto' ] 'proceduret [ declaration ]*
statement_part 'endproc'"

proc procedure(proclabel, paramlength, varlabel,
templabel: int)

begin defaddr( proclabel); oper(procedure4);
offset(paramlength); offset(valueof(varlabel) );
offset(valueof(templabel)); literal(lineno);
newproc(paramlength); newtemp; nextop

end

proc endproc(varlabel, varlength, templabel,
endlabel: int)

var templength: int
begin endtemp(templength); endprocx;

define(templabel, templength);
define(varlabel, varlength); oper(endproc4);
defaddr(endlabel); nextop

end

“proceduredeclaration:
complete procedure # library procedure

moduledeclaration: ~
{ declaration ]* statement_part

declaration:
empty # proceduredeclaration #
moduledeclaration"

"variable symbol:
whole Variable #
variable symbol [ 'field' ] #
variablesymbol expression ‘index’

whole variable:
‘inStance' 'variable' [ 'value' ]"

proc field(displ: int)
begin nextop;

while op = field2 do
ispl := displ + a; nextop

end;
Ifdispl <> 0 do
“oper(field4); offset( displ)
end

end”
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proce index(lower, upper, length: int) ,
begin oper(index4); literal( lower) ;

literal(upper); offset(length); literal(lineno);
port 1); nextop

en

proc whole variable(level, displ: int)
var steps:int
begin "op in operators(variable2, parameter2, funeval2)"

steps := thislevel - level; nextop;
while op = field2 do

displ := displ + a; nextop
end;
Tftrim and (steps <= 1) do

nearby variable(steps, displ)
else true do

oper(instance4); literal( steps);
oper(variable4); offset(displ);
push(1)

end
end

 

 

proc variable(level, displ: int)
begin wholevariable(level, linklength + displ) end

proc parameter(level, displ: int)
begin
wholevariable(level, - paramlength(level) + displ)

end

proc funeval(level, length: int)
begin
whole_variable(level + 1,

- paramlength(level + 1) - length)

end
"constructor:

elementaryconstructor # record_constructor #
array constructor # set constructor

elementary constructor: ~
expression

recordconstructor:
expression [ expression ]*

arrayconstructor:
expression [ expression ]* [ 'blank' ]

set_constructor:
[ expression ]* 'construct'"

proce blank(number: int)
begin oper(blank4); literal(number);
push(number); nextop

end
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proc construct(number: int)
begin oper(construct4); literal( number);

Titeral(lineno); pop(number);
push(setlength); nextop

end
"factor:

‘constant' # constructor # variable symbol ‘value’ #
'valspace' procedure_call # expression #
factor 'not' # factor"

proc constant(value: int)
begin

if trim and in setrange(value) do
~~smalleonst( value) a
else true do
Oper(constant4); literal(value);
push(1); nextop

end
end

proc value(length: int)
begin

it trim and (length = 1) do elemvalue
else true do

oper(value4); offset( length) ;
pop(1); push(length); nextop

end
end

 

roc valspace(length: int)
Faetn oper(valspace4); offset( length);

push(length); nextop
end

proc notx
begin oper(not4); nextop end
 

"term:
factor [ factor multiplyingoperator ]*

multiplying operator:
tmultiply” # 'divide' # ‘modulo’ #
‘and' # 'intersection'"

roc multiply
ceeth oper(multiply4); literal(lineno);

pop(1); nextop

end
proc divide
begin oper(divide4); literal(lineno);

pop(1); nextop
end
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proc modulo
begin oper(modulo4); literal(lineno);

pop(1); nextop
end

 

proc andx
begin oper(and4); pop(1}; nextop end
 

proc intersection
begin oper(intersection4); pop(setlength);

nex top

end
"signed term:

term[ empty # 'minus' ]"

proc minus
begin oper(minus4); literal(lineno); nextop end

"simple expression:
signedterm [ term adding_operator ]*

adding operator:
‘add? # ‘subtract’ # 'or' # 'union' #
'difference'"

proc add
begin oper(add4); literal(lineno);

pop(1); nextop

end
proc subtract
begin oper(subtract4); literal(lineno) ;

pop(1); nextop
end

 

proc orx
begin oper(or4); pop(1); nextop end

proc union
begin oper(union4); pop(setlength); nextop end

proc difference
begin oper(difference4); pop(setlength); nextop end

"expression:
simpleexpression
{ simple expression relationaloperator ]

relationaloperator:
‘equal' # 'notequal' # 'less' # 'notless’ #
'greater' # 'notgreater' # 'in'"
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proc equal(length: int)
begin oper(equal4); offset(length);

pop(2 * length); push(1); nextop

end
proc notequal(length: int)
begin oper(notequal4); offset(length);

pop(2 * length); push(1); nextop
end

 

proc less
begin oper(less4); pop(1); nextop end

proc notless
begin oper(notless4); pop(1); nextop end

proc greater
begin oper(greater4); pop(1); nextop end

proc notgreater
begin oper(notgreater4); pop(1); nextop end

proc inx
begin oper(in4); literal(lineno);

pop(setlength); nextop
end

"assignmentstatement:
variablesymbol expression 'assign'"

proc assign(length: int)
begin

if trim and (length = 1) do elemassign
‘else truedo

oper(assign4t); offset( length);
pop(1 + length); nextop

end

end”
"standard call:

variable symbol ‘addr’ #
‘halt’ #~
expression variablesymbol ‘obtain’ #
expression expression 'place' #
expression expression 'sense'"

proc addrx
begin oper(addr4); pop(1); nextop end

proc haltx
begin oper(halt4); literal(lineno); nextop end
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proc obtainx
begin oper(obtain4); pop(2); nextop end

proc placex
begin oper(place4); pop(2); nextop end

proc sensex
begin oper(sense4); pop(2); nextop end

"procedureargument:
'procarg' # 'paramarg'"

proc procarg(level, proclabel: int)
begin oper(instance4); literal(thislevel - level);

oper(procarg4); lLabel(proclabel);
push( proclength); nextop

end

proc paramarg(level, displ: int)
begin oper(instance4); literal(thislevel - level);

oper( paramarg4);
offset(- paramlength(level) + displ);
push( proclength); nextop

end

“argument:
expression # variable symbol # procedure argument

argument list: ~ ~
argument [ argument ]*

procedure call:
standard call #
{ argument_list ] 'proccall' #
{ argumentlist ] 'parameall'"

proc procecall(level, proclabel, arglength: int)
var steps: int
Begin steps := thislevel - level;
if trim and (steps = 1) do

outercall(proclabel, arglength)
else true do

oper(instance4); literal( steps);
oper(proccall4); label( proclabel);
push(linklength); pop(arglength + linklength);
nextop

end

end
proc paramcall(level, displ, arglength: int)

var steps: int
begin steps := thislevel - level;

displ := - paramlength(level) + displ;
if trim and (steps = 1) do
““outerparam(displ, argléngth)
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else true do
oper(instance4); literal( steps);
oper(paramcall4); offset(displ);
push(linklength); pop(arglength + linklength);
nextop ,

end
end
"conditionalstatement:

expression 'do' statement_list 'else'
conditional statement list:
conditional_statement { conditionalstatement ]*"

proc dox(falselabel: int)
begin oper(do4); label(falselabel); pop(1);

nex top

end
roc elsex(truelabel, falselabel: int)
egin nextop;

“if-op <> endif2 do
oper(else4); label(truelabel)

end;
defaddr( falselabel)

end

"ifstatement:
conditional_statement_list 'endif'"

proc endif(truelabel: int)
begin defaddr(truelabel); nextop end
 

"while statement:
‘while’ conditional_statement_list"

roc whilex(truelabel: int)
begin defaddr(truelabel); nextop end

“whenstatement:
'when' conditional_statement_list 'wait'
‘endwhen'"

proc whenx(waitlabel: int)
begin oper(when4); defaddr(waitlabel); nextop end

roc wait(waitlabel: int)
begin oper(wait4); label(waitlabel); nextop end

proc endwhen(truelabel: int)
begin defaddr(truelabel); oper(endwhen4);

nextop

end
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"processstatement:
"process' statement_list 'also'"

proc process(proclabel, templabel: int)

begin defaddr(proclabel); oper(process4);
offset(valueof(templabel)); literal(lineno);
newtemp; nextop

end
proc alsox(endlabel, templabel: int)
var templength: int
begin endtemp( templength);

define(templabel, templength);
oper(also4); label(endlabel); nextop

end
"process statement list:

process statement [ process statement ]*
concurrent_statement: —

'goto' processstatement_list 'cobegin'"

proc cobeginx(beginlabel, endlabel, number: int)
var procconst, proclabel, i: int
begin defaddr(beginlabel); oper(cobegin4);

iibaral(hanber ts literal(lineno); i := 0;
while i < number do

next( procconst:operator); literal( procconst) ;
next(proclabel:operator); label(proclabel);

lowei+ 1
end;
defaddr(endlabel); nextop

end

 

"Statement:
empty # assignment statement #
procedure call # if statement #
whilestatement # when_statement #
concurrent statement —

statement list:
statement [ statement ]*

statementpart:
statement list

program: ~—
complete_procedure 'endcode'"

proc endcode
begin oper(endcode4); literal(lineno - 1) end
 

proc assemble(last_scan: bool)
var more: bool
begin final := last scan; more := true;

offset(codelength); nextop;
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while more do
if op <= construct2 do

if op = add2 do add

 

 

 

else op = also2 do alsox(a, b)
else op = and2 doandx
else op = assign2 do assign(a)
else op = blank2 do blank(a)
else op = cobegin2do cobeginx(a, b, ¢)
@lsé op = constant2do constant(a)
else op = construct2 do construct(a) end
 

else op <= endproc2 do

 

if op = difference?do difference
else op = divide2 dodivide
else op = do2 do dox(a)
@é1se op = else2do elsex(a, b)
else op = endcodée do

endcode; more := false
else op = endif2 do endif(a)
else op = endlib2do endlib(a, b)
€18@ op = endproc2do endproe(a, b, ¢, d) end

else op <= in2 do
if op = endwhen2 do endwhen(a)

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

else op = equal? do equal(a)
else op = error2 do error(errorkind(a) )

else op = field2 do field(a)
else op = funeval2do funeval(a, b)
else op = goto2 do gdto(a)
else op = greater2 do greater
else op = in2 do inx end

elsé Op <= not2 do
if op = index2 do index(a, b, c)
@lse op = intersection2 do intersection
elsé op = less2 do less
else op = libproc2 do libproc(a, b, ¢c)
else op = minus2 dominus
else op = modulo2do modulo
else op = multiply2 do multiply
elsé op = not2 do notx end

else op <= procarg2 do

if op = notequal2 do notequal(a)
‘else op = notgreater2 do notgreater
elsé op = notless2 do notless
else op = or2 do orx
else Op = paramarg2 do paramarg(a, b)
else op = parameall2do
 

paramecall(a, b, c)
else op = parameter2 do parameter(a, b)
else op = procarg2 doprocarg(a, b) end

else op <= variable2 do
If op = proceall2 doproccalil(a, b, ec)
‘else op = procedure2 do

procedure(a, b, c, d)
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else op = process2 do process(a, b)
elsé op = subtract2do subtract
else op = union2 do union
else op = valspace2 do valspace(a)
else op = value2 do Value(a)
 

variable2 do variable(a, b) end
else op <= sense2 do

if op = wait2 dowait(a)
‘el when2 do whenx(a)

while2do whilex(a)
addr2 doaddrx
halt2 do haltx
obtain2 do obtainx
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op place2 doplacex
else op sense2 do sensex end

end
end

begin assemble(false); again; assemble(true) end
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SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTION

The Edison system is a portable software system for personal computers

written by Per Brinch Hansen and described in this book.
The Edison system supports the development of programs written in

the programming language Edison, a Pascal-like language that supports pro-
gram modularity and concurrent execution.

The Edison system includes an operating system, an Edison compiler, a
screen editor, a text formatter, a print program, and an assembler written in
the Edison language.

The program text and portable code of the software are available on
diskettes for the following microcomputers:

IBM Personal Computer PDP 11/23 Computer

382 K words and Keyboard (or LSI 11) 28 K words

Dual 5%” Diskette Drive Dual 8” Diskette Drive
single (or double) sided RX02 (or RX01)

MonochromeDisplay Terminal

Printer VT 100 (or VT 52)

Display/Printer Adapter Printer

The software can be edited and recompiled on these machineconfigura-

tions. It can also be moved to other similar microcomputers by rewriting a

kernel of 2 K words,
Please use the reverse side of this form to obtain more information on

the distribution of the Edison System by the author.
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Per Brinch Hansen (author)
c/o Computer Science Editor

Prentice-Hall, Inc.
EnglewoodCliffs

New Jersey 07632

U.S.A.

INFORMATION REQUEST

If you wish to use the Edison System on one or more machines, you

must sign a software license agreement and pay a license fee of $400 for each

machine.(This price may change.)
To receive a copy of the software license agreement, simplyfill out this

form with the information requested and send it to Per Brinch Hansen.

Please, send no money with this form.

[ ] Check here, if you want the software on 544” diskettes for an
IBM Personal Computer.

[ ] Check here, if you want the software on 8” diskettes for a PDP
11/23 Computer.

—— Show the number of machines on which you plan to use the

software.

Name

Address
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A

Abstract code, 161-98
Abstract data types, 41-50
Accept procedure, 151,218

Adding operators, 89,171
Addition, 76, 89,171
Addresses, 108, 201, 206-7, 326
Addresslists, 212
Address names, 202

Addr function, 55, 109
Algol 60, 56

Also instruction, 185-86, 190
Alva language, 199-216
And operator, 76, 89,170
Arguments, 93, 175-77
Arithmetic operators, 76
Array constructors, 15-18, 81-82, 168
Array declarations, 205
Array relations, 82

Array types, 15-17, 81-82, 108, 325
ASCII character set, 112

Assembler, 140-42

Assembling, 140-42
Assembly language (see Alva language)

Asslgaraent statements, 91-92, 97,172,
195

Assume procedure, 156
Autoload sector, 219
Auxiliary entities, 94, 99

INDEX

B

Backing store, 116-22
Backspace, 126, 135, 159-60

Backup command, 130
Backus-Naur form, 57-58, 66-67

Balanced paragraphs, 146-47
Base addresses, 162
Base ranges, 82
Baseregister b, 163
Base types, 82
Basic symbols, 68, 200
Bell, 134, 136-37, 159-60

Binary numerals, 108
Binding, 94

Blankinstruction, 168

Blank lines, 145
Block levels, 299, 325
Blocks, 38, 71-73, 99, 102, 299
Boolean expressions, 94-95
Boolean operators, 76
Boolean procedures, 154-55

Booleans, 76
Branch instructions, 209

Byte addresses, 220-21, 356
Byte instructions, 207

Cc

Call instances, 162-65
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Call instructions, 209-10

Capital letters, 68, 70, 130, 156, 200-1
Carriage return, 126, 151~52, 159-60
Case statements, 31-32

Catalogs, 117-18, 157-58, 257-58
Centered paragraphs, 146, 150
Characterlists, 69

Characters, 67-68, 77, 106-7, 112, 203
Characterstrings, 69, 196, 291
Check sums, 137-38, 141

Class concept, 44-45
Cobegin instruction, 185-89
Code generation, 161-98, 355-76

Code interpretation, 220-21

Code optimization, 192-98, 284, 356-57
Code rules, 165

Code summary, 191-92
Columns, 151
Commandfailures, 128
Commandlanguage, 114-15

Comments, 68, 200, 291
Commonvariables, 97, 185
Compilation, 120-22, 137-40
Compiler, 137-40, 283-376

Compiler administration, 283-90
Compiler passes, 283-84

Complete procedures, 98-99, 178, 182
Concurrent Pascal, 41-55
Concurrent processes (see Processes)
Concurrent statements, 50-51, 62, 96-98, 109,

185-90

Conditionalcritical regions, 47-49
Conditional statements, 94-95, 173-74, 194, 197
Constant declarations, 74-75, 203

Constant operands, 205
Constants, 74-75, 167, 202-3, 324

Constructors, 84, 167-69
Context links, 162-65, 175, 185

Contexts, 63, 72, 93-94, 97, 164, 174-82, 185
Control characters, 17-18, 77, 203, 284
Copy command, 132
CP/M system, 123
Create command, 131

Create procedure, 152
Critical regions (see When statements)
Cursor, 134-35, 159

Cursor procedure, 151, 218
Cut command, 144

Cycling, 69

D

Data types (see Types)

Decimal numerals, 107, 202
Declarations, 70-71, 178, 201

Delete character, 126, 135, 160
Delete command, 132

Delete procedure, 152

Device modules, 53-54
Device registers, 54-55, 109

Difference, 84, 89,171
Digits, 67
Direct mode, 151, 218

Disk addresses, 154, 219
Disk allocation, 118-22
Disk catalogs (see Catalogs)

Disk drives, 118-22, 125, 127, 160
Disk errors, 110

Disk files (see Files)
Disk format, 157-59
Disk maps, 121, 157-59, 257
Disk pages, 119, 157-58
Disk procedures, 154

Disks, 116-22, 126-30
Displacements, 325, 356
Display procedure, 151, 218
Division, 76, 89, 170
Documentdisk, 127, 143

Documentpreparation, 143
Documents, 145

Doinstruction, 173-74
Double spaced, 149
Drive numbers, 130, 152
Dyadic instructions, 208-9

E

Edison code, 161-98
Edison language, 7-112
Edison system, 113-60
Edison-11 language, 54-55, 106-12
Editing, 118-20, 125-26, 133-37

Elemassign instruction, 195
Elementary constructors, 78, 167
Elementary relations, 78

Elementary types, 10-12, 75-78, 108, 194-96,
324

Elements, 81
Elemvalueinstruction, 195
Else instruction, 173-74

Empty code, 178
Empty sets, 19, 83
Empty statements, 25
Encodedinstructions, 211-12
Endcodeinstruction, 185
Endlib instruction, 184

Endprocinstruction, 177, 185
Endread procedure, 153, 259
Endwheninstruction, 187, 190
Endwrite procedure, 153, 259

Enumeration types, 11, 77-78
Equal operator (see Relations)

Erase procedure, 151, 218
Error messages, 109-10, 138-39, 141-42, 291,
356

Error recovery, 13, 301, 325
Escape, 135, 160

Evaluation, 89
Execution, 69
Execution times, 111-12, 123
Exported entities, 41, 72, 300

Expression lists, 80, 167-68
Expressions, 88-90, 169-72
Extra instructions, 192

F

Factors, 89, 169
Failures, 69, 109-10, 128, 136, 139-40, 142,
166, 193, 221, 284

Fields, 39, 44, 79-80, 325
Field variables, 86-87, 92, 166, 196



File length, 117
File names, 117, 130

File procedures, 152

Files, 116-17, 130-33, 258
File types, 23
Floppy disks (see Disks)
Flushed paragraphs, 145-46, 150
Format command, 144-45
For statements, 33

Function calls, 94, 175-77

Functions, 35-36, 100
Function types, 98-99
Function variables, 35, 100, 162, 175, 300

G
Global entities, 72, 300

Global variables, 36, 195
Gotoinstruction, 181
Gotostatements, 34

Graphic characters, 67, 77, 126, 159, 203, 291
Greater operator (see Relations)
Guarded commands, 28, 31

H

Halt procedure, 29, 109

If statements, 26-29, 94-95, 173, 197

Indexedvariables, 87-88, 92, 166
Index expressions, 87
Index ranges, 81
Index registers, 162, 176-77, 188
Index values, 81
Inner blocks, 71

In operator, 83, 88, 172
Input/output, 53-55, 218
Input streams, 152-53

Insert command, 128-29

Instance instruction, 164-65
Instructions, 125, 164, 207-12
Instruction symbols, 216
Integer procedures, 155
Integers, 75-76, 107
Interface modules, 46
Intermediate code, 291-92, 324

Interrupts, 53-55, 219

Intersection, 84, 89, 170

J

Jump instructions, 356

K

Kernel, 124-25, 143, 157, 160-98, 217-55
Kernel procedures, 218
Kernelsize, 190
Kernel stack, 219-20

Known names, 71, 201, 300

L

Labels, 324, 355

Language description, 56-63
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Language design, 7-63

Less operator (see Relations)
Letters, 67-68
Lexical analysis, 291-98
Libprocinstruction, 184

Library procedures, 40, 101-2, 109, 153-54,
182-85, 188

Limits, 110, 136, 139-40, 142
Line editing, 125-26
Line feed, 159-60

Line groups, 149-50
Line numbers, 131, 134, 148, 193, 291
Line printing, 150
Line procedures, 156

Line size, 147-49
List command, 129
Load function, 153-54, 183

Localcase instruction, 194
Local entities, 71,99, 300

Local procedures, 195
Localset instruction, 195
Localvalue instruction, 194
Local variables, 41, 185, 193-95

Localvar instruction, 193-94

Locate procedure, 152
Locations, 206

M

Machine configuration, 124-25

Margin, 149
Markfunction, 153, 259
Maxcolumn,151, 218

Maxrow,151, 218
Members, 82-83

Message buffers, 45~50
Minusoperator, 76, 89,171

Modula, 41-55
Modules, 41-55, 71-73, 94, 177-78, 181
Modulo operator, 76, 89,170
Monadicinstructions, 208

Monitors, 45-50
Monosystem, 114, 116
Morefunction, 153, 258
Moveprocedure, 153, 259
Multiplication, 76, 89, 170
Multiplying operators, 89, 170

N

Namedentities, 61, 70-73, 201-2
Nameprocedures, 155-56
Names, 61, 70, 201, 291, 299-301, 324-25
Nested blocks, 38, 71, 163, 174, 178, 299
Newkernel command, 143
Newline character, 68, 150-52, 291

New page, 149-50
Newsystem command,143
Next instruction, 211-12, 220

Normal mode, 151
Not equal operator (see Relations)
Notes, 135-36, 138, 141, 284
Not greater operator (see Relations)

Notless operator (see Relations)
Not operator, 76, 89, 170
Numerals, 75, 107, 202-3, 291
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oO

Obtain procedure, 54-55, 109

Octal numerals, 55, 107, 202

Openread procedure, 152, 258
Openwrite procedure, 152, 259

Operands, 69, 89, 205-7
Operating system, 113-60, 184-85, 220, 256-82

Operating system parameters, 218
Operation codes, 164, 220, 324, 356

Operations, 69
Operators, 74, 89
Ordinal values, 10, 75-78, 112
Origin, 71

Or operator, 76, 89,171
Outercall instruction, 195
Outercase instruction, 195
Outerparam instruction, 195
Outerset instruction, 196

Outervalue instruction, 195
Outervar instruction, 195
Output streams, 153
Overflow, 110,170

P

Padding sentences, 213
Page format, 149-50

Page numbers, 149, 157
Page size, 119-20, 149

Page top, 149
Paragraphs, 145-48
Paramarginstruction, 181

Paramcall instruction, 180
Parameters, 100, 162, 175, 325, 356

Pascal, 7-63
Pass 1, 291-98
Pass 2, 299-323

Pass 3, 324-55
Pass 4, 355-76
Paste command, 144
Pause procedure, 151-52

PDP 11 boolean, 157,218
PDP 11 computer, 53, 109-11, 124-25, 127-28,

199-255, 356
Performance, 110-11, 123
Place procedure, 54-55, 109
Pointer types, 22-23
Popinstructions, 211

Portability, 159-61, 218
Position, 153, 158
Preemption,188
Prefix, 133, 150-57, 283

Print command, 148
Printer, 125, 160
Printing, 148-50

Print procedure, 152, 218

Private variables, 97, 185
Procarg instruction, 179
Proccall instruction, 176
Procedure arguments, 93, 109, 178-81
Procedure body, 94, 98-99
Procedurecalls, 63, 92-94, 109, 174-85, 195

Procedure contexts, 63, 94
Procedure declarations, 34-35, 98, 182

Procedure headings, 98

Procedure instruction, 177
Procedure jumps, 177, 180
Procedure parameters, 37-38, 63, 100, 178-81,

190, 195, 325
Procedure postdeclaration, 101
Procedure predeclaration, 101
Procedures, 34-40, 63, 98-103, 109, 174-85,

325
Process constants, 51, 96
Processes, 50-53, 70, 96-98, 185-90, 219

Process instruction, 186, 189
Process modules, 51

Processor, 69, 159
Process queues (see Queues)

Process scheduling (see Scheduling)
Process statements, 96, 185-90
Process synchronization (see Synchronization)
Program counter pc, 220
Program development, 133
Program execution, 69
Program index p, 165, 184, 220
Program length, 182
Program library, 101
Program loading, 120-21, 153-54, 182-85,

219-20
Program parameters, 36, 114-15, 150-57, 218,

220
Program prefix (see Prefix)

Programs, 36-38, 69, 102-3, 182-85, 214
Program stack, 111, 182-83, 188,219

Program top t, 182, 187-88
Program underlining, 144

Protect command,131
Protection, 130, 136
Protect procedure, 152
Push instructions, 210

Qa

Queues, 46-47, 188, 219

R

Ranges, 78-79
Readboolprocedure, 155

Readint procedure, 155
Readname procedure, 156

Read procedure, 153,259
Readsector procedure, 154, 218

Reals, 12
Record constructors, 14, 80, 167-68
Recordfields (see Fields)
Recordrelations, 80
Record types, 14-15, 79-80, 108, 325

Record values, 79
Recursion, 63,99, 101

Recursive descent, 301-3, 325

Register declarations, 204
Register instructions, 209, 233

Registers, 219
Relations, 78, 80, 82-83, 88, 171-72
Relocatable code, 176, 356
Rename command, 132
Renameprocedure, 152
Repeat instructions, 210
Repeat statements, 32-33



Resumption, 188
Return instructions, 210

Retyped factors, 90
Retypedvariables, 88
Retyping, 20-22, 88, 90, 325
Rows, 151
Running header, 149~50

Ss

Scheduling, 47, 55, 185-90

Scope analysis, 299-323
Scopes, 38-39, 42, 61, 71-73, 201

Screen erasure, 159
Sector gap, 120, 219
Sector numbers, 154, 157, 219

Sectors, 116, 154

Select procedure, 151
Semantic analysis, 324-55

Semaphores, 49-50
Sense function, 54-55, 109

Sentences, 65, 199, 212-13

Separators, 68, 200
Setconstinstruction, 196
Set constructors, 19, 83, 168-69, 196

Set limit, 82, 108
Set operators, 84
Set relations, 83
Set types, 18-20, 82-84, 108, 325

Side effects, 36

Signed constants, 207
Sign operators, 89
Simple expressions, 89, 170-71
Simple operands, 89

Simplicity, 1-6
Single processor systems, 187-90

Single spaced, 149
Singleton instruction, 196
Skip statements, 25, 91

Solo system, 114, 116
Space, 68, 135, 147, 168, 291

Special characters, 67
Special symbols, 68, 200, 291
Split procedures, 101, 109, 182, 300-1
Stacks, 43-44, 110-11, 218-19
Stack top s, 164
Standard code, 192, 357
Standard disks, 126-27, 157-59
Standard names, 70, 107
Standard procedures, 109, 178
Standard types, 74
Statementlists, 26, 91, 172

Statements, 25-34, 47, 50-52, 91-98, 172-90,

212
Stet mark, 145, 150
Store, 108, 125, 162, 187-88
Store allocation, 110-11, 122

Stored entities, 201-2

Stored values, 88, 108
Stream procedures, 152-53, 258-59

Streams, 152-53, 258-59
Stringconst instruction, 196
String constructors, 17-18, 168, 196

String types, 16-18, 81-82

Subrange types, 12, 18
Subset procedure, 156
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Subtraction, 76, 89,171
Subvariables, 84, 92

Surrounding blocks, 71, 195

Symbol look-ahead, 292

Symbols, 59, 65-69, 199-200
Synchronization, 45-50, 55, 95-96, 185-90

Syntactic forms, 65
Syntactic rules, 58, 66-67, 165,194

Syntax analysis, 299-323, 325
Syntax errors, 301
Syntax expressions, 66, 301
Syntax factors, 66-67, 302-3

Syntax graphs, 56-57
Syntax summary, 103-6, 191-92, 214-15

Syntax terms, 66, 302
System changes, 142-43

System dependentproperties, 70
System disk, 127, 133

System restart, 128, 221
System size, 122
System start, 127-28, 219-20

T

Tabulate, 126, 160

Temporaries, 162, 177, 184, 356
Temporaryfiles, 130, 137-38, 141, 284

Terminal, 125, 159-60
Terminal input, 125-26

Terminal modes, 151
Terminal procedures, 151-52

Termination, 69
Terms, 89,170
Text declarations, 204

Text files, 131
Text formatting, 144-48
Text input, 125-26, 137

Text processing, 143-50
Text strings (see String types)
Threaded code, 220
Tracks, 116, 154
Trap instruction, 211, 219

Traps, 110
Trap sentences, 213
Trap vectors, 213
Trim boolean, 284, 357
Trio system, 114, 116

Truth symbols, 76
Type checking, 20, 325

Type compatibility, 24-25
Type declarations, 13, 74

Type length, 88
Types, 8-25, 60, 73-84, 324-25
Type synonyms, 23-24

U

UCSDPascal, 123

Underline command, 144
Underlined symbols, 145
Union, 84, 89,171

Universal type, 325
Unprotect command, 132

Vv
Valspace instruction, 175
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Value arguments, 93
Value instruction, 167
Value operands, 207

Value parameters, 100
Values, 9, 73
Variable addressing, 326
Variable arguments, 93

Variable declarations, 84-85
Variable instruction, 164-65
Variable parameters, 100, 163
Variable retrieval, 86, 97, 167
Variables, 59-60, 84-88, 162-67, 177, 193-95,

325-26
Variable selection, 85
Variable stack, 111, 163, 184-90, 218
Variable symbols, 85-88, 166, 206-7
Variant records, 21-22

INDEX

Ww

Wait instruction, 187, 190
Whenstatements, 47-49, 55, 95-96, 187-90

While statements, 29-31, 95,174
Whole variables, 84, 164-66

With statements, 34

Worddeclarations, 204-5
Wordinstructions, 207

Words, 108
Word symbols, 68, 144, 200, 291
Writebool procedure, 155
Writeint procedure, 155
Writeline procedure, 156

Writename procedure, 156

Write procedure, 153, 259
Writesector procedure, 154, 218



 


